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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

In rewriting this volume, the material has been rearranged in

what appeared to be more logical sequence, and such new matter

has been added as the more important developments in the

science of management have demanded. The paragraphs have

been numbered and given topical headings. References have

been added at the close of each chapter to specific portions of

modern books bearing on the subject matter of the chapter.

These changes are made with a view to making the book more

useful as a help to those who wish to make further studies of the

topics treated and to facilitate the use of the book as a text.

Hugo Diemek.
State College, Pa.,

December 15, 1913.



PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION

This book is intended to be of service to officers of manu-
facturing corporations, works managers, superintendents, account-

ants, and the heads of such departments as purchasing, stores,

cost, and production, and in fact to all employees of manufactur-

ing corporations who desire to acquire a comprehensive grasp of

the problems treated. It is the result of some twenty years' expe-

rience on the part of the writer, of which time about one-half

was spent as an employee and about one-half as a consultant.

The work has gradually acquired its present form as the result

of lecture courses delivered for a number of years to senior stu-

dents in engineering colleges, and it is believed that while pri-

marily intended for the actual practitioner in manufacturing

work, it will be of value to engineering students.

Hugo Diemeh.
State College, Pa.,

July 1, 1910.
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FACTORY ORGANIZATION AND
ADMINISTRATION

CHAPTER I

THE PRINCIPLES, FIELD AND METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL
MANAGEMENT

1. Influence of Tradition, Precedent, and Analogy on Industrial

Organization.—If we were to look for the influences which have

helped to establish the principles of industrial management,

we would have to go back earlier even than the beginnings of

civilization. When two barbarian tribes made war on each

other that tribe which possessed the best fighting organization

won out.

Principles of military managemenlT were appreciated in the

remotest antiquity. Training in discipline and knowledge of

different methods of attack, -utilizing men best fitted to handle

certain kinds of weapons, and disposing of these various classes

of men in the most effective ways, how many should be in each

group, who should be the leaders in each group, how these

leaders should act in concert under the direction of general lead-

ers, were problems of management which were considered and

solved 6000 years ago in Egypt, Assyria, and Persia.

Similar problems in organization and management presented

/themselves in connection with the disposition of the captured

prisoners who were usually sold into slavery.

As trade by caravan and vessels developed, new kinds of

problems in organization and management developed.

Again as various tribes allied themselves under common
leadership they developed governmental and legal organization

and administration.

We find at a later date the organization and management

of slaves in conducting productive industries, such as brick

making, stone hewing, lumber cutting, weaving, and transporta-

tion. Still later there came about the development of the

so-called guilds and free castes of skilled workmen.
1
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Elaborate and complicated organizations are to be found

in the management of the superstitious rites and religions of the

various^ tribes and nations.

We may summarize the sources of tradition, precedent, and

analogy from which modern industrial management has been

supplied with formative influences as arising from

:

(1) Military tradition and usage.

(2) Slavery and serfdom.

(3) Customs of trade and navigation.

(4) Civic and legal customs.

(5) Ancient industrial organizations.

(6) Religious organizations./

2. Data Relating to Industrial Management. Where Found.—
The data of industrial management are enumerated in allitera-

tive form by Charles B. Going in a series of words beginning

with the letter M, which he designates as "Materials, Markets,

Money, Men, and Machinery."

While this list of words is suggestive it will be a little more

comprehensive to enumerate the various sciences from which

industrial management draws its data and to which it is closely

related.

Selecting first from the list given by Mr. Going the subjects

of markets and money it is quite apparent that a study of these

two topics leads us to an investigation of the science of economics

with the view of selecting from that science such data and rules

as apply to industrial management. An investigation of the

science of economics will lead us to such topics as finance,

accounts, and statistics.

We will not have gone far in our study of economics before

we find we are bound to get into the fields of social and polit-

ical science as containing some data relating to industrial

management.

Looking again at the list of words beginning with M we find

Men. The selection of the right men to do certain work and
a selection of the best work for certain men leads us into the

field of psychology. We do not need to go far into this field

until we begin to realize that the simplest forms of tribal and
family life demanded of the leader some instinctive knowledge
of the feelings, impulses, and desires of others. He must respect

prejudice, be able to persuade to action, secure confidence and
obedience. All of these powers imply some knowledge of his
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own conscience. It is singular that psychology as a vital factor

in works management has not been recognized until within the

very last few years.

The topics of materials and machinery come under the head-

ing of technical engineering. Engineering knowledge is required

also for the proper solution of problems connected with the design

and layout of factory plants and buildings, their service equip-

ment including power plants, transmission apparatus, light,

heat, ventilation and sanitation, elevators, cranes, mechanical

transportation, and the various machines required in the proc-

esses of the industries.

We might then summarize as the sciences closely related to

the science of management:

(1) Economic, social and political science.

(2) Psychology.

(3) Engineering.

3. Is there a Science of Management?—The simplest defini-

tion of science is knowledge methodically digested and arranged.

Every science has a subject matter and methods more or less

peculiarly its own. Botany, physics and chemistry each have

more or less distinct fields and more or less diverse methods.

The science of management has its own fields. It describes,

analyses, classifies and explains the factors which contribute to

bring about efficient industrial conditions and results. It also

has methods peculiarly its own.

4. The Field of Indiistrial Management.—Industrial manage-

ment is one of the most important economic factors of our time.

It is intimately related to problems of individual and national

welfare. Hence any improvements that tend to lessen waste

and promote health, wealth and happiness in any of the fields

of action or departments controlled by the industrial manager

are full of a human interest and appeal over and above any

technical merit.

Efficiency in industrial management involves efficiency in

each of the various divisions with which any management has io

deal. A general list of the fields of action covered by industrial

management in which there is opportunity for developing

efficiency, would include the following: (1) Finance, (2)

Organization, (3) Accounting, (4) Industrial plants, their

service and process equipment, (5) The selection and handling
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of employees, (6) Production Systems and Methods, (7) Distribu-

tion, including selling and advertising.

5. Efficiency in Finance.—Many concerns are over-burdened

by reason of the financing not having been accomplished with

the best judgment and ability. More money than necessary

may have been spent in promoting. Again, if properties, patents

or good will have been paid for by shares of stock, the amount of

stock given in payment may have been excessive. In either of

these cases the establishment is loaded with a burden of which it

cannot rid itself. On account of this well-known fact it fre-

quently happens that a man who is primarily a financier is put

at the head of an industrial establishment; and we are then

afterward confronted by the condition that although our financ-

ing was efficiently done, we have a man at the head of the business

who is primarily a financier and knows nothing about manu-

facturing. He is carried on the pay-roll at a heavy salary, which

becomes a constant drain on the establishment. In the case of

a bank or brokerage house, this type of man is valuable every day.

On the other hand, from the standpoint of the best interests of

the manufacturing concern, he is valuable only in cases of

financial crisis and is frequently unable to present the true state

of internal affairs of the factory to the ultimate ownership.

6. Efficiency in Organization.—There is a wide field open to

investigation as to the kinds of departmentalization which have

proven most effective in various industries. Another question

is that which deals with the extent to which departmentalization

shall be carried in various sizes of the same industry—for example,

the determination of what is the best form of departmentalized

organization for a steam-engine manufacturing company employ-

ing 150 men as compared with the departmentalized organization

for similar companies employing say 300, 600, 900, or 1200 men.
Efficiency in organization demands definite knowledge of

methods of securing individual effort and enthusiasm as well as

departmental co-ordination. It demands a knowledge of what
,has been accomplished by department meetings, by meetings of

line officers with separate staff heads, by club, athletic and
welfare work among employees, and other means of securing good
will and loyalty.

It demands definite knowledge as to how far matters of policy

and general procedure may be made the subjects of thought and
discussion by men in the ranks and the lower officials as well as
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by higher officials; and on the other hand, to what extent methods
as well as results shall be considered and initiated by the higher

authorities.

7. Efficiency in Accotinting.—At the head of the accounting

department we must have a man who knows how to prepare a

balance sheet that will stand the criticism of the most conserva-

tive auditor on the one hand; although on the other hand he

must be so conversant with current practice as not to fail to list

as assets everything to which his company is justly entitled. He
must know what constitutes under-valuation as well as what

constitutes over-valuation.

He must see the advantage of co-ordinating the manufacturing

records with the accounting system. He must realize the great

advantage accruing from carrying in terms of money such records

as the current accounts of stores, of raw materials, of work in

process, and finished stock, and closing these into a monthly bal-

ance sheet. He must appreciate the advantage of differentiating

the expense accounts so as to allocate them to different kinds of

product in a manner that will represent the true costs and true

profits of dififerent kinds of product so as to enable the concern

making a varied product to compete on the basis of actual

knowledge of true costs with a concern specializing in only one of

the varied products which his company makes. Here again the

old-fashioned bookkeeper type of accountant who urges for a

single expense rate based on the old-time percentage plan,

because in his opinion it costs less to get this than a differentiated

hourly expense rate for the different kinds of product, is wholly

out of place and distinctly harmful to the interests of the ultimate

ownership in an industrial establishment.

An efficient head of an accounting department needs to have a

broader view of his sphere of action than is possessed by a book-

keeper. He must be broad minded enough to avoid blocking

the path of progress of the progressive works manager by clinging

to old-time methods. The particular old-time methods which

he needs to revise are those which have to do with manufacturing

and expense accounts. These he needs to rehabilitate so as to

show every month or every four weeks classified profits and losses

on products and classified expenses per unit of product and per

unit of time.

8. Efficiency in Industrial Plants may be said to include

efficiency in plant, in equipment, in the departmental arrange-
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ment, in power generation and distribution, heating, ventilation,

illumination, sanitation, and mechanical transportation of

material, and in machine and tool processes.

Efficiency in factory location demands a knowledge of economic

and trade conditions acquired only by a very careful study.

Efficiency in buildings and the arrangement of departments in

these buildings requires a careful study of process mapping and

of the types fitted to different classes of industry. Efficiency in

equipment required a technical knowledge of all of the processes

involved. The problem for one industry is always a problem by
itself, yet industries can be classified and types of plant can be

selected which are best adapted to certain types of industry.

9. Efficiency in the Selection and Handling of Employees.—
The problems of selecting the right man for a given task and
selecting the right kind of work for a certain man involve a care-

ful analysis of both the work and the men. This requires a

knowledge of the industrial processes whether they be mechanical

or mental and also a knowledge of the physical and psychological

qualities of various types of individuals.

10, Efficiency in Production Systems and Methods.—The
word "production" indicates the making or manufacturing of

commodities. Engineering as applied to production means
the planning in advance of production so as to secure certain

results. A man may be a good mechanic but no engineer. The
distinction between the mechanic and the engineer is that the

mechanic cuts and tries, and works by formulae based on empiri-

cism. The engineer calculates and plans with absolute certainty

of the accomplishment of the final results in accordance with
his plans, which are based ultimately on fundamental truths of

natural science.

Instinct and experience are valuable guides to the work of

either the mechanic or the engineer, but they serve only as the

coast-line does to the mariner without chart or compass. Guided
by the chart and compass of his certain knowledge, the engineer
is as positive of results in designing, for instance, a machine he
has never before seen as is the mariner of reaching a port he may
never before have set eyes on.

The mechanical engineer has to do with the design, construc-

tion, testing, and operating of machines. The mechanical engi-

neer designs with certainty of correct operation and adequate
strength.
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, It is the business of the production engineer to know every

single item that constitutes his finished product, and every step

involved in the handling of every piece. He must know what is

the most advantageous manufacturing quantity of every single

item so as to secure uniformity of flow as well as economy of

manufacture. He must know how long each stiep ought to

take under the best attainable working conditions. He must
be able to tell at any time the exact condition as iregards quantity

and state of finishedness of every part involved in his manu-
facturing process.

Efficiency in production systems and methods demands a

thorough understanding of the matters connected with the phases

of manufacturing which are included in what is at the present

time designated as the planning department. This involves a

knowledge of the correct handling of such matters as bills of

material, drawing lists, perpetual inventories of stores, purchase

records, process maps, route diagrams and charts, instruction

cards, time and motion studies, tool lists, order of work and
tracing records, methods of promptly moving work in process

from department to department, as well as best methods of carry-

ing on the productive processes of an industry, including such

matters as feeds and speeds of machines, belt, chain and motor

drives, repairs to machinery, and inspection and test of product.

The engineer must be able not only to design, but to execute.

A draftsman may be able to design, but unless he is able to execute

his designs to successful operation he cannot be classed as an

engineer. The production engineer must be able to execute his

work as he has planned it.

11. Efficiency in Distribution and Selling.—There are many
correspondence courses in salesmanship offered at the present

time. A study of any of these courses will reveal the large field

open for work in the interests of greater efficiency. Efficiency

in the selling department reijognizes , the fact that it is not

quantity of sales whicli merits extra pay. That particular sales-

man or selling office is entitled to the greatest reward who has sold

goods on which the manufacturer has made the largest profits,

whether it has been the result of quantity of sales or of careful

selection, with an effort to sell those things on which the manu-

facturer could realize the greatest profit.

Progressive efficiency in selling demands extensive research

work in various industries to accumulate data covering the
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methods and actual costs of selling. It is only by the accumu-

lation and comparison of such data that we, as a nation, can make

progress in reducing distribution costs.

Finally it must be recognized that economies in production

together with lower costs of manufacture will result in continual

manufacturing activity only if some corresponding reductions

in selling prices are made. National and international economy

demands that production of all kinds be maintained at a maxi-

mum; and in order that this condition may exist, we must be

content with such profits as will provide fair returns in the way

of dividends on actual investment, sinking funds to cover depre-

ciations and a reasonable reserve for bad business years. After

these obligations have been met, however, there is no justifica-

tion from an economic standpoint for adding any further profit

over cost of production to increase selling price.

12. The Methods of Industrial Management.—A "committee

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers made an ex-

tensive canvass in the fall of 1912 to determine what were the

new elements in modern management as well as what the com-

mittee designated as the regulative principles of industrial man-
agement. The committee confirmed Adam Smith's statement

madein 1776 in his "Wealth of Nations," in which he held that

the application of the principle of division of labor was the basis

of manufacture. The committee also agreed with Charles Bab-

bage, who in his worTc entitled "Economy of Machinery and

Manufactiire" written in 1832, added another principle, namely

the transference of skill. The committee quotes from Adam
Smith's "Wealth of Nations," as follows:

"This great increase of the quantity of work which, in consequence

of the division of labor, the same number of people are capable of per-

forming, is owing to three different circumstances; first, to the increase

of dexterity in every particular workman; secondly, to the saving of the

time which is commonly lost in passing from one species of work to

another; and lastly, to the invention of a great number of machines
which facilitate and abridge labor, and enable one man to do the work
of many."

They also quote from Charles Babbage's "Economy of Ma-
chinery and Manufacture" as follows:

"That the master manufacturer, by dividing the work to be executed

into different processes, each requiring different degrees of skill and
force, can purchase exactly that precise quantity of both which is neces-
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sary for each process; whereas, if the whole work were executed by one

workman, that person must possess sufl5cient skill to perform the most
difficult, and sufficient strength to execute the most laborious of the

opera;tions into which the art is divided."

The committe also reported that methods of analyzing and
recording operations were early developed. Charles Babbage
gives a table from a French investigator showing the number of

operations, time for each, cost of each, and expense of tools

and materials for making pins in France in 1760.

13. Prominent Principles of Management.^—As a result of the

above investigations the committee state that they conceive the

prominent element in present-day industrial management to be:

the mental attitude that consciously applies the transference

of skill to all the activities of industry.

The committee report the following as the most satisfactory

answers to the question: "What are the regulative principles

of industrial management?"
The regulative principles of management along scientific

lines include four important elements:

(a) Planning of the processes and operations in detail by a

special department organized for this purpose.

(b) Functional organization by which each man superintend-

ing the workman is responsible for a single line of effort. This

is distinctly opposed to the older type of military organization,

where every man in the management is given a combination

of executive, legislative and judicial functions.

(c) Training the worker so as to require him to do each job

in what has been found to be the best method of operation.

(d) Equable payment of the workers based on quantity and

quality of output of each individual. This involves scientific

analysis of each operation to determine the proper time that

should be required for its accomplishment and also high payment

for the worker who obtains the object sought.

Another correspondent finds the solution of problems of

management in the observing and regulating of three classes of

industrial phenomena:

"(a) The economic results of different arrangements and forms of

materials and operations upon them, either to produce equipment or

product. This covers the whole field of recorded experience from

invention and design of product and tools down through the successive
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shop processes to ultimate finished product and its tests in service. It

is the object of the scientific method to make the best of this experience,

in its essential details, readily available for all concerned, and to see

that it is actually absorbed and put in practice.

" (b) The economic results of varying executive methods for effect-

ively directing human efforts as a whole in the use of the above experi-

ence. This covers the entire field of building up, co-ordinating and con-

trolling the supervising organization of a plant with its statistical und

recording systems.

"(c) The economic results of steps taken to raise the industrial

efficiency of the individual worker in every grade of service. This

covers the whole problem of labor reward, intensified ability, conserved

energy and the general relations of employer and employee."

14. Regulative Principles of Management.—Messrs. Church

and Alford have attempted to condense the above regulative

principles still further and have defined them as: (a) The system-

atic use of experience; (b) The economic control of effort; (e)

The promotion of personal effectiveness.

The first includes the use, in all essential detail, of traditional

knowledge, personal experience and the results of scientific

study on the part of the executive force. It implies the accumu-

lation and use of records and the setting up of standards.

The second includes the division and subsequent co-ordination

of both executive and productive labor; the planning of single

lines of effort, the setting of definite tasks and the comparison

of results; and the effective training of the workers. It implies

the previous acquisition of skill by the executives.

The third includes a definite allotment of responsibility and
the adequate, stimulative encouragement and reward of both

executive and productive labor; the development of contented

workers, and the promotion of their physical and mental health.

It implies the most thorough comprehension of the human being.

15. Methods of the Science of Management.—In the first

edition of this book the writer outlined the methods of the

industrial engineer as follows:

He considers a manufacturing establishment just as one
would an intricate machine. He analyzes each process into

its ultimate, simple elements, and compares each of these simplest

steps or processes with an ideal or perfect condition. He then
makes all due allowances for rational and practical conditions

and establishes an attainable commercial standard for every
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step. The next process is that of attaining continuously this

standard, involving both quality and 'quantity, and the inter-

locking or assembling of all of these prime elements into a well-

arranged, well-built, smooth-running machine. It is quite

evident that work of this character involves technical knowledge

and ability in science and pure engineering, which do not enter

into the field of the accountant. Yet the industrial engineer

must have the accountant's keen perception of money values.

His work will not be good engineering unless he uses good

business judgment. He must be able to select those mechanical

-devices and perfect such organization as will best suit present

needs and secure prompt returns in profit. He must have

sufiiciently good business sense to appreciate the ratio between

investment and income. He must be in close enough touch

with the financial management to be able to impress upon them
the necessity of providing sinking funds to provide for the more
perfect installations and organizations which future demands of

a more educated and enlightened public will necessitate.

The industrial engineer to-day must be as competent to give

good business advice to his corporation as is the skilled corpora-

tion attorney. Upon his sound judgment and good advice

depend very frequently the making or losing of large fortunes.

16. Taylor's Definition of the Methods of Industrial Manage-
ment.—Fred W. Taylor summarizes the methods of industrial

management as follows:

(1) The Establishment into Scientific Form of all of the Working

Data and Rule of Thumb Knowledge Relating to a Given Industry.—
As an example of the practical application of this method we
have Mr. Taylor'sown exhaustive treatise on " The Art of Cutting

Metals."

(2) The Scientific Study of the Workers.-^To illustrate what
sort of investigation this involves we may again refer to Mr.

Taylor's investigations as to the physical and temperamental

qualifications of men best adapted to such work as shoveling

iron ore, carrying pig iron, etc.

(3) Bringing the Science to the Worker.—This is accomplished

through the medium of functional foremanship. Each functional

foreman is an expert teacher in his speciality.

(4) The Assumption by the Management Itself of Its Due Share

in the Above-mentioned Three Divisions.
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CHAPTER II

INDUSTRIAL FINANCE

17. The Corporation.—The present-day theory of a corpora-

tion is that it is an organized body of individuals who have

agreed to co-operate in the conduct of some enterprise in accord-

ance with federal and state laws as well as certain by-laws made
by themselves. This theory is quite different from that of the

previous generation which held that a corporation was an
intangible, invisible, entity, with perpetual existence, otherwise

having all the attributes of a natural person. The present-day

theory of the corporation does not segregate the directors and
stockholders from the invisible and frequently well-named

soulless mystery the corporation itself. To-day the officers, the

directors and the stockholders are themselves the corporation.

The acts of the corporation are the acts of the directors and their

agents. Inasmuch as the directors are the agents of the stock-

holders, the stockholders are responsible for the acts of the

directors in so far as the directors are acting within the limits of

the authorization conferred on them by the stockholders them-

selves. The fact that the courts are interpreting more and more

the corporation as a body of individuals each of whom shares in

the responsibility for the acts, of the corporation itself should

serve as a warning to stockholders, directors, and responsible

officials in all corporations to exercise care and forethought in

seeing that there can be no charge substantiated that any acts

of the corporation violate common law, statutory law or public

policy. The commission of such acts, according to present-day

intrepretation of the courts, involves not only the intangible,

invisible thing known as the corporation but may mean civil

and even criminal action against the individuals composing the

corporation as well as those individuals in particular responsible

for such acts.

18. The Corporation Charter.—Incorporation is secured by

the granting of a charter. This charter is usually granted by the

office of the secretary of state of the state in which incorporation

13
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is sought, after the publication of the application for a stated

time in certain newspapers. In its ordinary form the charter is

furnished by the office of the secretary of state in brief standard

printed form which refers to the act or acts of the legislature and

also sometimes to the constitution of the state issuing the

charter, as specifying in fiu^her detail the terms under which the

charter is granted. This standard printed form of charter is,

however, not -the only form of charter issued. Certain large

corporations, in order to secure the widest freedom of action

possible, have had their attorneys prepare charters so worded as

not to conffict with the laws of the state in whicn incorporation

is sought, but securing a wider range of possible activities than

would be expressly stated in the standard form of charter. Appli-

cations for special forms of charter thus prepared have usually

been granted, although the question has been raised by outsiders

whether the wide scope of activities allowed in some cases is in

accordance with the interest of public policy.

19. Where to Incorporate.—The natural place for an indus-

trial organization to incorporate would seem to be the state in

which its plant is located, or, if it operates plants in several states,

the state in which its principal plant is located. There is a

certain prestige gained by being known as a home industry

rather than a foreign corporation, the word "foreign" being used

in the sense of belonging to another state. Incorporation in

the home state might involve the acquisition of a certain amount
of good will from the people at large of that state. Again there

is a tendency in some states to license or tax foreign corporations

and exempt home corporations from such licenses or taxes.

Certain states limit the powers of corporations so far as the

scope of their business activities is concerned more than other

states and this may be a deciding factor in selecting the state in

which to incorporate. Again the cost of the charter varies in

different states. Certain states which grant sjjecial privileges to

corporations levy a heavy tax in the form of incorporation fee,

while other states, which are more strict with regard to privileges

allowed corporations, charge a relatively small fee. The form
of capitaUzation desired may decide the selection of the state in

which to incorporate. The conservative and closely held

corporation may choose to issue but one kind of capital stock and
sell this stock for cash only. Such a corporation can afford to

incorporate in the state in which its plant is located no matter
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how strict may be the corporation laws of that state. On the

other hand a corporation may wish to issue stock in exchange for

property contributed by subscribers or in exchange for services

rendered by promoters. Certain states are more liberal than

others with reference to the matter of allowing stock to be issued

for such things as property, services, patent rights, bonus, good

will, franchise, etc., than other states. Again some states allow

corporations to buy and sell stocks of other corporations, while

other states prohibit this. The conservative corporation has

everything to gain by incorporating under laws of a state which is

strict and has nothing to gain by incorporating under the laws

of a state having so-called liberal corporation laws. On thp other

hand there are many successful corporations which have been

organized by capable business men who had very little money
themselves to start out with and who it is claimed could never

have capitalized their businesses if they had been compelled to

conform to the corporation laws of some of the stricter states.

20. Governmental Control of Corporationsr—So far as their

intra-state business is concerned, namely the business entirely

within the state in which they are incorporated, corporations are

subject to (a) the terms of the charter under which they are

operating; (b) the by-laws adopted by the stockholders; (c) the

constitution of the state; (d) the statutes of that state; (e)

common law; (f) public policy. So far as inter-state acts of

corporations are concerned they are subject to (a) the federal

constitution, (b) the federal statutes and (c) the interpretation

by the federal courts of questions as to whether they are violating

common law or public policy. It has been frequently urged that

all corporations doing inter-state business should be subject to

federal incorporation. Advocates of federal incorporation are

hoping that the confidential data accumulated by the federal

government in connection with the federal corporation tax as

well as the principle of federal control carried with the act, may
open the way for the construction of such a federal incorporation

act.

21. State Corporation Commissions.—The establishment of cor-

poration commissions in various states to pass on the soundness

of the financial plans of corporations seeking to sell their securities

and to determine whether these companies shall be allowed to sell

their securities in that state or not, is another recent phase of

governmental control. These commissions have been designated
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in popular parlance as "blue sky commissions" for the reason

that corporations having very little tangible property to show

back of the securities they are offering have been designated as

"blue sky companies."

Popular demand to-day is for the establishment of corpora-

tion commissions in the states, who shall look after the interests

of the investor and consumer as well as the just rights of incorpo-

rators and apply a uniform standard to all in questions of ap-

praisal of the value of tangible and intangible assets for which

securities are proposed to be issued.
'

The valuation of corporation assets by a commission would be

desirable from the standpoint of the investor and consumer in

such cases as the following:

A has a business actually worth $10,000. He agrees with

B that B shall put in $10,000 cash and secure a half interest in a

company which is to be incorporated with 130,000 paid up stock

on the following plan. An appraisal committee is to prepare an
inventory showing the value of A's business as $20,000 instead

of its real value of $10,000. The corporation will buy from A
his business for $20,000 worth of stock. B subscribes for $10,-

000 worth of stock and pays for it in cash. A secret contract

is made by A and B whereby A agrees to transfer to B $5000

worth of stock apparently for cash at par value. B agrees to

write out a check in favor of A for $5000, A is to get this check

cashed and is to return the cash immediately back to B. The
paper records show that B has paid par value in cash for his

original $10,000 worth of stock, also that he paid A par value

in cash as per bank account and checks which can be shown for

his additional $5000 worth of stock. A and B now each own
$15,000 worth of stock which has cost each of them only $10,000
and they are in a positiofi to sell stock at a profit to minority

stockholders. The figures and conditions of the hypothetical

case given can, and usually are adjusted to suit any particular

case under existing corporation laws. A strict corporation

commission with capable appraisers might prevent A from having
his business appraised at more than $10,000 valuation. It is

apparent, however, that to secure such results the commission
would have to be absolutely non-political and provided with a
sufficiently large and capable force of appraisers to do its work
thoroughly.

22. Organization Prior to Incorporation.—The real organiza-
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tion of most corporations is planned or "slated" prior to the first

subscribers' meeting. The promoters get together and deter-

mine what shall be their compensation, who shall be the directors

and oflBcers, what shall be the by-laws, how the stock shall be

allotted in the case of over-subscription, what course shall be

followed in case of under-subscription, and many other details,

which are apparently solved by the free action of the subscribers

at the first meeting. At the first meeting somebody usually

nominates a temporary chairman as previously agreed on.

This motion is usually unanimously carried. Thenthetemporary
secretary is nominated and usually unanimously elected. Next
a motion is made that the chairman appoint a nominating com-

mittee to nominate oflScers. This motion is also usually carried.

It has. been advocated that statutes should be passed providing

a set of rules governing the conduct of subscribers' meetings.

Such statutes would be very desirable, as imder existing condi-

tions promoters claim that there is no law which requires even

the usually accepted rules of parlimentary procedure to be fol-

lowed in conducting a subscribers' meeting. For instance if

one of the subscribers ventured to move that the nominating

committee be elected by ballot or that directors be nominated

by petition and elected by ballot the temporary chairman could

simply declare such a motion out of order and declare in order

only such motions as are made by the promoters in accordance

with the agreed program.

23. Capitalization.—The simplest form of capitalization is

that in which there is only one kind of stock, the shares of which

have been paid for in cash at par value. This simplest form,

"however, is less usual in the present generation than formerly.

The requirements of modern industrial undertakings for large

working capital, and expensive plants and equipment have made

it necessary for the industrial corporation established in recent

years to pattern itself somewhat after the railroad in its methods

of capitalization.

24. Bonds.—Industrial bonds are at present confined almost

exclusively to first mortgage bonds secured by real estate and

plant. It frequently happens that the citizens of a town desirous

of securing an industrial plant will donate the ground and sub-

scribe locally for first mortgage bonds of a sufficient amount to

put up either the buildings alone or the buildings and equip-

ment. In such cases a contract can be made between the bond-

2
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holders and the corporation regulating the amount that is to be

set aside per unit of product to meet interest on bonded indebted-

ness and to provide a sinking fund for paying off the bonds.

For instance, in the case of an automobile factory the contract

printed on the bond might specify that $20.00 per car is to be

set aside for every car sold, to meet the interest and sinking

fund requirements on the bond issue.

Equipment bonds and debenture bonds have not as yet been

employed to any extent in industrial undertakings. It is possible

that the future may see their more extensive use in this field.

25. Preferred Stock. —Preferred stock has priority of claim

over the common stock in sharing any profits. Formerly pre-

ferred stock was usually non-voting stock. A good deal of

preferred stock in recent years however is voting stock. In

some cases it becomes voting stock only if the dividend on the

preferred stock has not been paid. It is becoming the custom

to limit the amount of preferred stock issued by industrial

corporations to a figure which fairly represents the value of

unburdened tangible assets. For instance if the real estate and

buildings were covered by a mortgage securing a bond issue, and

if the equipment were not so burdened, then the preferred stock

issue might represent the value of the equipment, the raw mate-

rial on hand, work in process in the shops, and the finished stock

on hand. Industrial preferred stocks usually pay a rate of divi-

dend from 1 to 2 per cent, per annum higher than the bonds.

In some cases it may not be necessary to issue both bonds and
preferred stock. Under such circumstances the bond issue has

the advantage of being more easily marketed and paying a lower

rate of interest than would have to be paid on a preferred stock.

On the other hand' preferred stock if it is non-cumulative does

not carry with it the same obligation to pay the dividend every

year as is involved in the compulsion to pay the interest on the

bonds. Most industrial corporations, however, make extreme
efforts to pay dividends on their preferred stock as the failure to

pay such dividends always results in a sharp decline of the

market value of all securities of the corporation. If the pre-

ferred stock is cumulative, any dividend which has not been
paid in any one year remains as an obligation to be paid out of

future profits before any dividend can be paid on the common
stock.

26. Common Stock.—Common stock is in most cases the only
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voting stock. The conservative industrialist sometimes prides

himself on the fact that his company has issued but one kind of

stock, namely, common stock. It is difficult under present-day

methods of finance to dispose of common stock at par for cash,

in view of the widespread custom of using common stock as a

bonus to be given away to subscribers to bonds or preferred

stock of new corporations.

What relation may the amount of common stock bear to other

securities issued? The conservative method of issuing common
stock is to retain ' as unissued stock a sufficient quantity of

authorized common stock so that the total outstanding securities

of all kinds will not exceed the total volume of business done in

a year representing an average condition of trade. Under such

circumstances the profits on a year's business should be ample

to pay interest and sinking fund requirements on the bond issue,

as well as dividends on the preferred and conmion stock and

permit some allotment of undivided profit to a surplus fund.

Take for example an industrial corporation doing a business of

$1,000,000 worth of sales a year. We might reasonably expect

that after all production costs and expenses were met, together

with all selling and office expenses outside of officers' salaries, a

favorable balance of $100,000 would be left. This $100,000

would have to be utilized to pay interest and sinking fund on

bonds, interest on stock, officers' salaries and leave some surplus

on hand, approximately as follows:

Interest at 6 per cent, on $100,000 bonds $6,000

Sinking fund 4,000

Dividend at 7 per cent, on $300,000 preferred stock 21,000

Dividend at 6 per cent, on $600,000 common stock 36,000

Surplus or depreciation fund 3,000

Total exclusive of officers' salaries 70,000

Balance left for officers' salaries $30,000

The above figures are not very far out of the ordinary for a

$1,000,000 concern. One does not have to do much figuring to

demonstrate that a concern with $1,000,000 capitalization can-

not afford to pay more than about three $10,000-a-year salaries

to officers, unless the profits on the business are abnormally high.

It is frequently attempted to controvert such figures as the

above by the statement that certain officers who are receiving

salaries of from $10,000 to $25,000 per year are actual producers
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in that they are, as the case may be, exceptionally capable

financiers, organizers, managers, designers, or sales managers,

and that their salaries should be considered as part of the cost

of production. Such arguments are not so easily met where the

industry in question is a natural or artificial monopoly. But

where there is competition, either domestic or foreign, the cost

' of the output and salaries paid for equivalent service are deter-

minable. Exorbitant salaries to officers and to favored stock-

holders have not been recognized until quite recently as one of

the greatest obstacles to American trade supremacy and to the

proper distribution of the benefits of the science of industrial

management.

27. Depreciation.—^Depreciation of plant and equipment is a

loss incurred every year. Inasmuch as losses and assets are

listed on the same side of the balance sheet it is important to

discriminate between an item which shows depreciation as a

loss and an item which shows a depreciation fund in the form of

a bank account, or securities purchased to offset this loss. In

order to make the matter clear it is always well to specify after

the words "depreciation fund" the form which this fund takes.

Writing down the word "depreciation" only, without specifying

the nature of the fund might lead a reader to believe that no

actual fund existed and that the depreciation was merely a loss^.

Depreciation cannot be satisfactorily determined by the use

of arbitrary tables. In a given industry each type of plant and
equipment has a determinable period of useful active life. At
the end of this period the plant or equipment has also some
residual value, as scrap or second-hand outfit. To determine

the, depreciation, subtract the residual value from the initial

cost. To distribute this depreciation by annual allotments over

the period of useful active life is not so easy as would at first

sight appear. One's first thought is that if we divide the total

depreciation by the nimiber of years of useful life we would have
the annual depreciation. We need to bear in mind, however,

that depreciation funds invested in securities are accumulating
interest. Hence we need to determine from annuity tables the

amount to be set aside each year in order to net us at the end of

the period of useful life the total depreciation sum.

The ultra-conservative enterprise with plenty of funds mayi
invest such sums in bank or in securities. The argument against

this practice is that the business itself must yield more profits
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than such investmenis. Hence the depreciation reserve it is

argued is best reinvested into tangible assets of the business,

preferably equipment. If this is the form of investment, the

question arises as to whether the annual amount of depreciation

shall be considered as (a) the quotient of the total depreciation

divided by the period of useful life, or an annuity table sum based

on (b) ordinary savings bank interest rates, or (c) the average

dividend rate of the given business. Evidently (a) is the most

conservative and (c) the least conservative practice.

Depreciation must be recognized as something which happens

every year and must be met. It is an obligation which cannot

be shifted from one year to the next in anticipation of a year of

good profits. Auditors and critical investors are paying more

and more attention to the manner in which a corporation manage-

ment provides for distribution as one of the important means of

gauging the integrity and stability of the corporation in question.
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CHAPTER III

ORGANIZATION AND CONTROL

28. Organization.—Organization consists of the laying out of

the scope and limits of action of the various individuals and

groups of individuals whose work is required for carrying on the

objects of the establishment. It consists further of the uniting

of these individuals and groups of individuals in such a manner

as to co-operate for the common good, harmoniously, promptly,

and economically. There is no greater source of economy than

conservation of human energy through efficient organization.

To obtain the largest possible return from a given expenditure

of capital and labor, the industrial organization must be logical,

systematic and scientific. A well-designed organization will

do much to bring about mutual confidence and co-operation.

The confidence of the men must be obtained. They must ap-

preciate that it is to their own interests as well as to the interests

of the community and stockholders to deliver the right kind of

work. The right kind of organization will do much toward

developing the right sort of industrial intelligence among all the

working men, a factor of more importance than superlative refine-

ments in the testing department.

29. Organization Something Distinct from Management and
System.—Organization is distinct from system and management.
An industrial establishment may have excellent filing and

accounting systems, but* no well-defined lines of organization.

Again there may be clearly defined organiza;tion, but very poor

management. The distinction between organization, manage-
ment, and system is important, and must be fully appreciated.

We organize to manage. We manage largely through system.

We manage successfully when we apply not only the principles

fundamental to correct organization and system, but when
we take into account all the principles and methods of industrial

management. Some enthusiasts on industrial and business

psychology while recognizing the importance of dealing correctly

with the human factor in works management, do not lay enough

22
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stress on the other basic principles and methods of industrial

management. Management is the whole, of which organization,

system, industrial psychology, and other elements and methods
are parts.

30. System.—There is a pronounced tendency by consulting

experts to lay the greatest emphasis on certain methods of analy-

sis and synthesis and certain peculiar forms of record and equip-

ment. Certain experts have ga,thered together certain peculiar

methods and have added to them certain principles of manage-
ment, and then dubbed the whole the "Blank System of Manage-
ment." Proprietors who have seen the benefits gained by certain

of these methods and systems in their particular industries are

enthusiastic in their praise and advocacy of them. These
methods and systems where they have been successful, are as

deserving of praise and reward as great mechanical inventions.

But it must be borne in mind that if we are endeavoring to

formulate basic principles of the science of management, they

are merely illustrative factors. To illustrate, specifically, Mr.
Carl Barth has invented a remarkable slide-rule for ,determining

the best methods of metal removal by machine tools. Mr.
Sanford Thompson has invented a high-grade decimal stop-

watch. Both of these gentlemen are as much authorized to

speak of their methods as the Barth System or the Thompson
System, as certain men who have attached their names to methods

and systems which they designate as "Systems of Management."
Both of' the gentlemen in question, however, recognize that

while there may be a science of management, it would be as

incorrect to speak of a system of management, as it would be to

speak of a system of economics, or a system of psychology.

Even Dr. Taylor, who has done more than any one individual in

establishing the principles and methods of industrial management
on a scientific basis, prefers the term "Scientific Management"
to the term "The Taylor System." Special methods and

systems represent practices based on a foundation of centuries of

experience by earnest men in actually doing the world's work.

31. Control.—To lay out a new organization or to analyze an

existing organization we must determine first the processes and

classes of activity required of plant, equipment and individuals.

This demands a knowledge of all the interior workings of an in-

dustrial establishment. The process of building up an organiza-

tion that shall be the best for a certain factory depends primarily
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upon scientific research work, having for its object the dissection

of the entire series of internal workings into the elementary steps.

We must fist these in detail. Following this analytic process

comes the even more difficult synthetic one of preparing a struc-

ture which shall be the most efiicient possible engine of industrial

production of its type. We must determine which of these prime

elements are to stand alone, and which are to be combined, so

that the general result will make a well-arranged, well-built,

smooth-running machine, as it were, of the entire aggregation.

Such determination requires an inspection of the establishment

with a view to determining what type of control is applicable

to its various branches. Control may be based on the principle

of military authority as exemplified by the line officers, on

specialization, on functionalization, or on a combination of dif-

ferent degrees of two or more of these principles. Each of

these principles will be dwelt on in further detail.

32. Numerical-Military Type.—The numerical type of de-

partmentalization and control, sometimes designated as the mili-

tary type, divides the men into groups in such a manner that each

group receives its orders and instructions of all kinds from one

man only. In this type in its extreme form, workmen are de-

finitely instructed that in all matters they are expected to receive

and obey orders from their gang bbss only, he in return being

responsible only to the assistant foreman, the assistant foreman

to the foreman, and so on. In its modified type, instructions

may be taken from any line officer superior in rank. This modi-

fied type is quite possible without conflicting orders.

33. Specialization.—The principle of specialization demands
that all similar duties, handicrafts and trades be selected and
performed by one man or group of men so far as processes and
classes of activity permit. The departmental division then

follows processes, trades, handicrafts and classes of labor and
equipment. The principle of specialization has come into pretty

general application even in conservative establishments. It is

exemplified in the manufacturing side by such departments as

lathe, automatic screw machine, miller department, etc., and in

the commercial side by such departments as correspondence,

sales, etc.

Specialization is an economic necessity, but over-specialization

is to be avoided. After all it is the all-around men, the versa-

tile, widely informed department heads, who form the vertebrae
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of the backbone of a successful organization. Among laborers,

mechanics and minor bosses, it is safe and proper to go to ex-

treme limits in specializing, but among those who are to fill posts

of higher responsibility, we should avoid drawing the lines of

specific organization with prescribed limitations of authority

so closely as to thwart ambition.

This desideratum can be brought about by grouping allied

specialized departments with a general officer as the head of the

group. Such general positions afford incentives in the way of

promotion to specialists and also provide insurance of succession

when an unexpected vacancy occurs. It is impossible to foresee

or prepare for the unexpected vacancy or other contingency

which will demand experience in exercising independent judgment

and all-around knowledge of an industry, qualifications which

are stifled by over-specialization and too great limitation of the

powers of higher officials.

With the development of the manufacturing side, we begin

to have, not only increased departmentalization ,by handicrafts,

trades and types of machinery, but we have as a rule the division

of metal machine-shop work into three classes, namely tooling,

group assembly, and final assembly or erecting. Next comes

the recognition of the advantage of distinct departments of works

engineering (including power, light and heat), design of product,

tool designing, stores, orders, shipping, cost and other factory

accounts, etc. Many organizations have developed specialized

departmentalization without the development of the principle of

functionalization.

34. Functionalized Type.—This term is used to designate a

type of control in which there is delegated to a staff officer or de-

partment, absolute control over certain features, performances or

functions common to all departments but distinct from special-

ized duties. To distinguish between specialization and func-

tionalization we may define a specialist as an individual who is

expert in a certain trade, handicraft or science which is an essen-

tial constituent of the particular industrial process of the given

establishment. A functional staff officer or bureau, on the other

hand, investigates a single phase or aspect common to all these

handicrafts, trades and sciences.

Functional management is more than the assignment of the

one function to a specialist, which is the distinguishing feature of

specialization. Functionalization determines what functions
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come into play in managing all departments, each functional head

for any one function being supreme in that function in all

departments.

It is by means of the functional departments and staff ofi&cers

that the eflBcient modern organization best accomplishes the

co-ordination which is so necessary after departmental speciali-

zation has been well instituted. Functional organization and

control which does away altogether with line control, is a dis-

tinguishing feature of Doctor Taylor's methods. He has

three functional heads in what he designates as the plan-

ning department, namely, a head for the order-.of-work clerks,

a head for the instruction-card men and a head for the cost-and-

time clerks. In the shop side he has four functional heads,

namely, the gang boss, the speed boss, the inspector and the re-

pair boss. An eighth functional head, namely, the shop disci-

plinarian, acts in the capacity of arbitrator of all differences.

The functional men in the planning-department group operate

as a whole through the head of the "order-of-work" clerks, who
is the medium connecting the planning room with the shop bosses

and through them withJ;he mechanics and laborers (see Fig. 1).

To a certain extent industrial establishments more or less

unconsciously adopted some of the principles, of staff control as

developed in the modern military organization. Harrington

Emerson divides staff control to cover four groups, namely: Men,
materials, equipment, methods and conditions. He advocates

line organization for discipline and permanence and the staff

for expert guidance.

35. Selecting Organization and Control.—It would be very
difficult to set down a standard type to apply to all industrial

establishments. However, it is quite possible to present a
conventional general type of combined staff- and line control

adaptable with modifications to most industries. This con-

ventional type is then to be carefully inspected and studied by
all persons who are to lead in carrying out the plans for organiza-

tion prior to adopting any given system. In deciding on what
production, cost system, or wage system to use, it should be
remembered that men of exceptional ability may devise systems
of exceptional merit, but they naust either keep personal repre-

sentatives of high ability permanently in charge of those systems,
or else turn them over to average proprietors and employees
to handle. And it is the personal inefficiency of the average
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proprietors and men who operate the systems that determines

the practical limitations of their usefulness. No system should

be forced onto employees. Their co-operation must be secured

first.

In planning a new organization, meetings should be called of.

the various existing officials and department heads. These
meetings should be continued until a form of organization has

been agreed upon. The sum total of the knowledge of a number
of intelligent men is generally greater than that of any one of
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as a whole, than to know the intimate details of production,

although the latter is essential. You cannot treat any two men
in the sanie way and get the best results from each of them. The

most successful organizer and manager is the one who knows his

f
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In addition to defining departmental and individual duties, the

duties of groups and committees must be listed. Charts and
diagrams should be prepared to show responsibility and inter-

relation of various departments, officials and committees of the

organization as a whole. Similar departmental charts and dia-

grams should be prepared for the various departments and sub-

departments. Each chart should be supplemented by such

extensive, explicit, detailed instructions as are required to make
it perfectly clear.

37. A Comprehensive Industrial Organization.—Fig. 2 is

presented as a comprehensive conventional model organization

CHIEF OF

STAFF

A broadly educated man
well versed In the science of management^

In chatge,- Directs researclies and conferences

between staff and line.

^^^ATI STICS\^^^
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of the organization- dealing with engineering accounts, or, on the

other hand, through a department dealing with men, or one

dealing with machinery.

Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed staff organization under four

general bureaus, namely: (1) Records; (2) Materials; (3) Plant,

Equipment, and Processes; (4) Labor. The term "Bureau" is

used to emphasize the distinction between these staff divisions

and so-called departments. The, term "Bureau," while it may
be objectionable to some persons by its traditional association

with the so-called bureaucratic or arbitrary red-type absolutism

which went by that name in government bureaus of a former

generation, has lost its stigma and seems to be well used as

designating these staff branches. Briefly outlined, the functions

of these staff bureaus are as follows

:

38. Bureau of Statistics.—This bureau, like all of the staff

bureaus, is a bureau which has no direct disciplinary control

over any of the various departments which keep records. It is

primarily a research and advisory bureau, the result of whose

investigations and whose recommendations are brought up at

such meetings of department heads and others as may have been

predetermined. It is the duty of the bureau of statistics to see

that records by various departments are not merely kept and

stored away, but that from each set of records is secured a method
of most effective analysis, so that the records of the past may be

compared with the records of the present and conclusions may
be drawn as to future action.

The individuals engaged in this bureau must be experts in

theory of accounts, the science of statistics, the art of graphical

presentation and cost accounting. The tendencies and facts

indicated by an analysis of the records must be brought forcibly

to the attention of all individuals whose actions, based on experi-

ence and intuition, differ from the action indicated by an analysis

of figures, records and statistics. It should be the aim of an
organization to make history first and then to record it. The
records of matters that are done and over with should be adequate
but brief. . Useless statements and reports should be eliminated.

Detailed cost-keeping can be and usually is over-done.

What constitutes a delightful problem for an accountant
may be of no use as an aid to executive control. It is not so

important to know exactly how bad a mistake has been as it is

to know that mistakes are being made in time to stop them.
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An important function of the bureau of statistics is to see that

approximately accurate daily records are prepared which indi-

cate quickly what the general trend of events is in each depart-

ment of the plant. Direct contact with current work is brought

about by the committee system, introduced by C. U. Carpenter,

by which department heads responsible for the prosecution of

routine work frequently meet the members of the staff bureaus.

39. Bureau of Materials.—This bureau is advisory as to the

fitness of materials, as indicated by the technology of the various

materials employed, with constant attention to cost reduction

as well as the bettering of product. Its head should be an

engineer thoroughly conversant with the testing of materials.

40. Bureau of Plant, Equipment and Processes.—This depart-

ment will consider and decide upon methods of routing, schedulr

ing, motion and time studies, preparation of instruction sheets

and cards, standardization of equipment. In all of these matters

the work of the staff department ends with the successful carry-

ing out of a method recommended by it. The routine is carried

on by men adapted to carry out routine work successfully.

For instance, many of the decisions of this staff department

are applied to the routine work of the planning or production

department, which is npt a staff department.

41. Routing.—This involves a study of the processes and

product and the preparation of process maps for the various

classes of product and the determination of most predominant

paths, some of them consecutive, some of them simultaneous,

together with the floor spaces, weights, bulks, etc., involved,

and recommendations as to rearrangements of equipment and

departments, and proposals as to building modifications and

extensions. It consists further in the designation of which

department, machine and class of individuals are to perform the

operations indicated.

42. Scheduling.—This consists of the determination of the

sequence in which all orders which are to be worked on by the

various departments of the estabUshment are to be listed so as

to determine their precedence and the methods of preparing a

definite program, in order that the shop may be provided by

the production or planning department with a daily schedule

covering the sequence of all work for the day. Scheduling

naturally divides itself into two sections, one having to do with

the scheduling and tracing of an order from the time of its first
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receipt or issuance as part of a manufacturing program to the

time it is translated into many production orders by the produc-

tion on planning department, the other having to do with the

scheduling and tracing of the individual production orders.

43. Motion and Time Studies.—Motion study consists of the

analysis of each process into its ultimate simplest steps, and the

elimination of useless or improper motions. This process is

prerequisite to, and more difficult than, time study, which consists

of the timing with a stop-watch of the elements indicated by

the motion study. That motion study is more difficult than

time study is proved by the revelations disclosed by Frank

Gilbreth's application of the motion-picture camera to assem-

bling operations. Motion study research can be applied to ac-

counting, designing and drafting methods and equipment, as

well as to mechanical and trade processes.

44. Preparing Instructions.—The results of the researches in

routing, motion studies and time studies are to be taken up with

the most skilled men in each process, these being the men
usually detailed as demonstrators while the motion- and time-

study ol)servations are being made, due allowance being made
if the demonstrator is a so-called pacemaker, and detailed

instructions are to be prepared which are to be the standard

practice and are not to be departed from. Proposals for different

steps or methods from the standard are, however, to be en-

couraged through the medium of a suggestion system, and
duly rewarded if they result in improvement.

The instruction sheets are to be furnished to the production

or planning department for all new operations in just the same
manner that the designing department furnishes the detailed

shop working drawings for the designed, product. In this

particular respect it may be said that the staff department does,

after all, come in touch with the routine work of the shop.

However, having once decided on the instructions, the staff

department is through with them as soon as they are working
satisfactorily.

In the use of instruction cards, only absolutely necessary

information should be issued, and this in the briefest possible

form. There is a tendency among systematizers to require

voluminous instructions to be issued to workingmen who have
neither the time nor ability to read and absorb them rapidly,

even if they have the inclination to do so. However, where the
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instructions are an attempt to present to the working man the

time and motion analysis necessary to be followed by him in

order to get his work out in the required time and earn his bonus,

there is a good reason for statements such as "Read instructions

—3 min.," "Pick up piece, 1/10 min." etc.

45. Standardization of Equipment.—This covers standardiza-

tion of tools, -appliances and fixtures by an expert in tooling

processes, who may wish to co-operate with the motion- and time-

study man or men in securing data.

46. Bureau of Labor.—This staff bureau will consider hygiene

and efficiency; psychology and efficiency; industrial education

and efficiency; safety organization, and devices, and development

of loyalty through social and religious activities. The head of

this staff bureau may appropriately be an engineer with training

in industrial psychology and economics.

47. Hygiene and Efficiency.—This branch will take up such

matters as adequate provisions for pure and abundant drinking

water, proper sanitary and toilet arrangements, first-aid-to-the-

injured, eye-strain due to poor light, poorly directed light, glare,

lassitude due to impure air or too dry air, discomfort due to

temperature being too hot or too cold, together with the installa-

tion of proper remedies and the maintenance of proper conditions.

48. Psychology and Efficiency.—Careful researches must be

made as to the presence of avoidable fatigue due to such factors

as monotony of occupation, long maintenance of a single position,

constant repetition of certain movements, lack of conversation,

studies of temperaments of eligible candidates for promotion,

so as to give due consideration to these characteristics of future

gang leaders, assistant foremen, foremen and other officials,

since irascibility and lack of sympathy on the one hand and

lack of stamina and vigorous discipline on the other hand, may
seriously interfere with the efficiency of a newly appointed petty

line officer.

49. Industrial Education.—This department not only provides

for training of apprentices, but must provide means to each

individual, so far as possible, for attaining greater efficiency.

There must be systematic selection of each individual, and his

systematic training for further development must be carefully

planned. Developing the individual will automatically provide

for the development of leaders. This department will handle

such matters as the shop library and suggestion system. If we

3
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expect our men to think clearly, to do the right thing in emer-

gencies and to prepare themselves for advancement in our

service, we must give them the benefit of the experience of experts

by a systematic course of instruction.

50. Development of Loyalty.—Systematic and continuous

efforts must be made to make each individual's work inspiring

and to get each man interested in his work. The system of pro-

motion must be such as to afford numerous examples whereby

ambition may be preserved. Lectures on the history, processes

and appliances of the company's product are a factor in the devel-

opment of loyalty. An active work in the interests of good

fellowship and social democracy will tend toward fair play for

all and the avoidance of sharp practices in the dealings of em-

ployees with each other. The efficiency of men loyal to a com-

mon cause, and to one another, is very much more productive

than their mechanical efficiency alone, and an organizer should

do everything in his power to make conditions favorable to the

growth of this spirit. The fundamental bases of loyalty are

adequate compensation and personal recognition. If these are

lacking, betterment work can affect only animal efficiency.

51. Line Organization.—Fig. 2 is a conception of a model com-

prehensive conventional line organization. It will be noted

that the staff is put on an equal level with the works manager,

but that it works through him and his line organization. The
line organization is divided into three subdivisions. These

divisions are under the leadership, respectively, of the chief

engineer, the superintendent of planning and recording, and the

superintendent of foremen, mechanics and laborers.

52. Progress of an Order.—The table in Fig. 4 shows how an

order passes through the various departments under the super-

vision of the line departments. The numbers in front of each

division indicate the sequence of steps in the progress of the

order. The superintendent of planning and recording has con-

trol over the manufacturing program and through his scheduling

department controls the daily order of work. The methods of

scheduling are determined by the staff organization. The rou-

tine of the scheduling of the regular work is carried on by the line

organization.

There may be few industries large enough to require fully

manned departments for all of the activities indicated. No
matter how small the industry is, however, it must be analyzed
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minutely and the above principles of the science of management
applied in its organization and operation. A department need

PROGRESS OF AN ORDER

1

Departmenta

in charge'of

Chief Engineer
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duties, routine and responsibilities must be accurately deter-

mined and carried out, otherwise the industry is being carried

on in a slip-shod, inefficient manner. In other words it is unor-

ganized and the basic principles of the science of management are

not being applied.

53. Applying above Principles to Smaller Industries.—The
above outline is intended to be sufficiently comprehensive to

apply to an industrial organization of considerable magnitude.

Extensive as it may seem it is not nearly as elaborate as the

complete organization chart of a large railway system.

In making a study of the existing organization of the plan-

ning and recording departments, the first step is to write out a

CterJc

Mr. I.

/Drawing
/and Pattern

I Records andjPatVm Storage.
Mr.H. anS / TOOL DESTON

Purchases of ,

Machinery

Mr. B. /Design

s men

Tracers
Mr.Q. and

6 men

DEPARTMENT
Mr. A. AND

^ ASSISTANT
Mr. B.

of Special i

Machines
Mr.C. and
4 draftsmen, \

'Research
Study of

Tool Steels

Mr.F. and
sAssistant

Jigs.

Mr.D. and
Adroftamen I

Punches^
and Dies
Mr.E, and
3 draftsmen

.

Fig. 5.—Departmental internal organization circle.

functional list, without names of individuals, showing the duties

of each department and of each man in each department. With
this functional analysis as a basis, there can be built up such as

impersonal functional list or chart as appears best adapted to

the company's conditions! The complete removal of the personal

element is absolutely essential. After the new chart has been
prepared, comes the selection of each man, of that man above all

others that will best fit each place.

After the listing of each distinct departmental function, out-

side of the direct productive departments as above, or including

the direct productive departments also, the next process is the
merging together of such departments as must necessarily be
combined in establishments of moderate size, which cannot carry

a list as long as the above, of distinct departments. The dis-

tinct listing of functions is advisable, however, whether each
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function represents a department or not. The next steps in

this direction would be the charting, first of the organization as

/ Bate. \

1 Fixing j

( Store,
1 ( """

]

\ J
\ Accounts I

FiQ. 6.—General organization chart.

it now exists, and secondly, of any improved or ideal organiza-

tion which it is hoped to secure.
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54. Types of Organization Charts.—There is probably no

better method of charting than that of circles connected by

lines or arrows, each circle representing a department, and the

lines or arrows representing either their subordination to each

other, or, by some different type of line or by using a separate

chart, representing also their geographic juxtaposition, or the

manner in which the work is handled first by one department

and then by another. This method of charting was first used by
Messrs. Garcke & Fells, and adopted by J. Slater Lewis and

subsequent investigators into the matter of factory organization.

Fig. 5 is an example of this method of charting applied to internal

departmental organization. This example will suffice to show

the method of division of duties coming under each functional

head. I believe it to be a good plan for each, department to have

a chart showing the organization within that department, as

well as a chart of the general factory organization, so that each

man may see his place and not labor under any delusions as to

his authority or his prospects. In Fig. 6 is presented a form

illustrating this method of showing the general organization

scheme. The scheme here shown is presented merely as an
example for illustration.
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CHAPTER IV

TYPICAL FACTORY ORGANIZATIONS

55. Existiug Organizations Widely Different.—Factory organi-

zations as they exist to-day present as wide a range of physio-

logical structure as the whole animal kingdom. We can well com-
pare some establishments to a mass of protozoa. Others may
be likened with justice to the highest orders of vertebrates, with

their complex systems of organs, muscles, and nerves. In the

lower and extinct types of animal life we find beings with few
organs, and often with the same organ many tinies duplicated.

As the ages have passed, these types have decreased in number,

being unable to resist the more highly developed classes. In the

higher types we have no duplication of vital organs. The
same is true of factories. The crude types, lacking in some
organs, and with much duplication of functions, must pass away
and give place to the vertebrate type, with its higher physiolog-

ical development.

It is evident that the designing of organizations for the newer,

larger, and more complex establishments becomes of constantly

greater importance.

56. Importance of Charting.—In the great majority of manu-
facturing establishments the company officers are far more

conversant with the details of financing, accounting, and selling

than they are with those of manufacturing. From tim^ to time

questions of business policy arise, which have an intimate

connection with cost of production, time of delivery, stock of raw

material, stock of finished parts, condition of work in process

of manufacture, and similar matters.

At such times many officers realize that whereas in the settle-

ment of questions of financing, accounting, and selling they had

clear-cut records at hand to guide them in forming policies, on

the other hand, when it came to questions involving the factory

itself, they were dependent wholly upon opinions of superintend-

ents or foremen, these opinions having no firmer foundation

than intuition. The realization of their helplessness and the

39
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absence of reliable and accurate knowledge of manufacturing

conditions has been an incentive to progressive officers of manu-

facturing establishments to devise more thorough systems of

executive control of the factory. More and more it has been

appreciated that some graphic method of showing inter-depart-

mental relations is necessary if responsibility is to be placed.

57. The Works Manager's Position.—The most successful

factory organizations are those in which all departments having

to do with production in any manner whatever are subordinate

to and responsible to one general head, the works manager, who
has a thoroughly competent assistant ready to take the chief's

place at any time, and who is recognized as the acting works

manager in the absence of his superior. This form of control is a

typical characteristic of the most successful' manufacturing

organizations. There must be no paths whereby company

officers or any other departments in any way deal with depart-

ments responsible to the works manager except through the works

manager's office.

In manufacturing, next in importance to the centralization of

executive authority is clearly defined departmental lines, with

a responsible head and assistant head for each department. The

business which has its factory departments so organized that

each department head is responsible to the works manager,

without any intervening bosses, will be far ' more free from

internal dissensions than one in which this is not the case. Yet

one hears of company officers gleefully telling how they are

"keeping them guessing," in referring to their most capable men
and the question of where they stand in the organization. There

are corporations who deliberately pursue this course as a fixed

business policy, giving as their reason that they do not want to

give any man too much power. Another reason for failure to

establish clear-cut departmental lines lies in company officials

making promises and 'offers to high-grade men in order to get

them into their employ—^promises they know they cannot fulfil

on account of numerous similar promises to other employees.

Such policies are suicidal to a business in the long run.

A few examples of successful organizations of factories are

illustrated in the accompanying charts.

58. Organization Chart of a Typewriter Factory.—Figure 7

shows the factory organization of the Remington Typewriter Co.,

of Ilion, N. Y. This company is engaged in what is generally
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called "a straight manufacturing proposition." That is to say,

things are not built to order, but the product is fixed and thor-

oughly standardized. Hence designing and drafting do , not

appear among the list of departments under the control of the

works manager. It will be noted that there are nine general

departments, viz: (1) General office of works; (2) Purchasing;

(3) Finished parts and production orders; (4) Shipping; (5)

Inspection; (6) Labor; (7) Cashier (including time and cost

keeping); (8) Works engineering, and (9) Manufacturing. The

head of each of these departments is directly responsible to the

works manager and assistant works manager and no one else.

It is noteworthy that this company has put under the works

manager such departments as shipping, purchasing, time and

cost keeping. In the great majority of American shops, where

principles of good organization have not become well recognized,

we find the head bookkeeper or some company officer looking after

purchasing, time and cost keeping and shipping, leaving all the

rest of the functions departmentalized, as shown on this Reming-

ton chart. The shop Superintendent therefore, in addition to

being the head of the manufacturing department with all its

subdivisions, must also look after stock and production orders,

employment, inspection, works engineering, power plant, and so

on. Being badly over-worked he usually has an assistant

Superintendent under him and a general foreman under the

Assistant Superintendent, shop clerks under the general foreman,

and so on, each being looked on as more or less of a "boss" in

the works, but without clearly defined limits of authgrity.

The type of man usually filling the position of shop superin-

tendent in the average American shop is often not capable of

filling the broader position of works manager. Frequently

company officers, thougfi capable of financing, accounting and
selling are also incapable of acting as works managers. Most
shop superintendents when relieved of the many duties which are

shown segregated in this chart make excellent heads or super-

intendents of "manufacturing departments."

Another interesting feature of the Remington chart is the

division of the labor department into two branches, one having

to do with hiring, employment records, and general labor, and
the other having to do with industrial betterments. This per-

mits of combining a good hiring boss, on the one hand, and a
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trained welfare man or sociologist, on the other, who can pool
their abilities to the best end for practical results.

It will also be noticed in the Remington chart that all pro-
duction orders emanate from the finished parts and production
order department. No factory operation of any sort whatever,
whether for stock, upkeep or betterments may be made without
the proper order issued by this department. The stock of parts

required for manufacturing purposes is entirely separate from
stock for shipping and repair purposes. Also the stock of raw
material is under separate jurisdiction, being under the pur-

chasing department. All stocks, in each of the above classes,

are regulated by definitely established maximum and minimum
quantities.

59. Chart of an Automobile Factory.—Fig. 8 illustrates the

factory organization of the National Motor Vehicle Co., of

Indianapolis, Ind., as it existed some years ago when the writer

was Superintendent. It will be noted that the title of Superin-

tendent in this shop carried with it many of the duties which
at the present time would be assigned to the works manager.

This type of factory is one in which designing and drafting

comes to the front to some extent although not quite as promi-

nent as in a works building special machinery to order or build-

ing a line of varied ei^ineering product. Here the product is

redesigned or modified annually and there is more or less rede-

signing and experimentingthroughout the season. It will be noted

that we have one general circle entitled company officers. The
proprietorship of this company .centered itself in two company
officers who had not definitely divided responsibility between

themselves, although,we had a verywell-mapped-out chart from the

company officers downward through the three-fold control exer-

cised respectively over the purchasing agent, superintendent and

the chief engineer in charge of the designing department.

Various department heads were apt to receive conflicting in-

structions from the two proprietors previous to charting the

organization. The posting of the organization chart had

the effect of eliminating most of these conflicts. Glancing

at the chart, we will note that the purchasing department had

charge of shipping and receiving, this work being divided into

three groups: (1) Shipping, (2) Receiving, (3) Stock of raw

material and purchase parts. The superintendent had charge

of not only the manufacturing department but also the produc-
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tion and cost department, as well as the works engineering

including power, light, heat and plumbing. The production

and cost department had three divisions: (1) Production orders

and cost, (2) time keeping, (3) stock of finished manufactured
parts. The manufacturing departments were as follows: (1)

wood-working, (2) tool department, (3) forge department, (4)

machine department, (5) sub-afesembly groups, (6) erecting

department, (7) plating and polishing, (8) painting, (9) trimming,

(10) testing and inspecting, (11) final assembly after painting.

Subdivisions of some of the more prominent manufacturing
departments are indicated on the chart; for example, the tool

department has three subdivisions, viz: (1) Tool designing and
tool making, (2) tool and blue-print storage, (3) machinery
repairs. The forge department has three subdivisions, (1)

General blacksmithing, (2) tool forging, (3) case hardening and
annealing. The machine department is also subdivided thus:

(1) Lathes, (2) screw machines, (3) drill presses, (4) millwright,

shafts and belts and oiling, (5) vise and handy men, (6) milling

machines. Of course there were some other machines including

planers, shapers and boring mills in the department called the

lathe department. The circle entitled sub-assembly group has

eight subdivisions: (1) Men working on frames, (2) men work-

^ing on rear systems, (3) men working on front systems, (4) men
working on assembling clutch, shaft and universal joint groups,

(5) vise hands working at laying out and high grades of vise

work, (6) wiring and dash, (7) transmission, (8) steering head

and control parts attached to same. The erecting department

is shown in eight subdivisions: (1) Engine, transmission ,and

axles, (2) control and brakes, (3) steering wheel, (4) wiring

and batteries, (5) mufiier, radiator and brakes, (6) dash, fittings

and steps, (7) piping and tanks, (8) mileage test. It will be

noted that the repair work and demonstration is put under the

jurisdiction of the designing department, the idea being that in

this manner the chief designer will keep in very close touch with

the performance and wear of the machines.

60. Chart of an Engineering Works.—Fig. 9 shows the

organization of a strictly engineering business as laid out by

the writer for the conditions existing at the Western Gas Con-

struction Co., of Fort Wayne, Ind. Here the designing depart-

ment takes the initiative on all orders since practically all pro-

duction is built to order. The company is engaged in contract-
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ducted by the Western Gas Constmction CompaoDy of Fort Wayn^ Indiana.
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consists of the heads of all departments, meets once a week and
makes and receiires recommendations from the President and
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Manager, who is himself an expert mechanical engineer. In

preparing this chart a rectangular method of procedure has been

employed. It will be noted that on the commercial side there

are three controlling heads, each head directly responsible to

the executive office. These are: (1)' Head of sales department,

(2) head of purchasing department, (3) assistant treasurer.

The sales department it will be noted controls assembling and

shipping, the purchasing department controls stores, the treasury

department has control of accounts, including cost accounting

and all stenographic and clerical and filing work. On the manu-
facturing side there are four general heads: (1) A factory super-

intendent, (2) head of production and tracing department, (3)

head of designing department, (4) head of equipment and erect-

ing department. The factory department has charge of the pro-

ductive departments of the factory, including the pattern shop,

foundry, machine shop, boiler and sheet metal shop. The
machine-shop foreman has also jurisdiction over the blacksmith

shop and tool room. The production department has jurisdic-

tion over the shop clerks. The design and order department

has charge of all the drafting, issuing of all shop orders and check-

ing, library, filing and technical data. The equipment and

erecting department has. charge of the erection equipment,

and of the erecting men, who are scattered through the world,

and the erectors' tool room.

61. Chart of an Electrical Machinery Factory.—Fig. 10

shows the organization of a large electric machinery manufac-

turing company. It will be noted that the control passes from

the stockholders, via Board of Directors and the chairman of

the Board to the President, and from him through four controlling

heads, viz : Comptroller, first Vice-President, Second Vice-Presi-

dent and Third Vice-President. The Comptroller's jurisdiction

covers two divisions: (1) That of auditor, (2) that of treasurer.

In the auditing department we have works accounting, traveling

and claim agent, general accounting and invoice department.

In the treasury department we have the legal work on collections,

collecting department and credit department. The First Vice-

President has jurisdiction over the works management. He
exercises control over three distinct groups: (1) Head of engineer-

ing and his assistant, (2) purchasing department, (3) manager of

works. The Second Vice-President exercises his control over two

distinct groups: (1) Sales, (2) PubUcity, including (3) shipper,
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(4) welfare and employment department. Each division super-

intendent has jurisdiction over the general foreman and the

general cost clerk of his division.
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The Second Vice-President has control of selling and adver-

tising, he exercises his control over two general headg: (1)

Sales manager, who has control of the various district sales

offices, (2) publication department, which has control over the
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printing, publishing and advertising departments. The Third
Vice-President has jurisdiction over two branches: (1) General
legal department, (2) patent department.

62. Chart Showing the Functions of the Planning Department.
—Fig. 11 shows how the planning department relieves the shop

Fig. 11.—Chart prepared by C. W. Adams of the Link Belt Mfg. Co.

abd published in Factory Magazine, illustrating the functions of the planning

department.

foremen of handling many details which they are expected to

look after in the unorganized shop. Before an order goes to the

4
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shop it goes first to the drafting room who see that all drawings

are provided, such drawings for shop purposes being usually

simplified to include only such references and dimensions as are

necessary in the shop. The drafting department furnishes a

complete bill of materials. The bill of material goes to the

balance of stores clerk who makes any purchase requisitions nec-

essary and also indicates what parts are in finished stock. ^The

checked copy of the bill of material goes to the route clerk who
indicates the process-map through the factory. From him it

goes to the instruction-card man who indicates the detailed

operations entailed. From him the bill of material, route sheet,

and instruction cards go to the rate-fixing clerk who indicates

the standard times. Thence the order and all accompanying

papers go to the order of work clerk who sees how it is to fit into

the manufacturing program and the schedule of work to be done.

Thence it goes to the production clerk who sees that the various

work orders are properly put into the shop in proper sequence

and properly followed up.

REFERENCES
Arnold: "Factory Manager," pps. 117, 236, 275, 323.



CHAPTER V

FACTORY ACCOUNTS

63. Accounts Required by Modem Management Different

from Old Customs.—There are certain accounting methods in

connection with modern management which vary from old-

fashioned accounting methods, yet whose introduction is abso-

lutely necessary before the industrial manager can get a correct

and prompt survey of cost of production.

Inasmuch as these methods are different from those formerly

in general use by bookkeepers who had obtained their training

in business colleges, the industrial manager is apt to have

difficulty in getting them installed in cases where he does not

have direct supervision over the bookkeeping department.

64. Double-entry Principles to be Applied to Cost Accounts.—
Cost records are always most satisfactory and intelligible if

they are constructed on the basis of the theory of double-entry

bookkeeping. To meet thgse requirements we need merely to

bear in mind that in double entry we debit what we receive.

When we receive nothing we debit the person with whom we
are transacting business. We credit what we give. When we
give nothing we credit the person with whom we are transacting

the business. Another fundamental principle which is the basis

of all trial balances and balance sheets is that total debits must

equal total credits. According to Hatfield the fundamental

equation of double-entry bookkeeping may be stated in the

form:

Goods account (debit) = proprietorship account (credit).

This equation may be expressed in somewhat more complete

form as follows

:

Assets (debit) + negative proprietorship accounts (debit) =

capital account (credit) -f- profits (credit) -|- debts (credit).

Resources and losses are always a debit; liabilities and gains

are always a credit.

65. Controlling Accounts.—Accounts which involve a prepay-

ment or anticipation of an expense or a series of expenses, to be
51 '
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adjusted exactly at certain definite fiscal or financial periods, are

designated as controlling accounts. Controlling accounts play

an important part in connection with cost-keeping. A single

expense account which may be a general controlling account

may receive summarized periodic entries from a considerable

number of subdivided detailed expense accounts which serve to

assist the cost-keeper in determining as far as possible the expense

burden factors, of every product and every service.

66. The Three Fundamental Cost Accounts.—The old custom

provided three basic cost accounts, which with some modifica-

tions still constitute the basis of modern cost-keeping. These

accounts were designated as "Material," "Labor," and "Ex-

pense."

67. Subdivision of These Accounts and Monthly Closing.—
One of the important changes is that instead of having the

accounting department carry only the three fundamental

accounts mentioned, new accounts have been substituted as fol-

lows, namely, "Raw Materials," "Material Burden," "Direct

Labor," "Labor Burden," "Expense Burden," "Work in Process,"

and "Finished Stock."

68. "Raw Material Account."—This account is debited as

material is received, with the amount of its cost as per invoices,

and is credited With the total charges .to "Work in Process"

for all materials drawn for work in process, per orders on store-

room. The debit balance should represent the cost value of

raw materials on hand at the opening of each period, which

should be monthly, the account being closed monthly, or by
four-week periods. "Material Burden" is a general account

which is debited with the monthly or periodic totals of all costs

of carriage on materials received, including freight, express, and
drayage, cost of buying, including purchasing department salaries

and expenses, cost of storing and handling, including all store-

room salaries and expenses, as well as the monthly total of

all salaries and wages paid to receiving department clerks, and
laborers' time spent in hauling and placing materials received

into the store-rooms.

"Material Burden" account is credited with the burden
amounts charged to "Work in Process" account. These charges

are usually on the basis of percentage-on-raw-material-cost,

based on the ratio of the "Material Burden" account during
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the past period or several periods to the "Raw Material " account
during the same time.

69. "Work in Process" Account.—This account is charged
with all materials drawn for work in process per orders on store-

room, which have been credited to "Raw Materials" account,
as well as with all "Material Burden" items which have been
credited to "Material Burden." It is also charged with all

Direct Labor charged to production orders during a given period

as well as the Expense Burden. This Expense Burden may be
determined by a number of alternate methods as described

under the heading of "Methods of Allotting Expense Burden."
If the Expense Burden includes in addition to Indirect Labor,

also all other expense factors, there will be no further charges

to Work in Process, but if the expense burden is divided into

different kinds of expense factors, such as "Indirect Labor
Burden," "Machine Burden" and "General Expense" burden,

these will also have to be charged to "Work in Process." " Work
in Process" is credited with the total of all orders as soon as

finished, or in other words just as soon as they become "Finished

Stock."

70. "Finished Stock" Account.—This account is charged

with the total of all work, in process just as soon as an order is

transformed from work in process into a finished order. " Work
in Process" account is credited with the same amount. "Fin-

ished Stock" is credited with the manufacturer's cost price as

established for the various articles to be made, whenever any
articles are shipped. This "Manufacturer's Cost" price is then

made the basis of operations of the selling department. " Manu--
facturer's Cost" price may be slightly higher than the sum of

"Raw Material," "Material Burden," "Direct Labor," "In-

direct Labor," "Machine Burden" and "General Expense

Burden," in order to allow for slight fluctuations in cost. Any
apparent profits accumulated in this way can be transferred to

reserves, for meeting depreciation of plant and equipment, once

a year. Fig. 12 illustrates graphically the theory of cost ac-

counts as above indicated in its simplest form.

71. Methods of Allotting Expense Burden.—Percentage .
on

Wages.—The oldest method and the one still in most general

use is the percentage on wages method established by finding

the ratio in percentage, which the sum total of Indirect Labor,

"fixed charges" and all other expense accounts in a given period
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bears to the sum total of Direct Labor in the same period. Its

greatest weakness lies in tie fact that it over-charges high-priced

labor which may use shop and equipment and share running

expenses only a short, time, and imder-chai^es low-priced labor

which may use shop and equipment and share running expenses

DIRECT
LABOR

WORK IN PROCESS

FINISHED PRODUCT

CUSTOMERS-
ACCOUNTS

Fig. 12.

a long time, in creating a direct-labor cost of the same dollars-

and-cents value.

The "fixed charges" include the aUottments from constant

expenses such as rent, interest, insurance, taxes, general ofiicers*

salaries, etc.

72, Hourly Expense or Man-hour Rate.—^.\ more recent

method, and the one which is in use by all machine-tool builders

using the uniform cost-accounting methods recommended by
the National Machine Tool Builders' Association, is the hourlj'

jExpense rate obtained by dividing the sum-total of all indirect
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labor, "fixed charges" and expenses during a given period by
the sum total of direct-labor hours in the same period.

73. Separate Man-hour Departmental and General Rates
and Hourly Machine Rates.—A third method, probably in the

least general use, but destined to become far more widely used
is one which establishes (a) an hourly rate for each department,
local to that department (b) a general hourly shop overhead
rate (c) an hourly rate for each machine or group of machines.

Rates a, b and c are mutually exclusive and the sum total of all

expenses allotted from these three channels must approximate the

total of all indirect labor, "fixed charges" and all other expenses in

the same period. Inasmuch as the charges to "Work in Process

"

and corresponding credits to the various expense accounts during

a given period are the results of calculations based on averages

of preceding periods, the exact balancing in order to close the

expense accounts must be left to an adjustment entry which may
result in either a debit or credit to the expense account at the

opening of the next period. If a considerable item, this adjust-

ment entry may demand a modification of the rates for allott-

ing expense burden during the next new period.

The establishment of local departmental burden rates affords

the proper basis for comparing local expenses from month to

month, as well as holding down costs on product which passes

through departments having low local burdens.

74. Method of Establishing the Hourly Machine Rate.—

A

number of different considerations enter into the establishment of

the hourly machine rate. Among these are the following: (1)

The interest and depreciation on the purchase price of the

machine; (2) the annual cost of repairing the machine and keep-

ing it supplied with lubricants and cutting tools, etc.; (3) the

floor space occupied by the machine and the stock lying about it;

(4) the power consumed by the machine.
,

With the previous year's expense accounts as a basis, an

estimate is made of the total maintenance of all machines.

Out of this grand total or budget, each machine tool is given a

certain definite allowance or allotment for the coming year.

A card is then written out for each separate machine tool, and

after determining approximately the number of hours that the

machine will run during the year, its hourly operating rate is

established for the next year by dividing the total budget by the

estimated hours that the machine is to be used. Every time that
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the machine is used, it is credited with the amount it earns as

its hourly rate, the amounts being posted on the card record for

that machine tool from the cost department's records, showing

amount or semi-annual period it is found Ukely that the postings

on any card will over^run or fall short of the amount allotted the

given machine changes must be made in the individual machine

rate. The exact balancing at the close of a year will be left to

an adjustment entry which may result in either a debit or credit

to the machine expense account at the opening of the next

period. With careful allotment of rates these adjustment entries

will be relatively small and required only in order to make

an exact balance at closing.

75. Segregation of Works Expenses from Selling Expenses.—
It will be noted that at the outset it was recommended to keep

out of General Expense account, items relating to "Material

Burden," such as transportation, hauling, purchasing and

stores. Similarly all expenses of the finished stock-room and

all shipping department expenses outside of outgoing freight

charges can be kept in a separate account, which is entered

into the general total for determining the Expense Burden.

All distinctly selling expenses should be kept separate and

the sales department made to show a profit on the basis of the

difference between Manufacturer's Cost and Selling Price.

Administrative expense which is neither a direct charge to

Works Management nor Selling, may be equally divided between

Manufacturer's Cost and Selling Cost.

76. Detailed Cost Statistics and Records.—Very little has been

said in this discussion as to the forms for posting these records.

The nature of the business will determine whether these records

are to be based on unit prices per quantity of output, per variety

of output, or per individual lot or item, whether each individual

item is to have its cost figured regularly or at intervals. Most
books on cost-keeping are filled with examples of forms for record-

ing the statistical data. A minimum of stress is laid on these

features in this discussion in order to bring out more strongly

the importance of the foregoing general principles.

The extent to which detailed costs are obtained depends very

largely on the nature of the business. In some industries it will

be satisfactory to obtain costs by processes, in other industries

by classes or groups of products, in others by weight or bulk

and in still others by departments or by machines.
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77. Proper Classification of Expenditures.—The first thing

for an accountant to determine with regard to an expenditure

is whether it is a charge to assets or to revenue. We must deter-

mine whether the expenditure was (a) for materials, supplies or

labor for regular production (b) for materials, supplies or labor

for special production which is to be charged to customers (c)

for distinct additions to plant or equipment (d) for maintenance

of existing plant or equipment, or (e) for replacement of worn-out

plant or equipment.

If the system of accounts heretofore indicated is in use, which

shows the value of raw materials, work in process, and finished

stock each month, then there is apparently no need for the carry-

ing over of heavy purchases under (a) and (b) to be diffused over

several months, as the month's operating profits and losses are

easily determinable and quite independent of whether heavy

purchases have been made in any one month or whether the pur-

chases have been unusually light. In the matter of items under

class (4), namely the replacement of wornout plant or equipment,

such items would be paid for out of depreciation fund if such

exists. If such does not exist and the expenditure is of consid-

erable magnitude, the expenditure should be diffused over such

period as may be determined on as fair to ordinary production.

It is frequently the case that good discrimination is exercised

in properly distributing expenditures for which there is a sup-

plier's invoice whereas no such discrimination is used in dis-

tributing expenditures of the materials and labor of the industry,

so that the apparent cost of production varies widely, whereas

if expenditures were properly allotted there would be no such

apparent discrepancies.

78. Detailed Cost Posting Methods.—The methods, records

and forms required for finding and posting costs are discussed

fully in a later chapter on The Cost Department.
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CHAPTER yi

DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS

79. Purpose of Departmental Reports.—Departmental reports

serve two purposes—they enable the head of each department

to know conditions in his own department, and they enable the

management to get in concise form definite knowledge as to each

department.

The first requisite of a departmental report is that it serves

some really useful purpose. This fact is often lost 'sight of. In

some establishment-, reports are made covering data which have

very little if any pr^.ctical value. This is a danger which must

be carefully avoided. Whenever a works manager finds reports

accumulating on his desk which he finds he passes by week after

week, without drawing any useful information from them, he

would better discontinue such reports altogether.

On the other hand, there is no better way of keeping in inti-

mate touch with the whole field of a large establishment than

through the medium of well-planned periodic reports. Just what
should such reports cover? The purpose of this chapter is to

determine methods of furnishing classified periodic information

to the executive office covering existing conditions and out-

look of every phase of the manufacturing side of a business.

Certain reports need to be,made in order that the executive

department may at any time know the exact conditions prevail-

ing in every department. Such reports, although comprehensive,

should be condensed. Hence, the method of preparation may,
in certain departments, require that department to keep detailed

records which can be referred to if necessary in explaining the

summarized information in the reports.

80. Bureau of Statistics or Records.—The duty of determining

the nature of the departmental reports, as well as how these

reports are to be condensed or transformed into graphical or

statistical form, is best placed under the jurisdiction of a staff

bureau of statistics, or in the case of a smaller concern, a single

statistician. This bureau or single official should be subordinate
58
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to no one excepting the works manager and should confer with
the various departments furnishing reports, explaining fully the
objects sought to be accomplished.

It is recommended that any reports prepared by certain depart-

ments be returned regularly to the department from which the

reports originate. It is desirable that all reports be provided
with spaces where they can be checked in the statistician's office,

indicating that the report has been noted, or that they be
stamped in the office of statistics after having been noted and
approved, and that there be a private secretary in the statistician's

office who has a list of reports that should come in, with the dates

on which these reports fall due. The private secretary should

see that these reports are presented to the statistician's office

when due, and that they are returned from there to the depart-

ment concerned after having been noted, such statistical posting

from them having been done in the statistician's office as may be

deemed desirable.

81. Typical Factory Reports.^Let us take first the general

factory office. The general office of the factory receives the orders

from the sales department, turns them over to the proper order

departments, and advises the sales department of promise dates

of delivery. This would be the routine in a factory which does

not regularly ship everything from stock. The nature of the

reports from the general office department to the statistician will

vary with the class of manufacturing done. For instance, the

reports of this defjartment in a hosiery mill, employing 1200 people

in the manufacture of a few dozen varieties of hose, will be quite

different from the reports in a factory employing three hundred

men in the manufacture of a dozen types of machinery, in-

volving some ten thousand different component parts, to cover

the whole line.

In general the things the works manager wants to know
periodically are: First, the condition of orders; second, the con-

dition of stock; third, the cost of product and of running of plant.

It is not the purpose of this chapter to discuss financial reports

such as should be received by the general office management

from the accounting department. The particular class of re-

ports here referred to are such as are to be rendered to the works

manager of a factory.

Certain reports should be made every week, and turned into

the works manager's office on Monday of each week, such reports
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covering tli& week ending the previous Saturday. These weekly

reports are then discussed at a meeting of an advisory board or

council consisting of heads of all responsible departments.

Weekly reports of this character can be presented to the

manager either in the form of a statement on a regular printed

blank, or in the shape of a typewritten statement from the head

of the department. A printed sheet for this purpose is shown

in Fig. 13. This may be used for a general office department

report of machine orders entered, a shipping department report

COST DEPT'S REPORT OF EMPLOYEES AVERAGE WAGE RATES

AND PRODUCTIVE AND NON-PRODUCTIVE LABOR.

NO EM-
PLOYEES

AVERAGE
WAGE

TOTAL
PAY-ROLL
FOR DEPT

TOTAL
HOURS

FOR DEPT.

OVERTIME
HRS.

FOR DEPT.

PRODUCTIVE
HRS.

FOR DEPT.

NON-PRO
DUCTIVE HRS
FOR DEPT.

GENERAL OFFICE DEPT'S REPORT OF MACHINERY ORDERS ENTERED.

WEEK ending:

ORDER
NO.

NAME OF CONSIGNEE
NO.

MACH-
WEIGHT TYPE VOLTAGE GAUGE

DATE
TO BE
SHIPPEI

GENERAL MONTHLY SUMMARY.

TOTAL NO.MACHINES SHIPPED TO DATE THIS YEAR

NO MACHINES ON HAND READY FOR SHIPMENT THIS DATE THIS YEAR

•ORDERS STILL TO BE SHIPPED AT THIS DATE THIS YEAR

TOTAL PAY ROLL TO DATE THIS YEAR

SHOP EXPENSE THIS

MATERIAL ACCOUNT TO DATE THIS YEAR

Fig. 13(middle), Order Report; Fig. 14 (top), Cost Report; Fig. 15 (bottom),

Monthly Summary.

of machines shipped, and a manufacturing department report

of machines ready for shipment.

The general office department report is turned into the statis-

tician's office by the head of the general office or correspond-

ence department, and on it are listed the most important items

for which orders have been received during the preceding week.
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The form showli would apply to a business in which electrical

mining machines are manufactured. A little ingenuity will adapt
the principle involved to any other class of manufacturing.

82. Drafting Department Reports.—The second report in

which the manager is interested is that of the drafting depart-

ment, covering bills of material sent to the production depart-

ment. For this report no printed form is necessary. It can

be written on the typewriter. A list of bills of material actually

sent to the production department should be followed on the

same report by a list of such orders as have been received during

the week requiring bills of material, but for which the bills of

material have not been issued. Drafting department organiza-

tion counts for a good deal in this matter, and the routine should

be so fixed that all bills of material for orders received by the

bill of material division of the drafting department from the

general office department during any week are issued during

the current week, including orders received on the last two days

of the week, except for entirely new designs.

A comparison of the drafting department report of bills of

material sent to the production department, with the general

office department's report of machinery orders entered, will

indicate what orders remain in the drafting department, for

which that department has not yet prepared bills of material.

83. Production or Planning Department Reports.—The pro-

duction or planning department in its turn should send a report

of bills of material disposed of, and sub-orders sent to the ishop

hke the drafting room's report. This statement requires no

printed form and can be written on the typewriter. Routine,

too, must here be fixed so that all bills of material received during

the week are disposed of that week, with a possible exception of

bills of material received on Saturday. A list of bills of material

disposed of should be followed on the same report by a list of the

bills of material left over. The "first part of the report shows

orders which have been sent to the shop for actual work during

the previous -week. By comparing this report with the two pre-

ceding reports it is easily understood to what extent the produc-

tion department is lagging behind the orders received.

84. Reports of Finished Product.—The manufacturing or

tracing or testing department's report of machines ready for

shipment forms the next link in the chain of reports. This report

is made by one of these departments from its records or obser-
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vations, and covers all orders of any magnitude completed during

the preceding week which are ready for shipment.

85. Shipping Department Reports,—;0n a printed form, similar

to that used for the preceding reports, a report of the shipping

department may be presented. By comparing the shipping

department's report of machines shipped with the manufacturing

department's report of machines ready for shipment, the manager

can discover about how much time elapses between the shop's

report of completion of an order and shipping it. Such a com-

parison will also indicate what part of the product goes into fin-

ished stock instead of being shipped.

86. Cost Department Report.—Another report, that of the

cost department, covers the labor conditions in the factpry, and

is one of the most important. The printed form for this report

is shown in Fig. 14. This report, considered by men who have

had an insight into manufacturing, enables them to feel the pulse

of the manufacturing department. Considered in connection

with the previous reports, it forms the basis "for telling whether

certain departments are working at their best efficiency or not.

87. Weekly and Monthly Reports.—All the reports which

have been mentioned are best submitted weekly under ordinary

conditions. In addition to these weekly reports, there will be

in any business certain monthly reports. These monthly reports

will be kept on hand for reference until the next monthly report

is ready. Such a monthly report can be well presented on tjbe

same printed form as that shown in Fig. 13. The machine

orders are arranged in this case in order of urgency. Comparison

of this monthly statement with reports for previous months will

show to what extent shipping capacity is taken up.

For summarizing some of the principal reports which have

been submitted by the different departments, a general monthly
statement is prepared by the private secretary in a works man-
ager's office. The items given in this report indicate the number
of machines shipped during the year up to the day of the report,

and comparison of this number with the same items, same date,

previous year. Fig. 15 shows such a report.

For particular purposes, carefully prepared reports, as above
indicated, can be made nearly as effective as the results obtained

from a monthly closing of the books. The latter process is, in

many businesses, totally out of the question.

88. Discussion of Reports.—To gain any real advantage from
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reports, however, they must be given attentive consideration,

and thoroughly discussed by a council consisting of the heads of

all departments affected by the reports. A great many manu-
facturers realize the advantage of such council, meetings, but
fail in lacking the initiative of getting such meetings started and
keejping them up. These meetings are becoming more and more
a feature of successful manufacturing establishments. The meet-
ings are best held at such times when they do not interfere with
the lunch hour, or personal time of employees. A morning
period from 10 a. m. to not later than 12 has been found the most
satisfactory.

89. Graphical Reports.—To many managers graphical sum-
maries of reports present a lifelike picture of conditions in a most
comprehensive manner, and suggest remedial steps, where mere
tabulated figures would not have been such a stimulus. Thi^
is particularly true when the works manager is an engineer, or

has had scientific training, and, is accustomed to the graphical

method of presentation and consequent analysis.

I have known of instances where the most important and
radical steps were inspired by reflection over a graphical chart.

On the other hand, there are managers who can appreciate only

the numerical and tabulated figure method of making charts

or reports, and who consider any conversion of numerical records

into graphics as needless waste of time. It is well worth while

for those who have not, used graphical methods to consider that

every successful manager makes scientific use of this imagination

when his intuition or judgment tells him that certain steps are

necessary. If certain helps to guide this intuition or judgment

can be gotten from graphical charts which do not require a great

deal of time or expense to prepare, then the charts are certainly

worth while.

Such a graphic report (Fig. 16), showing graphic comparison

of orders received, orders shipped, and orders in production,

arranged by classes of product, can be easily prepared.

Similarly, other elements in manufacturing can be visualized.

Pig. 17 shows a graphic comparison of labor and material costs

with estimated value of product. The lowest line is that repre-

senting supervision and clerical labor. This will not vary as

much as the other lines; the next hne is measured from the line

just drawn as a base line, and shows the cost of unskilled labor

(the items given are expressed in dollars, and laid off to scale)

;
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GRAPHIC COMPARISON OF
ORDERS RECEIVED.Q: ORDERS SHIPPED.(2): ORDERS IN PRODUCTION, (i):
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while the third line is the cost of skilled labor. Cost of material
used in the month's production is graphically presented by line
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sixth line represents the "fixed charges," including depreciation,

interest, and all other shop charges. The seventh or top line is

measured from the base line, and represents the estimating de-

partment's valuation of the month's product delivered to the sales

department, and not including selling expense. This is based

largely on established cost values, or "standard costs" of the

items produced.

So long as all the area underneath the sixth line does not pro-

ject above the seventh line there is a likelihood of profit and

indications are for efficient production. The reverse is tbe case

when the sixth line projects.

It is well worth while to put one or two experienced cost or

production department men at this estimating work. If they

are of the right caliber, they will get results not far from accurate

without going to extremes in detail, and will be able to present

very interesting matter. It is in many manufacturing estabUsh-

ments wholly impracticable to make a general business statement

more than once a year. The nature of their business is such

that an attempt to close all records and show monthly results is

entirely out of the question. Yet the strain of the uncertainty,

consequent on a year's wait, can be relieved by estimates and by

reports.

Further departmental reports may cover such matters as the

following

:

90. Quarterly Reports of the Most Important Component

Parts.—These should cover the total number of each component

ordered to be made during a quarter-year, the total number
shipped during' the same period, the total number delivered to

shop or finished parts stock during the quarter, and a comparison

of these data with the same items during the previous quarter-

year. This report will serye as a valuable guide in establishing a

manufacturing program for stock of leading component parts, a

matter which needs to be > considered in a comprehensive way,

taking into consideration capacity of shop as regards labor and

equipment, probable sales, etc., no matter how automatic the

routine of reordering for replenishment on the part of stock-

record or production department clerks may be.

91. Pay-roll Analysis.—Each pay-roll should be analyzed so as

to show the leading classes of indirect labor, and their proportion

to direct labor by classes of work and by departments. This

requires as a starting point the classification of each workman's
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daily time record and the assembling of these classifications into

pay-roll periods by departments.

92. Money Value of Direct and Lidirect Production.—Where

there is a complete stores accounting system installed, it is pos-

sible to have periodic reports of the money value of the parts

turned into stock-room, value of completely assembled product

turned into stock (all goods going in to stock previous to ship-

ment), value of work, in process by closing of cost records to a

certain date, value of additions to plant and equipment made
by the shop.

93. Purchases.—Classified report of money value of all pur-

chases during a given period compared with same for correspond-

ing previous periods.

REFERENCES
Carpenter: "Profit-making Management,'' Chapters III and XIV.

Cook: "Factory Management," Chapters IV and X.



CHAPTER VII

FACTORY LOCATION

94. Impottance of Plant Location.—The problem of factory

location presents two general aspects: first the selection of a given

town or city, and second the location of a factory site in a given

town or city. The problem of factory location is one that pre-

sents itself to the industrial engineer who is working for the lowest

cost of production. Location means everything to the retail

establishment, it means less to the factory as a rule; yet its im-

portance is often overlooked. A well-managed factory may fail

in a poor location while a poorly managed one often owes its

very existence to the location.

95. Considerations Influencing Selection of a Certain Town
or City.—The selection of a town or city for a factory site is

influenced by considerations regarding: (1) raw material, (2)

labor, (3) transportation, (4) market, and (5) money outlay.

96. Influence of Raw Materials.—So far as the cost of raw

materials is concerned, that location will be the best which will

make total resultant freight charges of all raw materials the

minimum.
As a simple example, we may take the case of an establishment

manufacturing paving brick. It has been estimated that the

relative weights of clay, finished product, and coal required in this

industry are approximately as 40, 30 and 3. In a case of this sort

it is evident on a brief mspection that in the matter of choice of

factory site as between coal fields, clay beds, and nearest market

or distributing center, the most advantageous point of location

would be next to the clay beds. Of course, the combination of

several favorably influencing conditions will be more desirable,

such as clay beds with cheap fuel close at hand. Such conditions

exist in natural gas fields in several sections of the country.

Similarly the best location for a blast furnace is a site where ore,

coke, and limestone may most conveniently be brought together.

About two-thirds of the Lake Siiperior ore is at present melted

in the vicinity of Pittsburgh, and most of the remainder in Ohio
68
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and Illinois. The reason for this is apparent when one remem-
bers that the total weight of fuel required in furnace work is

about 20 per cent, of the weight of the iron produced.

Nearness to coal is to be had in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,

Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Tennessee and
Alabama. The Lake Superior region furnishes about two-thirds

of all the iron ore in the United States and most of the remainder

comes from the Appalachian region, from Maryland southward.

97. Labor Conditions Affecting Selection of Factory Site.—
From the standpoint of ease of securing satisfactory labor, the

city presents a far more advantageous labor market than a town
or country site.

Skilled labor is most easily obtained on short notice in a city.

In the country town labor is cheaper, and the workmen are likely

to be more contented. They are likely to marry and have homes
in pleasant surroundings, and the inducements for the wasting

of their earnings are not so great as in the city. At the same time

the country factory is looked to as bound to exercise a paternal

interest in the employees and town—a responsibility from which

the city factory is relieved.

A surburban site, convenient to a belt railway, such as exists

in most of the larger trade centers, presents many advantages of

both city and country. It permits the purchase of sufficient

ground for a factory site to allow for future expansion. It has

the labor market of the city to draw from and offers the workmen,

who choose to live close at hand, the opportunity of pleasant home
sites.

98. Transportation Facilities.—The cost of transportation of

both raw material and finished products is a factor of vital impor-

tance to the manufacturer who is at the mercy of a single railroad.

Where such is the case it has been claimed that it is the tendency

of the railroad at first to show a willingness to do everything

possible to develop a good trade for the manufacturer, but after

the establishment of such a good trade, to tax the traffic all that

it will bear. To avoid this contingency it is very desirable that

the location be such as to afford a choice of several routes or a

choice of railway or water routes in receiving and transmitting

shipments. As between railways and water ways, the latter

have the advantage of cheapness, whereas the former have the

advantage of greater speed.

A factory producing an output of copsiderable bulk, and which
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will not suffer from slight moisture, would be advantageously

located on a water way. The greater expense of railroad trans-

portation is largely due to the high speed demanded for passenger

traffic. A system of freight railways especially arranged for

heavy tonnage and moderately slow speeds it is claimed, would

be of great advantage to the economic distribution of factory

products.

A location convenient to receipt of raw material by way of the

cheaper waterways, and at the meeting of railways, makes a

most favorable location for a factory site. Examples of manufac-

turing centers so located are found in Pittsburgh, Buffalo,

Cincinnati, Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago and St. Louis.

In the case of light machinery, or of any output in which the

labor is considerably greater than that of materials, nearness to

raw materials is of minor importance, the largest cities are always

the best places for the securing of the most skilled labor, and they

offer also advantages of promptest shipping facilities for manufac-

tured products, and of a sales market close at hand. Industries of

this sort are naturally most numerous in the larger cities of the

country, such as New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, and

so on.

It will be apparent that numerous cities much smaller than the

examples mentioned, will answer many of the requirements for

most economic factory location. While the history of the past

seems to point toward the large city as the most favored factory

site, there are many examples of success in the smaller towns.

The labor agitator finds the small town a poor field. The pleas-

ant surroundings and sunshine of a home tends toward content-

ment—the worst enemy of the walking delegate.

99. Sales Market as Affecting Plant Location.—As regards the

choice of a town or city with reference to the nearness to sales

market, it is quite evident that the factory from considerations

on this score should be at the point from which it could ship with

relatively equal promptness and relative cheapness of expense
to each of its principal sales centers. The location of many
factories in surroundings not at all favorable to cheapness of

production has been due to the fact that their founders, realizing

the local demand, started the establishment in the best sales

market, and, having usually at the start a limited capital, the
local site itself was usually not influenced by considerations of

what would be the best site for cheap production, but what
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would be the cheapest site obtainable in quarters not too unfa-
vorably situated.

The oldest manufacturing establishments of the country have
been located chiefly in distributing centers, or cities where business

men conveniently meet and commodities may be easily exchanged.
In addition to the advantages from a selling standpoint such
centers presented the advantage of abundance of labor. The
convergence of railroads in larger centers of this sort has also

offered facilities for the securing of raw materials and shipping
of products.

The advantage of direct contact with the consumer that is

offered by a factory in the large city is well worth considering.

Frequent instances may be found where, after the removal of a

factory which has found its city site disadvantageous as compared
with a location in the suburbs or the country, some new-comer
has been able to start a thriving establishment near the old

site with perhaps less profits but still reaping the advantage of

this close touch with the market.

The cities that form the best sales markets are those where
trade routes meet or toward which they converge. Similarly good
sales markets are afforded by cities at the convergence of navi-

gable rivers, such as Pittsburgh and St. Louis, or at points where
the limits in direction of a waterway necessitates trans-shipment,

such as Chicago, Cleveland, and Cincinnati.

Another class of cities forming good markets is found in cities

which are collecting and distributing points in an exceedingly

productive region, such as Indianapolis and Kansas City.

In cases where the factory is not needed as an adjunct to sales

• department, considerations as to cheapest site, cheapest trans-

portation of raw material and finished product, and good labor

markets should be of great importance in determining the location.

100. Cost of Plant as Affected by Site.—The question of money
layout is frequently one on which too much stress is layed. It

frequently happens that the enterprising citizens of a small

town are willing to furnish a free site for a factory. They may
even go so far as to raise the cash bonus usually obtained by the

sale of building lots in the vicinity of the proposed factory site.

Such inducements may often be based upon sound logic and may
result in good to all concerned. There have been, however,

cases where even with such advantages the factory has failed

and the enterprising citizens have lost money they have invested
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in town lots because insufficient consideration had been given to

more important factors. The final decision is only to be made
after giving each its proper weight.

Cheapness of factory site has in many cases formed the basis of

the possibility of a new company competing with older companies.

101. Branch Factories.^—Even the large corporations which

have come up by a result of mergers of minor companies have of

late years tended toward the establishment of a number of various

complete plants located in various centers in pjace of what seemed

to be the original tendency, namely the centralization into a few

large plants and the conducting of distinct processes or functions

by each plant rather than the making of the same product in more

than one plant.

It is possible that the era of combination may be followed by.

just as rational a period of decentralization. There are too many
intermediary agencies that raise the cost of production and

distribution to make the centralization and combination of all

factories an economic con.sideration. There is a legitimate most
economic territory, and a corresponding maximum capacity for

economic production, that points toward distributed production

as an ultimate condition, even with centralized capitalization.

This tendency is well illustrated by the procedure of the United

States Steel Corporation.

102. Railroads as an Aid in Factory Location.—The industrial

agents of railways are continually gathering and distributing

data regarding favorable sites for prospective industries. In

some cases their reports and recommendations indicate careful

study, and the obtaining of definite knowledge at first hand.

In other instances the data collected are apparently based upon
replies to circular letters addressed sometimes to leading merchants
or hotel keepers, and sometimes to secretaries of commercial
clubs or boards of trade. Where the latter is the case, it is

evident that the work done by the industrial agent is purely

clerical. The replies sent from various towns along the line are

usually from people whose horizon is limited, and who, for the

sake of booming their town, will always be willing to make rosy

reports. If there happens to be a deserted factory building in

the town, the enterprising citizens can see a fine field ahead for

the manufacture of almost anything that could be suggested,

for the sake of having the old site reoccupied if even for a limited

time.
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So far as distributive establishments are concerned, local

advice is apt to be valuable, but even then, personal knowledge
based upon a visit to the town should be added by the industrial

agent. On the other hand, information regarding location of pro-

ductive industries gathered from purely local sources is likely to be

erroneous.

The country is, however, full of real opportunities for pro-

ductive industries. There are no people in better position to

make a careful study of the conditions governing them than

railway officials. The ability to give reliable advice can be based

only upon personal study of natural resources, trade and market
facilities, and economic statistics. The pursuit of such studies,

and the exercise of sound judgment consequent upon them, re-

quires a knowledge of manufacturing processes and industrial

economics in addition to ability of high order.

Census reports and state departmental reports are always more
or less retrospective. The true function of the railway industrial

agent is to look ahead clearly, making only such cautious use of

reports and statistics as a sound judgment dictates.

The problem of selecting a factory site is one which at some

time or other is bound to confront practically every manufacturer.

If at such times the manufacturer has made a careful study of

the question from all points of view so that when he has to make
a purchase of real estate he knows exactly what he needs, he is

far less likely to suffer handicap which may result in decrease of

profits, or even failure, than if he has not made such a study.

When a business is small, high freight rates on raw material or

other disadvantages due to location of the plant are not felt

nearly so keenly as they are when the business has been enlarged

and must strive for a constantly widening market.

103. Selecting the Site in a Given Town.—Having considered

fully the question of the location of the town or city, let us now

take up the question of the picking out of the factory site in that

town.

At first sight it would seem as though there were hardly any

doubt but that a manufacturing establishment, which uses heavy

raw material which has to be shipped from some distance, would

be best located on a railroad track, and yet if we go through any

of our manufacturing cities we find that in many of them probably

the majority of such manufacturing establishments are located

away fron railroad tracks. The small establishment thrives best
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near the great buying centers which are usually away from the

railroad tracks and it is also nearer a good supply of labor than

it would be if located on a railroad tra,ck.

104. Local Trade Centers.—There is also often an advantage

in being located in a center which is already known as one where

certain classes of manufacturing prevail. For instance a clothing

shop would likely be manifestly out of place in a center devoted

to the manufacture of machine tools and vice versa.

105. Local Transportation.—In changing locations in a given

city a manufacturer should get positive knowledge concerning

the cost of trucking to his various city customers and where there

will be extra drayage charges from his local supplier to the new
site, also what the drayage or switching charges will be to the

various railroads from his new site as compared with the same

charge from his present location.

The factory site on a water way without railroad facilities is of

little advantage nowadays. On the other hand a location access-

ible by both water and railroad is particularly desirable. The
wonderful manufacturing development in recent years in such

cities as Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo, is evidence of this.

Such a location is especially desirable for industries using bulky

raw materials such as timber and iron ore. Since the waterway

will serve these raw materials with low transportational charges

and a railway is convenient for shipping out finished products,

such a site offers especial advantages.

In selecting railroad trackage the particular class of raw
material which may be found along the line of a certain railway

may decide the question of site in favor of a certain railroad even

though outward shipping facilities on that road may not be as

good as those of another. For instance, a company making sewer

pipe or fire brick might prefer to be located on a road which

passes through the fields from which it draws its raw material

even theugh that road might not be as able to handle outgoing

shipments as well as another railroad.

106. Local Labor Market.—Nearness to a general labor market
may even have to give place to nearness to a specialized labor

market. For instance, there is a constantly increasing trend of

machine-tool builders toward the Mill Creek Valley settlement of

machine-tool shops in Cincinnati. A similar trend of manufac-
turers of automobiles is toward the favorite driveways of Detroit,

whereas both Detroit and Indianapolis are recognized as good
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labor markets for workers on automobiles and automobile parts.

Even in getting into the specialized centers, however, another

factor needs to be considered, namely, the nearness to the work-

ing man's home. Other things being equal, the working men will

prefer to work in that shop to which they can walk or to which

the street-car trip is shortest, hence it is important to find out

where the majority of the workers live who are employed in the

special industry involved and to locate the new factory near to

the working men's homes.

107, Local Sales Centers.—Nearness to the sales center of a

city may in many establishments be especially important since

personal visits from buyers will thus be encouraged. This is

evidenced in many of the jewelry and other small manufacturing

businesses in our large cities.

In' buying land at the outskirts of a city, the purchaser should

assure himself of the adequacy of such factors as are dependent

on public service corporations," such as supply of water, light and

power, and street railway transportation.

The busy manufacturing plant located where many people will

see it, has an advertising value worth many pages of paid space

in newspapers and magazines. A number of successful auto-

mobile factories have for this very reason been located on roads

which are favorite drives.

108. Suburban Sites.—In considering the cheapness of a site

in the suburbs or outskirts, attention must be given to such ques-

tions as cost of survey, of laying water and sewer lines, of road

improvements, of side-walks, of grading and other preliminary

work; also the cost of the building operations in a location where

all the material and equipment have to be hauled a long way.
The general run of real estate agents do not have available

such data as are indicated in the above outline and a manufacturer

selecting a site is lucky if he can secure the services of a real estate

man who has made a special study of factory sites in his town.

Such a specialist is likely to be in much demand and will have
little time to waste on promoters, cranks and inventors without
any real money to invest.

Fig. 18 summarizes in the form of a chart the leading con-

siderations with regard to Plant Location.

REFERENCES
Day: "Industrial Plants,'' Chapter III.

Tyrrell: " Engineering of Shops and Factories," Chapter II.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PLANNING OF FACTORY BUILDINGS AND THE
INFLUENCE OF DESIGN ON THEIR PRODUCTIVE

CAPACITY

109. Process Mapping.—In general the first step in solving

the problem of laying out a complete factory plan, or an additioS'

to an existing plan consists of the determination of the general

processes required to produce the various products of the estab-

lishment, and indicating the paths followed by the product in

passing from process to process. The best way to begin is to

take an existing plant making the product under consideration,

or one nearly like it. Take one class of product if there are vari-

ous classes, or one component if there are various components.

Draw a phantom perspective sketch qf the building or build

a small skeleton framework of the building, putting in the

floors but omitting the walls (see' Fig. 19). If the phantom

drawing on paper is used^ take colored crayons, letting a certain

color of crayon represent a certain product or component, and

follow the product or component from process to process, from

department to department, and from floor to floor of the existing

factory. Use a separate color of colored crayon for each sepa-

rate principal product or principal component and trace the proc-

essing for each in the same way. If the small wooden frame

model has been used, colored threads can be used in place of the

colored crayon lines.

110. Routing.—Routing is a more detailed form of process

mapping, and consists of the listing of every process on a com-

ponent part. A general route map is usually prepared for the

various groups and sub-groups which go to make up a machine

or other compositive product, and a route-list is then prepared

for each component part. Thus the distinction between process

mapping and routing may be shown by stating that in process

mapping, departments would be the limit of differentiation; in

routing, on the other hand, we would assign work to specific

machines. A still furt|ier differentiation is designated by the

77
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items on the detailed instruction card or instruction list, which
lists each distinct step under the heading of lathe work, etc.

The making of detailed instruction lists is more fully discussed
in a later chapter. This minute subdivision of processes is not
considered in connection with factory planning, but process map-
ping and routing play an important part in the layout of build-

ings and departments.

111. Processing Equipment.—Knowing the approximate man-
ufacturing program or year's output, it becomes necessary to

determine the equipment required for the production of a given

quantity of output. It is evident that this investigation requires

at least a general knowledge of the time standards of the various

processes. '

As an example of the methods to be pursued in estimating

equipment required let us take the case of the manufacture of a

hne of side-crank steam engines, and determine machine-tool

equipment required for machining the crank shafts

:

Size engine
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By constant attention for a period of six months they were ab

to increase this period to 75 per cent., which probably represen

as good an attainment as is possible. In most shops the latl

may be estimated as running not over one-half of the time i

that for the purpose of estimating the time that a lathe will 1

engaged with a given class of work we must double the actu

estimated time of doing the work. Hence, we should say thi

the crank shafts would require two times 426 hours and J

minutes or 853 hours of lathe-department time.

The immediate conclusion is that one lathe will be amp
equipment to do the work on crank shafts and that it can ali

be used for work on some other parts.

The above example is given to indicate the process of est

mating machine-tool time followed in going into detail. In ord(

to be accurate one should, of course, have complete bills (

material covering all the machines proposed to be built, also

complete estimate of all operations on all parts. This it will 1:

seen is entirely out of the question as the method to be pursue

in preliminary work, as such estimating for a line of engin<

alone would require the constant time of an expert for a numbc
of months. One can, however, make such generalized invest

gations as will tend to put him on the safe side in providin

sufficient machinery.

Frequently data are gathered on the equipment for a give

quantity of output necessary in the existing plant or in othi

plants making a similar product, such data serving as a guide (

check on the adequacy of the equipment for the proposed ne

plant or extension.

112. Arrangement of Equipment.—Having determined on tl:

processing equipment, according to the methods above indicate(

this equipment must tbfen be arranged in the most advantageoi
manner so as to secure the least unnecessary traveling and hanc

ling of materials, so as to secure the allowing of abundant spai

for storing of rough materials and partially finished produ(

around the machinery and so as to leave ample passage for truck

industrial railways, cranes, or other methods of transportatioi

Sufficient room must be allowed to provide convenient acces

to all parts of a machine, and for the removal of any machir
when necessary.

It has been agreed that the floor space in the main shop
too valuable to use as storage space. At the same time there mus
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be sufficient work in sight that the employees may see that they

are not "working themselves out of a job."

Having determined on the equipment required in a given

department the best procedure is to cut paper templets to scale

to represent each item of equipment and secure final arrangement

by pinning these templets into various trial positions until the

best possible arrangement has been secured.

113. Floor Space Occupied by Equipment.—In order that the

templets may be of proper size it is necessary to know the approx-

imate floor space of the various kinds of equipment required.

Data of this sort may be obtained by writing to the manufacturers

of the equipment in question. As an example of the kind of

data to be obtained, the following tables of floor spaces are given

:

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY LATHES

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Swing ^ Space occupied

14 in. 37 in. Xll ft. 3/4 in.

16 in. 44 1/2 in. Xll ft. 3 3/4 in.

18 in. 50 in. X 11 ft. 6 3/8 in.

20 in. 50 in. Xll ft. 6 in.

22 in. 57 1/2 in. Xll ft. 5 in.

24 in. 69 in. Xll ft. 4 1/2 in.

27 in. 64 in. Xll ft. 4 in.

30 in. 67 1/2 in. X 13 ft. 11 1/4 in.

36 in. 67 1/2 in.Xl3 ft. 11 1/4 in.

42 in. 78 in. X 15 ft. 1 in.

48 in. 78 in. X 15 ft. 1 in.

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY RADIAL DRILLS

Bickford Drill & Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Size of working surface Floor space required

No. 1, 2 1/2 ft. X3 ft. 90 in. X 97 in.

No. 2, 2 1/2 ft.X3 1/2 ft. 90 in.Xl09 in.

No. 3, 2 1/2 ft. X4 ft. 90 in. X 121 in.

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY MILLING MACHINES

Cincinnati Milling Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Horizontal Millers

Working surface Floor space

No. 2, llin X7 1/4 in. ' 77 3/4 in. X92 in.

No. 3, 13 1/2 in. X55 3/4 in. 83 in. X 106 1/2 in.

No. 4, 16 1/2 in. X64 1/4 in. 97 in. X 125 1/2 in.

No. 6, 19 in. X76 1/2 in. 105 in. X 145 1/2 in.

6
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Vertical Millers

Working surface Floor space

No. 2, 11 in. X7 1/4 in. 84 in. X89 in.

No. 3, 13 1/2 in.X55 3/4 in. 89 1/2 in.X 103 1/2 in.

No. 4, 16 1/2 in. X64 1/4 in. 100 in. X125 1/2 in.

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY UPRIGHT DRILLS

Cincinnati Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Swing Floor space required

21 in. 18in.X48in.

24 in. 21 1/2 in. X 58 in.

28 in. 24 in.X 67 in.

32 in. 26in.X71in.

36 in. 28 3/4 in. X79 in.

42 in. 30 in. X 90 in.

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY PLANERS

American Tool Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

22 in. X5 ft. planer 4 ft. 8 in. wide by 12 ft. long

24 in. X6 ft. planer 4 ft. wide by 14 ft. long

26 in. X6 ft. planer 5 ft. 2 in. wide by 14 ft. long

28 in. X6 ft. planer 5 ft. 4 in. wide by 14 ft. long

30 in. X8 ft. planer 5 ft. 8 in. wide by 18 ft. 8 in. long

33 in. X8 ft. planer 5 ft. 11 in. wide by 18 ft. 8in. long

36 in. X8 ft. planer 8 ft. wide by 19 ft. 4in. long

FLOOR SPACE OCCUPIED BY SHARERS

Cincinnati Tool Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

15 in. shaper 60 in. wide by 42 in. long

16 in. shaper 66 in. wide by 43 in. long

18 in. shaper 72 in. wide by 46 in. long

21 in. shaper 82 in. wide by 53 in. long

25 in. shaper 90 in. wide by 54 in. long

30 in. shaper 98 in. wide by 60 in. long

114. Arrangement of Departments.—After having determined

on the equipment and its arrangement in each department, the

lay-out of each department being prepared separately first, the

next step is the arrangement of the departments and their sur-

rounding buildings with respect to each other.

It is not advisable to consider proportion, dimensions, or loca-

tion of various departments until one has determined for each

department its equipment, space required for same, storage

space, and passage areas. It is desirable in this connection to
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investigate data covering actual equipment in use in shops
making the same or similar product to that contemplated, and to

reduce these data to such units as floor space per unit of output
and floor space per employee.

It must be evident that a wide variety of output cannot be
advantageously built in a single shop. It sometimes happens
in the machine-manufacturing business that a single shop must,

on account of trade conditions, manufacture both light and heavy
machinery, or machinery and light detail fittings. In such

cases careful,planning of departmental arrangements, equipment,

and organization is particularly necessary, so as to keep the sepa-

rate costs of production of each type distinct, and at a price

reasonably near the minimum for each class. Again, it has been
found that the building of groups of parts representing a complete

organ of a machine, in a single department, is often more likely

to bring about more economic production than an arrangement

in which all pieces travel through the whole shop in which each

distinct class of machine tools is grouped by itself.

115. Consecutive and Simultaneous Processes.—The route

charts for the various kinds of product will indicate that certain

groups must arrive at a state of completion simultaneously. The
departments and buildings must be arranged so as to adapt

themselves to the equipment and flow of work, following always

the lines of least resistance as regards not only losses in trans-

mission apparatus but losses in activity of working men. The
proper arrangement of departments and of machines with regard

to each other depends upon statistical knowledge of the most

predominant paths of travel of the material in process of manu-
facture. Such observational information alone can determine

to best advantage also the location respectively oi rooms for

stores, stock, tools, grinding, etc. Where a number of simul-

taneous machine-tool operations must terminate in a central

assembling or erecting department it may be desirable to have

two or more buildings running east and west, for example, cpntain-

ing the preliminary simultaneous operations, these buildings

terminating in a single north and south building in which the

assembling and erecting are done.

116. Use of Templets in Arranging Departments.—^Having

determined in the foregoing manner the general dimensions of the

various departments,' and given due consideration to depart-

mentalization by processes as against departmentalization by
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product, as well as to simultaneous and consecutive processes,

templets should be prepared showing the general proportions of

each department, and these templets shifted around until the

most desirable arrangement of departments with reference to

each other is secured.

117. Service Departments.—-The process-maps and route-

charts will be found valuable guides in determining to best advan-

tage the location of the so-called "service" departments, such

as rooms for stores of raw material, stocks of finished parts,

tools, blue-prints, grinding, lavatories, etc.
'

Lockers and wash-rooms should be so planned that thorough

discipline and system can be maintained with regard to them.

Good discipline and system in these incidental features is bound

to react on the work of the shop as a whole. Workmen should

register time after depositing clothes, etc., in lockers, and not

before, and location of lockers and time-clocks should favor this

method.

118. Visibility of Work and Economy of Transport.—^Outside

of the locker and wash-rooms, the only portions of the shop which

it is desirable to have partitioned off and not subject to visibility

are such departments as need isolation on account of the work to

bp carried on in them by reason of gases, smoke, dust, or similar

objectionable features. The requirements of modern factory

regulations, however, usually specify exhaust systems for removal

of all of these objectionable gases, smokes, dusts, etc., so that a

forge-shop or grinding department may be seen in modern fac-

tories under the same roof as the machine shop and without any
separating wall or partition.

It is important that as much floor space as possible should be

visible at all times. Hence all "L's", "E's" and "H's" should be

avoided in favor of the plain rectangle with all departments under

one roof.

Economy of transport demands a minimum of passage ways.

Passage ways encourage aimless wandering and loitering.

119. Single-floor ot Multi-floor Building.—Considerations of

visibility and the avoidance of unnecessary walking or elevator-

riding, argue for the single-floored structure as against multi-

floored buildings. Even the single gallery in monitor-roof

buildings is best avoided, as it forms a more or less isolated set of

areas not readily visible, and increases walking, stair-climbing,

elevator-riding, and trucking.
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The questions as to whether the fixed charges due to increased

cost of building and land will not be in excess of the economies due
to visibility and economy of transport, must be given due consid-

eration. The cheapest type of building calculated on the basis

of fixed charges per square foot of floor area, is a three-story

building 40 to 50 ft. wide and 100 to 120 ft. long. As a general

rule for medium heavy and heavy work, the single-floored build-

ing will show up favorably even where land is costly. The lesser

fire-risk and greater productivity per unit of floor area must be
set off against the interest and other fixed charges per unit of

floor area. Moreover a large tract of valuable land is bound to

rise in value, and would mean a greater value of real estate in time,

though it might also mean higher taxes. The fixed charges should

be calculated for the various proposed sites and types of buildings

and compared with estimates of comparative economies or losses

in productivity.

120. Allowing for Future Expansion.—The site selected, as

well as the shape of the building, must be such as to allow for

expansion. This demands the possession of land enough to allow

for the extension lengthwise of a building and such lateral expan-

sion in the way of increased width of single buildings or additional

buildings as may in time be needed. One way of securing

ease of expansion is to have at hand a plan for buildings to house

double, triple, or quadruple the .production at present planned

for, and make the present plans in such a manner that the future

plans can be easily worked out.

A well-designed building will provide facility of enlargement,

maintaining the same balance of floor area. This demands the

recording of all increases of departmental area whenever they have

become necessary, and the use of such records in preparing the

designs for new buildings. It has been aptly stated that a well-

designed factory building or set of buildings should be as flexible

and adaptable to enlargement as the "unit" system of filing

cabinets. Fig. 20 shows the rear view of the factory of Ludwig

Loewe atWittenau, near Berlin. It will be noted that either the

saw-tooth shop or either of the lateral buildings may be extended

toward the rear, preserving the same balance of area.

121. Service Equipment.—By service equipment is generally

understood all machinery and apparatus necessary for running

the factory and not constituting processing machinery. Under

the heading of service equipment would come such apparatus as
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heating and ventilating appliances, lighting apparatus, fire pre-

vention equipment, water supply, sewage sj^stem, mechanical

transportation, power generation and transmission.

122. Heating and Ventilating Apparatus.—With regard to

heating and ventilating, it can safely be said that the loss in labor
efficiency and consequent output per man due to faulty installa-
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tions will certainly be found to be enormously greater than the
cost of proper heating and ventilating facilities.

The heating of most factory buildings is best accomplished by
the indirect pressure system, using the exhaust steam of one or

more non-condensing engines as complete or auxiliary heating
medium. Fig. 21 is a view of the shops of the United Railway
Company, Baltimore, Md., showing hot-blast heating apparatus
and exposed distributing ducts. A more pleasing interior finish

can be secured by concealing ducts under floors and in walls.

This may involve the use of rectangular ducts, and alterations in

length of the ducts as they would be used if exposed, and such

alterations must be designed by competent engineers.

In many cases the heating system has been very carelessly put

up, without any plans or specifications having been prepared for

it. As a result, heating is often insufficient or poorly balanced,

and circulation defective. A system of heating should always be

planned by a competent engineer. Owing to the very long pipe

lines necessary in factory buildings of the modern type, direct

radiation systems for factories, even when designed in the best

possible manner, are likely to have poor circulation and to be slow

in action in cold days unless a vacuum system of circulation is

used. The hot-blast system of heating the air in heating cham-
bers supplied with steam coils, and delivering it under pressure

from a blower, possesses the advantage of heating a shop quickly

in the morning, and of uniformly distributing the heat, if it is

properly designed and installed, so that, although the total heat

units required to heat the air will be theoretically greater than

with direct radiation, the tremendous gain derived from uniform-

ity of temperature and comfortable workers will far more than

counterbalance the additional cost of operation when using the

indirect pressure system, as compared with direct radiation. The
pressure is always outward, hence there is a freedom of drafts

and, when properly installed, an avoidance of the accumulation

of the total heat radiated at the top of the building, as is so apt

to be the case with the direct radiation system. The cubical

contents of most factory buildings are so large that sufficient

number of changes of air per hour are secured by drawing only a

portion of the air for circulation from out of doors, so that the

expense of the indirect pressure system when applied to factories

can be made a good deal less than that of the same system as

applied to public buildings, where the cubic space per person is
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many times less and the number of changes per hour must be

much more frequent. Of course, if the air in the shop is vitiated

by the processes of manufacture going on, the foregoing remarks

will not apply. It will always prove economical to provide pure

air. This is especially true of a factory located in unsanitary

surroundings, in which circumstances it will be profitable to

provide air shafts of considerable height to draw in pure air or

provide other means of^purification.

Clean air as a money saver in mercantile establishments and

offices has not received the attention it deserves. One can

Fig. 21.—Hot-blast heating system as applied to sh.ops of United Railway

Co., Baltimore, Md.

daily see on display, in the show windows of high-grade dry goods

establishments, fabrics and gowns worth thousands of dollars,

which are being badly damaged by sooty and dirty air.

The same conditions prevail, to a greater or less extent,

throughout these establishments. The depreciation due to dirty

air could be reduced 90 per cent, by the introduction of air-clean-

ing devices whose cost is trivial compared with losses now taking

place.

Most engineers and writers on heating have confined their

attention, in the matter of the use of the pressure system, to
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calculations as to how to provide sufficient heat to overcome the

heat losses through walls, windows, roofs, floors and open doors,

and have apparently failed to appreciate the importance of fur-

nishing better health and greater activity of employees from
breathing wholesome air, which always results when the pres-

sure system is properly installed.

In a building thus ventilated there need be no drafts, as the most
healthful conditions are reached by keeping all windows tightly

sealed. The outlet of air is best secured by a separate set of

ducts leading to the roof.

This system is so common that it seems almost impertinent to

mention it. Nevertheless it is equally common to see great

black streaks radiating from the hot-air ducts, showing how full

of soot and dust the air is which is forced into the building, though
it is otherwise full of oxygen and far more healthful than the air

furnished by any other system of heating and ventilating.

The black streak, however, is entirely unnecessary, and can be

absolutely avoided by proper systems of air washing—a process

accomplished by either of two systems of spraying; the first

method is used where only a moderate water supply is available;

the second, where abundant water is at hand.

The first plan, for cases where it is necessary to be economical

of water, is that of using a "coke" washer. In this system the

air is drawn through a series of cages filled with coke, over which

fine streams of water trickle. The coke absorbs the soot and dust,

and will serve in this way without replenishment for at least a

year.

Fig. 22 shows a typical hot-blast heater with coke air washer.

The second and better plan is that used where an abundance

of water is available. This plan consists of blowing the air

through several curtains of fine streams of water. . The drying is

effected by passing the air alternately over and under a series of

baffle plates. The centrifugal force, where the air makes the

sharp turns about the edges of the baffle plates, separates the

moisture so that the air can be furnished at any degree of humid-

ity desired.

In order that there may be no discomfort with sealed windows

in summer, the air can be passed over refrigerator coils, making it

possible to secure any degree of coldness.

Another advantage, from the standpoint of economy as well as

of health, accompanies the use of air-washing systems, namely.
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the ability to humidify the air to any desired degree. The nor-

mal degree of humidity of the human body is between 60 and 70

per cent, and with this degree of humidity the body is just as

comfortably warm at 65° F. temperature as it is at 70° with a low

condition of humidity, say 15 to 20 per cent., which is the usual

condition of artificially heated atmosphere where the air is not

humidified.

This means that a fuel saving of 7 or 8 per cent, can be effected

by furnishing air of lower temperature but of higher humidity. It

should also be borne in mind that it is seriously detrimental to

health to breathe air having so low a degree of humidity as is

furnished by most heating systems. The result is an excessive
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midity at a constant percentage. ' The temperature of the spray-

water is therefore changed by a steam jet, acting through a device

similar to an injector, over which the thermostatic motor has

control. Another duty which the spray system of air cleaning

accomplishes very efficiently is that of cooling the ventilating air

in summer. The entering air is placed in contact with an im-

mense amount of cooling surface, namely, the total area of the water
globular surface. The air can thus be cooled by about 80 per

cent, of the initial temperature difference between the spray

water and the entering air. In order to use the same water a

second time, ice must be placed in the settling tank, or such tank
provided with brine coils connecting with a small refrigerating

machine, to keep down the temperature.

123. Lighting Apparatus.—Abundance of light is as important

as abundance of pure air. Natural light should permeate the

whole shop during all hours at which it prevails out of doors, and
not only work-benches and machines, but stairways and all pas-

sages, should be light. The saw-tooth roof, with glass portion

toward the north, gives the most agreeable and diffused light.

It should be borne in mind that with saw-tooth roof construction,

the side windows in the walls can be dispensed with altogether,

although this practice is by no means common. To determine

how far inward good light will penetrate, a very close approxi-

mation can be secured by taking a 45° triangle and laying the hy-

pothenuse along the extreme edges of the glass in either side

windows or saw-tooth roof windows. In shops of ordinary height,

this will limit the well-lighted area to a distance of from 20 to

25 ft. from the windows, and will limit the width of the saw-tooth

"bays" to about the same, unless unusually high windows are

introduced or prismatic glass is put into the upper window

sashes.

Fig. 23 shows some structural details pf the saw-tooth roof

construction used in the shops of the Blake & Johnson Co.,

Waterville, Gonn. An interior of this same shop is shown in

Fig. 24, showing how well the light is distributed.

Skylights are generally undesirable on account of their admit-

ting so much direct sunlight, and also on account-of their liability

to breakage of glass and obstruction by snow. In the case

of the saw-tooth roof, facing the north, clear window glass may be

used, since it is never exposed to the direct rays of the sun.

Windows in the ventilating portion of the central roof gable will
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need shades, unless made of ground or yellow glass. As to the

side Tsdndows, except those facing the north, they are exposed to

direct sunlight if there are no closely adjacent buildings. Shades

usuallj' receive rough treatment in a shop, and are certaiidy

shortlived, hence opaquing the glass is usually preferred to instal-

ling shades. If the nature of the work is clean enough to permit

their use, buff color is recommended, since this variety does not

shut out too much light. Ground or cathedral glass panes

may be desirable in certain locations where it is advisable to

keep out direct sunlight or to obstruct the view inward or

outward.

Prismatic glass has been used to advantage in places where the

light requires to be deflected inward into the space desired to be

lighted, as in basements, or in a space darkened bj' neighboring

walls or in top floors with little or no side-lights, but receiving

light from sloping skjdights. A ribbed pressed glass acting

somewhat like a prism may be found to answer in some cases

where the more expensive plate-glass prisms might be considered

too costly.

As to artificial light, there is but one kind to be considered

in a modern establishment having its own power plant, and that

is the electric light. In some cases where the factor}' generates

its own gas it may be found that a carbureted producer-gas will

be more economical than electric light, even with prompt renewal

of Welsbach type of mantles.

As ndde fluctuations in the loads of electric generators are ac-

companied by low efficiencies, it will sometimes be advisable to

have a distinct engine and dj-namo for lighting purposes. Arc
lamps on the incandescent circuit are desirable for general illumi-

nation, supplemented by incandescents for individual machines
and benches. For monitor roofs where lights must be high above
the floor to afford free space for crane service, the flaming arcs

will be found advantageous. The mercury vapor lamps are less

expensive to operate than the flaming arcs, but proportionally

less satisfactory owing to the weird color effects accompanying
their use. It may be found desirable to alternate them ndth
flaming arcs to secure sufficient white light. Good light demands
that the wiring be of ample size to prevent drop enough in voltage
to produce any dulling of incandescent lamps. Wire guards
should not be used on lamps excepting where really needed. Their
cost and interference with light renders it doubtful whether
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they are any real saving. For delicate work, the so-called

"tipless" incandescent lamp provides the most perfect illumina-

tion, being free from the circles of darkness that are cast by
lamps sealed at the bulb end. Some provision must of course
be made for artificial illumination when the power plant is shut
down, by connection to a public electric or gas circuit, or, if this

is not available, by a stock of oil lamps for emergency use.

Eye-strain causes brain fatigue and materially deteriorates

manual efficiency. Hence careful consideration needs to be
given to daylight and artificial lighting. The efficiency of any
lighting system depends, not on the number of lights supplied,

but upon the extent to which this system enables the eyes to per-

form their duties with least effort and strain.

With good daylight, all parts of a machine are about equally

illuminated. At night, however, with the commonly prevailing

system of localized lights, the illumination of machines is very

uneven, one part being very highly illuminated and other parts

being in comparative darkness. With suitable diffusion, direc-

tion and intensity of light, operators can see their work far better

with a low foot-candle value of illumination than they can with

the high foot-candle values of concentrated illumination.

The eye adapts itself to artificial illumination in such a way
that the intensity of light required for good vision at night is

only a small fraction of the intensity of average daylight. As a

rule, the general illumination of a shop at night is wholly neg-

lected. In order to read ordinary writing, a minimum illumina-

tion of about one foot-candle is required. A good reading light

should be about two foot-candles. In most shops, the general

illumination falls below this. A good indoor daylight illumina-

tion needs to be only about forty foot-candles, although this

may be considerably increased or decreased without discomfort.

Where the daylight is insufficiently diffused, prismatic glass

should be used.

With a highly concentrated artificial light and a dark field

just outside this concentrated area, conditions are such as invari-

ably result in eye-strain. Continued subjection of the eyes to

this kind of illumination results in decrease of vision until the

workman is unable to perform his work with accuracy or rapidity.

A strong objection to the use of concentrated lights is the glare

due to reflection of the bright image of the light, which is thrown

into the eye of the operator.
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The general illumination of a shop should not be so inefficient

as to make it appear gloomy. A low degree of general illumina-

tion makes it impossible for the foremen to exercise the same de-

gree of supervision at night as in the daytime.

The remedy for many of these objectionable features lies in

the introduction of suitable illumination, proper care of lamps,

reduction of the intrinsic light sources, and improved diffusion

and direction of light.

124. Fire Prevention.—Too much stress cannot be laid on

the great importance of the absolute fireproofing of such parts

of buildings as are intended for the reception of the almost

unreplaceable requisites of manufacturing, such as drawings,

patterns, and inventory. Drawings and patterns of tools, jigs,

etc., are too often carelessly treated, since there may be but one

article completed from them, but their loss in case of destruction

of the tools by fire would be enormous. Consultation of the

publications of the National Underwriter's Association, the

Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Association, various well-known

insurance companies, and the building codes of the various states

will be of great aid in settling questions connected with the

installation of adequate fire prevention equipment, including

such matters as automatic sprinklers, fire pumps, fire hose

attachments indoors and outdoors, fire walls, fire doors, etc.

125. Water Supply.—It is important that ample drinking

water be available, distributed to sanitary drinking fountains

within easy reach of all employees. If there is any question as

to the healthfulness of the general water supply of the factory a

separate system of healthful drinking water should be installed.

Small electric water purifiers ^for industrial water supplies are

now standard articles.

126. Sanitary Engineering.—Questions relating to sewage,

baths, and lavatories should receive the attention of capable

sanitary engineers.

127. Mechanical Transportation.—In mechanical transporta-

tion equipment are included cranes and hoists, trolley tracks

and trolleys, automatic conveying apparatus, industrial rail-

way equipment and trucks, also facihties for unloading and load-

ing freight cars and wagons. In regard to cranes it is necessary

to determine the span and lift, whether the main crane is to be

motor driven or hand propelled, whether the hoist is to be a hand
hoist or motor-driven hoist, also whether the hoist and load
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carried is to run on a drop crane which can make connections

with similar drop frames on other cranes in the bays so as to

enable the hoist with its load to be transferred from the main
aisle into side aisles.

In order to determine the power required for driving electric

cranes the following data given by Mr. S. S! Wales, before the

Western Society of Pennsylvania are useful:

An electric crane is divided into three general parts—bridge,

trolley and hoist, each of which has its own motor and con-

trolling system, and each subjected to different conditions of

work.

For the bridge, where the ratio of axle-bearings to diametef

of wheel is between 1 to 5 and- 1 to 6, the following table will

answer our purpose for weights and traction for different spans

:

Let L = working load of crane, in tons.

W = weight of bridge alone in tons.

w = weight of trolley alone in tons.

S = speed in feet per minute.

P = pounds'per ton required.

Span W P
25 ft '. 0.3 L .30 1b.

50 ft. 0.6 L 35 1b.

75 ft
'. ... 1.0 L 40 1b.

100 ft 1.5 L 45 1b.

For the trolley the weight and traction may be assumed as

follows

:

L Lb. P
1 to 25 tons 0.3 L 30 lb.

25 to 75 tons 0.4 L 35 lb.

75 to 150 tons 0.5 L 40 lb.

Power required for bridge:

(L+W+w)XPXS
33,000

horse-power.

As the nominal horse-power rating of a series motor is based

on an hour's run with a rise of 75° C. above the surrounding air,

and as conditions of bad track, bad bearings, or poor alignment

of track wheels may be met with, in factory operation 1 1/2
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times the above result should be taken as the proper size motor

for the bridge.

For trolley:

{L+w)xPXS
Horse-power =

gg^QOO

use factor of 1 1/4 X above for size of motor.

For hoist assume: 1 h.p. per 10 foot-tons per minute of hoisting.

D. Selby Biggs reports following results of a test (Iron and Steel

Institute, 1903):

30-ton crane, 25 h.p. motors, 220 volts

Weight 16 tons.

Horse-power.

Max. Avg.

Heaving 11-1 6.2

Cross travel 9.2 4.4

Longitudinal travel 5.5 0.6

In many cases trolley track and trolleys are desirable for

mechanical transportation where the bridge type of crane would

be out of the question. In laying out a trolley system it is neces-

sary to determine approximately the location and number of lineal

feet of straight trolley rail and approximately the number of

feet of curved rail, the number and style of switches, carrying

capacity, method of attachment of the trolley rail, number of

trolleys and carrying capacity of same.

For sending light trolleys and light materials from central

storerooms to branch storerooms, store service apparatus such

as cable drives or pneumatic tubes may be found very convenient.

The locations of the various stations for such service should be

determined in the plans for such systems. With regard to indus-

trial railway equipment the location of the tracks, the weight of

same, also the gauge need to be determined, location of switches

and turn tables, also the types and number of cars to be used.

If locomotives are wanted for the industrial railway system we
must determine whether they shall be driven by gasoline engines

or storage batteries and electric motors.

With regard to truck systems the main routes need to be laid

out; also determine the approximate number of trucks required,

location of central depot, number of motor trucks to be used.
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The open areas must be wide enough to permit the passage of two
trucks in the aisles and the side tracking of trucks around the ma-
chines. A truck system involving the retention of the material

in the trucks with as little unloading and reloading and with as

little hauling of empties as possible is an important feature and
one deserving attention in any establishment. It involves the

building of a considerable number of trucks and departmental
supervision, but is likely to result in economy. In some instances

trucks are desirably built so as to pick up and deliver a sheet

steel keg for holding working processes. An ample supply of

metal "tote boxes" for holding small parts will facilitate stock,

moving and lessen losses of small parts. In some establishments

the transfer of work in processes from department to department

is delegated to a distinct department known as the "stock-

moving department." In other establishments the inspection

department has jurisdiction over the stock movers. At the Lodge
& Shipley Company in Cincinnati an inspector accompanies the

motor trucks which move all material duly inspected from one de-

partment to another, the inspector handing the tracing depart-

ment job slips representing work inspected on each trip.

128. Power Generation and Transmission.—Economy usu-

ally demands the location of the source of power and heat at the,

side of the building, somewhat nearer the end which is likely to be

elongated. It should be provided with easy means of access for

delivery of fuel and for removal of ashes. The use of sloping

trestles is often an advantage in bringing cars to the level of upper

floors or platforms in the case of power-plant, foundry, etc. A
system of outdoor tracks and of outdoor cranes and power shovels

should be considered and provided wherever, on investigation, it

would appear to be an economic move.

In estimating the total power requirements we need to deter-

mine, first, the power required by the processing machinery;

second, the power required by the various service equipment

other than lights; third, the power required by electric lights.

In determining the power required by various machines it is

desirable to secure data from the manufacturers of various

machines as to the power requirements of their machinery. If

possible these data should be accompanied by actual tests made
in the work of the plant itself or in a similar plant.

The following are typical data as furnished by machine tool

builders: '
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HORSE-POWER REQUIRED BY MACHINE TOOLS

Lathes

Lodge & Shipley Machine Tool Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Swing
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HORSE-POWER REQUIRED BY SHAPERS
American Tool Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

15 in. shaper 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 h.p.

16 in. shaper 2 to 3 h.p.

18 in. shaper 2 to 5 1/2 h.p.

21 in. shaper 3 to 6 h.p.

25 in. shaper 4 to 6 h.p.

30 in. shaper 5 1/2 to 7 1/2 h.p.

HORSE-POWER REQUIRED BY SHAPERS
Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

H.p. idle H.p. light H.p. med. H.p. heavy
load load load

16in. G. G. 0.5 ^ 0.75 1.0 ' 2.0
16in. B. G. 1.0 2.0 3.5 5.0
20 in. B.C. 1.2 2.5 4.0 6.0
24in. B. G. 1.5 3.0 5.0 7.0

HORSE-POWER REQUIRED BY GEAR CUTTERS
Cincinnati Shaper Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

H.p. idle H.p. light H.p. med. H.p. heavy
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tate repairing. The best floors for factories are constructed of

3-in. yellow pine flooring, grooved on both sides and with sepa^

rate tongues. The separate tongue makes it possible to take

up and remove or repair the floor with very little waste. This

yellow pine floor is next covered with a sound deadener of tarred

paper, and on top of this is placed the surfacing of 3/4-in. hard

maple.

For heavy machines and on testing floors, metal floor plates

with "T" slots, sunk in concrete, are often desirable.

In ground floors niade of concrete with wood surfaces, it has

been found that asphalt or coal tar mixed with the concrete, or

used as a surfacing, prevents the rise of moisture through the con-

crete to the hard-wood surfacing. The most satisf9,ctory ground

floors are constructed with steel "I" beams, laid in concrete, with

asphalt moisture-proof coat and hard-wood surface.

130. Structural and Architectural Details.—In designing fac-

tory buildings considerations of utility and economy must come

flrst, and architectural effects must subserviently adapt themselves

to these prime requisites. The building must be designed with

regard to intake and output, adapting the arrangement to the

equipment and flow of work, following always the lines of least

resistance as regards both losses in transmission apparatus and

losses in activity of live operators.

The general form of the framing of the building designed to

conform with the ideas suggested will not include many varieties.

It may have the central monitor with sloping sides, the central

monitor with saw-tooth construction on the sides, or the entire

shop may be of the saw-tooth roof construction. The central

monitor gives a more pleasing architectural effect than the saw-

tooth roof over the whole building, although the monotony of a

saw-tooth roof structure is easily relieved by a multi-floored ad-

ministration portion. Fig. 25 is a view of the Potter & Johnston

Co. factory at Pawtucket, R. I., a good example of the last-

mentioned style.

It is not the aim of this presentation to take up such features

of building construction as have not directly to do with the pro-

ductive output. Hence it will be unnecessary to treat of such

matters as materials for foundations, side-walls, framework,

roof, paint, etc., excepting to reaffirm the general statement that

inasmuch as interest and depreciation affect costs of production,

as they are greater or less, so it is desirable to construct that type
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of building which will result in least total sum of combined in-

terest, depreciation, and insurance.

The very cheapest factory building can be constructed of wood
framing of just sufficient strength to withstand the stresses to
which it is subjected, and covered with corrugated steel siding

and tar paper or asbestos paper roofing. Such construction in-

volves a rather high insurance rate, high cost for heating, de-
preciates rapidly, and is unsafe. The slow-burning type of wood
construction uses much heavier timbers for framing and thick
flooring, the idea being that, coupled with a good automatic
sprinkling system, no fire can gain great headway, and that only
the surfaces of timbers, or certain sections of the building, will

be destroyed. The slow-burning all-wood type of construction
is apt to be no more expensive and a better fire-risk than light

steel and brick construction. A more permanent building than

Fig. 25.—Factory of Potter & Johnson Co., Pawtucket, R. I., showing
administration front, saw-tooth shop, and power plant, all practically under
one roof.

the all-wood slow-burning type, and a better fire-risk than the

light steel and brick, is presented in the brick and wood slow-

burning type of construction. This last-named type of construc-

tion is apt to fill in most cases the requirement of that type of

building which presents the lowest combined charges for interest,

depreciation, and insurance, although its cost is but slightly ex-

ceeded by a construction of reinforced concrete, which will be

accompanied by still lower fire insurance rates. Reinforced

concrete presents difficulties in tearing down which may in some
cases cause a preference for slow-burning brick and wood.

In designing a building it must be borne in mind that while

it must be so planned as to place to greatest advantage the ma-
chinery of manufacture, there will always be a great deal of work
that depends upon human attendance, and that it is just as im-
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portant that the human machinery be provided with such sur-

roundings and arrangements as will make it the most efficacious.

Such arrangements are too often looked upon as philanthropic or

advertising measures, when in fact they are part of the productive

equipment. The output of man as a machine is regulated first

of all by the amount and quality of fuel or nourishment supplied,

as food and air and heat. Poor air and insufficient light and

warmth inevitably result in poor work, both as regards quantity

and quality, even though the workers might be picked for their

cheerful and sunny dispositions. But another factor enters,

namely, that of contentment. Agreeable and healthful sur-

roundings will tend more than anything else to remove the chief

cause, next to lack of proper and sufficient vital supplies, which

is responsible for diminished labor efficiency, namely, discon-

tent. Hence it becomes important to consider what features

of building construction influence comfort.

Except when specific reasons to the contrary appear, the

cheapest building is to be constructed in which it is physically pos-

sible to do the work well. A building must provide shelter from

weather, afford good light and ventilation, and must be able to

resist all stresses to which it is subjected by equipment and

employees, besides offering reasonable resistance to weather and

conflagration. Beyond these considerations any additional

elaborations are excusable only when charged to advertising

account.

For psychological reasons it is desirable that the building

present a "pleasing appearance rather than that of an ugly

monster or prison. Hence any architectural artifices are to be

commended that will relieve monotonous 'continuity, such as in

the case of a long building, the use of projecting pilasters, which

also add to the rigidity of the structure, or the use of external

projections for elevator shafts, stairways, or lavatories,yif such a

location is found otherwise desirable. Where a low building with

central monitor and single gallery is used, it may be desirable to

have elevators and stairways at the inside of the gallery on
account of their thus feeding a wider territory with a shorter

amount of walking and hauling than they would if placed at the

outer walls.

An architect with an eye for beauty will know of many devices

for making an ugly sky-line pleasing, converting a plain stairway

at the front or side of a building into a pleasing terrace, etc.
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When, by reason of increased business, a manufacturing estab-

lishment finds it necessary tq erect an extension or to put up a

new plant, the progressive firm seldom plunges headlong into

building. . The necessity for alteration leads to a careful investi-

gation of such matters as the travel of work through the factory,

the maintenance of proper balance of floor area, the provision for

a rational growth, an investigation of processing and service

equipment, and other important considerations.

131. Employment of Professional Industrial Engineers to

Aid in Plaiming of Buildings.—In the planning of extensions and

new buildings, the owners of a business will usually find it most

profitable to employ the services of an experienced industrial

engineer or firm of industrial engineers to relieve their own super-

intending staff from the additional labor involved in such plan-

ning—a strain which, without outside assistance, might seriously

handicap the regular productive work of the factory. Usually

the industrial engineer should be retained and allowed to com-

plete his plans and reports prior to the engagement of an architect,

as the structural and architectural features cannot be intelli-

gently handled until the industrial engineer's work is practically

completed. Conferences and consultations should be arranged

for between the architects and industrial engineers before final

contracting is done.
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CHAPTER IX

EMPLOYMENT OF LABOR AND LABOR PROBLEMS

132^. Labor B-areau.^in a very krge factory, employment of

labor is such an important problem that the entire attention of

one man, and frequently of several assistants, is required to take

care of hiring, wages, and efficiency records. Frequently prob-

lems dealing with welfare and betterment work and industrial

education are handled by this same bureau. The problem of

selecting the right man for a given job and the right job for a

given man requires a knowledge of characteristics of men from a

psychologic and physical standpoint as well as a knowledge of the

requirements of the job.

133. Desirable Qualifications of Employees.—Taylor lists

the following nine quahties as those which he states go to make

up a well-rounded man: (1) brains; (2) education; (3) special or

technical knowledge; manual dexterity or strength; (4) tact;

(5) energy; (6) grit; (7) honesty; (8) judgment or conmion

sense; (9) good health. He adds that plenty of men who pos-

sess only three of these qualities can be hired at any time for la-

borer's wages; add four of these qualities together and you get a

•higher-priced man; the man who combines five of these qualities

begins to be hard to find. Those with six, seven, and eight are

almost impossible to get.

Doctor Katherine Blackford sets forth as fundamental require-

ments of all employees: health, intelligence, honesty, and indus-

try. Doctor Blackford has gathered interesting statistics show-

ing according to her deductions definite relationships between

texture of skin and flesh, physiognomy and complexion, and

psychologic characteristics.

Sheldon classifies qualities of men as (1) mental faculties

(objective) including reasoning, judgment and recollection;

(2) mental faculties (subjective) including intuition, memory and

emotion; (3) physical qualities, including health, strength and

vigor; (4) moral qualities including honesty, industry, loyalty,

enthusiasm and temperance.

106
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Doctor Blackford's mode of classification affords a good basis

for systematic selection of men. Sheldon's philosophy is founded

on the belief that by training, suggestion and education, latent

positive or desirable qualities can be developed, and negative

qualities and habits eliminated. Sheldon's philosophy should

prove useful in the upbuilding of an existing set of employees to

higher standards.

Vocational guidance bureaus are beginning to gather data

based on psychologic and physical measurements and records of

family history, environment, and education, which will prove

of inestimable value in the future in the matter of selection of

employees for given work and the selection of the most appro-

priate work for given individuals. If we combine Sheldon's

philosophy of the certain possibility of improvement with Dr.

Blackford's methods and the methods of vocational guidance

bureaus, we can easily refute the notion that there is any fatal-

istic predestination as to the occupation of every individual;

vocational guidance supplies for the present only the best man
for a given job and the best job for a given man. It does not

follow at all that that man must spend his life at that job. It

lies with the individual man and with his employers to fit him

for greater efficiency.

Doctor Munsterberg has made some most interesting studies

in determining the qualifications required for greatest efficiency

in certain occupations such as telephone service, electric railway

service, ship service, etc. The correctness of his tests is proven

by the certainty with which the tests reveal individuals fitted

for the employment for which the tests have been devised, and

eliminate those not fitted for it.

Munsterberg selects three purposes of business life: (1) To

find the men whose qualities make them best fitted for the work

they have to do; (2) to find the psychologic conditions which will

secure the greatest and most satisfactory output of work from

every individual; (3) to produce most completely the influences

on human minds, which are desired in the interest of business.

In other words, we must answer the questions how to find the

best possible man, how to produce the best possible work, and

how to secure the best possible effects.

134. Applications for Emplojrment.—A form to be used in

keeping record of applications for employment is shown in Fig. 26.

These applications are best filed according to the kind of work,
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the guide card specifying whether lathe hands, milling-machine

hands, etc.

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT.

Kind of work wanted-

Natiie

Street Address_

Date of Birth_
Married?

. Date of Aji^lication-

Tovm.

Place of Birth_

. Served- .years Apprenticeship toitb,

Previo-usly employed asfollows:
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than is contained in the application for employment. Fig. 27

is a form for employment record. This record, it; will be noted,

serves also as a record of service and advance in Wages.

136. Record of Office Employees.—A form for building up a
record of office employees is shown in Fig. 28.

RECORD OF OFFICE EMPLOYEES.

Dept

Name :

Add ress

How to reach by 'phone-

Position

When ente'red this com.'s employ-

In what capacity-

Later positions with this company
(Give dates, nature of work and salary in each capacity)

Amount of present salary and date of p,resent salary put into effect.

Previous experience and references-

Approved.

Fig. 28.—Form for employment record of office employees. White paper,

8 1/2 inches wide, 11 inches high.

137. Psychologic and Physical Tests, Industrial and Family

History.—The foregoing employment records include pretty

nearly all the data on which satisfactory returns can be obtained

through the medium of reports from the average foreman and
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timekeeper. It is quite apparent that if we are to apply modern

principles of intelligent selection of employees and training them

to higher efficiency, we must build up more comprehensive data

as a working basis for the trained expert in our labor bureau

who will keep up thi^ important part of the establishment's"

activity. Pigs. 29 to 35 inclusive are here given to. indicate

the comprehensiveness of such records as are necessary to afford

a basis for intelligent selection and placing of employees and for

progressive training to higher efficiency of a,pprentices and such

older employees as will avail themselves of such opportunities as

continuation school, part-time school, or night school. The

f
been'Haid off" 1

^^^
lias this day and hour ^ been discharged > p itf

(guitvoluivtarily)

Reasons assigjied __

RELEASE CARD.
PAY ROLL DEPARTMENT MUST BE NOTIFIED AS SOON AS ANY EMPLOYE' IS LAID OFF,

DISCHARGED, OR QUITS VOLUNTARILY.

Date Mr. Clieck iVo.

He has turned in all Checks, Tools, Wrenches, etc., the property of this

Company, and i& entitled to his wages infull.

Dept. Foreman. Tool Room Foreman.

Noted . Superintendent.

Fig. 36.—Release card. White card, 6 inches wide, 4 inches high.

forms given here are in use at the Vocational Guidance Bureau
of Cincinnati. Schedule I is the school record, Schedule II the

record of Physical Examination, Schedule III the record of

Psychologic tests and measurements, Schedule IV, the indi-

vidual's industrial history. Schedule V, Economic data regarding

the individual's home, family and earnings.

The problem of satisfactory labor is one wbich goes far beyond
the mere matter of keeping record of the men's previous employ-

ment or their promptness and regularity of present service.

138. Release Cards.—When a man leaves he should be given

a release card which serves as a notice to the pay-roll department.
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Fig. 36 shows such a release card, which must be signed by the

tool-room foreman and department foreman, showing that the'

man leaving has turned in all tools, checks, and other property

of the company, and that he is entitled to his wages in full, or

minus certain deductions for unreturned checks, tools, etc.

139. Cipher Code of Characteristics of Employees and Ex-

employees.—In order to keep information confidential, the fol-

lowing cipher code, or one similar to it, may be very advanta-

geous: (In the example given, the figures corresponding to the

various traits have been purposely disarranged so as not to

reveal the cipher.)

1.
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I have seen few of even such meager records as are kept intelli-

gently and in good order, and which are ever studied or frequently

consulted. I have introduced individual workmen's records

Name Address
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a chance to do better work, and they will show also which men in

the shop are most capable of showing them. The workingman
will take more kindly to a demonstrator selected from among his

peers and fellows than to a speed boss or spfeed expert hired from
abroad. It is easy to pick out in a machine shop one's best mill-

ing-machine hand, the best lathe hand, the best drill-press hand,

and by paying a highei^ hourly rate while on demonstrating work,

to have them serve as instructors to the poorer men. The great

majority of men who have fallen below a standard of good per-

formance will make a success of their tasks when helped in this

way. Fig. 37 shows a form for efficiency record. An additional

form is shown in Fig. 38, showing efficiency under bonus wage
system.

141. Sanitation, Accident and Fire Prevention.—There has

been a marked tendency of late years to include sanitation, acci-

dent and fire prevention among the activities of the labor bureau.

The technical features of these important elements should be dele-

gated to a man with the requisite engineering education to work

out.

142. Apprenticeship System.—Another phase of the human
side of the shop which requires more attention than is usually

given it is the apprenticeship system. In most shops this is a

farce. Some of the larger shops, however, are introducing

apprentices' schools, and paying attention to the character of the

boys they are employing, weeding out the undesirable ones and

holding tight to the good ones.

No matter how we may scoff at paternalism and the coddling of

the workman, there is no denying the fact that to make better

men and women of the rank and file is a great fundamental step

in the direction of a disposition on the part of the employees to

become better help. Give them better air and better surround-

ings and they will have better health and better dispositions.

But we must do more than this. We must have better craftsmen

with better technique in their trades. It is right here that we are

weakest, and it is here that we will first feel foreign competition.

The all-around machinist is almost extinct—the man who knows

how to get best results out of a lathe, a milling machine, a planer,

a shaper, a drill press, and a boring mill. Machine-shop foremen

who have advanced from the ranks are as a rule men who

are proficient on but one tool, and are not competent judges

of the best way to do work on all the different machines even in
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their own departments. The great majority of workmen in

shops to-day have not had any schooling beyond the seventh or

eighth grade. Their shop apprenticeship has not made them all-

around craftsmen. The philanthropy expended in the erection

of manual training high schools has failed to reach the great mass

of working people who have never got that far along in school life.

It is this great majority of our people who never get beyond the

seventh or eighth grade of school that are most in need of further

trade education to make them better craftsmen. There is cer-

tainly tremendous need for the establishment of real trades schools

with the best obtainable really practical instructors for this great

class of working people.

143. Suggestion System.—The suggestion system can ad-

vantageously be handled by the Labor Bureau: A suggestion

system can be made of benefit in any shop, even a small one, but

only if handled systematically and inteUigently. The men need

to have the benefits of the suggestion scheme kept continually

before them. This can be done by handing out each month

individual slips to every employee announcing the prizes for the

coming month. Another means is the printing on the time-slips

that show the workman's gains or losses under a merit wage

system, of a few words, calling attention to the suggestion

scheme, as for instance, "We are always glad to have our men
make suggestions for changes in fixtures, appliances, and tools to

facilitate the work. If an idea occurs to you, write it out and put

it in the suggestion box. Prizes are offered for the best sugges-

tions." Suggestions should be acknowledged by a personal letter

to every one making a suggestion. Awards must be intelligently

made by competent judges. Suggestions adopted should be

put into effect promptly. Foremen should be made partici-

pants in the suggestion scheme on a different footing from the

men.

144. Social Betterment and Welfare Work.—Many shop

superintendents are apt to look unfavorably upon so-called

betterment or welfare work as something which smacks of

effeminacy and faddism. The workmen themselves are apt to

regard it in the same light; especially is this true if the persons

engaged in the work are not sincere.

From a shop-owner's standpoint, the ideals to be realized are,

first, the producing of a marketable product which will command
the highest price of any similar product in its class; second, the
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producing of the largest possible quantity of this article at the
lowest possible cost.

With the development of a better educated and more enlight-

ened purchasing class, it is coming to pass that the shop-owner
is beginning, to feel that in order to realize the first-named ideal,

the quality of his product must be continually improving. The
most marketable steam-engine or machine tool of to-day is a
product of much higher quality than that which was the most
marketable but a few years ago. This realization has resulted

in better machinery, and in the employment of better designing

talent, and in the introduction of labor systems which seek to

attract and hold the better class of mebhanics.

The second business ideal, namely, the producing of the largest

possible output at the lowest possible cost, involves not only

good equipment, good design, and careful mechanics, but the

element of human activity. The need for pronounced emphasis
on this element is becoming more and more felt by manufactur-

'ers. The standpoint of advantage to the shop-owner is usually

the only point of view from which the directors will consider wel-

fare and betterment propositions. A good works manager can

as a rule find abundant arguments in favor of rational welfare

work from this point of view.

The terms "Welfare" and "Betterment work" have been

rather loosely used to include practically all of the activities

heretofore mentioned in this chapter, such as proper selection of

employees, efficiency records, promotion system, apprenticeship

system, sanitation, fire prevention, and suggestion system. A
better designation would be to include all of the aforementioned

activities under the general functions of a labor bureau, as well

as the social, athletic, and similar features which contribute to

mutual confidence. The popular acceptance of the terms

"welfare" and "betterment" is to associate them immediately

with company contributions of a philanthropic nature to a great

annual picnic, Saturday afternoon baseball, benefit society funds,

and similar matters.

In regard to the workingman's home life and his habits, he

does not want these interfered with. However, time and again,

workingmen have expressed themselves to me in regard to their

wishes for better home surroundings. They complain to me in

the same way in various cities', that civic improvements are made

in those parts of a city occupied by the homes of the well-to-do.
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There, they say, they find paved streets, good sidewalks, shade

trees, water, sewer connections, electric lights, gas, and street

sprinkling, while the workingmen 's homes are on muddy streets,

no trees, nor sewers, no paving, poor sidewalks, poor lighting at

night. Workingmen complain to me that manufacturers are

willing to spend time and money to influence councils to secure

switches and to secure election to public office of men pledged to

'

grant their corporation special privileges, and that the working-

man would like to see these same influences at work to secure

public betterment of his home surroundings. This phase of the

question is one that can hardly be controlled by the engineer

within the walls of tlie shop, but it is well worth the thought of-

the shop-owlier.

The greatest successes in social betterment work in connec-

tion with factories have been accomplished in shops where work
is light, such as the manufacture of breakfast foods, chocolate,

cash registers, bed-springs, etc. The employees in these shops

are more easily reached than are the workers in the foundry, the

forge shop, and the heavy machine shop. I have attended enter-

tainments of a high order, given without charge by the owners

of one of the largest shops in Chicago, and under the auspices of

skilled social settlement workers. Yet they failed to reach the

men. I have in mind particularly one evening when the enter-

tainment was a lecture on the Klondike, preceded and followed

by music by the shop band. With many thousands to draw from,

there was but a half dozen men outside of the band present. The
lecture was intensely interesting to me; yet one after another

the men went to sleep. There were two reasons for this: first,

the men were physically exhausted; second, it was not the type

of entertainment that appealed. When the orchestra struck up
it was with vigor and abandon, and the men came to "attention"

at once. This same large shop, assisted by private donations

from large stockholders, instituted much betterment work, includ-

ing a manual training school for the children of the employees.

A minor feature that was a good one was the distribution, on a

truck, of bottles of pure sterilized milk sold at cost. But the

greatest difficulty encountered here, as in the heavy steel indus-

tries about Pittsburg, is the handling of the adult workman
engaged in heavy labor. The Pittsburg district abounds with

magnificent club buildings, provided with libraries, gymnasiums,
social features, etc., open to the laborer who wishes to avail him-
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self of their opportunities, and yet these institutions fail to reach
those who most need uplifting. These clubs are taken advan-
tage of by the young college-educated apprentices, shop clerks,

and some few of the young men of the higher grade mechanic
class. There is great need of successful plans for reaching" the
heavy labor class, plans which will result in continoious and per-

manent good.

145. Shop Rules.—Another matter frequently overlooked is

the providing of each employee with a full set of shop rules and
regulations. The posting of such notices at different places

through the works is not a satisfactory plan. Every new em-
ployee should be given a booklet on which is written his name
and his check number, so that he will consider it his individual

property and not throw it away. In the booklet are listed con-

cisely all of the shop rules and regulations. As an example
of what such rules and regulations may be, the following is quoted

:

1. On entering our employ the time-keeper will provide you with a

check number. Do not fail to notify the time-keeper of any change in

your address. The tool-room attendant will provide you with tool

checks which must be returned to him when you leave. In order to

place the responsibility for breakage and loss of small tools, the tool-

room will issue no files or hapk-saw blades, unless regular order slip is

presented, signed by foreman, and bearing check number of man.

Checks will not be returned on broken taps, drills, or end mills, unless an

order bearing man's check number and signed by the foreman is returned

with the broken tool. A record of each man's breakage wUl be kept in

tool-room, and men wiU be held responsible for an unreasonable amount
of breakage.

2. Each employee must personally register at the time-clock at the

time he commences and ceases work. As the pay-roll is figured accord-

ing to registration on time-recorder, you will appreciate the importance

of registering correctly. Employees ringing in late will be paid from

the nearest quarter hour following time rung in, and must begin wcfrk at

once on entering shop. All employees will ring clock four times daily,

whether going home at noon or not. A record of punctuality is kept for

use in. connection with record of general proficiency in establishing em-

ployees' standing.

Note.—Insobriety will not be tolerated. Employees must give

reason for absence, and should see that their foreman is notified by

phone or otherwise in case of sickness, so that work can be arranged for.

3. You are engaged at so much per hour, and will be paid by the hour.

Time over sixty hours per week is paid for at the rate of time and one-

quarter for the additional time over sixty hours.
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4. Whistle will blow in the morning and after the noon recess two

minutes before time to begin work, so that all may have a chance to

reach their place before starting whistle, when every one is expected

to be at his post ready for work. Just entering the building at starting

time will not be satisfactory.

6. You must use the employees' entrance only, at front of building, in

entering and leaving premises.

6. Any one wishing permission to leave during working hours must get

permission from his foreman, and ring out on time-.cloek.

7. In case you expect to be absent a number of days,' or wish to leave

the company's employ, you must obtain regular release card from your

foreman before you can receive your pay from cashier.
,

8. Every one must keep his machine tool or working place as clean

as possible. Paper, rags, scraps of food, and tobacco-spit must be kept

from shop and wash-room floors. Good air is required for good health

and good work. It is the duty of men and foremen to see that the shop

is kept clean, properly ventilated, and to do everything else to keep the

sanitary conditions in good order.

9. Receiving visitors, lunching or eating, or reading cannot be per-

mitted during working hours. Smoking and "lighting" of pipes, cigars,

etc., is absolutely prohibited at any time. This rule is imperative, owing

to the inflammable atid explosive nature of materials used, and it will '

be necessary to dismiss any employee disobeying same.

10. It is absolutely necessary to have all time on work going through

shop reported correctly. You are therefore requested to see that each

job you take hold of has a shop-order tag with it, and also see that the

shop-order tag leaves your place with the work. Where stock is drawn
from wareroom for first operation, foreman sends tag to wareroom for

material, the man in there attaches the tag to the stock and retains

warehouse coupon. Workmen must not work on stock of any kind

unless shop-order tag accompanies stock. Workmen should count the

number of pieces in each lot before commencing work, and, if full quan-

tity called for is not there, report to foreman immediately before begin-

ning on the job. No alteralions of any kind are to be made on the

face 'of tag excepting by production department. Necessary changes

in quantity are to be made by production department only. In such
cases new tag must invariably be issued.

11. In all cases where men are to make more than one piece of a

kind, foreman must be called to inspect first piece and pass on it before •

any others are made. Defective or spoiled pieces must be immediately
sent to finished storeroom by foreman.

12. All parts must be made according to blue-prints, which are obtain-

able at tool-room. No deviation from blue-prints is allowable. This
applies to special as well as regular work. Blue-prints must not be
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borrowed under any conditions. If a blue-print is out when called for,

it is the duty of the tool-room to hunt it up.

13. Should any work be spoiled or any castings prove defective, such

pieces must be shown immediately to foreman, who will see that they

are sent to finished storeroom, and that any necessary changes in tags

are made by production department.

14. An order signed by department foreman must be presented for

any material wanted from storerooms. All slips must give an order

number of either general or standing order series. Use a separate slip

for each separate order number. Positively no material will be issued

except in exchange for the order properly filled. No one except store-

keepers allowed to handle material. These instructions must be

enforced by storekeepers.

15. In all matters pertaining to orders, reports, or any company busi-

ness, men will consult with and receive orders from foremen of' their own
departments only, and foremen from superintendent. Orders from office

will be given to superintendent and by him to foremen.

16. You are expected to be governed by the above rules, and your

compliance with same affects your standing and the permanency of

your enjployment.
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CHAPTER X

THE GENERAL OFFICE

146. Functions of General Office.—The general office of a manu-
facturing establishment usually has charge of the mail dis-

tribution, filing of all mail to or from parties outside the establish-

ment, internal mail service, stenographers, telephone system,

and attention to all peo{)le calling in person.

147. Handling Mail.—The delegation of the duty of opening

the mail depends very largely on the nature of the business. It

is always desirable to have
RECEIVED

g^jj jjjg^jj opened by one man,

BY if the mail feature of the

business is not too heavy to

permit of this arrangement.
Fig. 39.-Time-stamp showing date i^ ^^^^ establishments the

and hour of opening mail, by whom it ., . , . ., , .,

is opened and to whom it is referred. ^^^^ ^^ opened either by the

secretary of the company or

by the chief correspondent, the latter being usually the man in

direct charge of the general office.

It is sometimes desirable to use a time-stamp to designate

the hour and date of opening the mail, such stamp bearing a space

for the entering of the name of tlje person- or department to which

the letter or document is referred. Fig. 39 shows such a stamp.

An additional stamp, showing ..,-,.,r„_„
J.I, u A ^ 4. A ANSWERED
the hour and date and name
of person answering the letter, BY

is often used, as shown in Fig. Fig. 18.—Time-stamp showing date

^0 s-nd hour of answering letter and by

Tj. . 1 1. 1 ii. whom it is answered.
If the man who does the

stamping of the time of receipt and the distributing of the in-

coming correspondence is the only one provided with a time-

stamp, his time-stamp should not be taken as evidence of laxity

of attention on the part of others, since the letter or document
may have been delayed in the original party's charge after having

been stamped. The question should be very carefully weighed as

126
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to whether the advantages gained by the use of a time-stamp are

sufficient to overcome the disadvantages incidental to possible

internal frictions. Certainly every one likely to be held to ac-

count for delays in the handling of documents should be pro-

vided with a time-stamp if the system is to be a fair one.

148. Messenger Service.—A messenger service at fixed hours

will do much toward promoting promptness in all departments.

Where such a. system is in use, the tead of each department is

provided with a three-decked basket, one deck being marked "In,"

one "Out," and one "File." The messenger leaves the incoming

mail in the basket or deck marked "In," and removes the con-

tents of those marked " Out " and " File." Such a system must be

made prompt and accurate. Under these conditions it is possible

to request heads of departments to resort to a minimum of calling

on each other, and to avoid the carrying in person of papers from

department to department.

,

149. Filing System.—All correspondence with people outside

the ofiice should be filed under the direction of one chief filing

clerk. This filing place should be centrally l6cated so as to be

easily accessible to all departments, especially to those who need

to consult the files most frequently, such as the sales or purchasing

departments. The various departments will soon adapt them-

selves to this system of a central file, and will find that condensed

reference records are more convenient than a continual handling

of original letters and documents.

At first sight it might seem somewhat useless to burden the

general file with inter-departmental correspondence, but on

further reflection it will appear that it is very desirable that the

general manager see regularly or occasionally copies of all such

correspondence, before it is filed, in order that he may suggest,

where necessary, the avoidance of too much correspondence and

internal disputes.

/ In the matter of filing locally at the various departments

internal correspondence, it will generally be found that provi-

sions should be made for each head of department to file his inter-

departmental letters and instructions, an additional carbon copy

of all internal letters and instructions being made so that one

can be kept at the department and one sent in for the general

manager's scrutiny and the general file.

The numerical filing system is the most satisfactory in an

establishment having a central filing department because it facil-
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itates the file clerk's recording the withdrawal of the correspond-

ence between any firm or individual by merely entering against

the party withdrawing the correspondence the number of the

file holder ,and the date.

Fig. 41 shows the file clerk's numerically arranged card

record. This card record gives the name of the firm or individualj

whose correspondence is in the folder of a certain number, to-

gether with the exact address of the party or firm and the dates of

ail correspondence, as well as date and number of transfer when

the folder becomes too bulky or is so obsolete that it should be

transferred to a storage file.

The alphabetically arranged cross-index or Ending card is

shown in Fig. 42. This enables one to find the number of the

NAME
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expense of preparing a folder and indexing letters from transient

correspondents the alphabetical system of filing may be applied

to all new names until at least three or more letters and replies

have been received.

In order to prevent correspondence becoming disarranged the
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additional precaution, the press copy bound book may be used

for a second copy besides the roller copy.

150. Relative Location of Offices.—Where a local telephone

exchange is in use, the telephone operator can be placed so as to

receive all persons making calls. One of the most serious defects

where this system is in force is the failure to provide suitable

waiting or reception rooms for callers. In many cases well-to-

do establishments provide a single bench in a very small place,

making it necessary for all sorts and conditions of callers to be

crowded into cramped quarters. A separate calling place should

be provided for all applicants for factory employment, and such

applicants should be promptly directed to that place by the

telephone operator or reception clerk. For other callers a neat

room provided with the company's publicity matter does much

to secure their good-will.

It is apparent that the general office, and especially the filing

department, must be centrally located. Those department

offices should be located nearest the reception room, whose man-

agers are most likely to receive a considerable number of business

callers. Such offices would be those of the purchasing agent,

the sales manager, and the cashier. The designing of a set of

offices or of an administration building deserves careful attention,

and a good plan to pursue in planning new offices is to cutout

templets representing each desk and piece of furniture and to

place these into trial positions, and then to cut out templets

representing the various offices, placing those offices together

which are likely to have the greatest inter-communication.

Partitions between offices should be low for the sake of good

ventilation, with cathedral glass or similar translucent glass in

the upper portion, and with the name of the department plainly

lettered on the door. It is preferable to erect partitions in sec-

tions so that they may be easily removable.

151. Desks.—Some executives prefer to use flat-top desks

so that all papers are certain to be put into their proper files,

rather than getting into pigeon-holes. The putting of flat-top

desks in a position where the occupants must face each other,

or the using of double flat-top desks, is apt to be annoying to

the persons occupying them, as privacy and concentrated thought

are interfered with by having to look constantly at another per-

son, and perhaps being drawn into conversation that would best

be omitted.
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However, it must be borne in mind that wall space can be as

a rule better utilized as a back to filing devices than as a back

to desks, and with some ingenuity desks can be placed in such

positions that they are not against walls, and also so that the

occupants of desks are not facing one another.

Of recent years types of desks have come into use in which

the old-style storage drawers have been replaced by vertical

files and card-index drawers All drawers containing company
business should be accessible at all times to department heads.

Personal storage drawers should be so marked on the outside,

and to these drawers the desk occupant may be given a private

key. It is desirable to keep the private offices of the more im-

portant officials and department heads free from files, the secretary

or stenographer bringing in and removing all papers required.

The table on which such papers are put during discussion or

dictation should be separate from the official's desk.

The sales department is not here considered a part of the

general office. Hence no mention is made here of follow-up

and other systems in connection with sales, since we are con-

fining ourselves to the functions of the general office in so far as

they affect the factory administration.
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THE ORDER DEPARTMENT

152. Functions of Order Department.—The order is the start-

ing point of activity in the factory. It is the basic authority

upon which is built the entire structure of cost statistics. There

must be a regular routine for the proper authorization, classifi-

cation, and record of all orders issued, and for the dissection of

such general orders as require it into the sub-orders or individual

operation instructions which form an essential part of an accurate

factory system. This dissection into elemental steps is, however,

.

beyond the immediate control of the order department, and is a

function of the production department, whose duties are distinct

from and additional to those of an order clerk or order depart-

ment. The order department's sphere is limited to the issuing

of general orders, and turning them over to such departments as

must execute the work, such as the production department, the

shipping department, etc. It is the duty of the order depart-

ment to properly classify all orders, and to determine from time to

time the progress of orders issued. This last process may in some

cases be well delegated to a distinct department known as the

order tracing department, whose duty it will be to consult with the

production department and such other departments as may be

necessary, and collect such data as are necessary to a definite

periodical report of the condition of every order in the factory.

In some cases the order cferk may act as tracer himself so far as

customers' orders are concerned, provided this does not interfere

with his accounting or statistical duties, or the function may be

assigned to some particular individual. This man's duties are

distinct from those of the production department's tracer,

whose duty it is to follow up the progress of individual parts.

For instance, in an automobile factory the order department's

tracer would follow up John Smith's order for a car having a

special reduction gear, special springs, special battery box, and
special body, while it would be the particular function of the pro-

duction department's tracer to determine what parts need over-

132
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time work to get out the transmissions on time for Shop Order D.
5100 calling for twenty-five cars.

Naturally the owners of the business or their most direct repre-

sentatives will be the initiating authority in the issuing of general

orders, based either on customers' orders or on the providing of

a stock on hand of the manufactured product. The filing of all

orders received, and their proper classification, is a function by
itself, to be assigned to an order clerk or order department. The
departmental laying out of the working system of a factory must
not be construed as meaning a distinct office, or many clerks as

belonging to what is called a "department." A department may
consist of but one man, or one man may carry several depart-

ments. In small establishments it is just as important as in large

ones that the distinct departmental duties of every man be defi-

nitely laid down. The place and relations of the man and the

department in the staff organization, and of the records, statistics,

and accounts, must be made perfectly clear, preferably in a

graphically charted manner, as referred to elsewhere in this

work.

The order department will necessarily have more work in an

establishment receiving numerous small orders for a vari-ety of

product than in one making a limited range of a standard product

sold in quantity.

153. Classification of Orders.—It is sometimes found advan-

tageous for the clerk or department receiving and recording cus-

tomers' orders to have a strictly consecutive record of all cus-

tomers' orders arranged in order of seniority, irrespective of

classification, according to what the orders call for, giving the

orders a record number in addition to any class letters or numbers

which may be assigned them subsequently by the production

department.

The most satisfactory arrangement of orders is one in which

all work of the same general class is put together into a series by

itself.

The orders belonging to each series are best written on cards

or loose leaves to be filed in some modern binding device, per-

mitting of the easy insertion or taking out of any leaf, and pro-

vided with a lock so that only authorized persons may make such

removals or insertions.

154. Manifold Copies of Orders.—The book typewriter,

also known as the billing machine or flat-bed machine, is almost
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indispensable in the rapid duplication of cards or loose leaves

involving tabulation, with as many carbon copies as may be

needed. It will be necessary that a set of copies of orders be

provided the production department. A set of copies may also

be required respectively by the superintendent and the works

manager or such corporation officer as devotes his particular

attention to the internal working of the factory.

The cards or sheets representing live or uncompleted orders

are of course kept in a group by themselves, distinct from the

files of dead or completed orders.

It is advisable to have each distinct order series printed on

paper of a distinct color. The order department will index by

customers' names, and, if desirable, by styles and sizes of product,

the orders in each series.

155. Example of Order Series.—As an illustration of the

grouping into series, "A" orders will call for complete product

items which have to be built to order; "B" orders for repair

parts which have to be built, and "C" orders for any apparatus

which can be shipped immediately out of stock. These three

classes of orders will generally be all that are needed to classify

customers' or agents' orders. The issuing, filing, and tracing of

these classes come properly under the head of an order depart-

ment, which should be distinct from the factory production

department. This order department issues all of its orders or

instructions to the production or planning department. The
latter department must be the point of centralization, or clearing-

house of all orders to do work in the factory proper.

As an example of the form of orders issued by an order depart-

ment, the following examples are given, representing a combined

invoice and shipping order with manifolds serving various pur-

poses, as used by a compstny manufacturing electrical dynamos
and motors. The set of forms shown are used only for complete

machines, a separate series being used for supply or repair orders.

One distinct order is used for each distinct machine. In this

way invoices are promptly mailed for partial shipments where a

customer orders more than one machine. Fig. 44 shows the form

which serves for original order, and also for invoice by the billing

department. There are two additional forms identical with this

original, excepting that they bear in the upper right-hand corner

in heavy type the notations, respectively, "Duplicate Invoice,"

and "For Shipping Department Duplicate File."
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INVOICE NO.

ORDER RECD.

WANTED

ROUTE

ADDRESS

SHIPPED TO

YOUR ORDER

MACHINE no.

PijiiSl^ In Funds aC Par in New York, Indianapolis or Chioago, without Expense to us.

DATED

DELIVERY, F.O.B.

TEHM8 DAV8 NET.

jfOFF FOR CASH IN DAYS.

Fig. 44.—Example of manifold order, one copy serving as original invoice,

one copy as duplicate invoice, and one copy as shipping record. Additional

manifolds with slightly different typesetting, and serving further purposes,

are shown in succeeding figures. Light blue bond paper, 9 inches wide,

6 inches high, ruled in red.

FOR ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

ONLY.

SHIPPING N'O.

ORDER RECD.

WANTED

ROUTE

ADDRESS

SHIPPED TO

THEIR ORDER

CONSTRUCTION

DELIVERY

CREDIT

SHIPPING APPROVED BY

DATA SHEETSLARMATURE- -SHUNT SERIES- -RHEOSTAT—

Return tbia Order to the Office wl'Cta following Data and All XecesaarylDfonnation (od back hereof)Complete
when ShlpmeoL ia Made, Get Completion Order for An? Missing Parts. Note Any Special Features
on Back Hereof,

MACHINE NO "*"= PUtLEIt X STYLE FEET SPEED :

ARMATURE No^

SHIPPED

.-BRUSHES— -TESTED- -COMPLETION ORDER NO^

Fig. 45.^Fourth copy of manifold order. A number of similar mani-

folds go to varioug shop departments. White bond paper, 9 inches wide, 6

inches high.
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Fig. 45 shows the fourth copy, which is marked, " For Engineer-

ing Department Only," and contains same items as original,

omitting accounting department's financial memoranda, and

adding technical memoranda. The reverse of this copy is a

drawing list, and is shown in Fig. 46.

The fifth copy is the same as the fourth, excepting that it is

marked "For Shop Only." Its reverse is the same as the reverse

of the fourth copy.

While the particular company using the order form illustrated

preferred to use a separate sheet for every machine, such a pro-

Frame, .

Field Cores,

Pole Shoes,

Base,

F. Bearing,.

B. Bearing,

.

Bear. Caps,

.

Pedestal, .

Arm. Assembly,

Arm. Space Blfcs.,

Arm. Spider,

Arm. Heads,

Shaft,

Commutator,

Field Spool,
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an invoice mailed at the time a shipment is made, even if such
shipment is but partial.

The order system of \an establishment which makes up goods
in quantity for stock, of which it carries a considerable variety,

will be quite different from the order system that would be best

for an engineering works.

A form in such a case would have spaces for the name of the

customer, his address, the railroad or express company by which
to ship. This sheet is filled out by the salesman when he takes

the order, with the foregoing items, and also the proper items

opposite salesman's name, date sold, terms, quantity, hst num-
ber, article, and price. On its receipt at the company's office

the order is given a number, and is properly indexed or registered.

Proper acknowledgment of the order is then made; it next

goes to the credit department; thence to the warehouse de-

partment, where each item is signed by the individual put-

ting up that item; it is then inspected, and receives the inspec-

tor's check; the goods are next packed and the order is checked

by the shipper; it next goes to the billing department, and
the billing clerk puts his check after the words, "Billed by";

it is next examined and rechecked for corrections of prices, exten-

sions, etc., and signed opposite the words, "Examined by," and is

now ready to go to the bookkeeper, who fills in the ledger folio.

Mail orders, and orders brought in directly by customers,

are transcribed on to the regular order form as described.

In this type of business salesmen's records may be made up
from order copies.

In cases where it is desirable to keep a careful time-check on

each event in the handling of orders, a time-stamp may be used

to advantage, space being left on the order blank for all such

time-stamps which should appear on any one copy.

Where the billing machine is used for writing out the order,

a large number of other forms may be made at the same writing,

the bunch or pad of forms being stitched at the left-hand margin,

and each form printed on a different color of paper. At one

writing, for instance, we may have order, original, and duplicate

invoice, statement, memorandum of draft, posting record, ship-

ping clerk's record, cost department's record, various shop depart-

ment copies, and acknowledgment to customer.

156. Instructions as to Order System.—Below is given a

sample of instructions regarding classification of shop orders.
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which it is desirable to issue at the time of inaugurating a classi-

fied order system:

All orders emanating from the office will pass through the production

department office before being distributed in the shop. The production

department is responsible for the proper distribution, tracing and follow-

ing up of all orders as to location and condition. Before distributing

orders, production department has shop superintendent note orders,

securing his initials or those of his assistant, cut with conductor's

punch, punched through all copies. \

As regards the classification of orders inside the shop, these are

as follows:

General series, without letter prefix, covering new parts for standard

machines. Manila-colored tag.

"A" series, covering repair or other parts called for by shipping

orders and requiring work in the shop, bearing different serial numbers

from the general series and yellow tracing tag.

"B" series (tool-room series), covering new tools, jig, dies, and other

tools made in the shop. Record book kept by foreman of tool depart-

ment, bearing superintendent's " 0. K." after each order in book. Tool-

room foreman sends book daily to production department, to have proper

tags and orders written. Tool-room foreman keeps stub of tag on file

till work is completed, entering on stub list of material used, and sending

same, when work is completed, to production department. Salmon tag.

"C" series—patterns. Orders and tags issued by production depart-

ment on receipt of request for order from department foreman. Green

tag.

"D" series—plant additions, including fixtures. Blue tags issued

on authorization of works manager.

Standing non-productive orders. See separate sheet for detailed list

of these orders. Special tags headed Standing "Non-productive Order."

In many classes of business the furnishing of repair parts is

an important feature of the business, so that the order depart-

ment may need to be divided into two sub-departments or two
distinct departments, such as the contract department and the

supply or repair department. The latter department will then

handle all correspondence in regard to supply orders, stamping

the original customer's order with a time-stamp indicating date

received, when and by whom approved for credit, supply order

number, when order written, by whom checked, and when and
by whom acknowledged.

The head of the supply department must be well enough
versed in the details of the business to edit the original orders,
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i.e., he must see that the items ordered by the customer are in-

serted in correct form for clear understanding by all in the factory

who are to handle the order. A single item asked for by the

customer may require the collection or manufacture of a number
of component parts or items; in such cases a detailed list of com-
ponent items will be made out on the supply department order

by the head of that department.

The supply order will have to be written in manifold similar

to a regular or contract order. As an instance of how many
copies will be required the following typical case will serve to

illustrate:

(1) One original copy. This goes to billing clerk as soon as

order is written.

(2) One yellow copy to be held in supply department until

goods are ready for shipment of either part or all. It is then

sent to shipping department, which sends it to bilhng clerk when
shipment of either part or all is made. In case of partial ship-

ment, billing department sends the yellow copy bacE; to supply

department, where it goes through the same routine as before

until shipriient is completed.

(3) One blue copy. This goes to stores record department.

Stores record department jnarks with small rubber stamp, "In
stock," all items regularly carried in stock, and " To be taken from

Stock Order No "all items which are regular stock, but of

which there is not a supply in the stock-room.

(4) One fawn copy for stock-room. Jlead storekeeper of

finished parts will get out all parts which are ready to ship,

checking same off his copy of the supply order, keeping the un-

filled copies on one file board, the partially filled ones on another,

and filing away the completely. filled ones.

Head attendant in finished parts storeroom puts the items

for any one shipment into a bin by themselves. When he has

all items in the bin which he can get, he designates this by put-

ting a tag marked "Complete," or "Partial," into the bin, to-

gether with a tag bearing the order number. Some one regularly

delegated from the supply department calls several times a day

to see these bins, taking with him the supply department's file

board of all yellow copies^ of supply orders, and leaving with

shipping department the copies of orders for which goods are

ready for either entire or partial shipment. However, head

storeroom attendant will not depend on these personal calls
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from supply department as the only means of advising that

goods are ready for shipment, but will send a daily report to

supply department of all orders ready for complete and for partial

shipment.

Supply department decides whether or not partial shipment

is to be made at once, and attends to any correspondence with

customer which is necessitated by inability to ship entire order.

(5) One pink copy of order for a continuous numerical file

in supply department for reference.

(6) One white copy for continuous numerical file in contract

order department, which needs sometimes to know about cus-

tomers' supply orders. This can be included or omitted as the

conditions of the business may demand.

157. Special Orders.—For all items not regularly carried, the

stores record department writes a request on production depart-

ment to issue "Special Manufacturing Order," covering such

parts as have to be specially made.

SPECIAL MFG. ORDER
ISSUED BY STORES RECORD DEP'T. A/C SHIPPING ORDER No.

FOLLOWING ITEMS NOT REGULARLY IN STOCK ARE TO BE MANUFACTURED FOR ABOVE
SHIPPING ORDER INACCORDANCE WITH DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS

AND MATERIAL LIST AS BELOW:

Fig. 47.—Form of "special manufacturing order" which selects from a

shipping or supply order only those items which have to be made in the shop

especially for this shipping order. It omits all items with which the shop

is not concerned and bears the same number as the complete shipping order.

Salmon colored bond paper, 8 1/2 inches wide, 7 inches high.

The stores record department will also issue requisitions on

the purchasing department for any items which have to be

purchased on the supply order. The castings record clerk of

the department will put in the requisition for any castings re-

quired, and the head of the stores record department will put in

the requisition for other purchased items.

Fig. 47 shows the general form for the "Special Manufac-

turing Order," which is a sub-order bearing same number as the
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supply order on whose account it is issued. One copy of each

"Special Manufacturing Order" is sent to stock-room.

A form is also used for notifying the production department

to hurry through stock orders covering any parts regularly stock

parts, for which there is a stock order in the shop, but no pieces

in the stock-room.

All the above details are attended to by the stores record

department.

158. Changes in Orders.—Changes in orders should be written

out on regular order forms, bearing same number as original order,

with the word "Change" printed diagonally across the form in

large, open-skeleton type of red color. They are then filed with

the original order by all departments receiving same.

The above outline covers the duties which should be assigned

to an order department or order clerk and a supply department.

The detailed issuing of the sub-orders which are necessitated by
the issuing of a general or main order for complete machines, and

the following up of such orders, are matters described in detail

in subsequent chapters.

REFERENCE

Cook: ''Factory Management," Chapter VII.



CHAPTER XII

BILLS OF MATERIAL

159. Bill of Material Defined.—The bill of material for a

manufactured product, whether that product be a machine or a

piece of furniture, is a list of all the individual component pieces

which, when properly put together, constitute the.finished article.

In an establishment which makes to order many different

machines or complex articles, the preparation of bills of material

is a far more extensive work than in factories making but few

different types of product and shipping from stock. In either

of the above-mentioned classes of product, however, the purchas-

ing of the necessary raw materials and manufactured purchased

parts, as well as all the manufacturing processes, are greatly

simplified and facilitated by the prompt preparation of accurate

and complete bills of material for the use of all departments which

need to know fully and exactly all the component parts of the

finished product.

160. Grouping of Parts.—-The bill of material or list of parts,

in order to be most useful in various departments, needs some-

times to be arranged in various ways. For instance, for most

convenient use in the purchasing department the list is best

arranged according to classes of material, the steel castings being

listed in one group, the iron castings in another group, brass

castings in another, bar stock in another, etc. For the produc-

tion department, if it ha^ its stock records arranged by mark
numbers of individual pieces, the list may more advantageously

be arranged according to mark numbers. For the various shop

departments, a bill arranged according to sequence of building

of the various assembly and sub-assembly groups will be most
satisfactory to work from. The last type of bill of material is

the arrangement most generally in use if but one arrangement is

to be followed.

The bill of material must be specific and complete in regard

to dimensions and materials if these points are not covered by a

drawing specified in the bill. It is necessary that the man in

142
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charge of making bills of material have a full knowledge of the
exact materials that are required in each case. He needs also

to know what materials are standard commercial articles, and
what sizes and dimensions, are most commonly in stock in the
general market. It is important that the head of the bill of

material department be a man whose opinion will be respected
by the drafting and designing" departments, so that he may be
free to make requests for modifications of the items specified

by draftsmen and designers in order to secure conformity with
commercial practice or to the standards already in use in the par-

ticular establishment in which he is employed.

161. Special Parts.—It is very desirable that the stores

department furnish the engineering and drafting and bill of

^material departments from time to time lists of unused special

castings, large shafts, large forgings, etc., which might possibly
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Fig. 48 shows a typical form for bill of material. The first

column is merely a consecutive numbering of the lines and affords

a concise system of reference to any items in the bill.

162. Departmental Bills of Material.—Where a factory is

divided into departments whose work is quite independent of

each other, it may be found advisable to issue separate material

lists for each department, such departmental list covering only

such items as the department in question needs to be advised of.

For instance, there may be distinct and different bills prepared

respectively for the pattern department, the group assembly
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A similar bill of material in which the parts are arranged by

assembly groups, as used in a dynamo and motor factory, is

shown in Fig. 50. In this bill an attempt was made to desig-

nate materials by different styles of type, the heavy block type

signifying cast iron, the heavy italics specifying cast brass, and

the light type signifying articles made of bar stock or purchased.

This plan is as a rule not satisfactory, however, as it may be

desirable in special instances to use steel castings instead of cast

iron, bronze or malleable iron in the place of brass, nickel steel
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by the cost department, the tracing department, and any other

departments that might have to use the bill of material in con-

nection with their work, such forms being printed on sheets of

such size that they may be bound in with sheets of material, and

opposite the respective sheets listing the material items. (See

Figs. 92 and 152 as examples of such insert sheets.)

165. Changfes in Bills of Material.—One of the most vexing

problems in manufacturing is that of changes or corrections in

bills of material. It is seldom that a machine or any apparatus

consisting of a considerable number of parts is completely and

correctly described in the first bill of material, because as a rule

it is necessary to get the apparatus started and some of the lead-

ing items ordered in the shop or outside before the entire bill

can be completely checked and crystallized. Changes in the

way of insertion of omissions do not usually cause much incon-

venience or loss provided they are not allowed to pass unnoticed

until the order is well under way. The type of alteration that

does cause loss almost invariably is a change in design inaugu-

rated after a bill of material has been sent out into the shop and

work started. This type of change should be most carefully

guarded against. It is easy for a designing department to get

into the bad habit of making changes after work has been started.

The persistence in this practice of making changes in this way
may be a matter of sufficient seriousness to ruin a manufacturing

establishment. Not only does this practice entail enormously

increased costs of manufacture, but it results in so many different

types of machines being sold that the supplying of repair parts

becomes a most complicated problem, necessitating the most

careful and complete records of each machine sold, and either the

carrying of an enormous variety of repair parts, or else making

the customer wait for a long time for a repair part when he has a

break-down, and .making the part cost him so much on account

of its being made as a single piece that he becomes dissatisfied

with the delay and high price.

One way of recording alterations is to issue a separate sheet

of the bill of material for each set of alterations. A form for

use with this method is shown in Fig. 51.

In case this method is used, it is necessary to draw a line

through the changed item or inter-line for omitted items, and
make small notes referring to the alteration-sheet.

Another way of recording changes is by binding the bill of
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material in a cover of plain tough manila paper, and entering on
inside of cover a rubber stamp every time a change is made, such

rubber stamp bearing the date the change was made and any
other necessary data, and then entering a reference to the rubber

stamp impression covering the correction or omission in its

proper place on the original bill of material by inter-lining.

In case it is necessary to recall bills of material from various

departments for the purpose of entering changes, such recalling

must be done in a systematic manner with the full knowledge of

the departments from which the bills are recalled. A system of

receipts may be desirable for this purpose, and a department

should be permitted to finish any entries that may be in process

Fig. 51.—Correction sheet for bill of material. White bond paper, 10 inches

wide, 9 inches high, ruled in red and blue.

of being made at the time the bill is recalled before the bill is

taken away from that department.

166. Getting Work Started before Completion of Bill of

Material.—The preparation of a complete bill of material may be

a maitter requiring several days, and perhaps several weeks. In

the latter case it may be desirable to get some of the work under

way before the bill of material can be completed as a whole. This

would be particularly likely in the case of purchased items, which

require prompt ordering so as to save every possible day of time.

For this reason it may be desirable to have the head of the bill of

material department initiate the ordering of such items by having

him make out a list of these items on a sheet which constitutes a

request for the immediate issuing of requisitions for same, proper

notations being made on the bill of material that such requests
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CHAPTER XIII

THE DRAFTING DEPARTMENT

167. Functions of Drafting Department.—The drafting de-

partment usually includes the designing department in most
manufacturing establishments, excepting in a few large concerns

where the designing is done by a separate department which

furnishes sketches and the results of calculations to the drafting

department.

The work of the drafting department will usually be divided

into such work as designing, drawing, tracing, blue-printing,

indexing, and filing. The designing of tools or the making of

tool drawings in accordance with the sketches or instructions of

the head of the tool-making department may constitute another

subdivision of the drafting department.

168. Numbering Parts.—It is generally desirable to designate

all parte by "mark number" or "part number." This system

necessitates the keeping of a consecutive number record of parts,

in which is given a brief definition of the piece together with refer-

ence to the drawing number, and the pattern number if there is a

pattern. There should also be a consecutively numbered pattern

record in which is given also a definition of the piece, the drawing

number, and the mark or part number. In order to avoid dupli-

cation of drawings and of patterns, and also in order to avoid

giving different mark numbers to the same purchased finished

parts, such as bolts, screws, etc., there must be an alphabetically

arranged record of concrete names of parts in which may be found

the corresponding mark numbers and pattern numbers.

Most drawing rooms give no attention to indexing as above

suggested. The natural result of this neglect is that the same part

is drawn over and over again, and that separate patterns are made
for parts for which some existing pattern could have been used.

169. Standardization of Parts.—There is hardly a machine of

any kind in which there will not be found certain details which

recur again and again in similar forms on other machines. If a

draftsman follows the whim or inspiration of the moment he is

149
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Pulleys. dia.
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likely to make a number of different designs of such details,

necessitating different patterns, different castings, and different
tools for machining, when by a little foresight and system a single
design of eact detail, with but a single pattern, one variety of
casting, and one set of tools, would have answered for all purposes.
Among such parts might be mentioned gears, bushings, levers,

pulleys, bearing brackets, collars, bolts, nuts, and washers. If a
card index record is kept of the above-named parts, recording
briefly the dimensions adopted whenever such a part is designed,
and this index is referred to whenever it becomes necessary to
embody such parts in a design of any machine, considerable

Bearing Bracket. HIGH.^A.

<^.

h-0-

mn
0 — 1-6 M

B REMARKS.

PATT. N» DRAW. N9

Fig. 56.—Drafting department record for drawings of bearing brackets.

White card, 5 inches wide, 3 inches high.

saving will result, due to the fact that the minimum variety of

such details is maintained.

The two forms herewith given are such as are used for this

purpose by a firm of leading printing-press builders, who take a

particular pride in the fact that although they build intricate

machines, these machines are composed of detail parts which
appear over and over again through their whole line of designs,

thus keeping down their expense for patterns, tools and store-

room space and records.

170. Recording Data for Standard Detail Parts.—Fig. 53 is a

record of pulley drawings which gives all the dimensions and
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details as to style. Other blank spaces show the file number
of the drawing and the pattern number. By reference to this

card, which is filed in an alphabetical index, it can be ascertained
at once whether the drawings on hand will fill the present need.

A similar file card for bushings is shown in Fig. 54. The
details for filing are the same as on the pattern card, and the
dimensions of the body, flange, and nose are given. These are

samples of but many varieties of index cards which can be used
in a convenient system of filing drawings.

Fig. 55 shows a form for recording data for gears, and Fig. 56
a form for recording bearing brackets.

Temporary drawings or sketches should never be used. It

will take but a short time longer to get out a tracing and blue-

COMPILCD BY .. . . _ . .
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irrespective of dimensions. In other cases it will be desirable

to file by class or dimension of sheets, and in still further cases it

might possibly be desirable to have tracings for any 'one machine
filed together. The last-named method, however, will generally

conflict with the principle of using the same tracing and the same
part in a number of different machines, and the same purpose is

answered h^ the drawing list previously referred to. The most
common device for filing tracings is a shallow vertical drawer
with triangular metal corner pieces in the far inside corners, to

prevent the tracings from curling up, and a piece of bent wire

swinging in screw eyes inserted in the inside of the front of the

drawer to act as a light weight. Sometimes a sheet of galvan-

ized steel is used as a weight.

173. Stock of Blue-prints.—A stock of blue-prints is often

desirable in order that there need be no delay in furnishing a blue-

print when asked for. Such blue-print stock does not need to be

in any fire-proof location, and can be kept in drawers similar to

those described for tracings, in cabinets of a height such that the

top of the cabinet forms a handy place for laying out a blue-print

when consulting it.

174. Changes in Drawings or Patterns.—In changing drawings

and patterns it is best to, us& an entirely new number for the

changed drawing or pattern, and not to use any system of pre-

fixes or affixes. The latter method merely complicates matters.

When a drawing is changed a notation should be made referring

to the number of the new drawing, and on the new drawing a

notation should be made referring to the old one. In the case of

patterns, if the old pattern is to be altered in order to make

the new one, the pattern record must show such alteration. The

alteration should always be made, if possible, in such a manner

that the omission or addition of certain pieces will permit of the

making of the casting of the old style. The reason for these

policies in connection with changes is that it may be necessary

to replace pieces of the old style, and it is not desired to carry any

in stock, but it may be desirable to make them on short notice in

accordance with the old style.

175. Blue-prints for Shop Use.—Blue-prints for shop use are

usually- carried 'in stock in a blue-print issuing room adjacent

to the tool issuing room, and in many shops it is desirable that

such blue-prints be mounted. They may be mounted on tar-

board, and made washable and water-proof by giving them
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first a coat of white glue and then a coat of white Damar varnish.

Curling may be prevented by pasting a blank piece of paper on
the back of the mount. In place of tar-board galvanized steel

may be used. The necessary smoothing off of the burr

on the edge and the heavier weight of the steel make it dis-

advantageous in some respects, though it will outwear the tar-

board as a mount.

176. Titles of Drawings.—Titles of drawings should contain

sufficient information to tell all about the drawing without need

of referring to any index. This title should designate the name of

the complete machine or article which the drawing represents or

of which it is a part, and should state also the name of the indi-

vidual piece or pieces shown. It should designate the scale to

which the drawing is made, the date drawn, by whom drawn,

by whom traced, by whom checked.

BLANK Machine Mfg. Co.,- Chicago, 111.

DRAWN BY TRACED BY SCALE DATE
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ings are most advantageously made to show but a single piece

on one tracing or blue-print, and should specify limits of accuracy,

gages to be used, etc. Some shops have found it to be a good

practice to send a blue-print from the production department

with each production tag, such blue-print and tag following the

work through the shop. In order to keep the print and tag

clean they may be put into an envelope of tough paper, such

envelope bearing on the outside merely the shop order number,

the mark number of the piece and the number of pieces. In

this way the tag and blue-print will not get nearly as oily and

Drill »/k

Tap tor % Scr.

Fat. & Cone Head

NAME OF PIECE

Back Gear Shifter Level ff, Ic 0. Hd.l

QUANTITY & HAT.

IC. 1

SYMBOL i>r HACHiNEG UGEO ON

F 22, G 24, H 27

TR. B.8.S-2M0

CH. H.R.4^1S.10

THE LODGE A SHIPLEY MACHINE TOOL COi

CPNCINNATIiBHIO, U G.A.

BUPERGEDES ORAWINS

GUPEflSEDCE BV 0W&

PIECE NO.

H7

DRAWINe HO.

10669

FiQ. 59.—Shop blue-print gummed to inside cover of traveler. Approx-

imately 6X8 in.

dirty, nor are they as likely to become lost, as would be the case

without the use of the envelope.

Fig. 59 shows a shop detail blue-print as used by the Lodge

& Shipley Machine Tool Co., and pasted into each shop "traveler-

book" along a gummed edge on the inside of the cover. The

"traveler-book" contains a number of slips bound together in

proper consecutive order, each slip being a work order for a

specific operation, and serving when torn out and clock-stamped,

&s a record of the workman's time on that operation. The size

of this blue-print is approximately 6 in. by 8 in., so that when
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the 8-in. length is folded in half it' fits standard filing devices for

4-in. by 6-in. cards. The "follower-book" is 4 in. by 6 in.

178. Specifying Limits of Accuracy.—^Each drafting room

should agree with the proper shop authorities on a standard

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO. PIECE NAME.™KIEK PLArajjCAl;5.M...£|.ECE SYMBOL AM IMjL
CUSTOMER Fennlok FrereB £ Co. ORDER ' -DATE._4/18,lglJ

INCTRUCTrOH MATERIAL LC.
WEIGHT, ROUGH
VEIGHT, FINISHED

DESIGNER O.tiTnlth

DRAFTSMAN C.Inylor

CHECKED ev L.O.M.

APPROVED LO.M.

12800-C

Fig. 60.—Shop blue print specifying limits of accuracy. Red cross-section

lines as well as black border and printed matter at bottom.of sheet are printed

on the standard size tracing sheets.

table of ordinary cleiarances to be used in machine-tool work,

and ,all machinists should be furnished with a table specifying

these clearances. Standards should be agreed on for drive, press,

or shrink fits, running fits, and special fits peculiar to certain

products.
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In order that there may be no mistake as to cleaVances and
tolerances it is well to specify them not only on tables, but also

on shop blue-prints.

Fig. 60 shows a blue-print as used by Frederic A. Parkhurst

at the Ferracute Machine Co., showing proper fits.

179. Making and Issuing Blue-prints.—For printing purposes

the cylindrical arc light printing machine is the most dependable

process. It is well to provide sunlight printing facilities, how-

ever, for emergency use. An outdoor platform or balcony on

to which trucks- containing the printing frames can be run, and

set so that the frame may be tilted in any direction, will be found

much more convenient than the usual method of running tracks

out of a window to hold the truck supporting the frame.

Facilities should be provided in every first-class drafting room
for photographic development and printing.

It is desirable to post all requisitions for blue-prints received

from various departments and individuals on to a permanent

record, in which a separate card is used for each tracing. On
this card will be recorded the date on which any print was issued,

and to whom it was issued. -This record serves not only as a

check on what persons received blue-prints, but is also a guide

as to how large a stock of prints of each tracing should be carried

on hand ready for issuance.

It is important that the recording and clerical part of a draft-

ing department be kept in excellent order.

180. Checking Drawings.—The checking work should not

be delegated to the chief draftsmen, but should be the duty of

one man, whose first duty it must be. He should check not only

from the standpoint of dimensions, but from a standpoint of

ease of processing. The policy of standardization should always

be borne in mind. The drafting department must be supplied

with as many lists as may be necessary of the shop's standards

as to reamers, taps, etc. Designing should always be done in

such a way as to consider cheapest and most efficient methods

of machining, assembling, and processing in general.

There should be a system of collecting and recording all criti-

cisms of drawings made in machining, assembling, or erecting

departments. Wheref there is any discrepancy apparent in the

drawing the best rule is that work should be stopped and the

drawing taken at once to the drawing room for correction or

interpretation. ,
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181. Time-cards in Drafting Department.—Time-cards should

be turned in by draftsmen to show the relative cost of drawings.

A record of the results of these time-cards should be kept not

only in the cost department, but also in the drafting department,

so that the head of the drafting department may have some knowl-

edge of costs of drafting work based on actual records of perform-

ance. Not only the order number should be recorded on the time-

tickets, but also the nature of the drawing, its number, and
whether the work done was designing, sketching, tracing, etc.

Standing non-productive orders should be issued, to be closed

monthly, to determine the cost per month of filing, blue-printing,

and other maintenance expense of the drafting department.

182. Chief Draftsman.—The head of the drafting depart-

ment needs to be relieved of as much routine work as possible,

outside of that connected with the time at which drawings for

certain orders should be completed. In this respect he should be

as thoroughly posted as the head of the shop production depart-

ment. He should be provided with a list of all orders for^which

drawings are required, and also a complete list of all draw-

ings which have to be made, together with the date at which they

are to be ready. He should hold department meetings and con-

sultations at stated times, in order to have the output of his

department correspond as nearly as possible to the requirements

of the business.

The head of the drafting department should be a man with

knowledge of machinery used in his line of work, and of the best

methods of foundry and machine-shop practice in general. He
should be constantly going over current product with a view of

having ready plans for redesigning, to be put into effect the mo-
ment the policy of the company as to adhering to standards once

established will permit of putting the improvement into effect.

REFERENCES

Pbrrigo: "Modern Machine-shop Construction, Equipment and Man-
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CHAPTER XIV

THE PATTERN DEPARTMENT

183. Orders to Make Patterns.—Orders to make new patterns

usually come direct from the drafting department or the bill of

material department to the pattern-making department, in case

the factory has its own pattern-making department. If patterns

are not made in the factory, but are bought outside from a jobbing

pattern shop, then the shop order will be replaced by a requisition

on the purchasing department or a request on the stores depart-

ment to make a requisition on the purchasing department.

Fig. 61 is a form for an order to make a pattern in the shop.

PATTERN DEP'T. PATTERN NO.-

Job Order for
f NEW WORK.
\Or Special Work.

Report all materials used on back hereof. On completion of

vork the Foreman wiU date, sign and return this Order to General

Ofiice. Foreman will see tfiat all Time Slips are marked for the above

Pattern No. only. If Pattern No. is not given then mark Time Slip

for Order No. below.

Drawing or Sketch No.-

-ORDER NO.-

FiG. 61.—Form for pattern order. Manila card, 6 inches wide, 3 inches

high.

The pattern-making department is furnished one copy of this

order. Another copy is sent to the cost department. The

amount of material used is posted by the pattern-maker or the

foreman of the pattern-making department on the back of this

order card. Fig. 62 shows the back of the card as used for

reporting materials consumed in making the pattern. When the

pattern is completed, it is sent with the order card to the pattern

storage department, where the pattern storage clerk records it

in his record of patterns, and assigns it a place in the storage

159
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vault or building. The pattern storage clerk fills out a record

similar to Fig. 63, which describes the pattern, shows where it

is located in the pattern storage racks, and he then sends the order

State No
pieces, core
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pattern-making department, which fact will be a reason for the

over-head or operating expense rate of the pattern shop being

quite heavy. Fig. 64 shows a time-card to be filled out by each
pattern-maker, which provides spaces for filling in the pattern-

maker's non-productive time. The pattern-making foreman will

NAME ri nrK Nn
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considerations are fully set forth in the form shown in Fig. 65,

which is a request to recall or alter a pattern. This request

emanates from the drafting department, which states the nature

of the change or the reason for the recall, and also states whether

the change will affect interchangeability and how. The form next

goes to the purchasing department, which department, in the

establishment in which this particular form was used, had

REQUEST TO RECALL OR ALTER PATTERN

DatQ

Xo Purchasing Dept.

Pattern NOi .Mark. Nd,_

Above Pattern is to be

Wni change affect interchangeability
ol castings as previously jnade? If so h,ow?_

For Drafting Department

FOLLOWLNQ TO BE FILLED BY PURCHASING DEPT.:

No.' castings from present pattern now in stock

No. finished parts from " " * " " '.

No. castings due_from present pattern

No. castings required for production orders

No. finished parts 8hlpped_Jn preceding 6 months.

For Purchasing Department

BUI'ERJNTENDENT TO FILL FOLLOWING:

Shall current foundry orders be filled

before recalling pattern

Shall any additional castings from present
pattern be ordered before recalling pattern;?.

Pattern Recalled ; Date ,
Superintendent

When completely disposed of Purchasing Department Purchasing Agent

will return this form to Drafting Department

Fig. 65.—Authorization for pattern changes or recall. White paper, 9

inches wide, 11 inches high.

charge of the pattern storage department. The purchasing de-

partment looks up the stores records, and fills out the blanks,

specifying the number of castings from present pattern now in

stockj the number of finished parts from present pattern now in

stock, the number of castings required for production orders, and

the number of finished parts shipped in preceding six months.

When the purchasing department has filled in this information,
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the form is sent to the superintendent, who answers the questions,
"Shall current foundry orders be filled before recalling pattern?"

TATTERN
TAG

PATTERN NO.

RECEIVING DEPT. TO ATTACH ONE OFTHESE
TAGS TO EVERY PATTERN RECEIVED.

DATE PATTERN RECD.

FROM ..-

KIND OF PAT._ NO. CORE BOXES..

DATE OF NOTIFICATION _

TO BE FILLED BY DRAFTSMAN!

DATE AND HOUR CHECKED

c i......r.^.3« -r^ =,P CHANGED?
IS PATTERN TO BE REPAIHEO?-

CHECKED BY.

TO BE FILLED BY PURCHASING DEPT.

SHIP TO

TO BE FILLED BY SHIPPING "DEPT.

DATE AND HOUR RECVD.

DATE SHIPPED
DETACH AND HANDTO RECVS. DEPT. WHEN

PATTERN IS SHIPPED.

TO BE FILLED BY PATTERN STORE MAN:

DATE RECVD. _ _.

STORED IN BIN NO

DETACH AND HANDTO PURCHASING DEP
WHEN PATTERN IS STORED.

Fig. 66.—Pattern tag attached by receiving department, giving record of

disposition and finally filed in purchasing department to show location of

pattern. Manila tag stock with reinforced eyelet, 3,1/8 inches wide, 6 1/2

inches high.

and "Shall any additional castings from present pattern be or-

dered before recalling pattern?"

This method puts the responsibility of tying up production
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on the shop superintendent, and relieves the drafting department

of any authority to hold up delivery of castings by reason of

changes in patterns.

186. Checking Patterns and Recording Their Travel and Loca-

tion.—Where patterns are continually coming in and going out

from and to various foundries, a pattern tag, similar to Fig. 66,

will be found very useful. This pattern tag is attached by the re-

ceiving department to every pattern received. The receiving

department fills in the first section of the tag, which designates

the pattern number, the date the pattern was received, from

whom it was received, the kind of pattern, the number of core-

boxes, and the date on which the receiving department notified the

drafting and purchasing departments of the receipt of the pattern. •

As soon as the drafting department receives notice from the

receiving department that a pattern is in (such notice being on a

separate notification slip shown in Fig. 134), a representative of

the drafting department is sent to check th6 pattern. The drafts-

man fills in the result of his checking on the tag in the second

space, specifying whether the pattern needs to be changed or

repaired. The purchasing department next sends a representa-

tive to the pattern, or better, a representative from the purchasing

department makes daily visits to the receiving department and

fills in the third space on the tag designating where the pattern is

to be shipped. If it is to go to pattern storage, he so designates

in the space. The next space is for the shipping department to

fill in in case the pattern is to be shipped out. The shipping

department then sends the tag to the purchasing department.

If the pattern, instead of having to be shipped out, is to go to

pattern storage, the shipping department space is left blank,

and the pattern storage man fills in the last space, designating

when he received the pattei'n and where he has stored it.

The tags as returned to the purchasing department are there

filed, according to numbers, in two boxes, one box representing

patterns out at various foundries, the other box representing

patterns in the storage department at the shop. This enables

the purchasing department to state the location of any pattern

in current use at a moment's notice.

REFERENCE

Pbrriqo: "Modern Machine-shop Construction, Equipment and Man-
agement," Chapter XXX.



CHAPTER XV

THE PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

187. Functions of Purchasing Department.—The functions of

the purchasing department in a manufacturing establishment may-

be stated as follows:

First.—To secure the most satisfactory material, such material

including raw and finished material required in the manu-
facturing processes, equipment, and general supplies.

Second.—To secure the most desirable delivery of the material,

keeping complete and accurate record of all unfilled purchase

orders. Deliveries and mistakes must be kept account of.

Third.—To obtain the best terms of payment and the lowest

prices.

Fourth.—To record and classify all materials, equipment, and
supplies used by the establishment, list for easy reference the

names of all firms supplying these goods, and all purchases made.
The order in which the above functions have been mentioned is

usually the order of their relative importance.

188. Qualifications of Purchasing Agent.—The successful

accomplishment of the first function demands that the pur-

chasing agent shall be a man who has a working knowledge of

the particular industry for which he is to buy material. If

he has in addition a knowledge of the fundamental principles of

the resistance of materials, of metallurgy, and of machinery, so

much the better, for he will be able to make practical application

of such knowledge.

That the purchasing agent be the possessor of practical manu-

facturing knowledge is just as essential in an establishment which

refers its tests of materials to a testing laboratory, or to its engi-

neering department or superintendent, as in a smaller establish-

ment which does not conduct such tests. If care is exercised

to obtain a man of the quaUfications indicated to fill the position

of purchasing agent, there will be far less liability to the error,

frequently made, of buying material good enough in itself, but

not exactly adapted to the particular purpose for which it is

desired.

165
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It is assumed at the outset, that persons other than the pur-

chasing agent will have specified the exact physical or chemical

properties' of the articles that are the most important constitu-

ents of the manufacturing product of the establishment. But
there is no manufacturing process so simple that it does not

require the purchase of a great variety of minor articles, the

examination of each one of which by the engineering department

would be a useless burden. And it is here, as well as. in the pur-

chase of general supplies, that the purchasing agent's training and

experience come into active play.

To salesmen,' the ignorant, affable young clerk who has been

promoted to the position of purchasing agent is a familiar type.

He is frequently the cause of a salesman's prolonging his stay in a

city several days, until finally he sees the man with whom he can

have an intelligent conversation. It is quite evident that, where

this is the case, the young man is a hindrance from an economic

standpoint, since the additional cost of sales departments on

account of prolonged stays is sufficient to increase materially the

unnecessary expense connected with the placing of an article on

the market.

The securing of the most desirable delivery involves a knowledge

of business methods and forms, in which, unfortunately, purely

technical or shop men have generally had but little training; and
this fact is the excuse for the common practice of appointing as

purchasing agents, clerks who have had but little technical or

shop knowledge.

A thoroughly systematic conduct of the purchasing office, such

as is absolutely essential to insure the proper attention to this

very important matter of delivery, is much facilitated by the use

of certain forms. Some examples will be cited of such forms,

which must, however, be modified to suit the requirements of any
particular case.

189. Requisitions on Purchasing Department.—It is very

customary for other departments to lay the blame for delays in

manufacture upon delays in receipt of material. Hence it is

important that a written record be kept showing the originating

dates of all calls for materials. In many establishments the first

step in connection with the making out of a bill of material is the

issuing of the requisitions for such material as it is known must be

purchased.

The purchasing department should be, supplied by the general
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manager with a list' of all departments authorized to make requi-

sitions direct on the purchasing agent, together with a statement

as to the nature of goods for which such department may make
requisition. For instance, it is usually desirable to confine the >

ORDER ON 6TORE-ROOM
THIS REQUISITION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED IF

CHARGED TO MORE THAN ONE ORDER OR IF ORDER NO.
IS OMITTED, OR IF NOT SIGNED BY FOREMAN.
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they need, such requisitions being usually called "Order on Store-

room," and bearing the order number of either productive or

non-productive series to which the items are to be charged.

Usually small tools are reported on a separate form or "Order

on Tool-room," to cover withdrawals of new tools, such as files,

drills, etc. Fig. 67 shows a form for "Order on Storeroom,"

and Fig. 68 a form for credit-slip to be used in returning excess

material, such as bar stock of steel or brass after having cut off

a piece. Where a production department exists, which sees that

the necessary material is provided for all productipn orders

SPECIAL REQUISITION R.o N..50355

ro PURCHAStNC OCPT. PUHCHASINC onoCR NO.

ORDER THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL FROM—

TO BE DELIVERED TO— —FOR PRODUCTION ORDER NO _

DCSCniPTION

FiQ. 69.—Form for requisition on purchasing agents. White bond paper,

8 inches wide, 5 5/8 inches high.

and delivered to the shop when the order is ready to have work

begin on it, the orders on stores will have a tendency to narrow

themselves down to factory supplies and tools. They may also

serve as requests for delayed material. When used for this pur-

pose they must be distinguished in some way from the other store-

room orders so as to avoid posting them by mistake as store-

room withdrawals.

Fig. 69 shows a form for requisition on purchasing agent.

This is usually best written in triplicate. In departments that

have to write a good many requisitions, the autographic register
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is frequently found useful in writing, viz., a machine in which
the paper is fed in rolls and the carbon is fed. crosswise as it wears

out. The original is sent to the purchasing department, as is

also the duplicate, the triplicate being kept on file. When the

purchasing department has filled in the purchasing order number,
the duplicate is returned to the department in which the requisi-

tion originated.

In making requisitions and purchase orders for castings it will

be found most satisfactory to issue a separate requisition and
separate purchase order for each separate pattern number. At
first sight this would seem like a great many useless orders, but

experience has demonstrated that partial deliveries are far more
easily checked off on an order referring to castings from but a

gentlemen:
please ship to

in care of
VIA

OUTWARD ORDER No..

—THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS, ALL DELIVEREDL

LyOUR QUOTATION OF L.

F.O.B. CARS-

NOTE; ACKNOWLEDGE, GIVINQ PROBALE DATE OF SHIPMENT.
SHIPPING RECEIPT TO BE SENT WHEN SHIPMENT IS MADE. \

NO ALLOWANCE FOR BOXING, PACKING OR CARTAGE, i

WE DEDUCT FREIGHT ON DEFECTIVE MATERIAL. /

GIVE ORDER NUMBER
ON ALL CORRESPONDENCE

AND INVOICES.

Fig. 70.—Form for purchase order. White bond paper, 8 1/2 inches wide,

11 inches high.

single pattern than if a given order carries partial deliveries on a

variety of patterns. It also enables one to remove at once all

orders for castings from a given pattern as soon as the deliveries

on that pattern are completed.

190. Purchasing Department Order Form.—As to the form

of the purchase order itself, there are still a good many houses

using the old-style bound book of orders with stubs, for the reason

that then there is one place where there is a bound set of all orders.

This method necessitates the writing of an index book. The

more general method is to typewrite all copies, there being usually

at least three, filing one set of carbon copies alphabetically, and

the other serially by numbers. A further reference file is a large

card index arranged alphabetically bp materials, and so ruled

as to allow the entering of all purchase orders for a given kind
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and size of material, and with spaces permitting of partial de-

liveries. Such a large card record serves as an entry record of

all invoices, and also for all prices paid for a given article, as well

as a guide to the time that was taken to make delivery after orders

were placed.

Fig. 70 is a form for purchase order. On the bottom of the

sheet are printed the terms on which the order is placed. From
a legal standpoint it is usually best to place these terms between

the name and address at the head of the order and the body of the

order itself, thus making the terms form an integral part of the

communication.

An additional carbon copy of the purchase order is usually

sent to the receiving department. Some firms prefer to send

a notice to the receiving department which does not specify the

quantity called for, so as to insure the actual counting of goods

delivered on Uie part of the receiving department.

191. Following up Deliveries,—The Shannon type of prong file

or a loose leaf binder is usually used for filing the copies of pur-

chase orders. If a firm has a great many purchase orders, extra

long prongs may be used on the files, and a number of different

sets of boards may be used, each -file-board containing only a part

of the entire series. As soon as a purchase order has been com-

pleted, it is taken off the file-boards containing uncompleted

orders, and transferred to the file-boards of filled orders. Some
firms attach one of the copies of the completed purchase order,

together with the requisition, to the voucher. This system

involves some complications when invoices are approved which

cover only partial deliveries on a given purchase order. In such

cases extra copies may have to be typewritten of the purchase

order and the requisition, for the purpose of attaching to the

voucher, the originals remaining on file until the last delivery

on the order has been made.

Where a factory has a number of departments to which pur-

chased articles have to be delivered, the copy of the purchase

order which is sent to the receiving department should bear a

notation stating to which department the goods are to be deliv-

ered, also the requisition number which it fills.

A simple method of securing promises of delivery is to enclose

a printed post-card acknowledgment of order, with blank for

promise of delivery. Fig. 71 shows a form of such post-card

promisg^ To keep track of promises it is very convenient to have
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a set of thirty-one pigeon-holes, each pigeon-hole representing a

day 6f the month, and each hole containing the postal cards or

other memoranda of all shipments which should arrive on that

day. This file affords a systematic method of stirring up delin-

quent shippers, the additional promises being noted on the mem-
oranda as they are transferred from one pigeon-hole to another.

Where an establishment is located in a large city, and many
orders are local, it is best to separate the city orders from the

others, so that they can be followed up by telephone instead of

by mail. For this purpose i,t may be well to have a separate

series of purchase orders for local use, distinguishing them by
some convenient prefix letter.

gentlemen:
WE CALL YOUR ATTENTION TO OUR ORDER No,.

. . , CALLING FOR

PLEASE ADVISE WHEN SHIPMENT WILL BE MADE, ON THIS
CARD, RETURNING SAMETO US.

YOURS VERY TRULY,

FiQ. 71.—Return post-card for promise date of shipment of purchase order,

5 1/2 inches wide, 3 1/4 inches high.

192. Securing Favorable Terms.—As to the third function

of the purchasing department which was mentioned, namely,

that of securing good terms and low prices, much depends on

the shrewdness and tact of the purchasing agent. Courteous

attention to salesmen is always desirable, and can be accorded

without loss of time, if nothing but strictly business conversation

is indulged in.

The mere request for a little more liberal cash discount than

is usually given will frequently result in its being allowed, and the

same is true of securing deferred payments, where they are de-

sired. The cash-discount system, if applied to all purchases,

however small, will result in a considerable annual saving. It is

well worth remembering that cash discounts are obtainable on

small amounts as well as large.
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193. Recording and Classifying Material, Equipment, and

Supplies.—The fourth function, that of recording and classifying

all materials, equipment, and supplies used by the company, and

knowingwho the suppliers are, andwhat are their prices, demands

the keeping up of several additional indexes and files. A card

index of quotations and prices, arranged alphabetically by

names of materials, with sub-cards for various sizes, will be found

desirable. Sometimes pocket editions, abridged, of this price-

list, made in alphabetical pocketbook form, will be desirable,

so that they may be carried about in the pocket, out of the office.

The large card record of invoices posted on material cards,

as already referred to, serves as a record of prices actually charged

for goods actually purchased, as a distinct record from the quo-
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rials and supplies, a separate contract file or safe will be found
desirable.

195. Freight, Express and Drayage.—Separate accounts are

usually kept by the purchasing department of such matters as
drayage, freight, express, insurance, and other special matters,
as the nature of the business may require. In the matter of dray-
age, freight, and express, it is very important that close scrutiny
be kept by the purchasing department, so as to avoid needlessly
large expenses in these directions. Requisitions must be made in

sufficient time to avoid express shipments. Also- the pur-

GOODS RETURNED

SHIP TO
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196. Checking Invoices.—It is the duty of the purchasing de-

partment to check invoices as to correctness of quantity and price.

Invoices should not be sent to the receiving department to check,

but should be kept in the purchasing department. A record

book should be kept of all invoices received, showing date received,

and when and to whom they were sent.

In some establishments it is very desirable that the purchas-

ing department make a daily estimate of the value of all goods

ordered during that day, or rather during the previous day, with

estimated dates at which payments will become due.
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CHAPTER XVI

STORES AND STOCK DEPARTMENT

197. Classification of Materials.—rAfter the bill of material

has been prepared, and the necessary drawings and patterns

have been provided for, the next steps in the manufacturing

process are those dealing with the getting in of the materials of

construction and the making of the finished parts in the shop.

Raw materials purchased outside, and which have to have

work done on them in the shop before they become finished parts,

are usually designated as "Stores," and the records dealing with

this class of material are called "Stores Records."

Parts which have all the work done on them necessary to

make them ready for assembling into machines or into assembly

groups of machines are usually designated by the name "Finished

Parts," and the records dealing with this class of parts are

frequently called "Finished Parts Records." The last-named

parts are sometimes designated by the word "Stock," and the

records called "Stock Records." The term "Stock" is most

generally used to designate finished product ready for shipment.

Perhaps the most definite way of designating all materials is as

follows

:

(a) "Stores," consisting of raw material which must go

through or enter into some manufacturing process in the shop.

In this class would coine pig iron, coal, castings, bar steel,

paint, etc.

(b) "Purchased Finished Parts," consisting of all parts ready

to use in assembling or as repair parts, which are purchased out-

side the shop in their finished state. In this class would come

standard bolts, screws, etc., or radiators, tires, etc., in an auto-

mobile factory.

(c) "Manufactured Finished Parts," consisting of all parts

which must be manufactured in the shop.

(d) "Finished Product,"' consisting of the stock of com-

pletely assembled machines or other manufactured article, and

sometimes of a stock of assembled groups in excess of such groups

175
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as are required for manufacturing and assembling machines,

such as extra armatures, etc.
^

(e) "SuppUes," including all materials not entering directly

into manufactured product, but necessary in the conduct of the

business.

It is the custom in some establishments to designate the

articles in classes (b), (c), and (d) above as "Stock." It will be

found, however, that a differentiation of departmental records in

accordance with the classification given above will generally be

advantageous even though the accounting department's double-

entry books may carry only a single "Materials" account.

198. Perpetual Inventory of Castings.—Fig. 74 shows a form

for keeping record of castings. At the left-hand upper portion

of the record are spaces for the name of the part for which the

casting is used, and the name of the machine of which it is a part.

At the right are spaces for designating the pattern number, the

kind of material, the mark number, the drawing number, and

the average weight of the castings; also the minimum stock,

the purchasing quantity, the maximum stock in excess of orders,

the bin number in which the castings are located in the castings

warehouse, and the time usually required to get castings in from

the foundry.

There are five sets of columns in the accounting part of the

record. The first set deals with the number of castings ordered

through the purchasing department. The first column in this set

is headed "Requisition Number," and in it is entered the number

of the requisition which the castings clerk makes on the pur-

chasing department when he finds it necessary to order castings.

The second column is for the date of the requisition, the fourth

column for the quantity called for by the requisition, and the

third column for the purchase order number. This third column

is filled out when the castings clerk receives back from the

purchasing department an extra carbon of his requisition with the

purchase order number on it. So long as this third column is

vacant it shows that the purchasing department has not placed

the order for the castings. This may be due to negotiations

with foundries or to new pattern or change in pattern.

The second set of columns is a record of castings received.

Postings are made in this set of columns from the receiving de-

partment's reports of castings received. The third set of columns

is a record of castings reserved for production orders which make
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a draft on the stock of castings.

Reservation entries are made in

these columns from the stores

department copy of each pro-

duction order. Whenever pro-

duction orders are finished, the

tags which accompanied the fin-

ished goods through the inspec-

tion department are sent to the

stores office. The clerks in the

stores department use these tags

bearing the inspector's stamp
as their authority for canceling

'

the numbers referring to live

production orders. In this way
only those numbers which do

not have lines drawn through

them represent production or-

ders which are still in process of

manufacture. The fourth set

of columns is a record of cast-

ings used, and is posted fropi the

castings warehouse-man's re-

ceipt forms for castings drawn
from his department. The fifth

set of columns is a record of

the actual balance onhand in the

warehouse, together with the

balance after deducting castings

in reserve for use on production

,
orders already issued, but for

which the castings have not yet

been taken from the castings

warehouse. The balance by ac-

tual count can conveniently be

reported for all castings of

which the stock on hand does

not exceed 10 or 15, every time

a withdrawal is made, such

balance by actual count be-

ing noted on castings ware-

12
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house-man's receipts for castings issued when he turns them

in to the castings record clerk. For castings of which a consider-

able number in excess of 10 or 15 are carried, the castings ware-

house-man makes a systematic practice of making actual counts

and reports in the intervals which he has between issuing, receiv-

ing, and arranging castings in the warehouse. In this way
balances by actual count can be continuously turned in on a con-

siderable number of castings, so that there is a constant checking

and correcting of the castings clerk's records by actual inventory.

Such checking will be found almost indispensable, as the falli-

bility of stock clerks and castings warehouse attendants is far

more common than infallibility of records. When discrepancies

are discovered there is no need for internal dissension. It is

desirable, however, that some person in authority make a careful

and possibly secret investigation in case there appears to be a

continual shortage of the more valuable kind of castings, such

as those made of copper and brass.

The castings warehouse will usually haye to be equipped with

hoists or cranes for handling heavy castings. Trolley tracks

for hoists running into the aisles between the bins will be found

convenient, and for extra heavy castings room may be provided

underneath a crane constructed of an I-beam with a circle

track, a hoist running radially along the I-beam. This arrange-

ment makes it possible to cover any point within the circle. If

the shelves and other storage places become crowded, it may
be policy to retire to outdoor storage such castings as appear

to be becoming obsolete. As a general rule, it is best, however,

to keep all castings under cover except where a special point

is to be made of accumulating a coating of rust for the purpose

of making the first machining easier.

The records for raw material other than castings and for

purchased finished parts may take practically the same form

as the castings record shown.

199. Perpetual Inventory of Manufactured Parts.—The record

covering manufactured finished parts will usually have to be

kept in a somewhat different form from the records covering the

castings as already described.

A form for keeping record of manufactured finished parts is

shown in Fig. 75. In the upper right-hand corner are stated the

part number and the material of which the part is made. In

addition to these data the sheet or catd specifies the name of the
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part, the drawing number, the pattern number if the piece is

made from a casting, the maximum and minimum stock, the

manufacturing quantity, also the location of the stock of finished

parts in the finished parts warehouse.

The accounting part of the finished manufactured parts record

is divided into five groups of columns.

The first group of columns is a record of stock orders entered,

giving the date of the production order, the number of pieces,

and the shop-order number. The second set of columns is a

record of the number of finished pieces received by the finished

parts warehouse-man from the shop (usually through the inspec-

tion department), giving the production order number, the

number of pieces received, and the date they were received. As
soon as a production order listed in the first set of columns is

completed, as shown by the finished parts having been received

by the finished parts warehouse-man, a line is drawn through

that stock order number in the first set of columns. In this

way the live unfinished orders for parts will always be those

through which no lines are drawn.

In any shop it is likely that the tag or other form of identi-

fication which accompanies the pieces through the shop may
become accidentally lost, or pieces may be taken from lots of

work in progress through ignorance or intentional violation of

the shop system by men in assembling, erecting, shipping, or

other departments, thus causing an apparent shortage or dis-

crepancy. Whenever an order in the first set of columns, there-

fore, looks suspiciously old, or when it is suspected that the

number of pieces turned into finished parts warehouse, though not

the entire lot, is likely to be all the pieces that will be turned

in on the order in question, it will be desirable for the head of the

manufactured finished parts records to start an investigation

through the proper channels with a view to striking off his records

any orders as dead or completed for which the material cannot

be found in the shop. This sort of condition should happen

very rarely in a well-managed shop, and it is important that

every case of this sort be most carefully traced with the end in

view of discovering who was responsible for the irregularity. '

The third set of columns is a record of the reservations of

finished manufactured parts called for by bills of material and

supply shipment orders. Entries in this column are canceled

as soon as the parts are actually withdrawn, as shown by the ware-
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house withdrawal's receipts, which are turned in daily to the fin-

ished parts clerk, who passes them on to the cost department.

The fourth set of columns is a record of parts withdrawn,

posted from the finished parts warehouse withdrawal receipts

already mentioned. The first column gives the order number,

which may be either a "Bill of Material" order, on which the

shop draws parts for assembling purposes, or a shipping order

for supply parts. If the former, the number delivered to shop

is entered in the second column in this group. If the pieces

were shipped, they are entered in the third column, headed

"Amount Shipped." The last column in this group states the

date the pieces were used.

The last group of columns is the final record of actual balance

in stock, the first column giving the balance, deducting those

in reserve, and the last column the actual count in the warehouse/

This actual count is checked up from time to time in precisely

the same manner as in the castings warehouse. Where the stock

is not too great to make it a hardship to make an actual count

every time a lot is received from the shop, such actual count is

made and the balance by actual count noted by the storekeeper

of the finished parts warehouse on hi^ reports to the record clerk

of finished parts.

200. Bin Tickets.—^A bin-ticket record system will also

facilitate the keeping up of an accurate record in the warehouse

itself. Another reason for using a bin ticket is that each stock-

man can be required to enter his initials on the bin record every

time he withdraws stock, and in this way he can be held to

accuracy and prevented from taking an excess of small parts and

letting the surplus lie around the packing-room. The bin ticket

cannot usually be made to serve as the record of stock on hand,

such as is kept by a regular stock-record clerk, because the records

for quick reference and entering must be in compact form.

However, the bin ticket has a salutary disciplinary effect, be-

sides being useful in posting new stockmen as to the correct

names of stock.

A form for bin ticket is shown in Fig. 76. This ticket bears

spaces for the number of the bin, the mark number of the piece,

the name of the piece, the machines on which, the piece is used,

the drawing number, pattern number, and dimensions. Also a

. statement of the minimum stock as follows: "When only

left, write out new ticket and send this to stprekeeper." Below
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the above heading is the record part of the ticket, printed on

both sides, with a column for date, a column for stockman's

name or initials, and columns headed, "In," "Out," and "Left."

Fig. 77 shows a form for a

/ ~^_^ \ so-called "Temporary Bin

Ticket." In the system in-

which this was used, the reg-

ular bin ticket was sent to

the head stock clerk as soon

as the stock reached the mini-

mum, and at the same time a

"Temporary Bin Ticket" was^

fastened to the bin. This

/
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O
TEMPORARY BIN TICKET

STOCK LOW- WhouBtook foIlB beloir mlQlmum, fiU out and
attach thlB tlokat. 8«Dd tegulat ticket to head fltook clerk.

When regular ticket Is returned this ticket to remain attached to

back of tegular tioket tUI atook reocbeB required quautl^.

Bin No.

Machines on which useqi.

DlMCNSION&_

201. "Finding Lists."—It is very essential that finding lists

be provided in the finished parts and castings warehouses. Such
finding lists may be in the form of card records. For convenience

there should be one set arranged by consecutive mark numbers in

the case of finished parts, and
by consecutive pattern num-
bers in the case of castings,

together with the correspond-

ing bin number or other state-

ment of location; also another

record arranged alphabetically

by the name of the part. In

this way it is easy to find

promptly the location of any
items. Such finding lists

should be located near t)ie en-

trance to the stock warehouse.

If there are several floors, it

may be found a saving of time

and labor to have more than

one finding list in the ware-

house.

202. Numbering Storeroom

Bins.—The best way to num-
ber bins in stock, warehouses

is to divide the whole cubic

volume of the house into

splaces, and allot a certain

number of spaces to each vol-

ume, whether the volume is

to contain large or small bins.

In this way, no matter what
changes or rearrangements in

the sizes of the bins there may
be, the same number will al-

ways designate the same space

in the warehouse. For instance, all bins, in the 10,000 series

would represent bins in aisle 10, those beginning with 10,500

representing the bins on one side of the aisle, and those begin-

ning with 10,000 the -bins on the opposite side of the aisle. If

the bins are large, of course a good many numbers will not be

BALANCE ON OTHER SIDE

Fia. 77.—Form for temporary bin

ticket printed on salmon-colored or

other distinguishing tag stock to call

attention to the fact that quantity is

under the low limit. Salmon-colored

tag with reinforced eyelet, 3 1/8 inches

wide, 6 1/2 inches high.
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used. This is practically the same principle that has been finally-

adopted as the most satisfactory method of numbering houses in

city streets, and will be found equally satisfactory in storage

warehouses.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ORDER
Date

TO PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT:

Please enter production order as follows,:

Wanted for||^?°5ing Order No.

No. pieces wanted

Part No. Name of Tart

Drawing No Pattern No Material 4.V. Weiglifc.

Max. Stock Minimum Stock— Mfg. Quanttty-

Actually in stock now .Deducting Keaarve-

Incomplete Production Orders as follows :.

Order No. . Date

Cost:

Labor per

Labor Load-

Material

Material Load.

Total Cost

PRODUCTION DEPAHTMENT'S RECOMMEm'ATION AS TO PRODUCTION ORDER TO BE EBTEREDi

DRAWING DEPARTMENT'S COMMENTS AS TO PROPOSED CHANGES. ETC.:

SHOP SUPERINTENDENT'S COMMENTS AS TO ENTERING ABOVE PRODUCTION ORDER;

PRODUCTION ORDER NO DATE FOR NO. PCS._

Fig. 78.—Stores record clerk's request for production order. This request

may emanate also from other sources. White bond paper, 8 1/2 inches wide,

10 1/2 inches high.

203. Replenishment of Stores.—Reference has been made to

minimum stock and manufacturing quantities in connection

with the records of finished parts and of castings. . It is not
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usually wise to have these figures serve any other purpose than
as guide to the stock record clerks, to notify them that they
must send in the notice of the low condition of stock to the

person or department in charge of production. One method
of sending in such notice might be to send in the stock sheet or

card direct to the person or department in charge of production.

However, this method results in the stopping of posting work
on the stock sheets or cards, and is likely to be an unsatisfactory

method in the long run. A better sgheme is one of sending a

notice to the production manager or production department,
giving all the information contained on the heading of the stock

sheet, and also complete information as to the unfinished orders.

STORE-ROOM SUPPLY.

Please Order—
No. size

Date.

(Only one Item oh this Card)

By

Amount on hand-

Remarks

Fig. 79.—Storeroom request to head storekeeper for replenishment of

parts or supplies. Orange-colored bond paper, 5 inches wide, 3 inches

high.

the balance in stock, number in reserve, etc. Fig. 78 is a form

of such notice or request.

A form to be used by stores department in making requisition

on the head of that department in replenishing stores is shown
in Fig. 79. On receipt of this requisition or notice, the head

of the department issues requisition on purchasing department

similar to Fig. 69.

This request for replenishment coming from the storeroom

may at first sight appear like a superfluity in view of the fact

that the stores record clerks have records which indicate wh^n the

low limit is reached. However, it is a double precaution to

have the storeroom send in such a request for replenishment

and in practice it will be found desirable, as an error or oversight

on the part of the stores record clerks in allowing stores of a cer-
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tain item to get too low are in this manner caught by the store-

room help.

204. 'Monthly Balances Showing Money Value as well as

Quantity of Stores.—The stores and stock record sheets described

heretofore afford means for knowing at any time the balance on
hand of all materials. Should it be desired to express the value of

this material in dollars and cents, as will be the case at inventory

time, or as is the case in companies making quarterly or monthly
statements, it will be found necessary to specify cost data on
the stock record sheets or cards. In any event the stock records

form a very convenient place for having these costs, because

then the costs are available and ready for use, and found in the

MONTHLY COMPARISON OF STOCK MATERIAL BALANCES.

MONTH OF September, 1909
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records of receipts and disbursements of materials. In order to

use a working card in the tabulating machine it is necessary to

designate everything numerically, the record being formed by
punching the digits in columns of figures printed on a card, such

punishing being done on a special machine made by the Hol-

lerith Tabulating Machine C'o. The punching may be done

as a transference of records written originally in pencil on other

slips.

The punched tickets are put first into an assorting machine
which classifies them by the same numbers in any one column,

for instance, mateiial-tickets may be assorted by departments, by
piece number, by quantity, by order numbers, etc., depending upon
which column is being used for the purpose of assorting. After

the assorting process is accomplished at a very rapid rate by the

machine the cards are transferred to the accumulating or adding

machine, which adds up the hours and minutes or dollars and
cents for any package of cards.

206. Withdrawing Materials from Stores.—In connection

with the drawing of needed material from stores, there will be

necessary some form of requisition on the storekeeper. Usually

the tag which accompanies a stock order of individual parts

through the shop is provided with a coupon which serves as an

order and receipt for the necessary material, so that no requisi-

tion is needed to get the material for this class of order.

In general, a well-organized planning or production depart-

ment provides ready-written in advance, all necessary material

withdrawal slips, these being considered as essential a feature of

planning as the blue-prints.

There will, however, be repair orders, assembling and erecting

orders, etc., which necessitate the getting of material from the

stores warehouse. For this purpose a requisition on • stores

similar to Fig. 67 must be used. Fig. 83 shows an additional

form used for this purpose. This form, after passing through the

hands of the head storekeeper, is sent to the cost department,

which prices it in some companies. In other companies the

stores record clerks insert the prices from their records. The
cost department refers back to the department making the

requisition any calls for material which seem to be in excess of

requirements or in error. Systems have been tried whereby

only one issuance of material for a given order will be made to

the shop, and only such material issued as is called for by the bill
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of material. As a general rule it is better policy to issue material

wlien called for by a responsible department foreman, and
adjust later any discrepancies between bills of material or other

specifications and foreman's statement as to his requirements.

Return to Office each day those Cards filled the previous day

DEPARTMENT REQUISITION ON STORES.

Date 190-

To. JOept.



CHAPTER XVII

THE PRODUCTION OR PLANNING DEPARTMENT

207. Functions of Production or Planning Department.—In

our discussion of the routine work of an industrial establishment,

as distinct from the staff functions, we have seen how the general

office takes care of the correspondence, how the order department

enters and records the customers' orders, how the bill-of-material

department lists all component parts, how designing, drafting,

and pattern departments, respectively, take care of all new
designs, drawings, and patterns, and how the various stores

record clerks put in requisitions for purchase orders for purchased

items which are needed, and make requisitions for production

orders to make the parts that have to be manufactured in the

shop. If the above-mentioned departments are well conducted,

there is no danger of the necessary material and parts not being

duly ordered. It now remains to put this work through the shop

in the most effective way.

In many establishments the order department which enters "the

customers' orders also writes out the shop production orders on

authorization of the shop superintendent or head stock-keeper.

In other establishments the stock clerks are delegated the

authority to issue production orders for all parts made in quantity

lots. The most satisfactory arrangement, however, is that in

which the scheduling or dispatching or order of precedence of

shop orders, the designating of order of work to be done by

each man and machine, the routing, the supplying of the neces-

sary instruction cards, tool lists and blue-prints with the shop

orders, and the tracing and following up of all shop orders, is

handled by a single department. The older and more widely

used name of this department is the production department.

To a certain extent this name is a misnomer, as the department

does not supervise the technical execution of the work. Hence

we find the name "Dispatching Department" used in some

instances. More lately the term "Planning Department" has

come into general use. Some of the well-known experts in shop

191
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management have included in the Planning Department the

stock records and cost-keeping. For instance at the Ferracute

Machine Co., where Mr. Frederic A. Parkhurst installed methods

of management closely modeled after Dr. Taylor's methods,

the Planning Department includes the following sub-department

heads

:

a.
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turing department—its percentage of uncompleted work, the

condition of this work, and the factory's capacity for further

orders—has a financial value. The cost of production has been

shown to be lowered after shops have instituted a well-managed

production department. More than this ; after some months' run-

ning of the production department, the work of the office, sales

department, time-keepers, correspondents, shipping department,

and cost clerks has been known to become so much simpler that

not only was the operation of these departments much more
efficient, but it could be done with less help.

What are the functions and duties of this department? In

general, its task is to lay out in detail all work to be done in the

factory, to keep perfect record of progress of work on all orders,

and to see that foremen and other^ executive officers are kept

closely advised of all conditions requiring their special attention.

It will readily be seen that by centering all of the record and statis-

tical routine into a distinct department, foremen and superin-

tendents are left far more free to do real executive work than

under the old-fashioned systems in which they carried the entire

burden of recording and following up all work in a shop.

In the majority of shops to-day the production record follows

the- actual production. There is no systematic issuing of detail

jobs in advance. An effective shop production system always

involves the writing out in detail of all jobs and the specifying of

all operations or "routing" necessary to complete every item,

together with instructions as to the details of each operation.

The providing of such an advance stock of job order tickets,

and furnishing them to the shop, with definite instructions as

to the sequence in which the jobs are to be worked on, enables

foremen to plan and lay out their work, providing they have

the ability to do this—an essential quality to a good shop fore-

man. A well-managed production department is of great assist-

ance to a foreman in making such plans.

Without such a dep9,rtment it is next to impossible for depart-

ment foremen to keep their orders and work in systematic shape.

From this results delay in getting out orders; failure to discover

shortages or incompleteness until a piece of work is ready for

shipment; inaccurate tim^ and cost returns, and general loose-

ness of methods.

208. Qualifications of Head of Production or Planning De-

partment.—The man at the head of the production department
13
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must be a man of considerable capacity. He must be able to

make the best use of recording systems, and at the same time be a

man who can see things with his own eyes in the shop-. He con-

fers daily with the shop superintendent and brings up all matters

'

in connection with condition of orders, getting out of work, and

capacity of the .shop, at foremen's meetings held regularly, at

which the superintendent is also present. The importance of

such foremen's meetings cannot be over-estimated.

The man in charge of the production department needs to

be given such intelligent assistance as may be required, to make
every job ticket or tag that goes into the shop as clear a guide

—
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209. Relation of Production or Planning Department to Other

Departments.—The chart shown in Fig. 84 indicates the functions

usually assigned to the production department—although other

functions have been added in some establishments, some com-

panies preferring to include time-keeping and time-study, to-

order

Dept,

One Copy of Order

Stores

Dept.

^Production or Planning

Dept.

Material Withdrawal Slips ^

Checked M itl. witlidr'l Slips

Route
Clerk

Material withdrawal Slips

BoutelSheet
Bill of Material
Brawibg List

Drawings

Instruction Card Clerk

All Previous Papers
and Instruction Cards

1
Rate Fixing Clerk

All Previous Papers

and Tim'e Cards

Order of Work Clerk

All Papers

Production Clerk or Order Tracer

Orders and Pap srs as Required

Shop

Fig. 85.—Relation of production or planning department to other depart-

ments, and path of an order through the production department.

gether with rate-fixing, as also parts of the work of a production

department.

The production department is not intended in any way to

lessen the power of the shop superintendent. It is intended to

relieve the superintendent, and to assist him by constituting a

certain place of responsibility for accurate knowledge as to all
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matters of production. When thus fully posted, the superin-

tendent is free to use his executive authority, and to be often

about the shop. The responsibility of tracing and keeping before

the superintendent and foremen all matters of precedence and

urgency rests wholly with the production department. Many
shops throw this responsibility on a variety of persons connected

with the sales, correspondence, and general ofEce management,

resulting in a multiplicity of bosses and considerable useless

running around.

That it may work to best advantage, it has been found desir-

able to take the shop production department from under juris-

diction of the shop superintendent. By this arrangement the

department has no hesitancy or timidity about keeping strongly

after any delays or failures to realize promises or estimates.

Fig. 85 shows in detail the relation of the Production De-

partment to other departments. It shows how the Order De-

partment sends one copy of the order to the Drafting Department,

and one copy of the order to the Production Department. The

Drafting Department sends the drawing list, drawings and bills

of material to the Production Department. The particular

individual in the Production Department who receives the orders

from the Order Department and the papers designated from the

Drafting Department is the Route Clerk.

210. Routing.—The route clerk makes up a route chart for

every order. In case the order is for a machine, he lays out the

chart so as to show what groups must be completed before general

assembly or erecting can take place. He also indicates what

pieces must be completed before any one group can be assembled.

He must be familiar with the equipment and processes of the

shop, and should have at haSid general process maps and models

of the shop showing dejpartmental lay-outs and equipment.

The drawings, drawing lists and bills of material which he receives

from the drafting department aid him in preparing his route

chart.

The route clerk, on receipt of the bill of material from the

drafting department writes out or has an assistant write out the

withdrawal slips or orders on storeroom for any needed materials.

These he forwards to the stores department where the stores

record clerk or balance of stores clerk, as he is sometimes called,

checks the requirements up against his perpetual inventory

and designates what production orders need to be entered for
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The Penn. State College. Industrial Engineering Dept.

Instruction Card for Students. Sheet No. 1.

Description of Operation, Laying out Centers and Turning Eccentric,.

Name of Exercise. Eccentric. Drawing No. 503

Item
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quantity manufacture of small parts, together with the manu-

facturing quantity. The balance of stores clerk also indicates

what requisitions for purchased material should be issued, and

sends the material order slips, with the information indicated,

back to the Route Clerk. In this way all orders on storeroom

are written out in correct form beforehand, and mechanics do

not lose any time in writing out such orders or waiting for them

to be written. These orders and all other papers referred to as

The Penn. State Collage Industrial Enffineering Deot.
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the Instruction Card Clerk. This man must be able to specify

in minute detail each step to be taken to perform every opera-

tion. He writes out these instruction cards for each piece and
every operation, as well as a tool list to accompany each instruc-

tion card. He also fills out a work order or time-card for each
part of the process that is to be done by a separate workman,
and for each work order or time-card he prepares a detailed

instruction card as heretofore indicated. He turns the time-cards

over to the rate-fixing clerk, together with all other papers in the

order portfolio.

Fig. 86 shows an example of the instruction card as used at the

Pennsylvania State College Department of Industrial Engineer-

ing. Fig. 87 is an example of the tool list that accompanies the

instruction card.

212. Rate-fixingorTime Clerk.—This clerk affixes the standard

times in which the elementary steps indicated are to be performed,

also any premiums, bonuses or piece rates. The non-clerical or

research work of rate fixing is described in a later chapter on this

subject.

213. Order-of-work Clerk,—The order-of-work clerk receives

from the rate-fixing clerk the order portfolio containing all the

papers heretofore indicated. He must designate the order of

precedence of the various work orders. He has charge- of the

Main Bulletin Board in the Planning Department office, and

the local departmental bulletin boards in the shops, each board

bearing hooks on which are cards designating the work for each

man and each machine in advance. He sends all papers on to

the Production or Tracing Clerk.

214. Production or Tracing Clerk.—This clerk writes out or

has assistants write out any tracing tags or follower-books which

are to accompany material through the shop. He sees that all

the papers he has received go to the proper persons in the shop.

The tracing function of the production department involves

the following up of a number of distinct sets of activity by means

of records and processes that have to be adapted to each set.

215. Tracing Individual Parts.—A record on which track may
be kept of the individual part production orders is shown in Fig.

88. This record is arranged by part numbers and covers only

live orders in the shop, a separate tracing record sheet for each

separate production order for a given mark number. For in-

stance, there may be three live production orders in the shop
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issued at various times for stock lots of a given mark number.

Then there will be three of these tracing sheets filed back of that

mark number.

The tracing sheet bears a heading giving the necessary infor-

mation as to name of part, drawing number, pattern number,

TRACING AND ROUTE SHEET FOR INDIVIDUAL PART PRODUCTION ORDERS:

Part Number

Production Order No. ^

Date of Production Order

Name of Part

Drawing Number

-

Material

-Pattern Number—

-No. Wanted-

Drawing Finished-

Pattern

Material

DETAILED OPERATIONS AS FOLLOWS:

Inspection in Castings Warehouse

Plane

Lay Out-

Drill

(etc.)

o

FiQ. 88.—Form used for keeping record in production department office

of progress of each part or lot of components. White bond paper, 8 1/2

inches wide, 11 inches high.

material, and number wanted. It then bears a number of data

common to all tracing sheets, concerning the drawing, pattern,

and material, after which follows a list of departmental opera-

tions or routing which will be different for each piece. Opposite

these lists of steps and operations involved in getting out the lot

of parts are three columns, headed respectively, "Move," "Op-
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eration," and "Inspection." A vertical pencil mark is drawn
down through the column headed "Move," as soon as the item
has reached the department indicated. As soon as the depart-

ment has performed its operation, a similar vertical pencil mark
is drawn in the "Operation" column, and as soon as the work
of that department has been inspected, a similar vertical pencil

mark is inserted in the "Inspection" column.
The keeping up of the tracing record involves the standardiz-

ing of the routing where possible, though this is not indispensable,

and a system of prompt re-

ports of all work finished
_ in

each department, which re-

ports can be arranged for by
means of perforated coupons

on the tracing tag accom-

panying each lot; or a sepa-

rate slip may be used notifying

the production department or

head tracer of each inter-de-

partmental movement of a lot

of parts. A form for this pur-

pose is shown in Fig. 89.

Another method is to have

every workman's change of

job approved or clockstamped

at the window of an office in

which the man in charge of

the tracing records receives these time slips every time a man
changes jobs.

'

216. Moving Work in Process.—The jurisdiction over the mov-
ing of parts in process from one department to another may be

made a function of the production department, such transfer

of parts being dependent on separate instruction memoranda,

issued to a head stock-mover by means of a form similar to that

shown in Fig. 90. This slip tells the head stock-mover from

which department he is to take a lot, and to which department

he is to deliver it. When he has executed the order given him

in this slip, he signs it at the lower right-hand corner after the

words, "I have moved the material checked above," and returns

the slip to the production department's head tracer or transfer

, clerk.

I have this day finished the

following operations on
Mark, JVo.
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Similarly, separate inspection slips may be used for tracing

inspection, in case inspection of processes before final completion

is the method of inspection employed.

A further refinement of the tracing of the individual production

orders which is possible in some shops consists of the securing of

a promise date for completion of each operation and awarding
a bonus for the highest percentages of hving up to estimated

dates of completion. The record of total estimated time in any
given department, and various deferred promises, may be kept

IN
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one set being kept on file in the production department, the other

copies going to the shop.

218. Tracing Groups of Parts or Complete Machines.—Thus

far the methods described for tracing have referred only to the

RUSH ORDER
NEEDED FOR ORDER NO.

Following parts covered by orders now in shop are needed

at once.

If this order is sta,mped "Rush" in red, it is especially

important that extra preference be given.

Regular "split" or "detachment" tag must be made out to

cover any work advanced ahead of the full amount by reason of

this rush slip. Foreman's copy of this slip must go from one

foreman to next with the parts rushed.

NO. PCS. NEEDED AT ONCE

TO BE ADVANCED FROM FOLLOWING ORDER-

DATE TAG WRITTEN ORDER NO.

No. PCS. STARTED MATERIAL
iSm Back or Tai lot DeUcbmeDU)

ARTICLE

DELIVER TO

Material Ready Mat'l DeI'd to Shop

Pattern No.

To be Finished.

Shop Drpts Involved Promise Dates of Completion

Fig. 91.—Rush order slip sent to shop to hasten one or more pieces

being made on a stock order for components. Thin white paper for easy

carbon manifolding, 4 inches wide, 6 inches high.

class of shop orders which call for a quantity of a single piece.

The tracing through of an order for one or more completely

assembled groups of parts constituting a complete machine

or several machines, or other articles consisting of a consider-

able number of parts, can be ta,ken.care of by binding in with
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H

i

i
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ings. The left-hand group under this heading gives dates of req-

uisitions for making patterns (the shop in question having its

patterns made outside by a pattern job shop), the number of

the pattern requisition, the purchase department ord6r number,
its date, and date pattern was delivered to foundry. If the pat-

tern is already made a horizontal line is drawn through all col-

umns excepting the one headed "Pattern delivered to foundry."

The next group of columns gives the date and number of the

purchase order for castings, and the dates and amounts delivered

from the foundries. The next columns headed, "Tags," refer

to the tags accompanying material belonging to shop production

orders in the shop. Entries are made in these columns from each

day's tags, as they are written, indicating the date that the tags

to go with the material have been written, also the date that

the material is ready. In case material is not ready by reason

of castings or other raw material not being in, the tags are kept

in waiting boxes, either in the production or the receiving depart-

ment, and proper date entries put into the column headed " Date
material ready" as soon as the tags are ready to be lifted from

the waiting boxes and sent to the shop by reason of the arrival

of the needed material.

The last two flolumns refer to drawings and to manufactured

parts. As soon as drawings are known to be ready, that column
is dated, and as soon as parts manufactured on shop production

orders are known to be finished a date is entered- in the last

column.

219. Hastening Purchased Items.—Fig. 93 shows a form used

in urging the purchasing department to hasten material urgently

needed. The form is self-explanatory. Carbon copies are filed

in the production department, back of guide cards, designating

order numbers.

Weekly meetings for the discussion of production problems

are an absolutely essential accompaniment to systematic control

of production. At such meetings there should be present not

only shop foremen, but heads of all departments whose work

deals with matters related to production, such as head of stores

record department, head of purchasing department, and in some

cases heads of sales department or some representative of the

department. At these meetings summaries are presented detail-

ing items on which promises of delivery have not been realized.

Such lists may be advantageously made in manifold, a copy being
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given to each person concerned at some time previous to the

holding of the meeting at which these questions are discussed.

A further refinement possible in some factories is the making

of graphical curves, showing the hours work to be accomplished

in a given department during the next four, eight, or more weeks

plotted as one curve; also the number of available working hours

in that department during the same period, based on the product

of the number of employees multiplied by the number of hours

per week that each man works.

MATERIAL URGENTLY NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION ORDER NO..

DATX OC THIS NOTICE PURCHASE OHDCR NO. PURCHASE ORDER DATE PATTERN NO.

NAME OF-PART'
.

QUANTITY TO BE RUSHED:

PURCHASED FROM

RXMARKSIBY TRACING DEPT.:'aboveiwanted by express-freight

ISiTELEGRAPHIC INFORMATION REQUIRED AS TO DELIVERY?

(SIGNED).
HEAD TRACER

PURCHASING DEPT'S REPLY: (TRACING DEPT. To COPY THIS ON THEIR COPY AND THEN RETURN
OR1GI.NAL TO PURCHASI.NC DEPT.. WHO WILL KEEP IT ON FILE AND FOLLOWED UP UNTIL FINAL DELIVERY)

Fig. 93.—Form used by production department in urging purchasing

department to hasten dehvery of most badly needed items. Medium weight

manila paper, 6 inches wide, 4 inches high.

220. Weekly Report for Foremen's Meeting.—A form for

weekly report at foremen's ifieeting is shown in Fig. 94. Such
report is useful only when it is made the basis of systematic

and determined united action on the part of all concerned.

The mere rendering of. a weekly report to a superintendent or

works manager soon becomes a perfunctory matter of but little

value.

It will be rea(iily seen that the production department as

outlined requires for its head a man of firmness as well as amia-

bility, and that each of his record clerks must be decidedly high-

grade men from a standpoint of accuracy and knowledge of shop
routine.
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221. Shop Tags.—Reference has been made several times to

the shop 'tag or tracing tag which accompanies a lot of goods

through the shop. This tag is written as soon as the shop pro-

APPARATUS ^

ORDER RECEIVED CONTRACT
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' FOR STOCK
DATE TAG WRITTEN

ORDER
ORDER NO.

NO. PCS. STARTED

DELIVER TO

MATERIAL READY

DRAWIWG NO.

MAT'L DEL'D TO SHOP

OPERATIOKS

PAyTEBH WO.

TO BE FIM8HE0

The reverse of the tag is shown in Fig. 96. It is usually advis-

able to use different colored tags for different classes or series of

orders; for instance, a buff-colored tag may be used for bill of

material items, such as special castings, etc., which would not

be made in stock-order lots. A yellow tag might be used for

stock orders, a salmon tag for tool department orders, a manila

tag for items to be charged to standing non-productive orders,

a blue tag for plant addition

orders, etc. The form,shown
contains spaces for insertion

of the following: number of

pieces started, the material,

the name of the article, to

what department it is to be

delivered, the mark number,

drawing number, pattern

number, when material was

ready, when it was delivered

^ to shop, when it is to be fin-

ished, and a list of the opera-

tions to be done, such list

being written in advance on

,
the tag, together with depart-

ment which is to do each

operation, and the time al-.

lowed for each of the opera-

tions. Where detailed in-

- struction cards are supplied,

the tag need contain only the

general routing, and refer-

ence to instruction card and

tool lists by number.

At the bottom of the tag

is the "Warehouse Coupon,"
or receipt, containing the same heading items as the main tag, and

bearing on its reverse following instructions: "This coupon must
be signed by party receiving material and proper date entries

made in spaces headed 'Material delivered to shop,' on both

main tag and coupon. Coupon must then be immediately de-

tached and returned to department which issued material."

222. Detachments or Split Lots.—On the reverse of the tag

AFTERABDVEOrERArtONBCDHPLErEDDEUVEII TO INePEOTOR

WAREHOUSE COUPON

DATE TAG WRITTEN c

No. P08. STARTED

MATERIAL READY MAT'L DEL'D TO SHOP

PATTERN NO,

TO-BE FINISHED

( BIpinture of PnrtT H,BoelTlti^
j

Fig. 95,
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DatochmoDti Mnda bv Shop

NO. PCS. DETACHED

BALANCE REWAINIWQ

DATE PART'L DEL'V

WO. PCS. DELIVERED

BALANCE TO FOLLOW
PARTIAL DELIVERIES TO CASTINQB WAREHOUSE AG POLLOWS

FOR WHICH NO PARTIAL DELIVERY TAGS ISSUED

HO.DELIVEREO

HO.TO FOLLOW

INSPECTOR'S REPORT
DATE INSPECTED

NO. REJECTED

NO. ACCEPTED

there are provisions made for splitting the lot or making detach-

ments in the shop. For such detachments exact copies are made
of the original tag, excepting as to number of pieces, on a " Detach-

ment or Partial Delivery Tag." This tag is just like the regular

tag, excepting that instead of being printed in black type it is

printed in red type, which immediately calls attention to the fact

that the lot is a "Split lot" , —

,

or "Detachment."

The tag shown provides

for the possibility of five dis-

tinct detachments being made
by the shop, owing to the

rushing of individual lots on

a stock order, giving the date

of the detachment, the num-
ber of pieces detached and

advanced, and the balance re-

maining with the original tag.

Next follows a record of

partial deliveries to the shop

in case only part of the cast-

ings or other raw material'

have arrived, and it is decided

to send this partial supply

out into the shop. In this

case the receiving department

furnishes the production de-

partment the information of

receipt of only part of the

material, and the production,

department decides whether

or not to have the partial de-

livery tags written, and retain

the main tag in the receiving

department office until the

last lot is received by them and delivered to the shop.

In case the receiving department is accumulating raw material

by sending it to stores until the full supply is in, which would

be the normal condition, it being preferred to send out the regular

manufacturing quantity, the next fiet of spaces is used, which

is headed, "Partial deliveries to castings warehouse as follows,

14

DATE RECEIVED
FINISHED STORE ROOM RECEIPT

AMOUNT RECEIVED

BALANCE IN STOCK

FINISHED STORES 6.K.

THIS COUPON MUST BE SIGNED BY PARTY

RECEIVING MATERIAL, AND PROPER DATE
ENTRIES MADE IN SPACES HEADED "MAT^L

DEL'D TO SHOP" ON BOTH, MAIN TAG AND

COUPON, MUST THEN BE IMMEDIATELY DE-

TACHED AND RETURNED TO DEPARTMENT
WHICH ISSUED MATERIAL.

-7-

FiG. 96.—Reverse of form shown

in Fig. 60, showing "splits" or "detach-

ments," also inspector's and storeroom

reports.
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for which no partial delivery tags issued." This set of mem-
oranda keep the receiving department posted as to the number

of castings they have received and must expect before they

may let the tag go out.

Next follows a space for inspector's report which is filled

in after all the operations have been done, and the pieces come

to the inspection department for approval before being turned

into stores.

Then follows an indorsement by the storeroom, giving date

and amouait received with the tag, also the balance in stock,

including this lot and by whom counted, furnishing a balance

by actual count. The tag is sent from the storeroom to the

stores record clerk, who posts it in his stores record of manu-

factured finished parts.

223. Transfer Clerk.—In several successful manufacturing

establishments, the head tracer of the production department has

his headquarters in the very center of the shop. He has charge

of all of the "stock-movers," or truckers, who haul work in

process from one department to another, and whenever such

interdepartmental transfer takes place the stock-mover passes

with his truck and its load of work in process and the accompany-

ing shop tags past this head tracer's or "transfer clerk's" post,

stopping there so that the transfer clerk may get the record. In

this way the head tracer or transfer clerk actually sees the pieces

themselves as they go from department to department, and

can shift cards in index boxes or in grooves, or hang tags or

checks on hooks in a manner indicating the travel of each lot of

pieces of work in process, from ,department to department, so

that he has positive and instant information as to the exact

location of each lot. From these card indexes or grooved trays

or check-boards, the tracing department can then accumulate

for collective groups or complete machines the record of progress,

posting same on a bill of material or other record form.

224. Estimate of Times of Completion.—After a tracing

system is in thorough working order, and it is possible to tell the

exact location of any piece or group of pieces, it is but a step

further to inaugurate a system of estimated times of completion

of each lot in each department. One of the large electric manu-
facturing companies has brought this system of promised dates

of completion to a state of high efficiency, by keeping a monthly

record of each foreman's percentage of correctness in estimating
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the time of completion. Prizes and promotions are accorded

for the highest percentages, and whereas at the beginning of the

system the highest percentage was below 60, after six months'

operation a number of foremen were able to bring their percent-

ages over 90, a state of affairs which seems almost incredible to

the ordinary factory superintendent.

REFERENCES

Taylor: "Shop Management," Pars. 258-311.

Gilbrbth: "Primer of Scientific Management," Chapter III.

Pahkhuest: "Applied Methods of Scientific Management," Chapter III.



CHAPTER XVIII

FOUNDRY SYSTEMS

225. Castings Requisitions.—Inasmuch as the foundry is in

many establishments an integral part of the factory, the follow-

ing outUne of foundry systems is given, more with a view of the

foundry as a shop department than of the foundry as a job shop.

The requisition for castings emanates from a stores record

clerk who initiates such requisition for one of the following rea-

sons: 1. As he enters reservations for production orders or ship-

ping orders, he finds that his balance on hand, deducting reserve,

falls below the minimum stock as specified on his stock sheet.

He thereupon writes out a castings requisition. Where the estab-

lishment has no foundry of its own, this castings requisition goes

to the purchasing department. Where the foundry is a shop

department, this requisition is sent to the foundry foreman.

CASTINGS REQUISITION.
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similar job cards, viz., Fig. 98, "Moulder's Duplicate." and Fig.

99, "Coremaker's Duplicate." Both of these cards are attached

MOULDER'S DUPLICATE.
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to the foundry. In

case the pattern has to

be made, the moulder's

duplicate card is kept

on file in the pattern

shop, remaining at-

tached to the pattern

shop's copy of castings

reqtiisition until the

pattern is made.

The core-maker's du-

plicate is handed to the

foreman of the core-

room.

227. Daily Record of

Work Done.—As the

foundry work is com-

pleted the foundry
time-keeper collects the

card orders and turns

them back to the foun-

dry clerk. The foundry

clerk makes up, for his

own guidance from

these retm-ning cards,

a daily record of work

done (Fig. 100), such

record bearing colimms

with the following head-

ings: "Help" (this col-

umn containing check

number and time of

moulder and helpers),

"Shop Order No.,"

"Foundry Job No.,"

"Number of Pieces,"

"Time," "Weight"
(scrap, if any, being

specified), "Pattern
Number, " " Descrip-

tion." The foundry

:ORD.
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cl€;rk takes this record sheet into the castings cleaning-room and

uses it as a help in finding the castings.

228. Daily Delivery Record.—He then makes out a delivery

record similar to Fig. 101 making it in triplicate, one copy going

FOUNDRY CONSECUTIVE JOB LIST.
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is also a blank column at the extreme left which is used for enter-

ing a reference to subsequent deliveries on the same order number.
After filling out the foundry delivery sheet, the foundry clerk

returns again to the castings requisition sheet, and posts in the
column headed "Description" the date of completion and num-
ber of pieces completed. As soon as any one castings requisition

sheet is filled out showing that all items have been delivered,

this sheet is retired to a file of completed castings requisitions.

229. Consecutive Job List.—The foundry clerk also writes

out daily a Finding List or index sheet, using for that purpose a
sheet entitled "Foundry Consecutive JobList, " shown in Fig. 102.

MATERIAL SCRAPPED
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Entries are posted on these cards from the "Foundry Delivery

Record" (Fig. 101).

231. Scrapped Material.—To the back of each of these cards

are attached by "clips" notices of defective castings, where such

have occurred r these notices (headed "Material Scrapped") are

NAME r.
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assisted by one time-taker can keep records of suflBcient accuracy

for all ordinary cost-finding purposes, pi:ovided, of course, that

the time-taker has no other duties than those connected with the

time-taking.

DAILY CUPOLA REPORT 191
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Time of moulders spent in pouring is charged to a standing
order under the head of "Blast Time."

234. Foundry Time Ticket.—A form for Foundry Workman's
Time Ticket is shoAvn in Fig. 105.

235. Daily Cupola Reports.—In the matter of cupola reports,

it Is desirable that these be filled out by a careful and responsible

person who remains on the charging platform during the blast

and, while there, enters the weight of each charge as it is made,
recording the amount of iron and the number of the car from
which it was taken. This serves as a check on the weight of the

cars, and .secures greater accuracy as to the kind of iron. The
entries made on the "Daily Record of Work Done" and the

RECORD OF CASTINGS MADE.
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one being sent to the shop superintendent, and one to the works

manager. Fig, l09 shows a form for such weekly cupola report.

REFERENCES

Knoeppel: "Maximum Production." Chapters IV to XIV.
Pebrioo: " Modern Machine-shop Construction, Equipment and Manage-

ment," Chapter XXI.



CHAPTER XIX

THE MACHINE SHOP AND TOOL DEPARTMENT

237. Arrangement of Machines.—The arrangement of the

various machines in the machine shop will depend somewhat
upon the general tendency of the sequence of operations. Such

a general tendency cannot be established from a few parts of the

product, but can be ascertained only by a careful study of the

processing and most advantageous routing of all of the compo-

nent items involved in the output.

In addition to leaving room enough for working and storing

a considerable supply of work in process, room should be left

for the installing of additional machines with each group of the

same kind of machines.

238. Foremen and Gang Bosses.—Most machine shops are

insufficiently officered. The foreman of the machine shop is

compelled in many well-equipped and otherwise well-organized

shops to do all of the following up of orders in his department,

to act as an expert in processing, to design new tools, and to hire

labor. Under such conditions anything like reasonably high effi-

ciency is unthinkable. The general foreman of the machine

shop should be assisted by an assistant foreman, who has charge

of the strictly machine work processes, another assistant foreman

to act in charge of the strictly bench and vise work and group-

assembling part of the machine shop, and still another assistant

foreman in charge of erecting work. In addition to these as-

sistant foremen, there shbuld be a sub-foreman or gang boss for

each group of machine tools, and for each specialty in assembhng
and erection work. These gang bosses, who are the expert

mechanics in each group, spend most of their. time in direct

productive work themselves, and about one-fourth or one-fifth

of their time in indirect work in instructing and helping others

in their group.

239. Tool Room Independent of Machine Shop.—The tool-

room should be either a department independent of the machine

shop, or, if under the supervision of the general foreman of the

machine shop, there should be a separate foreman of the tool

224
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department. The foreman^ of the tool department in turn

should be relieved of all duties pertaining to storage of tools and
blue-prints. This work should be in the hands of a competent

assistant in the tool department so that the foreman of the tool-

room may devote practically his entire energies to questions

having to do with the making and purchase of tools.

240. Relieving Foremen of Clerical Work.—If the general

machine-shop foreman is provided with a competent staff of

assistants, as above outhned, he will be able to confer intelli-

gently with the head of the production department and tracers,

and may be expected to make reasonably accurate statements

as to time of completion of work in process. He can never have

his orders well in mind or well in hand, however, if he is over-

worked, as most machine-shop foremen are, with a multitude of

various responsibilities beyond the mental capacity of one man.

The issuing of shop orders and following them up are duties

which in the best shop organization are delegated to the produc-

tion department, a department entirely independent of the xaa-

chine shop. Similarly, workingmen's time records belong to the

time-keeping department. Records of employees are kept in

the employment department. The fact that these last-named

records are kept in a separate department does not in any way
lessen the authority of the department foremen in approving

or disapproving of the men in their charge or sent them for final

decision as to employment.

The data for filling in efficiency records must, of course, be

obtained from the department foreman. The keeping of records

is work of a nature, however, that is so different from the regular

routine of a department foreman that the necessary records will

almost certainly fail to be kept up unless the labor of recording

is centered under separate supervision. When all of the above

duties have been removed from the machine shop, the general

foreman will have opportunity to look around the shop.

While it is sometimes impracticable to have the desk of the

general foreman so located that he can have a clear view of all

of the shop territory under his control, it is almost always pos-

sible, and certainly desirable, to locate sub-foremen in such a

way that they can at all times have a full view of all of the men
working under them.

241. Moving Work in Process.—It will usually be found

advisable to have one or more laborers assigned to the work of

15
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stock-moving. It is the stock-mover's business to see that a

piece of work, finished in any one department, is quickly taken

to the place where the next operation is to be performed, and to

its proper destination as soon as the last operation has been per-

formed. It is the stock-mover's duty to assist the inspection

department in seeing that all articles requiring inspection are

promptly brought to the attention of the proper person delegated

to do such inspection after each set of operations involving

inspection.

242. Call Bells.—It has been found useful iii many shops where

the yard gang or casting cleanings force constituted the main

supply of laborers, to have an annunciator located at those places

in charge of some one man, this annunciator being connected to

push buttons located at various parts of the shop where they are

pressed when a laborer is wanted.

A similar call-bell system is used in many shops for calling

boys from the tool-room to get tools, drawings, requisitions,

etc., the men pressing their push buttons some little time before

the article is needed, and in that way avoiding any loss of time.

One push button will answer for a considerable floor area. When
the boy arrives at the area corresponding to the number of his

call, he simply calls out, "tool-room boy," so as to attract the

attention of the man who wanted him. A better plan is to have

the tool room prepare boxes or portable stands supplied with

tools as per tool lists for each day's jobs in accordance with the

bulletin board showing order of work such tools being furnished

to each man prior to his beginning his next job.

It must be borne in mind that the mere running of machine

tools at their best feeds and speeds is not in itself any guarantee

of most efficient production, since delays between operations

constitute the greatest loss of time. It is these delays which are

cut out by the use of well-managed premium or gain-sharing

wage systems, good methods of routing, scheduling, and stock

moving, and orderly arrangements.

243. Issuing Blue-prints.^The head of the tool storage and
blue-prints issuing room should be constantly following all blue-

prints and tools so that, unless they are in current use, they are

promptly returned to storage. Blue-prints drawn by foremen

should not be given out by them to the men. There should be an

office set of blue-prints bound together in sets, each set represent-

ing all of the drawings required for a certain product. These
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sets should be kept for reference in the machine-shop office only,
and not be taken away from that office. Blue-prints for use by
workingmen should be kept in the tool storage room and drawn
on checks or issued with tool lists the same as shop tools. This
practice results in the prints which are in the shop office always
representing complete sets. The systematic arrangement of the
record sets is thus not interfered with.

It is desirable to enclose separately by a grating, and keep
under lock and key such part of the tool-room as is wholly
devoted to storage and issuing on checks of tools and blue-

prints. This separate grating is in addition to the general

grating or partition which encloses the machinery engaged in

tool-making work.

244. Repairs to Machinery and Transmission Apparatus.—
In most small or medium-size shops, it will be found conven-
ient to have the repair and maintenance work of the machine
shop on transmission equipment and machinery as one of the
duties of the foreman of the tool-room. He in turn may have
one employee in his department whose specialty is such repairing

and maintenance work, and he may have to call a considerable

number of machinists and laborers to his assistance at times.

At such times he should, of course, confer with the foreman of

the machine tool department and the man who has general charge

of the laborers. In a small establishment a single standing

order will suffice, to which all labor and material for repairs and
maintenance of shafting, belting, etc., may be charged. In larger

factories it will be found desirable to have separate standing

orders covering the repairs and maintenance of transmission

apparatus in each department, so that this expense may be

properly localized in determining the operating expense of each

department.

Orders covering repairs or alterations to machinery are best

taken care of by letting each order bear the number which is on

the number-plate fastened to each machine, and which number
appears on the card inventory of machinery. The orders of

this series should emanate from the tool-room, where a brief

description of the nature of the repair or alteration is stated in

the wording of the order, so that this brief statement may be

transcribed on to the inventory card, after the cost department

has turned in a record of the cost of time and material. The
actual doing of repair work on machines need not wait for the
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TOOL ORDER

No;"T"_ Dota_

NAME OF TOOL AND NATURE OF WORK

formal typewriting of the order by the order department, since

such repair work on machines is usually an urgent matter. The
only object in having the order department typewrite the order

is for the purpose of having the record of the nature of the repair.

245. Orders for Making Tools.—In the chapter on the Order

I
—

\ Department, it has already

/ (p% \ been stated that it is advisable

to have a separate series of

orders for the tool-room. The
foreman of ' the tool-room

should be provided with a

form on which he may write

a request for the issuance of

an order. Prompt attention

must be given to these re-

quests by the head of the plan-

ning department, who should

give instructions to the opera-

tor of the billing machine on

which shop orders and accom-

panying shop tags are written,

that such tool-room orders

and tags be promptly type-

written and delivered to the

messenger without delay. In

a small establishment, the

tool-room foreman may him-

self write out the tags which

accompany tool-room jobs, in-

stead of having a separate

order form. Fig. 110 shows

a form for such tool-room or-

der tag. He may keep a book

in which he writes a descrip-

tion of the consecutive orders.

No. "T^

TOOL ORDER- (STUB)

o
Date-

Name of TooL-

Completfid

LIST OF MATERIAL

STOCK

Ae Boon ui Tool la completed Bond thle Slub to Shop-Offioc

Fig. 110.—Form for tool o^der tag.

Stub kept in tool department till order

is completed. Salmon tag stpck, rein-

forced eyelets, 4 1/8 inches wide, upper
portion 5 inches high, lower portion

(stub) 6 inches high.

He should have the general foreman or superintendent enter his

initials opposite each of the items in this book, designating that

it has been duly authorized. It is also very advisable to Jiave a

column in this book in which is entered the tool-room foreman's

estimate of cost as he makes it at the time of asking the approval

of the general foreman or superintendent, and an adjacent column
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in which is posted the cost department's report of the actual

cost of the tool or fixture after it has been finished. These
columns will serve as a very good basis for improving the efl[iciency

of the head of the tool-room as an estimator of probable costs of

tooling equipment. Where the tool-room foreman writes out
the tag which accompanies the tool or fixture in process of manu-
facture, it is advisable that he keep a stub of this tag on file,

on which he enters material issued with the order or subsequently
drawn for it. If it is drawn from his own stock, shop tags accom-
panying tool-room work will, of course, be of a separate color

from tags on other order series, and when a tool-room job is sent

into the regular machine shop, the shop tag should of itself be

sufficient authorization for the doing of the. work. The tag

accompanying such work should bear the signature or rubber

stamp authorization of the general machine-shop foreman, show-

ing that he has approved the order for work outside of the

tool-room to be done on it.

264. Record of Small Tools.—The record of files, small tools,

etc., that are drawn from a tool-room ought to be localized to

individual workmen and summarized for monthly comparison.

The reason should be written on each requisition on the tool

storage room for the issuing of new tools or tool replacement.

A proper system of standing non-productive orders will provide

data for comparison of these accounts from month to month with

a view to encouraging economy.

247. Repetition Work by Tool-makers.—In a tool-room of

considerable size there is apt to be a good deal of duplicate

work, such as the making of hardened bushings for the holes in

drilling jigs, etc., which can be put on a premium, bonus, or

gain-sharing wage basis. The same is true of similar jobs

occurring often, and so nearly alike that they are practically

the same. The head of the tool-room should compile the cost

data of recurring jobs in just the same manner that the works

manager is considering the. manufactured product.

248. Tool Steel Tests.—The head of the tool department

should compile the results of tests of tool steel with a view to

determining what kinds of tool steel are best for the various

kinds of work in the shop. If there are men in the shop em-

ployed to do time-study work for the purpose of establishing

premium, bonus, or piece rates, such men's observations may be

made to cooperate in securing the necessary data wanted in
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connection with tool steel tests. Fig. Ill is a form used for

recording the data of an individual test of tool steel. Fig. 112

is a form used for summarizing the results of a number of indi-

vidual tests. Some authorities argue that it is totally incorret

to base any conclusions on the amount of work that can be

done with one tool without regrinding. Mr. F. W. Taylor

bases his speeds and feeds on the maximum to be gotten out of

a tool in an hour and a half without regrinding. If replace-

ment of cutters requires a long, slow-grinding process, and occa-

NAME OF SXEEL
,

KIND pF.TQOL

KlNnOFMFTKI FINWHFD
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ing man in his department. On this peg he must have hanging,

every evening, a sufficient number of duplicate shop order tags

to provide the working man whom the peg' or hook represents,

with a full day's work on the following day. To be sure, when
the next day comes the order of work may have to be slightly

modified, but where this system is put into practice it will be
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87.) It will also be found convenient for the tool-room fore-

man to have a cross index of the machinery inventory, ar-

ranged by kind of tool, so that he may know where the

machines of any one kind are located, and the total number of

each kind of machine in the entire plant. A form for such

record is shown in Fig. 114.

yn/^i iMft Dcnrton cnD DiRT Nn. 1
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the various brands and shapes. These stamped symbols, num-
bers or letters, must be placed on some part of the tool where
they will not be obliterated by grinding on re-forging.

Detailed instructions as to the heating and quenching of each
brand should be permanently posted in that part of the shop

where this work is done, and strict adherence to these instruc-

tions should be enforced.

252. Check System.—In keeping track of withdrawals of

tools by employees, the double brass check system as suggested

by Mr. Perrigo will be found better than the single check system.

In the double check system, there are two hooks provided for

each employee; next to these two hooks is a label holder in which

can be slipped a small strip of paper or card bearing the name of

the employee, corresponding to a certain tool-check number.

When an employee first reports for work, he is given a supply of,

say, 10 round brass tool checks, and 10 square checks bearing

the same number are hung on one of the hooks opposite his name.

As soon as he calls for a tool, he presents one of his round checks.

This is hung on the vacant hook. At the same time one of the

square checks is taken off and placed in the tool rack, case, or

drawer from which the tool is taken. When he returns the tool,

he is given back his round Check, and the square check is taken

from the rack, case, or drawer into which it had been placed as

a substitute for the tool. This system enables the tool-room

foreman to tell by the number of round checks hanging on any

man's hook just how many tools he has out. In the single check

system, only a single check is used, and is substituted for the

tool. In this system the foreman cannot tell how many tools a

man has out without looking practically through the whole tool-

room or keeping an additional written record.

253. Bolts, Clamps, Washers and Nuts for " Setting Up."—
It is desirable to keep the floor and benches in the machine shop

clear of bolts, washers, nuts, and clamps used in setting up pieces

in the machine tools. A good method of identifying all such

bolts, clamps, etc., is to have them painted a bright color, such

as red, blue, or green, which immediately designates them as

tool equipments. Many shops allow these bolts, washers, and

clamps to be thrown indiscriminately into drawers of benches

or shelves. A much better plan is to provide specially designed

storage places for them. Fig. 115 shows a tool-room section so

designed, as used by the Tabor Manufacturing Company of
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Fig. 116.—Tool-room section made up of a swinging-door cabinet, con-
taining six doors, which swmg in and out, givmg twelve surfaces for stock-
ing tools. This arrangement facilitates convenience in handling, and per-
mits stocking the greatest number of tools for the floor space occupied. The
tools are carried on screw hooks, and beneath each hook is placed a brass
plate giving the size and symbol of the tool, and in close proximity to the
plate is located the check hook for carrying the workman's check.
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Philadelphia. This company keeps all of these parts in the

tool-room.

254. Storing Tools.—The problem of storing a large number
of tools into a small space, at the same time making it possible to

get a rapid and comprehensive view of .all of the tools, is one

which can be met by the designing of special fixtures for holding

the tools. This problem is also well met by the Tabor Manu-
facturing Company in the construction of sets of boards, six to

a set, swinging around a center column, such as shown in Fig.

116, and in a series of sliding frames suspended from barn-door

type of trolley hanger, as shown in Fig. 117.

In general, the principle of concealing as little as possible

from sight in a tool-room is one which should be observed in

designing fixtures for tool storage, hence it will be advisable to

avoid closed drawers for storage purposes, and to utilize open

shelves as much as possible. Shallow shelves with partition

strips separating the toql compartments, and a slope toward the

front, facilitate the removal and return of the tools. Space

should always be provided for the workmen's checks as sub-

stituted for tools withdrawn.

255. Selection of Machines.—In the matter of machine tool

equipment there needs to be constant study in the shop as to

when it is best to use a general purpose non-automatic machine,

when to use a semi-automatic general purpose machine, and when

to use single purpose non-automatic or single purpose automatic

machines. The question of when to use one or the other types

of machines can only be settled after a careful investigation of

cost of machines of various types that will answer, and the cost

of tools required with each type, as well as the time in which each

type of machine will do the work.

As regards the use of special machines, there is no doubt,

but what their adoption enables manufacturers in the United

States, producing articles made of iron and steel, not only to com-

pete with foreign makers but to export. The high price of labor

in America, as compared with wages abroad, forms a constant

incentive to American manufacturers to look for appliances that

will reduce their cost of production. The result is that fre-

quently machines that are first introduced as special finally in

some cases become standard, as a result of modifications in various

ways.

Within recent years, machines used in connection with press
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working of metals and the working of hot metals have undergone

a development fully equal to that which has taken place in

machinery of the strictly machine-tool class. Presses of various

types are now found in all improved shops, and are indispensable

if the output is a standard article and produced in large quanti-

ties, such as sewing-machines, typewriters, agricultural imple-

PROPOSITION FOR NEW MACHINERY.

Proposition No Date .

Name of machine to be 5"'?I?"j''designed

To be used in Department

In tfie manufacture of

Part and operation to be performed _

Present method

.

Present piece work price.

Proposed '

Expected saving per year-

Based on a production of_

Correct
.

Cost of machine estimate - bid

To be designed by

To be built by

Time required to complete - deliver.

Suggestion by

Estimated reduction of cost, on above basis is correct

.

Required - desirable- for production.
Cost Department. -

Production Department..

Inspection Department.-

FiG. 118.—Page 1 of proposition to introduce new machinery. White bond
paper. Four-page folder, each page 8 1/2 inches wide, 11 inches high.

ments, parts of automobiles, etc. A few years ago the use of

presses was confined to the manufacture of sheet metal goods,

and while most of the presses now in use are still cutting or form-

ing articles from the sheet or strip, the scope is broadening, espe-

cially in the direction of forming bar metals, thereby simplifying

and cheapening operation of special presses.
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256. Proposals for New Machinery Equipment.—Figs. 118 to

120 inclusive illustrate a form used in a large manufacturing

establishment in considering proposals for introducing new ma-
chine tools or special machinery.

Figs. 118 and 119 are printed on the inside of a four-page folder

of about the proportions and shape of a foolscap sheet, and are

PROPOSITION FOR NEW MACHINERY.

TOOL DESIGNING DEPARTMENT Remarks:

Page 2.

GENERAL FOREMAN Remarks:.

FOREMAN Remarks:.

ASSISTANT FOREMAN Remarks:.

WORKMAN- Rj.marksL

NOTE: Please return this sheet without delay to the Tool Designing

Department.

Fig. 119.—Page 2 of proposition to introduce new machinery (see Figs. 118

and 120).

a record of the anticipated advantages which would accrue from

introducing the new machine. It will be noticed that opinions

are asked for from a number of individuals and departments,

including cost department, production department, inspection de-

partment, tool-designing department, general foreman, assistant

foreman, and the workman. After these complete expressions
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of opinions, some of which may, of course, be prejudiced and must
be taken for what they are worth, the report is submitted to a

committee which selects from the various proposals those which

seem to be most advantageous.

Fig. 120 is printed on the outside front page of the folder.

SUMMARY AND DISPOSITION OF PROPOSITION FOR NEW MACHINERY.

Proposition No.

Maclnine

Proposition approved .

Special Order Issued

-

Special Order No

Requisition issued

Drawings approved—
Patterns ordered

Patterns completed

Castings and materials ordered .

Machine installed

Experiments completed

New Piece Work ticket issued .

Former earnings

Present earnings

Inspection Dept. Report-

Filed

File No

Approved

Fig. 120.—Summary and results of proposition to introduce new machinery.

(Outside cover to Figs. 118 and 119.) (See Figs. 118 and 119.)
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CHAPTER XX

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING DEPARTMENtS

257. Relation of Shipping and Receiving to Other Depart-

ments.—In most establishments shipping and receiving are

uilder the same general head. In others purchasing and receiv-

ing are under the same department, while in still others the re-

ceiving department is an independent department reporting

direct to the factory manager.

268. Copies of Orders to be Sent to Shipping Department.—
The shipping department should receive a copy of every order

which the department is expected to ship, such copy containing

all the information necessary to get out and pack all items belong-

ing to that order. The shipping department's files of unfilled

orders will be classified according to the order classification scheme

of the company. Thus there may be contract orders on one

file, supply orders on another, etc. Usually the shipping depart-

ment will want to put express orders on a separate file board

from freight shipments. All reference orders or changes or addi-

tional information should be written on blanks bearing the same

order number as the original order.

259. Notice of Items Ready for Shipment.—The shipping

department should be furnished a weekly list of large orders

or contract orders which it is expected to ship the following

week if the business is one involving the shipment of, large

contracts, so that proper arrangements can be made for ordering

in cars.

260. Stores and Inspection Records Prior to Shipment.—
In order to keep complete stock records it is necessary that

all parts should pass into stock and be recorded as having been

received from the shop before they are shipped out. When items

on any order sufficient for a shipment are ready, the stock depart-

ment sends its order copy to the shipping department, with a

check opposite the items that are ready for shipment, together

with date. If the parts are not inspected parts sent in quantity

into the stock-room, but represent large machines or groups of

16 241
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parts which do not actually go into the stock-room but are shipped

direct from the shop floor, then the stock-room copy of the order

should be stamped by the floor inspector. The shipping depart-

ment must see that for all articles shipped direct from the shop

floor there is an inspection record. In some factories the inspec-

tor's report is sent to the shipping department as a notice that

goods are ready for shipment. Orders for small supplies and

repair parts coming direct from stock warehouse are not usually

marked "Inspected," as these parts are usually inspected in

quantity by an inspection department which examines all lots

of small parts just before they are turned into stock.

261. Packing Rooms.—It is well to provide a room or space

with a number of bins of various sizes closely adjacent to the

packing and loading space. The stock department puts into

these bins the items which they have ready for shipment for

various orders, hanging a tag on eaph bin, with the order number

marked on these tags, and a large tag marked "Ready" on

such bins as contain goods ready for shipment.

When the shipping department receives the stock-room's copy

of an order, indicating that the goods are ready to ship, the ship-

ping department order copy is removed from the regular file and

put into a temporary file, the stock department's copy is stamped

by the shipping department and is then returned to the stock-

room. The shipping department's stamp does not necessarily

mean that they have shipped the goods that day, but indicates

that they have noted that the goods are ready and are proceeding

to the best of their ability to get them shipped. When shipping

department is ready to begin packing, a shipping department

clerk takes the shipping department order temporary file, goes to

the bins in the storeroom and to the shop floor if necessary,

and checks off by items all material called for. He then has the

packers bring the material to the loading-room or platform and

endorses on the order how it is packed, viz., the number of boxes,

barrels, or crates. If the order is complete, he so marks it and

turns it over to the clerk who writes out the railroad receipts and

packing lists, or, in a smaller establishment, does this himself.

Packing lists are usually written out in manifold as are also

railroad receipts, there being usually three copies.

262. Packing Cards and Lists.—In each package there is

inserted a packing card similar to Fig. 121. This contains

customer's order number, shipper's order number, date packed
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and by whom packed, and give full information as to what to

do in case of shortage or breakage or claims covering defects.

Fig. 122 shows a form for packing list, one of which is placed

in the package, and one sent by mail to the consignee; another

copy goes to the production department, which vis6s same, and
then sends it to the stores department.

Fig. 123 shows a form for freight receipt which is signed at the

THESE GOODS WERE

CHECKED BT PACKER
AND THEREFORE KNOWN TO CONTAIN
ALL THAT THE BILL CALLS FOR.

PleaM MB that each bale, box or package is delivered to foil in good
condition b]r transportation company before receipting for goods. If short
age is shown, reqoire the freight agent to note same on expense biD.

IF YOU ACCEPT SHIPMENT SHORT OF MATERIALS SHOWN
ON PACKING UST AND BILL OF LADING, YOU SHOULD NOT EX-
PECT US TO ASSUME THE RISK

Attention to above win work to our mutual protection.

UNPACK WITH CARE
Many •hortagei oriM from goods being left in packagei, or thrown out

ivilh packing. Your own experience will confirm thii. RETURN THIS
CLAIM CARD with letter adviiing particulari in caie of diiagreement with

invoice, or other complaint, at packer mutt be held reapontible.

Theie articlea have been checked by inspector, and shipped in perfect

condition. If not as ordered, return this packing card.

RETURNED GOODS
When returning goods for any reason, please be careful to mark pacltage

plainly with your name and address, and consign goods to

Enclose IN PACKAGE complete list of articles, and state why retamsd,

even though this has been previously explained in correspondence.

Cu«tomef«* Order No. • Date

Our Order No.. Packed by.

.

Fig. I2I.—Packing card. Yellow card, 7 inches wide, 9 inches high

railroad receiving depot, and is followed by the railroad com-

pany's regular bill of lading.

263. Shipping Records.—As soon as packing lists have been

written, entries are made into a shipping record book of form,

similar to that shown in Fig. 124. This book contains columns

showing date of shipment, number of sheets to the order, how

shipped, car number, whether freight was prepaid, date paid,
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PACKING LIST

NO- DATE.

SHIPPED TO_

ORDER NO^

CAR No.

VIA_
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT

RECEIPT NO-

NO. PKG. CONTENTS WEIGHT

PACKED BY PLEASE CHECK THIS LIST IMMEDIATELY
ON RECEIPT OF SHIPMENT AND NOTIFY US
_PROMPTLY OF ANY ITEMS NOT RECEIVED.

Fig. 122.—Packing list. One copy goes to consignee by mail, one copy

is placed in package, and another copy goes to production and stores depart-

ments. White paper, 6 1/2 inches wide, 8 1/2 inches high.

FREIGHT RECEIPT.

No....

SHOP NO-

B. L. NO-..

Received from..

Consigned to

-RM.By the. 1

in apparent good order, the following goods, as marked and described telow, which are to he
delivered in like order, without delay. Subject to all the Conditions of Company's Bill Ladioff.

No. Fkgs. DESCSIFTION OF ARTICLES WEIGHT

OWNER'S RISK. ORIGINAL.

Fig. 123.—Freight receipts Buff paper, 6 1/2 inches wide, 8 1/2 inches

high.
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name of consignee, whether a test

column for completed shipments

and one for partial shipments,

and a column showing the date

on which the packing list and

order copy were received by the

billing department, and by whom
they were received.

The packing lists, as pre-

viously mentioned, are made out

in triplicate. One copy is at-

tached to the shipping depart-

ment's order copy, and, if a

freight shipment, is retained in

the shipping office until railroad

receipt comes back. Packing

lists for express shipments are

sent to billing department the

same day as the shipping de-

partment order copies. Those

for freight shipments are not

sent to billing department until

railroad receipt is returned to

shipping department.

If part of a company's sales

are filled by direct shipments

from some other party to the

consignee, the following routine

will serve to keep the shipping

records complete: All shipping

memoranda and bills of lading

covering direct shipments to

customers from outside suppliers

are sent by the general office to

the shipping department as soon

as received. A packing list form

is then filled out in the usual

manner, excepting that it is en-

dorsed, "Direct Shipment," to-

gether with date of shipment

and from where shipped. The

record was written or not, a
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order copies are then handled in exactly the same manner as

for shipments made from the shop.

264. Shipping Program for Carload Shipments.—^Mention has

already been made of the fact that the shipping department

should receive a weekly advance shipping program covering

carload shipments, such programs being prepared by the order

department as a result of consultation with the production
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265. Car Records.—A separate record is kept in another book
entitled "Car Record," covering all cars coming in and going out.

This record is useful for reference in matters of demurrage, etc.

A form for thi? record is shown in Fig. 126. It has columns for

car initials, car number, date [delivered on switch, date "set,"

date loaded or unloaded, date taken out, party shipped to or

received from, and a column for remarks. Cars going out may be
distinguished from those coming in by entering the name in the

column headed "Shipped to or Received From," in red for out-

going oars and in black for incoming ones. In some cases the

same car that has come in is used for an outgoing shipment.

In such cases two entries—one in red and one in black—are made
in the column headed "Shipped to or Received From." One set

FREIGHT PAYMENTS. "INCOMING."
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bill, date, date money handed to driver, date paid, weight, rate,

amount, shipped via, shipped to, order number, destination, and
a column headed "Date Received in Office and by Whom." This

book serves to keep track of all bills in drivers' hands, and also

serves shipping department as a receipt from the office for freight

bills. Items covering material shipped direct by other companies

are entered in the same manner as shipments from the factory,

with some designating mark to show that the shipment was not

from the factory, but was a direct shipment from an outside

company. As soon as shipping data are received covering such

direct shipments, memoranda of such information as shippers'

order number, route, and amount of freight paid, are entered on

the shipping department's office copy of packing list.

FREIGHT PAYMENTS. "OUTGOING"
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erabde period by the company, even though the railroad may be
inclined to pigeon-hole it.

269. Receiving Department.—As before stated, in most manu-
facturing establisl^ments the receiving of incoming goods is

handled by a man or a group of men who come under the super-

vision of the shipping department. Some factories make the

receiving department a part of the purchasing department.

Some others make an independent department of the receiving

department. The last-named method is perhaps preferable to

making receiving subordinate to purchasing. Where receiving

and purchasing are one department, there is a tendency to be

somewhat lax in checking up incoming goods by reason of the

easy access on the part of the receiving clerks to purchase records

and invoices.

The receiving department is usually provided with a carbon

MATERIALS RECEIVED.
PAGE ,

DATE
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shows such a form as prepared for use with an autographic register

machine. The form shown is written in quadruple, one copy-

being sent to the purchasing department, one copy to the stores

department, one to the production departmeijt, and one remaining

on file in the receiving room. It will be noted that in this form

there are spaces printed for the date, the name and address of the

shipper, the purchase order number, the production order num-
ber, two columns for checks, the first being headed "Partial

Delivery," the second headed "Completed Order," and a wide

space for listing the items, weights, etc.

271. Reports of Castings Received.—Fig. 131 shows a similar

form as used in recording castings received. This form provides
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the castings warehouse where the warehouse-man enters the

number of the bin into which he has put the castings, and the

balance on hand, including this lot He is instructed to make
an actual count on such castings as he receives a new supply of.

In this manner the stores records are checked by actual count.

272. Express Charges.—Fig. 132 shows a form used in report-

ing express charges to the accounting department by the receiv-

ing department. This form gives the name of the shipper, the

nature of the package, the date, the route, charges, purchase

order number, and by whom received.

In manufacturing establishments where many of the produc-

i

o
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he will send the castings into the shop instead of into the storage

at the castings warehouse. In case there are not enough castings

to fill the order the normal procedure would be to send the east-

ings to the warehouse, noting on the production tag in the space

provided for that purpose how many castings have been received,

and when sent to the warehouse. In case there is a rush slip

attached to the production tag, the production department is

notified at once, and that department will decide whether a par-

tial delivery is to be made to the shop, such partial delivery being

accompanied by a detachment tag, the writing out of which is

EXPRESS CHARGES
NOTICE FROM RECEIVING OEPT. TO ACCOUHTINO DEPT.

RECEIVED FROM
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ing the goods, what the goods consist of and quantity, whether
transportation was paid by shipper or by consignee,, and if by the

latter, the amount of payment. The original ticket is then sent

with the goods to the inspection department, who will state the

condition of the goods on the ticket. In making this statement
the inspection department will specify, first, whether goods are

equal to new stock in their present condition; second, whether
by doing work on them they may be made equal to new; third,

whether, if neither of the above conditions exist, they have any
value as second-hand goods; fourth, whether they should be'

scrapped. The inspection department then sends original ticket

fteruRNED GOODS.

AtCtlVED moM
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duction of further correspondence by either the general office

or the supply department. As soon as the general office deter-

mine on disposition, such disposition is entered on the original

copy which is sent to receiving department, who, after making

triplicate agree with original, return original to general office for

file. Whenever the disposition of the returned goods involves

work on the part of the shop, regular production tags are to be

written out by the production department. On presentation of

such tags, the goods will be delivered by the stores keeper.

When the goods have been put into condition to put in stock,

the inspector makes proper indorsement on tags accompanying

the goods; this tag going with the goods into the stock-room,

and thence to the stock entry clerks. Such parts as are rejected

by the inspector, or such parts as are marked to be scrapped, are

put through the regular routine of rejected parts.

PATTERNS RECEIVED Date
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original of which is kept on file with entries as to checking by-

drafting department, and disposition as designated by purchas-

ing department. See also Fig. 66, and accompanying text in

Chapter XIV.



CHAPTER XXI

TIME-TAKING

275. Time-clocks and Numbering Men.—Practically every

factory uses a time-clock for the purpose of registering the

time of arrival and departure of employees. There is a con-

siderable variety of time-clocks, some using cards and some

using strips. There are clocks on the market which have auto-

matic shifts which designate lateness or irregular time by prints

of different color or similar designation. Where cards are used

in a clock, it is very desirable to use an addressing machine

for printing the date, check number, and name of the em-

ployee on the cards. Such addressing machines may be used

also for printing the same information in the upper right-

hand corner of the time-sheets covering observational data

taken by shop time-takers where this system of recording men's

labor is in vogue. The same addressing machine may be used,

omitting the date stamp, to make up a pay-roll list, such pay-roll

list being arranged by departments. This necessitates the allot-

ting of a certain excess quantity of men's clock numbers to each

department, in order to allow for an increased number of em-

ployees in any one department. It is desirable to have consid-

erably more numbers available than there are employees. This

may necessitate the use of one or more additional time-clocks in

order to provide for all the numbers. There are many advan-

tages in the system, however, which will usually compensate for

the additional cost of clocks. One advantage which will be

apparent at once is the ease with which the total pay-roll, number
of employees, and average wage rate, can be calculated for each

department where the check numbers for one department are all

close together; for instance, numbers from one to fifty may be

lathe hands, fifty to seventy-five, boring-mill hands, etc.

276. Clock Card used as Job Ticket.—The clock cards are

used in some factories for recording the nature of the work done

by the men. A system for this purpose is as follows: Each
workman has a tin box in which he keeps his time-tickets.

256
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The same ticket is used for time-stamp by the time-clock, and
for entries describing the work made by the workman him-
self. One side of the ticket

is used for clock stamps, the

other side is used for postings

by the man. On this latter-

named side there are rulings

for three days with spaces for

a number of entries on each

day.

A yellow time-ticket is used

on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and a red ticket on
Tuesday, Thursday, and Sat-

urday. On alternate days the

time-tickets are turned in to

time-posting clerks, who keep

all time-postings up to date.

In such a system it is difficult

to expect workmen to observe

their time more carefully than

to the nearest half-hour. An
office boy collects the men's

time-tickets the first thing in

the morning before starting

time. At the time of collect-

ing the yellow tickets, say on
Tuesday morning, this boy
puts into each workman's box
his red ticket, these red tickets

having been delivered to the

same office boy after posting

on the evening of the day on

which they were posted.

Fig. 135 shows the front of a

form of time-card as used with

this system. The back (not

shown) is ruled for three days'

work entries.

Inmost shops each workman
changes jobs anumber of times

17

"V^f^flf flnrtingr
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a day, and the clock card will hardly allow sufficient room for

the record in such cases, where a single card is used for entries

covering an entire week, or even a half-week with the system

where cards are changed every other day. The manufacturers
' of time-clocks have suggested as a way to get around this diffi-

culty the use of job cards in addition to the clock card for attend-

ance. In this system the production or planning department

or the foreman or department clerk or time-keeper writes

out individual operation or job cards for each workman's labor

on each component order, the starting time of one operation

being the stopping time of the operation next preceding it. A
form of clock card used with this system is shown in Fig. 136.
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clock operator and wait-

ing to get his job ticket

stamped—a source of

delay in most time-

stamp systems.

As a general thing it is

expensive and unreliable

to have workmen post

their own time for the

purpose of making a rec-

ord of the time spent on

various jobs or orders.

A mechanic will spend

at least ten minutes a

day on such time-post-

ing, which will amount
to one hour's time for

each employee in a shop

every week. For the

same cost, a number of

time-takers can be em-
ployed, one time-taker

for every forty or fifty

men, whose business it

will be to take a record

of all time on shop opera-'

tions. A good Produc-

tion or Planning Depart-

ment will provide job

cards already written out

on which the only thing

necessary to be inserted

is the workman's num-
ber and the clock stamp.

278. Weekly Time-
Sheet—Fig. 137 shows

a form of weekly time-

sheet as used with a

system where the time-

taker records operations.

This sheet is ruled up

into columns headed as

follows: "Shop Order

Number," "Quantity,"

z

c
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" Name of Part," " Mark Number," " Operation," " Machine Tool

Number," "Number Started," "Number Finished," "Time
Started," "Time Spent on Operation.". Then follow a number
of columns which apply when a premium or bonus system is

in vogue. These columns are headed as follows: "Total Time
Not on Standard" (the word "Standard" in this case having

the same meaning as premium or bonus system), "Total Time
on Standard," "Standard Time," "Success," "Gain," "Failure,"

"Loss," and "Remarks."

The column headed "Time Started" is used to enter the time

by the clock at which each operation is begun, the finishing time

of one operation being the beginning time of the next. The next

column, namely, the one headed "Time Spent on Operation," is

sub-divided into seven sub-columns, one for each day of the week,

provision being made for Sunday in case of emergency work. In

these columns is entered the total time required for the operation.

If an operation extends over more than one day, a horizontal

addition along the line on which that operation is entered will

give the total hours and minutes spent on that operation. This

total is entered in the column headed "Total Not on Standard,"

if it is a job for which no standard time has been established.

If it is a job on which there is an established time standard, the

total is entered into, the next column, namely, the one headed

"Total on Standard." The following column gives the time

allowance for, the specified number of pieces. If the time in

which the work was done was within the time standard, it is

entered into the column headed "Success." If it was done in

less time than the time standard, the amount by which it was

less than the time standard, is entered in the column headed

"Gain." If the operation exceeded the time standard, it is

entered in the column headed "Failure." The amount by which

the time exceeded the time standard is entered in the column
headed "Loss."

279. Instructions to Time-takers.—The following copy of

instructions to time-takers will indicate how they are to do their

work:

1. Do not take more of workman's time than is actually

necessary to get the necessary information.

2. If workman is engaged in handling or setting up heavy
work in his machine, do not call him away from same. See him
at some later time.
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3. The following questions should suffice to secure all informa-
tion needed for time-taking

:

"When did you start this job?"

"How many pieces did you finish on the previous job?"
"Where is the tag for your present job?"
"Name of operation on job engaged on?"
4. Always bear in mind that the starting time on one job

is the stopping time of the previous job. Make no allowance
for time spent in setting up machine.

5. In cases where workmen have no tag for job worked on,

notify department foreman, and in case he does not provide a
tag, notify shop tracer.

6. Instruct workman to hang tag for job on which he is work-
ing in some convenient place for you to see same. In passing

about, look at both his tag and his work, so as to make sure he
has not changed jobs. Familiarize yourself with the work going

on through the department to which you are assigned, as that

is a great aid to accurate time-taking.

7. The following information must be correctly given as

called for on the time-sheet, i.e., shop order, amount of pieces

in lot called for by tag, name and number of part, name of

operation or operations, number of pieces started, number of

pieces finished, time started, time finished. Insist upon men
reporting correctly the number of pieces finished whenever a

break in a lot occurs.

8. You can be of some aid to the foreman in your department

by informing him in advance that a man is likely to be out of a

job at a certain time. It will be well to notify foreman about

thirty minutes previous to the time a man will finish the job he

is working on. This will give him a chance to look up the man's

next jolb.

9. All time for jobs on which there is no regular shop order

is covered by a list of standing orders. You must govern yourself

according to this list in charging such time. Be sure to specify

fully the nature of any such work; when there is any doubt as

to what standing order number to charge this work to, consult

head of cost department.

The weekly time-sheet as described possesses the advantage

of easy checking against time totals independently taken from

the clock cards. It also facilitates the posting by weeks on to

cost sheets, and makes it possible to add up the entries for a given
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week against all of the shop orders, and making a siiin total of

these entries to check them against the week's pay-roll. In the

lower left-hand corner of the time-sheet, as shown, is a summary
of time on machine tools with the total hours done on each

separate machine tool separately reported. This summary
makes it easy to total up the total working hours of each

machine tool, information which is needed where it is desired

to establish an hourly machine rate for each machine. In the

center of the sheet, at the bottom, is a summary covering attend-

ances and overtime work, in which summary are listed for each

ORIGIN4 T,.
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eral. This summary is for the purpose of facilitating the estab-

lishment of a local hourly expense rate of operating, being inde-

pendent of a further rate based on fixed charges; these fixed

charges including such items as interest, insurance, etc.

280. Individual Operation Time-slips.—Another method of

time report in which a separate time slip or card is written out

every time a man changes operations is shown in Fig. 138. The
example shown is written in duplicate by the time-taker, who
hands one copy to the workman; the latter being in this way
provided with a means for checking his gains under the premium
system. In the example shown the time-takers write in the time.

^y% ^i
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Workman-

Operation—

Article

Hours

-No,.

-Order No—

-Maphine No—

_±jQuantity.= Cost Each

man has completed the job the time-taker stamps the second

impression on the card, the second impression showing the time

consumed. In order to use a calculagraph or clock stamp, it is

necessary that the time-taker be on the spot all the time. This

system always requires some of the workman's time to be spent

in taking his card to the time-clock. Fig. 140 shows a similar

form for use with a time-stamp.

282. Time-slip with Ordinary Operations Printed On.—
Fig. 141 shows a time-slip in which the ordinary operations are

printed in the extreme right-

hand margin, with the name
of the commoner parts on
which work is done, in the ex-

treme left-hand columns, a

blank column being provided

for entering in writing unusual

operations, and further blanks

beingprovided for clock stamps

showing time of starting and
time of finishing.

A still further form for use

with the clock stamp or calcu-

lagraph is shown in Fig. 142.

283. Tabulating Machine
Systems.—"Within the last few

years the tabulating machine

has come into use to some ex-

tent in connection with keep-

ing account of workmen's time.

In order to use a working card

in the tabulating machine it is necessary to designate every-

thing numerically, the record being formed by punching the

digits in columns of figures printed on the card, such punch-

ing being done by a special machine. The punching may be

done as a transference of records taken originally in pencil.

The parts are designated by numbers, operations are desig-

nated by numbers; departments, machines, order number,

the time, and the amount in dollars and cents to which the time

is equivalent are all punched in the ticket. The tickets for a

given day are put into a sorting machine which will classify them

according to the same numbers in any column; for instance, all

INISHED CONTINUED (sCRATCH OUT ONE WORd) CARRIED

Fig. 142.—Another
form. White card, 4

5 1/2 inches high.

calculagraph

inches wide,
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tickets may be assorted by departments, by operations, by men,

by order numbers, etc., depending upon which column is being

used for the purpose of assorting. After the assorting process
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Fig. 143 shows a card as used with

a tabulating machine system as above
described. The tabulating machine
method makes it possible to post time

and wages much more rapidly than

any other method.

284. Pay-roll Distribution and Lo-

calization of Departmental Expenses.

—In order to localize operating ex-

penses by departments and to indi-

vidual workmen, it is necessary to

have some form of pay-roll distribu-

tion. A form for recording such dis-

tribution is shown in Fig. 144. A
sheet of this sort is written out for

each shop department. Opposite

each employee, designated by his

check number, is given his rate of

pay, his time on each class of produc-

tive orders or direct labor. Then fol-

lows a summation of his total produc-

tive hours and the money value of his

productive time. After this follow

thirteen columns for non-productive

standing orders. Although a factory

may have about a hundred different

standing orders to which non-pro-

ductive work, operating expense, in-

direct labor, etc., may be charged, it

is likely that thirteen columns will

suffice for the different orders in

any one department to which time

will be charged in any one pay-roll

period. After the detailed distribu-

tion of non-productive time follows

a summation of the entire non-

productive time of each employee

and its cost in dollars and cents.

The last column represents the

total pay envelope of each em-

ployee.
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This sheet, made out for each department, serves as the basis

for departmental summaries, showing local departmental ex-

penses, affording at the same time' complete data for analysis of

the causes of these expenses.



CHAPTER XXII

COST DEPARTMENT

285. Competition and Costs.—The natural basis of selling

prices is the shop cost. Competitors' prices must be considered,

it Is true; but no matter what these prices are, the shop cost must
always be a positively known quantity.

The competitive system, by the necessity of meeting the prices

set by rivals, has brought about pronounced economic advan-
tages, when reductions in selling prices have followed similar

reductions in cost through the introduction of labor-saving ma-
chinery or greater simplicity in design. On the other hand,

many failures have resulted from blindly meeting prices set by
others before actually reducing the shop costs of machines. This

has been notably the case in the manufacture of electrical machin-

ery. Some years ago the establishments manufacturing machines

of large capacity for street railway power and municipal lighting

plants demanded high pricel for machines of low capacity. This

opened the way for numerous small factories, which for some
years were able to sell the small machines at prices considerably

lower than the large corporations, and were able to prosper not-

withstanding the admitted fact that the large corporations could

not meet their prices on small machines without loss. In some

cases, it is true, inferior machines were put on the market by
the smaller establishments, but in many cases the lower-priced

machines were efficient and well designed. The result was that

the large corporations beset themselves to redesign their smaller

machines, spending large sums in experiments for the purpose

of obtaining cheaper insulating materials, for reducing the weight

of the more expensive metals employed, and for winding and

insulating coils by machine. The result was that some years

later the large corporations were able to put on the market ma-

chines of lighter weight and more compactness than they had

originally built, and, with improved methods of manufacture,

were able to undersell the smaller manufacturers. Several of

the small factories endeavored to meet the reduced prices, fur-

nishing their heavy machines with expensive insulation and hand-
269
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windings, and were unable to stand the pressure. On the other

hand, other small shops gradually worked up new designs and

new methods until they were again in the field with machines

practically identical with those of the large corporations, which

they could afford to sell without loss, at competitive prices.

286. Importance of Cost Department.—It is apparent that

during such transitional periods a well-conducted cost-keeping

system is indispensable. No progressive shop can allow .the

figuring of costs to drag for months behind actual operations.

It is necessary to know costs accurately and immediately. If

the work of cost-keeping is turned over to an underpaid and over-

worked clerk, who has to expend all of his vitality and energy in

calculations of multiplication and addition, and has no time left

for comprehensive comparisons, accurate and valuable cost

statistics cannot be obtained. The cost department work is of

such importance in a factory that it should receive the attention

of the very best intellect obtainable. This fact has been recog-

nized by one of the largest American electrical corporations the

present general manager of which is a man who some years ago

had charge of the cost department. And here it will be well to

consider the advantage of departmental organization of clerical

and accounting work, as well as of the factory proper. The

head of the cost department and the purchasing agent will be

hampered in many ways if they are made subordinate to a book-

keeper or superintendent, as is the case in many shops. A depart-

mental separation has been found to be productive of far more

accuracy, since the heads of the various departments will feel

perfectly free to present matters just as they appear to them.

287. Duties and Qualifications of Head of Cost Department.—
It is extremely important that the chief cost clerk or manager

of cost department have time to think and to compare. In a

small establishment he may be able to do a considerable amount

of calculation work, such as extension of costs of material, but

there are few machine-manufacturing establishments of any

magnitude which would not find it a decided advantage to have

available the comparative data that are obtainable if the whole

time and energies of a man can be devoted to the work of intel-

ligent arrangement and comparison of costs of individual pieces

and entire machines.

288. Cost System Must be Adapted to Product.—Costs may
be figured on the basis of cost per pound or unit of bulk, this cost
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being subdivided either by cost per department, cost per class of

material, or cost per process. For continuous processes such as

steel mills, roUing mills, cement mills, flour mills, linseed oil mills,

etc., the above methods of calculating costs are the ones to use.

On the other hand, in shops making an assembled product com-
posed of many pieces, such as furniture or machinery, the cost

system must seek to secure costs per individual order and per

component part.

289. Development of a Cost System.—Generally the first

cost system installed in a shop does not seek to secure costs of

individual pieces nor to locate expenses by departments; the

object is usually only to figure out the cost of labor and material

spent on any given order. The next step toward individual

costs is usually the obtaining of costs on groups of Work—as, for

instance, in an electrical machine, the next natural step will

be to secure separately the cost of the armature and of the

fields. Then the armature costs will want to be divided again

into the cost of commutator, cost of core, and cost of coils. As
the cost department develops it will usually be considered desirous

to obtain the cost of the labor on each separate heading in the

various shop " departments. Thus we might have under the

heading of Armature Core, the labor items, "D—$3.49," and
"A—$2.20," meaning that the work of section D, or the punching

department, amounted to $3.49, and the labor of section A, or the

machine shop, amounted to $2.20.

Naturally the final development of a cost system is the figur-

ing of the cost of each individual piece as well as of each operation

on that piece. Most of the individual pieces will be built on

separate stock orders, the manufacturing quantity being regulated

so as to be not too small a number of pieces on the one hand,

thus making the cost of getting ready, getting tools, blue-prints,

setting up machine tools, etc., a relatively small item compared

with the total cost of the lot. On the other hand, the number
of pieces put through on any one stock order must not be so large

as to interfere with the uniform flow of all component parts

through the machine tools to the assembling and erecting

departments. When a suitable number of individual parts costs

have been secured, the cost columns in a bill of material are easily

filled out by inserting the latest or most accurate individual piece

cost opposite the various parts and listing the labor spent

in assembling, erecting, testing, cleaning, boxing, etc. These
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items are usually listed in a summary at the close of the bill of

material.

290. Merging Cost Records into Regular Double Entry Ac-

counts of Accounting Department.—This subject is treated in

Chapter V on Factory Accounts, in which the fundamental

underlying philosophy of the subject is given. The following

brief summary is here again given:

For the purpose of merging all cost records into the financial

accounts, proceed in the following manner: Let A represent the

value of all labor, material, and total of all expense percentages

spent on work in process up to the beginning of the period. Let

B represent the value of all material, labor, and expense per-

centages spent on work in process during the period. Let C
represent the value of all material, labor, and percentages spent

on orders completed during the period. Then A-\-B— C repre-

sents the value of the work in process at the beginning of the

next period.

"Work in Process" is Debtor to "Material," "Labor," and

"Expense," respectively, to the extent of the totals charged to

incompleted orders during the period on the individual cost

sheets. These amounts can be collected from the cost sheets by
means of an adding machine.

"Finished Product" or "Stock"'is debtor to "Work in Proc-

ess," to the extent of the sum total of all orders completed during

the period.

The unclosed balance of the "Work in Process" account,

represents the inventory value of the work in process.

"Finished Product" or "Stock" is credited with* the cost of

all orders shipped during the period. The unclosed balance of

the "Finished Product" account represents the inventory value

of the finished product.*

The unclosed balance of the "Material" account represents

the inventory value of material, and if proper records of store-

room receipts and withdrawals are kept, the balance of this

account should not vary by any wide percentage from the value

obtained as the result of an actual inventory.

In case the general accounts carry the entire pay-roll in the

"Labor" account, it may be necessary to have intercharges be-

tween "Labor" and "Expense."

The solution of the problem of merging the cost records into

the general accounts is, however, not nearly as hard as is gen-
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erally supposed. Using the above-suggested scheme as the basis

for a working-plan, the problem can be worked out without any-

great difficulties, provided the head of the cost department and
the head of the general bookkeeping department work with a

determination to co-operate and appreciate each other's points

of view.

291. Material Costs.—The basis for entries of material costs

consists of the "orders on storeroom" or "withdrawal slips" or

stubs on the tags accompanying the raw material into the shop,

such stubs being receipted by the party getting the raw material,

torn off by the man delivering the material, and by him turned

into the stores department. The stores department, after mak-
ing entries on the stores records, turns withdrawal slip or the

stub over to the cost department.

RAW MATERIAL COSTS

ARTICLF
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the cost department have for a short time every day all invoices

for materials. The cost department makes entries from these

invoices in the form shown. This form, it will be noted, has

vertical columns headed "Date of Invoice," "Purchased from,"

"Size," "Quantity," "Weight," "Price per," and "Price Each."

293. Costs of Manufactured Component Parts Made in Quan-
tity on. Stock Orders and Drawn from Storeroom.—In most

shops the majority of the individual component parts are made
up separately on stock production orders, and as a result, when
a machine or contract order for which a bill of material has had

to be made, is finished, the majority of component part costs can

be taken as the cost per piece of the latest lot of components

made in the shop. Component parts not made on stock order,

but made on the bill-of-material order number, should have

labor and material posted on individual component cards or

sheets filed back of the guide card bearing the bill of material

order number, thus providing individual component costs for

the larger parts. Care must be taken in entering costs of parts

manufactured in quantity and drawn from stores to see that the

Burden or Expense Percentage or Rate is not added twice.

294. Current Value of Actual Invoice Price as Basis for Mate-
rial Costs.—The question has sometimes been raised as to

whether the material cost should be applied at the original pur-

chase price of the material, at the prevailing market price, or at

the average prices. If the chief object of the cost is to establish

a selling price, then prevailing market price of material should

be used. If the chief object of the cost is to balance all manu-
facturing accounts, then the original purchase prices of the ma-
terial should be used.

295. "Material Burden."—Some cost accountants prefer to

segregate from General Expense all items connected with cost of

purchasing, receiving, handling stores and stores accounting,

lumping these items together with Freight and Express and
Drayage on incoming goods, to make a total Material Burden
or Percentage on Material to be added to flat material costs in

figuring total costs.

296. Labor or Time Postings on Cost Records.—Postings are

usually made from the workmen's time-tickets or the weekly

time-sheet on to labor sheets, similar to Fig. 146. In the upper

right-hand corner of this form are spaces for entering the sheet

number, order number, and mark number. There should be a
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separate labor sheet for each piece

bearing a different mark number.
The sheet bears vertical columns
headed: " Check Number," " Opera-

tion," "Machine Number,"
"Hours," "Minutes," "Labor
Cost," and "Machine Cost." As
soon as all the labor done during

any one week has been posted on
the labor sheets, the total labor

cost for each week is added and
inserted on each sheet. The total

on each sheet is then listed on an
adding machine and checked

against the total pay-roll. This
^

necessitates the adding of all indi-

rect labor charged to standing or-

ders to the direct labor charged to

specific production orders.

Where individual job or opera-

tion slips are used they may be

conveniently filed in envelopes of

standard card-index size, which

are kept in card-index drawers.

The envelopes may have a sum-

mary of cost printed on the face.

Where a weekly time-sheet is

used the extension in dollars and

cents of the time spent on the

various operations and various or-

ders can be adjusted so that the

total dollars and cents are the same

as the men's weekly pay envelope.

Such an adjustment must be pro-

vided for where ^separate slips or

cards are used for each change of

job, or where costs are extended in-

to dollars and cents from daily time-

cards. In the latter cases, owing

to the difference of extensions on

account of figuring and carrying
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fractional cents, there is always some discrepancy between the

payroll total of dollars and cents, and the cost clerk's distribu-

tion of dollars and cents which will have to be adjusted.'

The time-posting clerks should be provided with a card-

index record of employees' names, arranged numerically in con-

secutive order of check numbers. On each card is given the

man's name, the date of starting, and his hourly rate. When the

man quits, this is noted on the card, and if another man is

assigned this check-number, entry is made on the same card of

the new man's name, his rate, and the date of starting.

297. Checking Labor Postings against Pay-roll.—It is en-

tirely feasible to check the labor cost postings as made against

various orders, against the weekly pay-roll, thus assuring

that all labor paid for is posted against orders. Where a weekly

time-sheet is used this process is facilitated.

298. "Non-productive "or "Indirect "Labor.—"Productive"

or better, "Direct" labor is usually such labor as is directly

spent in making a given article. All other labor which is of

a general character, no matter how essential to production, but

which cannot be definitely assigned to a given tangible piece, or

the making of inventoriable tangible assets, is designated as

"Non-productive" or "Indirect" labor. There are also many
supply materials which are designated as "Indirect "or "Expense"

materials.

299. "Standing Orders."—" Non-productive " or "Indirect"'

work is usually taken care of by a series of "standing" orders,

which are closed monthly. A man assigned to so-called "non-

productive" or "indirect" work is told to charge his time to

Standing Order Number so and so. In addition to the regular

standing orders which are closed monthly, it may be found

desirable to issue special specific orders for non-productive

work whose cost it is desirable to segregate. It is desirable to

have a distinct series for this class of orders, so that they can be

easily distinguished from the productive shop orders and included

in the monthly total of non-productive work.

300. Plant Additions, New Equipment and Fixtures.—Items

which instead of being maintenance expenses are manifestly im-

provements, should be built on a special order series so that they

will be duly listed as assets instead of as manufacturing expense.

301. Typical List of " Standing Orders."—The following is a

typical fist of "Standing Orders":
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Standing Order No. 1—Repairs to Tools.

Standing Order No. 2—Repairs to Shafting and Belting.

Standing Order No. 3—Repairs to Lighting Equipment.
Standing Order No. 4—^Repairs to Patterns.

Standing Order No. 5—Cleaning Shop or Tools.

Standing Order No. 6—Weighing or Handling Material.

Standing Order No. 7—Overseeing.

Fig. 147 is the reverse of a time-card as used in the shops of the
Pennsylvania State College, showing the standing orders in use

at that institution:

A uselessly detailed and complicated system of standing orders

is frequently installed by consulting cost accountants. The best

TI There is an order number [or every job. You should be given
same by Foreman when he gives you the work. Standing orders
are as follows:

1—Carpenter Shop maintenance and repairs.
2—Wood Machine Room maintenance and repairs.
3—Forge Shop maintenance and repairs.

4^Foundary maintenance and repairs.
5—Machine Shop maintenance and repairs.

7—^Olerical and drafting.

9—Clipping, Filing and Pipe Fitting Shop maintainance

and repairs.

10—Wood Turning Room maintenance and repairs.

11—Extra Janitor work.
12—Extra Teaching.
13—Thesis work,
14—Office maintenance and repairs.

15—Apprentices' time learning trades.

16—Plumbing Shop- maintenance and repairs.

Jig. 147,—List of standing non-productive orders printed on back of

time slip. Yellow paper, 3 inches by 5 inches.

way to stop leaks is to prevent them by good management. De-
tailed cost accounting with hundreds of standing expense orders

will not stop wastes.

302. Items Constituting Expense Burden.—Manufacturing

expense properly includes such items as expense of supervision,

namely, salaries of foremen, salaries of draftsmen, salaries

of men in time and cost departments, salaries of men in pur-

chasing department, salaries of men in stores department, salaries

of men in shipping department, salaries of all men in tool-

making and repairing department, salaries for engineers, firemen,

truckers, elevator men, and packers. Wages of such help as car-

penters and painters ought to be applied to specific shop orders.
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such shop orders being of the productive series or of the non-

productive series. Manufacturing expense will include such

items as rent, taxes, insurance, water, light, fuel, pattern material,

and wages, packing material, patent costs, law costs, mem-
bership in societies, experimental work, and miscellaneous

factory expense.

A committee on uniform cost accounting of the National

Machine Tool Builders' Association made the following recom-

mendations as to the placing of certain manufacturing expenses

:

In the matter of freight, express, and drayage they recommend

including these items in the manufacturing expense rather than

adding them to material costs, preferring the plan of diffusing

such costs. In the matter of factory supplies the question was

raised about the purchase of supplies for each month. These

should be charged directly to the expense for the month or on

stores account. The committee recommended the adoption of

an average for edch month high enough and based on past expe-

rience. Under this plan such purchases could be charged to

suspense, and each month an equitable amount could be credited

off to expense. The safe plan is to charge the purchases direct

to expense—except in certain cases where a large stock is pur-

chased ahead.

In the matter of Factor of Safety, the committee recom-

mended as follows: With the greatest possible care in details

there will always be contingencies of one kind or another arising,

and to insure against such unforeseen yet possible differences

a Reserve Account is suggested. Each period a proper charge,

possibly 2 per cent, should be made to manufacturing expense,

based on the total of such manufacturing expense as it appears

before the element of safety is applied. This is intended to take

care of general wastage l;hroughout the shop, material leakage,

breakage of material in warehouses, obsolete castings, etc. This

does not refer to castings spoiled in the shop. These are charged

direct to shop order as an extra material item.

Under the heading of Interest, the committee considers it

incumbent that an amount should be charged into the burden

element of the cost of each month equal to a fair interest of the

value of ground, buildings, and plant equipment, viz., 1/12 of

say 5 per cent. We cannot commence to figure profit until this

interest charge is first added to the cost. The manufacturer who
does not own his buildings and ground will charge rent instead of
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interest on these values into his costs. As to the plant equip-

ment, the mere fact that a manufacturer has this paid for does

not relieve him of charging an interest on it into his costs, any-

more than if he had out interest-bearing notes given in payment
for it, or an issue of interest-bearing stock to cover this plant

equipment. If he never earns more than a fair interest on his

total investment, then he is practically earning no profit by his

business transactions, since he could get this interest on his money
without going into business. Therefore this interest should be

added into the cost before we put on the profit which should

establish the selling price.

303. "Fixed Charges."—Those items of manufacturing expense

which can be predetermined with accuracy for the ensuing year,

and which do not change from month to month are frequently

designated as "fixed charges." These charges include such

expenses as interest on capital invested, depreciation, taxes,

rentals, and insurance. The other items of manufacturing

expense are sometimes designated as the variable charges.

304. "Percentage on Labor" Method of Apportioning Expense

Burden.—This method is by far the most prevalent method of

apportioning the expense burden. If the output and wages are

practically the same year in and year out this method will not be

far from right. If such is not the case, however, the results as to

total costs should be compared with results given by other methods

of apportioning expenses.

In determining the expense percentage to be added to the

cost of labor as shown by the time records, the simplest process,

and the one' most generally used, is that of adding a uniform per-

centage to the cost of labor on all classes of work. Thus, if the

entire expense account of a factory, including the cost of unpro-

ductive labor, interest, insurance, depreciation, etc., is to the cost

of productive labor as 150 is to 100, then one and one-half times

the cost of labor on any article built in the shops will be added

to its cost as shown by the bill of material and time records,

in order to obtain the total cost.

305. Use of Separate Expense Percentages for Different Depart-

ments.—The foregoing method, while simple, is objectionable be-

cause it does not differentiate articles in the manufacture of which

the more inexpensive machines of a plant are employed, from

articles involving the use of very expensive machinery. On the

other hand, it adds a very great amount to the necessary clerical
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work if a definite percentage is determined for each tool, and

added daily to the operator's time.

306, Expense Percentage Different for Different Kinds of Prod-

uct.—A compromise between these two extremes will be found

in the differentiating of the output of a shop into several groups,

and, by carefully examining the purchase cost and expense of

operation of the tools employed in the manufacture of each group,

similarly differentiating the expense percentage, so that a different

per cent, will be added to the flat cost of machines involving

greater expense in their manufacture than to the group in which

less expense is involved. Thus, let us suppose that the total

annual cost of productive labor in a shop is $100,000, and that

the total expense, including unproductive labor, interest, insurance,

depreciation, etc., amounts to $150,000. We might determine

the actual total cost of each machine now by adding one and one-

half times the cost of labor as shown by the time records. But

suppose we draw a line between the kinds of machines manufac-

tured, putting all the larger and special machines in a group by

themselves, and all ordinary small stock machines into another

group, and find now that the labor on the large machines amounted

to $50,000, and the expense item on the same machines amounted

to $100,000, while in the case of the smaller machines the labor

cost amounted to $50,000, and the expense item for this group

was $50,000. It is evident that we would cover our total annual

expense item if we added twice the cost of labor as shown by the

time records in the case of the larger machines, and once the cost

of labor for the smaller machines. It is evident that the addition

of one and one-half times the cost of labor to all machines would

have been misleading, inasmuch as it would have represented the

costs of the smaller machines as being higher than they actually

were, and would have shown the costs of the larger machines at

too low a figure. The addition of the single percentage would be

quite Ukely to lead the management to the fallacious conclusion

that they were xmable to build small machines at as low a cost

as some of their competitors, who confined their efforts altogether

to the smaller type, and might cause them to allow their efforts

toward selling the smaller machines to flag, and thus lose a line

of business which would be in reality profitable.

307. Hourty Expense Rates.—The progressive tendency now-

adays is to charge, in the form of hourly rates, all factory operat-

ing expenses outside of productive labor. The following example
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will show why it is more accurate to charge operating expenses

by the hour than as a flat percentage of the productive labor

cost:

Suppose a piece of work takes a man 30 hours, and that this

man is receiving 20 cents on hour; the flat labor cost of the work
is $6.. Suppose our operating expenses are 100 per cent, of our

productive pay-roll expense, then we must add 100 per cent, of

flat labor to cover expense, or $6, making the total actual cost

of the work $12.

Suppose now we employ a more skilful man who does the work
in 20 hours at 30 cents an hour; the flat labor cost will be $6 as

before, and the 100 per cent, added would make the total manu-
facturer's cost $12.

If, however, we had divided out total annual expense by the

total number of productive hours put in during the year, and

had found that the hourly expense rate was 20 cents an hour,

we would figure the above work as follows:

1. In the case of a man getting 20 cents an hour we would

have:

Flat labor cost, 30 hours, at $0.20 or $6.0P

Operating expense, 30 hours, at $0.20 or 6 . 00

Total manufacturer's cost $12.00

2. With the more skilful man we would have

:

Flat labor cost, 20 hours, at S0.30 or $6 . 00

Operating expense, 20 hours, at $0.20 or 4.00

Total manufacturer's cost $10 . 00

It is evident that by using the hourly operating expense we

show that the higher priced mechanic, who did the work in less

time than the poorer mechanic, made the job cost $10, whereas

the poorer mechanic, to whom we paid^the same wage amount,

made the job cost us $12, because he occupied the shop floor

space and used the machinery, power, and tools a longer amount

of time than the skilled man.

A great step toward accuracy is taken when a shop once

establishes an hourly operating expense, such operating expense

being based on a "grand total of all items in the expense account,

divided by the total productive hours taken from all the pay-

rolls during the year.
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308. Departmental Hourly Expense Rates or Local Burden

Rates.—Naturally the next step toward more accurate cost-

finding will be to establish a general hourly operating rate which

applies to all departments in the factory, keeping out of this rate

all expense items which are strictly local departmental expenses,

and making out of these local departmental expenses distinct

hourly rates, applying to certain departments only.

The estabhshment in this way of local burdens, as well as a

general burden rate, will go far toward putting the expense of

operating high-priced and heavy-power machinery where it

belongs, instead of diffusing it on bench work and other work

which ought not to carry the expense of the machinery at all.

309. Hourly Machine Rates.—This brings us to the next

point in development of accurate cost-finding ; namely, the estab-

lishing of an hourly rate for each separate machine, such rate

being distinct from and in addition to the wage rate of the man.

A number of different considerations enter into the estab-

lishment of the hourly machine rate. Among these are the fol-

lowing: (1) the interest and depreciation on the purchase price

of the machine; (2) the annual cost of repairing the machine and

keeping it supplied with belts, lubricants, and cutting tools;

(3) the floor space occupied by the machine and the stock lying

about it; (4) the power consumed by the machine; (5) the number
of men required to operate the machine.

With the previous year's expense accounts as a basis, an

estimate is made of the total amount to be charged to the owner-

ship, operation, and maintenance of all machines. Out of this

grand total or budget each machine tool is given a certain definite

allowance or allotment for the coming year. A card is then writ-

ten out for each separate machine tool, and after determining ap-

proximately the number of hours that the machine will run during

the year, its hourly operating rate is established by dividing the

total budget by the estimated total hours that the machine will

run. Evejy time that the machine is used it is credited with

its hourly rate, the amounts being posted on the card record

for that machine tool from the cost department's records, show-
ing amount of time machine has been used. If at the end of a

quarterly or semi-annual period it is found likely that the post-

ings on any card will over-run or fall short of the amount allotted

the given machine, such changes in various machine rates as are

manifestly equitable and necessary should be made.
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A good deal of confusing and unnecessary detail has been gone

into by several writers on cost accounting in describing hypo-

thetical methods of incorrectly figuring machine rates on the

basis that the machine rate included all of the factory expenses

and was the only expense burden added. The machine rate has

been in use many years before these writers were born, and has

been pretty accurately worked out independently of the other

expense charges in such establishments as planing mills or job

machine shops.

310. Machine Rate should always be Separate and Inde-

pendent of Other Expenses not Connected with Ownership and
Operation of Machines.—When the machine rate is used, it

is always desirable to use a separate local departmental burden

rate for all charges of a strictly local departmental nature and

not connected with machine operation. In addition to the local

departmental rate, there should be a general expense burden rate

which includes all expenses non-local or general in their nature

and not connected with either machine operation or depart-

mental expenses.

311. Wide Variation in Costs in same Establishment shown

by Applying the above Different Methods of Apportioning

Expense Burden.—Popular fiction has fascinated the average

reader by the statement that modern cost accounting is so re-

fined that a fluctuation in the third decimal point marks the divid-

ing line between profit and loss. How absurd such statements

are can easily be demonstrated by applying the above-described

various methods, of computing the expense burden to the same

flat labor and fl^t material costs.

312. Importance of Manufacturers in Same Industry using

Same Metiiods of Apportioning Expenses in their Cost Systems.

—The machine tool builders, realizing the senseless competition

that arises from ignorance of real costs, agreed to use a uniform

system of apportioning expense burden. It would be well if

other industries Were to follow this example.

313. Co-operation between Accounting and Cost Departments.
—In the matter of establishing the various burden rates or

expense percentages, it is vitally essential that there be har-

monious co-operation and mutual understanding between the

chief accountant and the head of the cost department, a result

which may require the exercise of great diplomacy for its accom-

plishment. It is necessary that the chief accountant recognize
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the desirability of local departmental expenses, and the segre-

gation in the cost system of the portion of each department's

pay-roll, which is indirect labor, as well as the material items

chargeable to local departmental up-keep. He will also have

to come to an understanding with the head of the cost depart-

ment as to each month's shop production that constitute new
assets in the way of standard drawings, standard patterns,

standard machine tools, standard and special portable tools,

office and shop fixtures, line shafting, and other plant additions.

The above matters are the most difficult to adjust and agree

on, but if the chief accountant will approach the matter with

a desire to understand and co-operate with the chief cost-keeper,

and the chief cost-keeper will approach the matter in the same

spirit, neither scoffing at the other's ignorance or stupidity,

satisfactory agreement can and must be reached.

Having settled the portion of pay-roll and material which

will have to go to local departmental indirect accoimts, the next

step is the agreement on what shall be the monthly factory bur-

den. This burden consists of the indirect charges not chargeable

to any one department, but chargeable to the shop as a whole,

and includes such items as interest and deterioration, super-

visional salaries, rent, machine depreciation, and power not

included in hourly machine rates if the hourly machine rate pre-

vails, and if it does not prevail, all rents, power charges, and

machine depreciation; also light and heat, shop supplies, perish-

able and semi-perishable tools, defective workmanship, drayage

and freight, boxing and crating, and other miscellaneous factory

expenses already referred to..

In order to see whether the burden rate charged is sufficient

to meet all the expense items, it is only necessary for the cost

department to keep a large card on which are recorded the

amounts of burden assigned to each order as completed, these

amounts being totaled each month. If the totals fall below the

accounting department's record to date since the beginning of the

fiscal year, an advance in the rate will be necessary to secure a

balance at the end of the year, and vice versa. Right here is

where experienced cost accountants are likely to disagree with

men whose experience has been confined to commercial book-

keeping as the latter are apt to call this burden rate adjustment

"juggling" or "doctoring" of accounts. However, it appearsto

be the only way of securing a balancing of cost and stores records
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with the commercial accounts that is consistent with a rational

cost of conducting stores and cost records.

314. Notification of Completion of Orders.—The cost depart-

ment should receive some systematic and prompt notice of

the finishing of every shop order and every shipping order.

The cost department is usually the final destination of the

tracing tag which accompanies a lot of goods through the shop
to the inspection department and storeroom, the tag going

first to the stores record clerks, and from them to the cost depart-

ment. Similarly, a copy of the packing list covering every ship-

ping order, such list designating whether the shipment is partial

or complete, goes first to the stores record clerks, and from
them to the cost department.

315. Cost Summaries.—Whenever an order is closed in

the cost department, the labor sheets covering such order

are removed from the files and turned over to a cost-figuring

clerk. He makes out a cost summary similar to Fig. 148.

Drawing
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umns headed "Order Number," "Date," "Quantity," "Labor,"
"Material," "Expense," "Cost Each," and "Average Cost."

316. Comparative Individual Part Costs.—The foregoing card

serves as a comparative cost record as well as a catalogue or price

list of individual parts, and is useful in billing orders for supply-

parts or in inserting prices of individual parts when figuring cost

of a total machine, as per individual items listed on the bill of

( Comparative Labor Costs

Description
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317. Use of Bill of Material as Cost Record.—As previously

stated, it is advisable to provide for bills of material separate

insert cost sheets, so that the bill of material proper is not

burdened with cost columns, which will be used in only one

copy of the bill of material, whereas a number of copies of the

bill will go to various shop departments to serve as a list of parts
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been entered on the bill of material, it is turned over to the mana-
ger of the cost department. If the bill of material system has

been carefully followed out, and all discrepancies in material

attended to at once, as soon as they were made evident by the

storeroom entries, there need be no delay in arriving at the total

costs, the only operations necessary being the entering of labor

costs and extensions of costs of material, so that complete cost

bills can be had within a day, or at most two or three days, after

completion of an order.

The complete bills of material with cost entries are conven-

iently filed in "document file cases," or in tariff files, a separate

case being used for each order series, viz., the bills of material

for "A" orders being filed in numerical succession by themselves;

similarly the "B" orders, etc.

318. Comparative Complete Machine or Assembly Group
Costs.—For quick reference to all machines of similar type

• and size, a card index should be kept, each card representing

Order

No.
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to be located at any time, little record books may be kept by

the cost clerk—one book for each order series—in which are

noted the dates on which the bills of material are received and

turned over to the various departments or clerks, the books being

ruled in accordance with Fig. 153.

319. Competitors' Prices.—Careful comparisons need to be

made between the cost records of a shop and competitors' prices

on complete machines and individual parts. The sales depart-

ment should constantly be accumulating such data of competitors'

prices from their bids. In all cases where it has been quite posi-

tively determined that prices have not been "cuts," and it is

found that they are below what the shop can afford to quote, it is

proper to investigate and see if some means cannot be found of

meeting the competitors' prices. It is not a general rule that the

members of a sales department are in position to ferret out for

themselves the methods of meeting such competition. It is per-

fectly proper that the sales department should not confide its

own selling prices nor those of its competitors to any other depart-

ment of the shop. It is, however, of extreme importance that

absolute truthfulness be observed in reporting to the technical

departments the percentage by which a competitor has underbid

the shop. A collection of competitors' prices may demonstrate

that certain machines or lines of machines are costing the shop

more than they ought to. It then becomes necessary to use

every proper effort available to bring down the cost of the machine,

and if the cost is cut down by legitimate means, an economic

advantage has been gained not only for the shop, but, in a small

way, for, the trade at large. The constant reduction of prices

of all manufactured commodities is by no means a sign of a demoral-

ized condition of trade, but is a necessary essential to the world's

progress. If this condition is met in a spirit of ill temper and

haste, it is likely to result in business failure; but if it is taken

hold of with intelligence and caution, it means success and pros-

perity to the manufacturer.
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CHAPTER XXIII

AIDS IN TAKING INVENTORY

320. Advantages of "Perpetual" Inventories.—In an estab-

lishment of sufficient magnitude to justify the employment of a

full and capable clerical force to handle the records of the cost

and stores department, stock-taking is not as formidable a matter

as in smaller concerns. But in many large and prosperous manu-

facturing establishments the taking of an inventory is looked

forward to as the most onerous task of the year. It is frequently

months after the date on which the work of inventorying is

begun before the final results are announced.

In factories where labor cost postings are balanced against

the pay-roll, where stores withdrawals are expressed in money

value as made, and where Raw Material, Work in Process, and

Finished Product accounts are charged and credited as described

in Chapters V and XXII, it is feasible to have the books closed

and inventories taken as often as monthly. The question as to

how extensive a factory must be in order to justify the employ-
,

ment of such a full clerical force is naturally one which depends

upon the complexity of the manufacturing processes, and also

upon the margin of profit. It is, however, true that the com-

plete cost analysis revealed by a full clerical force may be in

itself the very means. of increasing the margin of profit. I had

occasion to be shown the cost and stores system of a factory

whose output amounted to about $250,000 of annual sales. The
number of persons doing the clerical work in the establishment

amounted to about 10 per cent., numerically, of the entire work-

ing force of the company, and it is fair to assume that their sala-

ries represented at least an equal percentage of the total wages ex-

penditure. At first I said this clerical force seemed dispropor-

tionately large, and yet I was assured by officials of the company
that since the introduction of this system they were able to adjust

their prices with a feeling of confidence that they had never

before possessed. The books are closed, and a complete report

of the company's business is rendered to the directors on the

tenth of each month for all business done during the preceding

292
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month. The company has been able to meet the prices of all

competitors and to maintain a high degree of mechanical excel-

lence, and to declare exceptionally good dividends. The success-

ful application of the complete cost and stores system to an estab-

lishment of this size, employing only about 100 men, has strength-

ened my conviction that the more general adoption of these

methods in smaller factories will surely come, and will be accom-
panied by more general confidence and satisfaction on the part

of both employers and employees.

There are, however, many factories that are not quite pre-

pared to go so fully, or—as they would put it—plunge so deeply

into shop-accounting systems, but with even an office force of

minimum size the matter of inventory taking may be simplified

by the use of properly arranged systems.

321. Classificatioii of Items to be Inventoried.—In general

the inventory may be divided into the following classes: fl)

Plant; (2) Equipment; (3) Supplies; (4) Raw Materials; (5)

Work in Process; (6) Finished Stock; (7) Obsolete Stock; (8)

Defective, Second-hand, or Returned Goods.

The items coming under the head of "Plant," if properly

recorded, can be inventoried in a very short time. Under this

heading will be included real estate and buildings.

Under Equipment will be included such items as power-plant

apparatus, transmission apparatus, piping, wiring, fixtures,

machinery, patterns, drawings, special jigs, and special tools.

Under the heading of Supplies will come all such articles as

do not enter into the product or if they do enter into it, cannot

be definitely measured for a given part of the product, but which

are incidental to the processes of manufacturing, such as files,

sand-paper, emery cloth, machine oil, soda, belt dressing, etc.

Under ^Raw Materials will be listed all materials that enter

into the manufactured product.

Work in Process includes all manufactured or partially manu-

factured parts which are found on shop floors or benches at the

time of taking inventory.

Finished Stock includes all finished parts found in a finished

parts warehouse. Also all finished groups of parts or complete

articles ready for shipment found in the stock warehouse.

The other items are self-explanatory.

It is usually desirable to shut down the works at the close of
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business on a fixed date for the purpose of taking inventory, the

works to remain shut down for as many days as experience has

shown to be the minimum time to take inventory satisfactorily.

It is always best to take the work in process first, so that in the

event that the number of days provided for in advance may not

prove sufficient, the checking of the completed stock and raw

material will be left to the last, to be gotten hold of after the

works have resumed operations, as this plan has caused the least

inconvenience.

322. Tag System of Taking Annual Inventory.—It is desirable

to provide a large number of consecutively numbered tags, these

tags to be given out in bunches of 100 to 500 tags, in such numbers

as may be required, to the parties in charge of the stock-taking on

each floor or in each department of the works, and it will be the

duty of these parties, after weighing or counting the stock, to

securely fix these tags to every bin, box, or rack, or piece of

material. These tags will be provided in different colors cor-

responding to the classes above outlined.

When all the stocks, after counting or weighing, will have

been tagged in this way, checkers will collect the tags.

A record must be kept of all tags given out and to whom,

and all tags, whether spoiled or used or not, must eventually be

returned to the checkers.

323. Checking Inventory.—The manner of taking the inventory'

must be most thorough in every respect, so that reliable results

will be obtained; actual weight, quantity, or measure must be

applied in every instance possible. The foreman of each depart-

ment and a checker should superintend the weighing and counting

of all material in that department, and will see that same is correctly

entered on the inventory tag. Where weighing or counting is

not practicable and estimates only can be obtained, the foreman

and checker should agree upon the proper figure, and they should

both put their initials on the tag, which should be marked

"Estimate."

It rests with the foreman and checker to determine what mate-

rials can or cannot be estimated according to the existing conditions,

and no set rule can be laid down. The purpose and intention

should be to count or weigh everything possible.

As far as possible all material should be collected and piled

up before taking inventory, with a view to facilitating a correct

and expeditious count.
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While the inventory is in progress no stock may be moved
from one department to another.

324. Material in Transit.—If it is found after taking inventory

that material was in transit for which invoices were rendered

bearing date of shipment previous to date of inventory, such

material will be included in the inventory. On the other hand,

@
INVENTORY TAG.

Dept._

Bldg. .

-Tag.No-

-FIOOL. -Sec-

Cat..No_ -Job No.-

No. of Pieces-

Weiglit-

Description of.Article:—

Class

Sub-Class—

No. of Hrs. Labox-

Counted by —Checked by—

Fig. 154.—Form for inventory tag. Colored tag. Stock, 4 1/8 inches

wide, 7 inches high.

care must be taken that no goods are booked or billed as "Shipped

Out " from the factory which are all ready to ship and then included

as stock on hand. In may be necessary to ship goods on an order

during the course of the inventory, but a note will be made
of same and the item included in the final inventory properly

annotated.
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325. Classification of Work in Process and Finished Product.—
A further differentiation of work in process of manufacture and

finished stock is usually desirable by classes of product. For

instance, a concern manufacturing electrical mining machinery

might have the following classifications: Class A, Chain Mining

Machines; Class B, Locomotives; Class C, Generators; Class D,

Long Wall Machines; Class E, Drills; Class F, Standard Motors;

Class G, Switch Boards; Class H, Hoists, etc., etc.

The designation of the material according as it comes under

one of these classes must be clearly designated on the tag. A
form for such inventory tag is shown in Fig. 154.

326. Units of Measurement.—In recording raw material and
supplies, care must be taken to see that the proper unit of

measure is entered on the tag, in stating the quantities on hand,

that is, the unit of measure by which the article is usually priced

and sold, whether pounds, feet, dozen, etc.

327. Shop Order Numbers for Work in Process.—In reporting

the work in process, it is important to give the shop order number
as well as catalogue or part number, and to state clearly the con-

dition of the order as to the value of labor and amount of material

expended to date, such information being obtained usually from

the cost department records. All parts found on the shop floor

or benches must be considered as orders representing work in

process, whether there appears to be any labor performed or not on

the job.

Where the number of parts by actual count, found on an

order in process, is different from the number called for by the

order itself, the inventory should give the actual weight or unit

of measure, and an estimate must be made as to the value of labor

and material, such estimate possibly differing from the records

in the cost department.

328. Depreciation on Obsolete Goods.—A percentage of de-

preciation must be agreed upon for obsolete or unsalable stock.

329. Collecting Inventory Tags.—The inventory having been

taken, the tags will be collected by checkers and sorted in nu-

merical order, to determine that none are missing, the last tag

being clearly marked "Last Tag, Number "

'

The shop must be carefully divided into divisions, and men
definitely assigned with checkers to each division.

330. Sold Goods.—Completed machinery, etc., that has been
billed to customers, and that is being held subject to their orders.
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must be specially designated by a notation in red pencil or in some
similar manner on the tag.

331. Classifying Materials.—For convenience in cataloging, it

may be found desirable to classify all tags, by class of material,

the material when thus grouped or lumped being copied from the

tags on to large sheets, the number of the tag being referred to in

EQUIPMENT INVENTORY CARD.
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333. Depreciation and Repairs on Equipment.—On the reverse

as shown are recorded cost of repairs or amount of annual de-

preciation, and the balance showing latest inventory value.

ORIGINAL

HMVENTORYTAa

DEPT. No.

B'L'D'G

CAT. No.
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writing the tags in duplicate with a piece of carbon, and remov-

ing the perforated strip immediately after writing out the tag.

o
DUPLICATE.

INVENTORY TAG

DEP'T No-.

B'L'D'G _FL0OB_

CAT. No.. _SIZE_

NAME-

No. P'C'S_

MATERIAL-

OPERATIONS PERFORMED.

ARE PARTS
ASSEMBLED!-

ASSEMBLING
_OPERATION_

WEIGHT (LBS.)

GROSS-
XAJiE—

-Wt. Per loo PC's-

COUNTED BY-

ENTERED IN RECORD BY—

N.B.- This Duplicate Must Not be Detached from Stock.

Fia. 158.—"Duplicate" inventory tag. Fastened together with "orig-

inal" by reinforced eyelet. (See Fig. 157.) Manila tag stock, 4 1/2 inches

wide, 7 3/4 inches high.

This lessens the liability of errors due to lost tags. A form for

such a tag is shown in Figs. 157 and 158.

335. Proper Percentage of Depreciation.—The proper per-

centage of depreciation to be used for various classes of equip-
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ment is a matter which has been discussed at length by various

writers. Experiments have been made to determine the average

life of various tools. It is evident, however, that the length

of life and rapidity of deterioration of machinery and trans-

mission parts will vary widely. Where trustworthy data

based upon a number of years of observation are not at hand, it

has been customary to allow a general depreciation of 10 per

cent, per annum on all machines. On belting and transmission

apparatus in general, a slightly larger depreciation is sometimes

charged, varying according to the service. Buildings kept in

good repair are often chargerf with a very low percentage of

depreciation.

336. Inventorying Patterns and Drawings.—The real value

of patterns and drawings as an asset is a matter over which

there is considerable difference of opinion. Special patterns

and drawings are charged to the particular order for which

they are made, and then can be of no value except as scrap.

On th6 other hand, standard patterns and drawings have a real

value which should be subject to considerable depreciation.

Where the value of standard drawings and patterns is not kept

for each piece, but all work on such patterns and drawings is

charged on a standing order number, the total cost of all new
standard patterns and drawings for the year is given by a stand-

ing order, and this total added to the properly depreciated value

of the standard patterns on hand at the close of the previous

year will give the current value. This method, of course, does

not assign a definite price to each individual pattern and drawing.

The valuing of goods is facilitated by the cost department

having on hand lists of all standard materials with the prevalent

net price reduced to a price per unit of measure or weight.

337. Perpetual Inventories to be Verified by Actual Coimt.—
At the beginning of this discussion it was stated that the tak-

ing of an inventory is greatly facilitated by the keeping up

of accurate stores records. It must not be assumed that the

stores records may be taken as inventory values. All systems

of mathematical record need to be checked annually by an actual

count. Such actual count may be made the basis of just as

thorough an inventory as could be taken by an outside appraisal

company. In fact, where it is customary for the sake of furnish-

ing what would appear to be absolutely unprejudiced and un-

biased values by employing an outside appraisal company, the
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work of such appraisal company is made much easier and more
accurate in establishments where inventories taken by the regular

force of the company have been thorough and systematic.

338. "Replacement" Values.—In attaching values to factory

fixtures, special tools and other items which are essential parts

of the plant, it is customary to value them at what it would
cost to replace them in their present condition, and to consider

their worth on a basis of what value they would have to a com-
pany engaging in the same Hne of business on the same premises,

and not the figures that articles would bring if sold at a forced

sale.

339. Cost System as an Aid to Inventorying.—The accuracy

of the inventory prices attached to finished and unfinished parts

depends upon the cost-calculating system employed. If a

company's cost records are known to be correctly kept, then the

rational way to obtain the cost of unfinished parts would be to

close up to inventory date all time and material records on all

unfinished orders. With a cost system in which the costs of

individual parts have been built up, recorded, and compared,

these costs serve as the basis of accurate inventory valuation.

340. Congested and' Disorderly Stock-rooms.—One of the

greatest disadvantages from which inventory taking usually

suffers is that due to extremely congested stock-rooms and
stock fioor. Another great disadvantage will be found in

lack of promptness in identifying items on the shop floor and

leaving them without i'dentifying tags.

The mere issuing of instructions to foremen to see that floors

and benches are cleaned up and stock neatly arranged is not

sufficient; it may be necessary to hire special help to see that this

work is actually carried out. Previous to inventory time as

much useless material as possible should be scrapped.

The person in charge of each department and the checker

for that department must, under no circumstances, let a piece

pass by without tagging it, with the idea that they will look it

up afterward.

341. Precautions Regarding Inventory Taking.—The following

list of precautions will be found serviceable in connection with

inventory taking:

At a period of time not later than two months previous to

the date of the inventory, every bin and every class of article

in every warehouse and stock-room must be labeled with its
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proper name and mark number, if there is any; pattern number,

if there is any; also, where two units of measurement are required,

such as number of feet and pounds, the label or tag must bear

the weight per foot, or whatever the conditions require.

(1) The head stock-keeper will, at the time above indicated,

check up each bin and item, and see that these labels are pro-

vided, so that the stock-taking can be done by any clerk copying

the information on the bin labels or tags.

(2) A complete finding list must be provided by the head

stock-keeper at this time. This finding list must catalogue all

material, whether it is purchased finished stock, or whether it

is stock manufactured by the company, such finding list giving,

after each item, the number of the bin in which it is located.

The preparation of such a finding list will prevent articles of the

same class being stored in different bins.

(3) The shop foremen must get under benches and into pigeon-

holes and get out all unlabeled and unidentified material. The

shop floor must be cleared of everything, except work in process.

The personal co-operation of the shop disciplinary heads must

be used to see that this is done. Unless vigorous steps are taken

to enforce this clearing up, it will be extremely difficult to take

stock accurately.

(4) The head of the cost department will receive the num-
bered inventory tags, and put them under lock and key. When
he issues these tags he will take a written receipt from each

person to whom he issues them. He will isSue these in lots not

to exceed 500 at one time.
,

(5) These inventory tags will have carbonized slips with the

same printing on them as is on the face of the tag, stitched to

the tag. These carbonized tags will be torn off as the tags are

written up and kept on file by the person detaching the tags.

This will secure a duplicate of the tag being on file, so that, in

case any tag is lost, it will be known what was written thereon.

(6) At a period not later than one month previous to the

figuring of the inventory, a complete price catalogue should be

in readiness, such price catalogue containing the very latest

prices of all raw material. This catalogue should list every item

appearing in the last preceding inventory.

(7) The shop costs must be figured up to date on all completed

and uncompleted orders, so that it will not be necessary to esti-

mate the time spent on work in process.
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(8) At a period not later than thirty days before stock-taking,

every order which the records show to be a "live order" must be

checked in the shop so that there is a certainty of its being in

actual existence in the shop.

(9) In order to distribute the work of stock-taking in such

a manner as not to over-burden any one department, the work
should be allotted as follows: The head cost clerk will be in gen-

eral charge of the inventory; the receiving department will

take stock of all raw material; the stores department will take

stock of all supplies and finished stock; and the cost department

will take stock of all work in process.

(10) The men who wrote certain inventory tags will accompany

the checkers who collect these tags; they will have their dupli-

cates to assist them in accounting for any missing tags.

(11) Work in proctess should be figured from the cost depart-

ment records. Articles on the shop fioor nevertheless should be

tagged and the tags collected just as soon as all items have been

tagged and checked. This will permit of a check of the work

in process, as shown by the tags, against the same as ^hown by

the cost department records of uncompleted orders.

(12) All figuring of prices, weights, etc., should be done on

the tags themselves. Also all arrangements of lists of stores, by

sizes, etc., previous to any copying on ,the sheets, are to be the

result of sorting of. tags.

(13) The transcribing should be done very carefully in ink

on the permanent record sheets, to be placed in a substantial

binder. This will constitute the permanent inventory, and may

be copied on the typewriter in manifold.

(14) The shop time-takers will be usually found the best

assistants in the inventory of work in process.
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CHAPTER XXIV

INSPECTION METHODS IN MODERN MACHINE
SHOPS

342. General Classification of Inspection.—The work of

inspection naturally divides itself into two groups

:

(a) That having to do with raw materials and purchased parts.

(b) Inspection having to do with manufactured product.

343. Inspection of Raw Materials and Purchased Items.—
In order, that raw material and purchased parts may be satis-

factorily inspected, it is necessary that the purchaser's require-

ments be specifically set forth. This consideration demands the

preparation of specifications. The preparation of such speci-

fications for a given shop is a matter which requires a careful

investigation of past experiences. The person writing such speci-

fications should consult all possible sources of information as to

what has been past experience with respect to troubles and diffi-

culties in connection with any given materig,l or part. This is

necessary in order that the specifications may be not only correct

from a theoretical standpoint, but in order that they may be

practical as well. A draftsman, foreman, or a salesman may be

able to give useful information in connection with the preparation

of specifications for purchased material.

If the establishment is large enough to have a testing labora-

tory of its own, such a laboratory will prepare these specifications

in conjunction with the various engineers of the company.
In the inspection of raw material we have to cover two general

features

:

(1) Quality as depending on composition.

(2) Quality as to dimensions.

Inspection as to composition may come under three classes of

requirements

:

(1) Physical.

(2) Chemical.

(3) Magnetic or electric.

304
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Inspection as to dimensions and form would apply more par-

ticularly to castings or finished parts which must coincide with
drawings or other specifications.

Raw material purchased in large quantities may sometimes
be best inspected, as td composition and manufacture, at the

plant of the maker, so far as physical qualities are concerned.

Chemical, magnetic, or electric qualities are best tested in a
laboratory which may be part of the organization of the company
making the specifications, or it may be done in a commercial
laboratory conducting testing for outside clients.

Such articles as bar, sheet, and other stock may be inspected

in the receiving department as to quality, size, shape, and
general appearance of material. This class of inspection,

although usually conducted by non-technical help, is about all

that can be done with regard to materials received in small

quantity, as the cost of technical inspection would be too high.

344. Inspection of Manufactured Product.—The inspection

of manufactured product divides itself up into

:

(1) Dimensional inspection during the course of manufacture.

(2) Inspection of groups of parts.

(3) Erection inspection.

(4) Electric or magnetic^inspection and testing.

(5) Final inspection and testing of complete machines.

345. Dimensional Inspection.—Some few American shops

make a dimensional inspection after every machine-shop opera-

tion. Where this is the practice it is necessary to have a repre-

sentative of the inspection department visit every leading factory

department at regular intervals. The record of the inspection is

made by having the inspector write his name or initials after the

operation which the inspection covers, as listed on the routing

tag accompanying the pieces during their process of manufacture.

In some shops the inspector accompanies the "move material

men," motor trucks being used.

In many shops, however, it is not necessary to conduct a dimen-

sional inspection after every operation, nor, indeed, is it necessary

to inspect all parts. In many cases it will be satisfactory if

only such parts as are subject to renewal are inspected when all

machine-shop operations are finished. Such parts may be desig-

nated by the engineering department on the bill of material.

As the routing or tracing tag is usually copied from the bill of

material the tag will call attention to the required inspection.

20,
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346. Floor Inspection.—In addition to the floor inspection of

such pieces as require inspection during process of manufacture,

this requirement being designated on the bill of material and shop

routing tag, as indicated, it is advisable that all manufactured

parts, before going into a permanent stock-room of finished parts,

or into a temporary stock, from which they may be drawn for

assembling or erecting purposes, should pass through an inspec-

tion department which will check the parts with the blue-

prints with such degree of accuracy as the judgment of the head

inspector will dictate.

347. Verification of Inspection.—Small articles made in quan-

tity ^nd going into the stock-room may have the inspection of the

lot verified on the routing tag. ' In case of larger pieces these

should be stamped individually with a steel stamp bearing the

inspector's distinct symbol.

Stock-keepers and assemblers must not accept pieces on which

inspection is required, without proof of inspection. The with-

drawal of a part from a stock-room naturally assumes that such

piece has been inspected before it was accepted in the stock-

room. It is important that such pieces as go direct to assem-

bling or erection, without first going to a stock-room, have the

inspector's symbol stamped upon them, or upon the tag accom-

panjdng them.

348. Altering Inspected Parts.—^Assemblers and erectors

must be prohibited from using files or other tools to alter parts

already finished and supposed to be correct. If parts will not

assemble, the inspection department must be notified.

349. Inspection of Assembled Groups.—As regards the in-

spection of groups of parts it may be necessary in many cases

to have an inspector inspect all the component parts of a group

previous to assembling into groups. Such groups and speci-

fied component parts should be designated on the bill of material

by the engineering department.

Such parts of groups as must be accurate in order to make
assembling possible without alteration by assemblers must

be designated as to the required inspection on the bill of

material.

350. Erection Inspection.—In regard to erection inspection it

is necessary that an inspector exercise close scrutiny over machines

while in process of erection. He must report defects to the de-

partment foreman, and the department foreman and workman
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must lend any assistance necessary for the proper performance of

the inspector's duty.

351. Electrical Inspection.—As regards electrical inspection,

all parts having electrical functions are best tested as independent

parts before assembling. This applies to such parts as windings,

coils, resistances, etc. In order to be doubly sure, and in order to

prevent dissatisfaction on the part of customers ordering repair

parts, it is often advisable also to apply alternating current, high

voltage to all electric current carrying parts, prior to their ship-

ment as renewals, and also to make a magneto test of armatures
and commutators prior to shipment, so as to locate any possible

short-circuits. The same precautions as to an additional test at

the time of issuing of electrical parts from a stock-room to shop

for assembling may be considered advisable.

As regards the inspection of assembled groups of electrical

parts as to accuracy of connections, where such inspection is

advisable, inspectors should be furnished with diagrams showing
the connections, such diagrams to be made by the engineering

department.

352. Final Inspection and Test of Complete Machines.—The
final inspection and test of complete machines should be con-

ducted in accordance with instructions furnished by the engi-

neering department, who should also prepare complete data

sheets and log sheets covering the final inspection and test.

353. Organization of Inspection Department.—As regards the

organization of the inspection department, it is pretty generally

agreed that this department must be independent of any shop

control. If the inspection department must be either under the

shop superintendent or the chief engineer, it is far better to have

it under the chief engineer, because if the inspectors were part

of the shop organization, the tendency would be to conform to

the ideas of the various department foremen rather than to the

letter of the specifications.

In inspection work all specifications must be so worded that

there can be no difference between the letter and the spirit of

the law. This means that drawings and bills of material must

specify very carefully the degree of accuracy required so far as

relates to dimensions which require special care, and also that a

general written code of requirements be prepared by agreement

between the engineering department, the shops, and the inspec-
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tion department, and all parties involved co-operate to live up to

the letter of this code.

354. Qualifications of Inspectors.—The class of labor em-

ployed in the inspection department will depend altogether on

the duties of the individual inspector.

The inspection of such an article as steel balls, made in

quantity, may be satisfactorily conducted by a mere apprentice.

Dimensional inspection of machined pieces will require a man

of the capacity of a good vise-hand machinist.

Electrical inspection of parts may in many cases be done

satisfactorily by an apprentice electrician. On the other hand,

a final electrical test may demand the services of a technically

educated man. In a large shop the personnel of the inspection

and testing department would include men of various degrees of

experience and education.

It will evidently take a man of executive ability and tact

as well as a good engineer to fill the position of chief inspector.

He will be able to do his duty most satisfactorily if his department

is responsible only to the works manager, and neither to the

shop superintendent nor to the chief engineer.

355. Errors and Defects.—^As an example of how to take care

of defective workmanship and material developing in course of

manufacture, the following instruations as used in a machinery

manufacturing establishment will serve:

" Standing orders have been established as follows, covering

defective castings or material of any kind which is defective, also

all extra work on account of errors or defects

:

Standing Order No. 18.—^AU labor and material lost on ac-

count of defective workmanship in shop.

Standing Order No. 19.—All labor and material lost on account

of errors in drawings or designs.

Standing Order No. 20.—All labor and material lost on ac-

count of additions or alterations due to changes in instructions

from purchaser, or improvements in design, conceived during

building.

Standing Order No. 21.—All labor and material lost on account

of defective material delivered on purchase orders. Proper credit

to be made to this order, of such amounts as may be secured

in credits from companies responsible for this loss."

"Errors and Defects" tags (Figs. 159 and 160) are to be used

in the following manner:
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Where material is to be scrapped or returned, this point to be

decided by chief floor inspector, the tag will be used in the

following manner:

o

DATE.

ERRORS OR DEFECTS.

PART No.

No. PCS. DEFECTIVE-

Order No. on which Material orioinated-

-MATERIAL.

Time lost as per list on other side and Material lost, (if any) to be charged as

follows; time taker check which.

If Omissions Involving no Extra work,.

If Shop Error involving Extra work,

Regular Order as above

Standing Order No. 18

If Drafting Dept. Error involving Extra work, Standing Order No. 19

If Additions or Alterations involving Extra work,_Standing Order No. 20

If Due to Defective Material Standing Order No. 21

DEFECTS OR ERRORS IN DETAIL

DiSPOSITIOK-

MATERIAL TO BE REPLACED

ORDER TO BE CLOSED WITH SHORTAGE AS ABOVEB (Check Which}

INSPECTOR

Fig. 159.—Error or defect tag. (Front.) Manila tag stock, 4 1/8 inches

wide, 7 inches high.

If ordered scrapped on account of some shop error, no defect

being, in casting, chief floor inspector will write "scrap" on error

tag, and will have department time-taker enter time on back of

error tag in place provided for same. He then sends a laborer
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to the receipt window of the storeroom with the part or parts.

The storeroom clerk removes the tag and sends same to stores

record clerk at the same time that he sends in regular production

TIME TAKER TO FILL FOLLOWING ONLY IN CASE OF
DEFECTIVE OR SPOILED MATERIAL.

Emp.
No.
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spaces provided for same on back of tag, and proper shipping tag
is attached for return of material to party furnishing same, the
error tag being then removed and sent to stores record clerk.

Errors not involving scrapping or returning of material are

handled as follows

:

Floor inspector will decide to which standing order extra time
is to be charged, time-takers making such entries on current

time records. In all cases where it is a matter of putting into

acceptable condition parts which can be put in such condition,

the time to be charged to the standing order will be only that

required to make the part acceptable. If extra work by reason

of errors or defects is not discovered until extra time beyond
what it should have taken has already been posted to a productive

order, the production order will be credited with the amount,

INSEECTOH'S REPOET SHEET.

Week Ending 190

Shop Order, Spoiled. Name of Part.
Operation, or

Reason for Rejecting.

Fig. 161.—Inspection department weekly report. Wliite paper, 8 1/2

inches wide, 11 inches high, ruled in red and blue.

which is to be posted to the standing order. Provision for this is

made on the back of the form.

It is exceedingly important that whenever it is determii;ied that

time or material are to be charged to these standing orders, the

corresponding error tags be written out immediately by floor

inspector and the goods with the tag sent promptly to the depart-

ment that should receive same. Every department receiving

goods with error tags should do everything possible to hasten the

arrival of the material at its proper destination, and of the tag

at its final destination, namely, the cost department.

Whenever parts are returned to shop for further work from

general inspection department at storeroom receiving gate to

the shop, inspection department attaches an error tag, properly

filled out. When inspector has a number of pieces in one lot, of

which part are defective and have to go back to the shop, and
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part are good, he sends the good portion with the regular shop

production tag to storeroom, noting on the shop tag the number
which he has returned to the shop. In such cases the error tag
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GASOLINE CAR INSPECTION
Order No.

, Date

No. of Car Engine case filled clean oil _

Model Spark plugs good

No, of Engine Oil caps on

Size of Engine Wh^gls true, spokes tight-

Size of wheels Grease cups on_

Make of tire Front wheels set properIy_

Size of tires .
; Tires pumped up

Size of fiont springs Finish good

Size of rear springs Trimming good

Size of inner rear axle Cotter pins in bolts _

Size of rear bearings Oil in axle gear case _

Size of front inner bearings Hood right

Size of front outer bearings Toolbox

Make of spark plugs Oil in transmission case and bearings _

Radiator Shafts and wheels oiled
^

Oiling system Parts plated and polished

Steering wheel Canopy top irons on

Lamps Fan pulleys and belt right

Generator_^ Storm apron buttons on body

Horn _AU felt washers in

Batteries and box Dynamo

Odometer Reading No. Storage Battery Charged-

Inner rear axles fit properly,^ All adjustments good _^__„
Swivel joint properly adjusted ^»_Springs "g^t :

Cones in perfect condition
,

,

INSPECTED BY_
Engine runs properly Steering right ;

Gears shift properly^ Wiring right

Commutator set properly Piping good

Carburetor set properly Clutch spring right

Gears perfect Clutch adjustment right-

Levers right Throttle lever right

Hub brakes right '. ,^-Pump right «________

Auxiliary brake right Spark levers right _

Ballbearings adjusted perfectly All adjustments perfect_

TESTED BY
Shipped to

Date shipped 190

STUB;-

Order No. Water and gasoline drained—

Car Wq.
,

Ready for shipment A

Signed -

(Tear off this stub and hand to shipping department.)

Fig. 163.—Form for combined inspection and test of gasoline-driven auto-

mobile. Buff bond paperj 8 1/2 inches wide, 11 inches high.
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these records of all inspectors should be assembled into a weekly

report sheet, similar to Fig. 161.

356. Testing Distinct from Inspection.—Testing of assembled

machines is usually carried on by a department distinct from the

ORDER No No-
Name-
Volts Amp. Rfis._

O
As per Record No..

Signed
Approved

One of these Tags must be attached to every piece of Apparatus leaving the Factory

Fig. 164.—Test tag attached to finished product by testing department.

Red tag stock, 4 3/4 inches wide, 2 1/2 inches high.

inspection department, the testing being usually under the super-

vision of the chief engineer or the engineering department.

357. Test Reports and Records.—Fig. 162 shows a form for

reporting motor test. Fig. 163 shows a form for combined inspec-

tion and test record of a gasoline -driven automobile.

ORDER No. No..
Name
Volts Amp. Res.

O^ cau.,
DEFECTIVE

Signed-

Fig. 165.—Defective tag attached to finished product by testing depart-

ment. Blue tag stock, 4 3/4 inches wide, 2 1/2 inches high.

Figs. 164 and 165 are "Tested," and "Defective" tags as used

by testing department employees in electrical work.

REFERENCE
Pabkhuest: "Applied Methods of Scientific Management," Chapter III.



CHAPTER XXV

RATE FIXING AND TIME STUDIES

368. Former Time Standards not a Reliable Basis for Rate
Fixing.—The simplest method of rate-fixing which is apt to sug-

gest itself to the novice, and especially to a man whose duties have

been clerical rather than mechanical, is to average past time

records as listed in the cost record, as a basis for time standards.

This method is perhaps safe in estimating seUing prices, but is

seldom safe to use as a basis for piece-work, premium, bonus, or

efficiency wage systems"". The reason for the foregoing statement

is that accurate time and motion study almost invariably reveals

useless motions and suggests improvements which will lead to

determining the best method, which usually involves far less time

than former methods.

359. Analysis of Work into Preparatory and Supplementary

Steps and Active Work.—The correct basis for time standards

is the least possible time required to do the operations involved

and turn out a product that will pass the inspecting department as

satisfactory, allowing such frequency and length of rest periods

as will prevent fatigue. In the machine shop this time is made
up of two parts: first, that spent in preparatory and supple-

mentary work, such as Jigging, chucking, taking out, gaging,

etc.; second, that spent in active work while the machine is in

operation.

" The time that ghould be spent in active machine work is a

matter that can easily be determined. In machine tool work

where one workman operates a single spindle it will be hmited

only by the highest speed that the tools and machinery will stand.

In multiple spindle work there is no advantage in the cutting

operation being done more rapidly than the shortest time that

will permit of continuous active work on the part of both operator

and machine. The handling time is less easily determined than

machine time as it involves motion study together with assign-

ment of proper rest intervals, where such are needed.

360. Rate Fixing on Non-repetitive or "Job" Work.—It is

evident that in a purely manufacturing establishment the

315
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variable factors involved in the handling steps can be determined

with a far greater amount of certainty than in jobbing work,

since in the former case the operation is being done on the same

piece in the same manner day after day. A jobbing shop may,

with advantage, go so far as to prepare a routing tag for every

piece, and specify the maximum feed and speed attainable in

machining, and also the minimum time that it is estimated should

be taken in the chucking, handling, etc. But in the jobbing

shop the average workman is not expected to accompUsh the

work in the minimum time thus set, since he does not repeat the

work often enough to get into a fast gait. Hence the premium

wage system with its fixed day rate is gaining in favor in jobbing

shops. In fact, there are instances of the premium system being

combined successfully with a bonus of a fixed daily amount for

the accomplishment of all tasks uUdertaken and completed in a

specific time. In fixing the time it should take a man working

continuously on the same operation to accomplish his work, it is

only fair to expect him to turn out the work far more rapidly than

would be expected in a jobbing shop. Most modern machine-

shop work is so much relieved of heavy labor that lively move-

ment on the part of the worker is no hardship. Where the

work is heavy, time allowances will have to be made for pauses

and intervals of rest.

Rate-fixing intelligently undertaken will make the rate right

at the outset and hence there will never be any thought of chang-

ing it. Piece rates can be made correct at the outset if the work

of rate-fixing is correctly done, and based upon scientific re-

search rather than upon the guessing which is often misnamed
"judging."

361. Foreman's Time Standards Usually Guess Work.—
The usual method of fixing piece rates has been for the foremen

to decide what the rates should be. In many cases it is quite

customary for a foreman to have his time-keeper jot down the

names or symbols of pieces on which work is being done, and on

which no piece rates have been set. These memoranda are

allowed to accumulate until a few hours before it is necessary to

advise the pay-roll department of new piece rates, with the re-

sult that the work of rate-fixing is done very hastily. The
foundations on which foremen are generally accustomed to

base piece rates are previous prices paid for similar pieces and
what foremen choose to call their "judgment." Notes based
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on actual observations of the work are seldom taken, and very
rarely are observations recorded on the distinct elements or

steps in operations.

The general tendencies and attitudes of one foreman will be

very different from those of another. The natural result is that

similar work is differently compensated in different departments
of a factory where the foremen are wholly responsible for piece-

work rates.

I do not believe it at all wise to attempt to take away from
foremen certain rights with regard to the establishment of

piece rates. On the one hand, the foreman has no right to con-

sider himself the supreme authority in his department. The
owners of a business certainly have rights in the important ques-

tion of wages. On the other hand, the foreman feels that he is

responsible for the output of his department, and it is not only

fair but absolutely essential that his concurrence be secured at

every step taken. The ability to secure such concurrence, and
the good-will of foremen in general, is an indispensable qualifica-

tion of the man who is to take charge of a rate-fixing bureau.

362. Analysis of Machine Speeds and Feeds to be Undertaken
Prior to Rate Fixing.—A careful investigation of speeds of all

machine tools is a prerequisite to the institution of a rate-fixing

bureau. This investigation will consistin recording the speeds of

line shafts, countershafts, and all spindles, together with all steps

of cone pulleys, and all variations in speed to be obtained by
change gears or any other device. A card record should be estab-

lished, indexed by departments, and cross-indexed to show all

like tools, the individual cards bearing numbers coincident with

the serial permanent inventory number attached to each machine

tool. On these cards will be recorded the make, style, and age of

the machine, together with the speed data above referred to. The
proper pulley or gear combination for various diameters of stock at

various cutting speeds can also be tabulated on these record cards.

The preparation of the speed record will take considerable

time, probably some months. During this time the workmen
will have become accustomed to the unconcealed use of the stop-

watch by one or more observers. The extreme delicacy with

which the stop-watch question is here treated may be surprising

to some readers. However, in centers of constant labor agita-

tions every possible agency that may be the spark to ignite the

strike-fire is necessarily dealt with cautiously.
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After several months' use of the stop-watch in the collection

of data necessary for the speed record, it is not likely that any

trouble will be created by the use of the watch in recording the

time required in the various handling operations.

The preliminary work in connection with the preparation of

the speed and machine record may advantageously be accom-

panied by an investigation of the merits of various makes of

tool steel as adapted to the special work in hand.

To one who is not familiar with the possibilities of machine

tools when correctly operated it is recommended that he read

A. S. M. E., paper No. 1010, Vol. XXV, by Carl G. Barth on " SHde

Rules for the Machine Shop," and also A. S. M. E., paper No.

1119, Vol. XXVIII, by F. W. Taylor on "The Art of Cutting

Metals."

While Earth's slide rules are instruments which usually

require the personal attention of the inventor to introduce

successfully, a careful study of Mr. Earth's paper as well as Mr.

Taylor's monumental treatise above referred to will disclose to a

painstaking, educated and skilful machine-shop manager all

the data that are required to predetermine for any piece requir-

ing metal removal, the "one best way" of doing it, together

with the means for determining the time required to do the work

in that way.

363. Instruments and Devices Needed for Time Study.—In

taking observational data which are to be used as a basis for

piece rates, certain simple tools and instruments are indis-

pensable, namely, surface speed indicator, revolution counter,

calipers, scales, and, unfortunately, the stop-watch. Various

expedients have been tried and suggested for the concealing of

the stop-watch, but I have yet to learn of any such ruse which

will not be discovered and word of it spread all over a shop in a

very limited time.

Within recent years Frank Gilbreth has made use of the motion

picture camera to analyze motions. In range of the camera he

sets up a large clock mechanism with a pointer revolving once a

minute, the circle being divided into hundredths or even thou-

sandths. The time is of course recorded on the films by the

photograph of this large stop-clock. The films are afterward

carefully analyzed for the purpose of determining the best methods

and eliminating wrong ones. This method Mr. Gilbreth has

designated as micro-motion study.
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364. Idle Time of Machines.—Any one who has been engaged
for some time in sliop-time studj' work will soon discover that the

hirgest losses are as a rule not due nearly as much to running

machines too slowly as to absolute stoppage of the machine while

the operator is away. It would be unfair to say that the operator

is killing time; certainly the machine is. Mr. George F. Card has

devised a machine for recording the working and stopping time of

machine tools, so that all running time of the machine is shown
on a dial by a mark. When the machine is at rest a space appears.

This machine will tell the exact time when tools are started and
stopped. It does this by means of a contact piece on the belt

shifter or elsewhere on the machine tool, so that an electro-

magnet operating a pen holds the pen against the paper when the

tool is running, and when the tool is at rest the pen is held away.

The paper dial on which the pen makes its record is operated by
clockwork. A separate clock located directly above the one

which operates the dial is stopped whenever the pen is lifted,

and it is started as soon as the pen comes into contact with the

paper. This clock then, which is set at 12 as the starting time,

records the total running hours and minutes of the machine in a

day.

A number of machines may be wired up to a board containing

snap-switches, the snap-switches being so arranged that each

circuit leading to them may be thrown on or off of the clock

recorder. In this way observations may be taken for a day on

any one of a group of machines without the men in the shop

knowing which one of the machines is being recorded. Of course,

the record does not show when the machine is "cutting wind,"

that is, when the machine is moving but not cutting metal.

When observational data are being taken attention must be

given to this last possibility. Such a device will not, by any

manners of means, take the place of observational time study,

but it may be made a supplement to it by recording the time

between stops taken by the machine operator when he is not being

observed; also the length of the stops.

365. Taylor's Description of Correct Time Study.—Taylor

classifies time study into two broad divisions: first, analytical

work; second, constructive work.

The analytical work of time study is as follows:

a. Divide the work of a man performing any job into simple elemen-

tary movements.
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b. Pick out all useless movements and discard them.

c. Study, one after another, just how each of several skilled workmen
makes each elementary movement, and with the aid of a stop-watch

select the quickest and best method of making each elementary move-

ment known in the trade.

d. Describe, record and index each elementary movement, with its

proper time, so that it can be quickly found.

e. Study and record the percentage which must be added to the

actual working time of a good workman to cover unavoidable delays,

interruptions, and minor accidents, etc.

f

.

Study and record the percentage which must be added to cover the

newness of a good workman to a job, the first few times that he does it.

(This percentage is quite large on jobs made up of a large number of

different elements composing a long sequence infrequently repeated.

This factor grows smaller, however, as the work consists of a smaller

number of different elements in a sequence that is more frequently

repeated.)

g. Study and record the percentage of time that must be allowed for

rest, and the intervals at which the rest must be taken, in order to offset

physical fatigue.

The constructive work of time .^tudy is as follows

:

h. Add together into various groups such combinations of elementary

movements as are frequently used in the same sequence in the trade,

and record and index these groups so that they can be readily found.

i. From these several records, it is comparatively easy to select the

proper series of motions which should be used by a workman in making

any particular article, and by summing the times of these movements,

and adding proper percentage allowances, to find the proper time for

doing almost any class of work.

j. The analysis of a piece of work into its elements almost always

reveals the fact that many of the conditions surrounding and accompany-

ing the work are defective; for instance, that improper tools are used,

that the machines used in connection with it need perfecting, and that

the sanitary conditions are bad, etc. And knowledge so obtained leads

frequently to constructive work of a high order, to the standardization

of tools and conditions, to the invention of superior method and

machines.

366. Confining Rates to New Operations and New Pieces.—
After completion of the preliminary work, the real work of

rate fixing may begin by taking observations and establishing

rates on all new pieces, with the foremen's co-operation, at the

same time beginning observations on some single machine, taking

piece by piece and operation by operation.
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If a prior time-standard or rate is of such a nature that it allows

too long a time or too high a pay, it must not under any circum-

stances be changed. The only way to get rid of such an error is

to redesign the piece or change the process. Even this recourse is

to be avoided if at all possible.

367. Form for taking Observations for Time Studies.—

A

form used by the writer for an observation memorandum is shown
in Fig. 166. In many cases not all of the data called for will be
obtainable or necessary. Individual tastes will determine the

exact size and shape of such a form. A book has always the dis-

advantage that the original data sheets cannot be easily classified

and filed away, as is the case with a loose-leaf system. Referring

to the form, the items calling for time spent in grinding tools,

time spent in adjusting machine, and justifiable time per day not

accounted for, will constitute difficult observational data. They
would be best estimated by a whole day's observation on some
typical piece of work which could be used as a basis to cover

a group of similar jobs. In an establishment where special tool-

grinding departments are maintained, the item covering time

spent in grinding tools will, of course, drop out. There are few

factories in which it would not be advantageous to maintain a

tool-grinding and storage department. The claim has been made
that each man likes his tool ground in his own way, and becomes

attached to some particular tool which he might not get back

from a general grinding room. These points are offset by the

fact that some men are much harder on tools than others, and
that a skilled grinder will be able often with a few words to tell

them where their trouble lies. One of the best arranged tool

storage and grinding rooms the writer has seen is provided with

standard removable bin units, two wide and four high, each bin

containing an easily removable interchangeable filler. The
numbered spaces containing the tools are plainly visible. This

method of storing tools saves a great deal of time over any storage

method employing drawers or boxes.

In securing the observational data, the personality of the

observers is a matter of great importance. A carefully selected

man can go into the works and take all the observations neces-

sary, and at the same time have the good-will and friendship of

both men and foremen. Another man doing exactly the same

routine work might easily, and unconsciously to himself, be con-

sidered offensive by the shop hands. The qualifications essential

21
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for such observers are, first, a sound and discriminating judgment
based on an inherent sense of justice; second, ability to take and
appreciate the value of precise observations, such as is developed
in laboratory training; third, an'unassumed spirit of democracy
and modesty; fourth, ability to stand one's ground without creat-

ing antagonism. In short, character and tact will be the chief

requisites.

368. Computations and Statistics as an Aid to Observations.—
In addition to taking observational data, a rate-fixing depart-
ment should prepare such statistical data and charts as will be

AUTHORIZATION GHEET

ORPGINAL "^^ *"' OHANGED RATES AND OPERATIONB.

To Halo Fixing Dept, Krom Dept. No Date 190
THE FOLLOWfNQ CHANGES ARE RECOMMENDED
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369. Notice of New Rates.—The foreman's interest and
co-operation is always essential. Hence the authorization sheet

should be signed by the foreman, and its arrival in the office of

the rate-fixing department should be evidence that the rates have

been sanctioned by both foreman and observer. A form sug-

gested for this authorization sheet is shown in Fig. 167.

A card index of all piece rates is kept in the rate-fixing de-

partment oflfice by postings from the observation and authoriza-

tion sheets. The general form and arrangement of this card

index will depend upon the pature of the business and product.

The regular routine of the work of the department would

consist of a methodical review of all existing rates, accom-

panied by a continuous system of notices of all new work under-

taken. Notices are sent by the head time clerk to the rate-fix-

ing department of any new pieces on which work is begun, and

on which new rates are desired^ and an observer from the rate-

fixing -department responds at once to this call.

370. Time Study and Rate Fixing to be Permanent Rather than

Temporary.—A regular routine system as above laid out will be

far preferable to an occasional and more or less disconnected

series of observations used merely as a stimulus to greater accu-

racy on the part of foremen. There is danger of the foremen

regarding the work as less authoritative, and considering that it

is being done in a half-hearted way, unless it has the impetus and

swing of a regular routine system.

The number of men to be employed in instituting a work of

this kind will depend wholly upon the number of pieces to be

investigated, and their similarity. The qualifications of the men
are such' that they are likely to be as high salaried as the best

foreman. While the employment of additional so-called non-

productive labor is not in line with any policy of retrenchment,

it is evident that present conditions in many large factories are

such that the right kind of men working on time standards

and rate fixing could save their salaries many times in a year.

371. Abridged Time Studies for Transient Work.—The form

presented in the preceding discussion for recording observational

data (Fig. 168) presumes that a great many pieces will be made
identical with the one upon which the observation data are taken.

Herein lies the only justification for going into such minute detail.

It is frequently desirable to secure time-study data for the pur-
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pose of establishing premium or bonus times where the num-
ber of pieces of one kind is not large enough to justify the ex-

pense of going into such minute detail. Under these circum-

TIME STUDY DATA

NAME OF PART MARK NO.



CHAPTER XXVI

WAGE SYSTEMS

372. Wage System Must be Adapted to Conditions.—The

object of this discussion is to present briefly the various

methods of remuneration for labor that are currently in use. It

will be the endeavor to demonstrate to wha.t conditions each

method is best applicable, and to suggest for each method an

outline for a system of management and statistics which will

produce the highest efficiency in each method.

Although there is a great variety of methods of compensation,

all of these methods may be grouped clearly under three heads,

namely, day work, piece work, and gain-sharing methods.

313. Fixed Hourly or Day Rate.—Remuneration by a fixed

daily wage assumes that there is a current market rate for com-

petent services in any certain craft. The day rate prevailing in

any particular establishment will be governed by such factors as

the degree of expertness in craftsmanship or trade necessary for

satisfactory result's in the particular industry; secondly, by the

geographical location of the establishment, which in turn will_

determine the allowable manufacturing cost of product as it is

influenced by cost of transportation to the sales market. Shop^

whose sales market does not cover a very large area will not have

a very heavy transportational or selling expense. However, this

condition usually exists only in areas of dense population where

the cost of living is high; hence the wage rate is higher in such

shops for the same grade of work in any particular trade than is

the case in shops located away from the centers of greatest popu-

lation density.

There are many classes of work where the human labor element

is wholly controlled by the output of certain machines, the opera-

tor having no opportunity for initiative in making his services of

greater value. This is the only class of labor in which day work

pure and simple is the best, and in fact the only method from an

economic standpoint. On the other hand, in shops small

enough that the manager may keep in close touch with the indi-

vidual personnel, which means shops of not over one hundred
326 ^
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employees, it is possible to attain high efficiency under a day-rate
system, provided the wage rate is high and careful statistics of

labor efficiency are kept. In still smaller shops, say of forty or

fifty men, where each man and his work are under the direct

scrutiny of a boss or foreman thoroughly famiUar with a high-
grade standard of quahty and quantity of output, good results

are obtained under the day-rate system even without the keeping
of any statistical records of labor efficiency. It should ever be
borne in mind, however, and considered, that there is constantly

a possibility that, if an inducement is offered, men will make some
improvement in machinery and methods of work. Many shops

having a complex output dependent in quality and quantity upon
individual initiative and skill adhere to day-rate compensation.

Some shop-owners claim that their management is so good that

they know intuitively how long every job ought to take, and that

simply by observation they can tell when certain men are not

giving them a fair day's work, and let such men go. Close scru-

tiny into these shops will inevitably result in disclosing conditions

of variable efficiency. A wide-spread impression prevails that the

day wage is the only practicable one in work which requires great

care, which cannot be hurried, which cannot be slighted. This

assumes that if only given sufficient time to do work, the man
doing the work will be conscientious enough to do it thoroughly,

an assumption which is not always proven to be correct by
actual experience. A successful daywork as well as a successful

piece system or merit system must be prepared with careful

reference to quality. When a considerable number of men is

employed on work in which quality or accuracy is vital, an inspec-

tion system must go hand in hand with any system of remunera-

tion. Well-known companies who had at first some difficulty

with merit systems, owing to slighting of work, frankly state that

since proper inspection has been provided for, they have far less

trouble on account of quality than they used to have under the

day-wage system, since the men know that they dare not slight

quality if they hope to gain the benefits of the merit wage.

The principal danger with the day-rate system lies in the tend-

ency toward establishing a dead level of production which is

low. It is possible to remunerate in a day-pay system the best

workingman at a higher hourly rate than the average. However,

times are bound to occur when, for instance, a man who has been

promoted on account of exceptionally good services to a rate of,
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say, 32 1/2 cents an hour will be assigned the identical workwhich

anotherman is doing who may be receiving but 25 or 27 1/2 cents

an hour. This occurrence is always taken advantage of by the

lower priced man, who asks for a raise in wages, and it is pretty

hard to keep him from becoming dissatisfied. Day pay does not

furnish the stimulus for development of initiative or creative

ability which is presented by the gain-sharing methods.

So far as pay-roll systems are concerned in connection with

the day-rate method, the only thing necessary is a recording time-

clock. Pay-roll will be made up from the time-clock strips or

cards.

374. Efficiency Records under Day-rate.—In order to

determine workmen's efficiency as craftsmen, it is necessary to

have some system whereby comparative records are made of time

required to do individual operations. Such systems are abso-

lutely essential in order to bring a day-rate system to a state of

higher efficiency. When these systems are once installed it

requires but very little additional labor to take care of the pay-roll

and statistics of a gain-sharing system, which will always be more

efficient than the day system, excepting as before stated, where

the workman is a mere attendant to a machine and has no oppor-

tunity to make his labor more valuable than a certain fixed

amount. The comparative time record will involve the prepara-

tion of an order or instruction sheet or slip or tag specifying the

distinct operations which must be done. For the sake of uniform-

ity these instructions must be made beforehand, and the workman

must not be relied upon to enter them himself, as various working-

men will call the same operation by different names, and will

merge certain operations which should be separate into one, or

expand one operation into a number. In addition to the definite

providing for routing instructions, provision must be made for

keeping time on the individual operations. This time-keeping

should not be done by the workmen or foremen, buti by specially

delegated time-keepers, with or without the use of machines

designating the time of changing job or the total time elapsed.

375. Comparative Time Records.—To build up a comparative

time record, the time-postings will have to be selected and posted

on to cards or other form of record, representing the piece worked

on, and recording the times required for the same operations

by different men.
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Figs. 169 and 170 are front and back respectively of an example
of a comparative time record.

It is quite apparent that with the accumulation of such data
covering performances under a day-work system, covering a
period of six months to a year, we have good statistical data to

use in connection with time and motion studies to aid in pro-

ceeding to the installation of systems resulting in greater economy
and higher financial returns to both employer and employee.

COMPARATIVE TIME &. COST RECORD
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dirt, unloading or wheeling pig iron, ore, bricks, etc. In work
of this nature there is no danger of the overhead operating

expense being unduly increased as the man's productive work
increases. Moreover, the man is responsible by the exercise of

his own muscles for any increase in his output, and has not to

thank any machine for helping him, as is the case with a skilled

machinist, who can increase his output by the exercise of a little

ingenuity.

Any successful piece-work system will always provide a guar-

antee to the workman that he will be insured against loss from
causes beyond control. This is easily accomplished by the trans-

ferring of the worker to a day rate when circumstances warrant
it. Such transfer should always be recorded bya transfer ticket,

stating the date and time of day the transfer is made, together

with the reason for the transfer to day rate. These tickets are

collected by the time-keepers and turned over by them to the
pay-roll department, where they should not only be kept on file,

but should be noted and compared by some person of authority,

so as to avoid too free an indulgence in the transfer to day rate.

377. Piece Rates Must Not be Cut.—Piece rates must be care-

fully and correctly fixed at the outset on a basis of time and
motion studies and even if they cause high earnings must not be
cut. Cutting piece rates inevitably causes disloyalty and hos-

tihty of employees.

378. Differential Piece-rate System.—It is eminently fair that
the laborer should be paid not only a straight piece rate, but an
increasing piece rate as his output increases. This method of

compensation has been designated as the differential piece rate,

and has been found very satisfactory. As an example of its

operation, a piece rate of 20 cents may be fixed on a certain pro-
duct, provided the day's output is ten or less. For a day's output
of from ten to fifteen pieces, the rate may be made 22 1/2 cents
per piece, and for more than fifteen pieces the rate would be 25
cents per piece. At first sight it would appear that the business
owner would lose money by paying a higher rate as a man's
output increases. This would be the case in such classes of work
where general operating expense increases with increase of
output. Where the mechanical operating expense does not so
increase, it must be remembered that as a man's day's product
increases he reduces the ratio between the general overhead of
taxes, insurance, ofiicers' salaries, etc., to productive labor cost.
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pieceand it may be very profitable to use the "differential'

rate in such cases.

379. Records of Piece-rate Earnings.—The systems required
for keeping track of a piece-work pay-roll will involve the regis-

tering by means of a time-clock, and a record of pieces of work
units accomplished, involving statistical methods practically the
same as for time-keeping as indicated in connection with day-work
methods. However, it will not be necessary to keep an efficiency

record other than the record of piece-rate earnings for this sort

of employees, excepting possibly some kind of character record, so

as to avoid the attaining of a foothold by an undesirable element.

MOLDER'S TIME CARD
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kinds of work where a number of men work jointly in accomplish-

ing a given result and where it is difficult to draw the line as to

any one particular employee's accomplishment. A satisfactory

appUcation of this system must necessarily involve a considera^

tion of non-productive labor and operating expense as well as

increase of output.

381. Premium Wage System.—^The best known and most

widely used gain-sharing system is the one usually called the

"Premium System." Its chief features are the allowing of a

definite number of hours to do a certain job, and of any time the

workman saves over that, he gets one-half or one-third the

benefit.

Thename"PremiumSystem" is frequentlyabugaboo, and work-

men who will refuse to work under it when called "The Premium

System" will be successful and content when the same principles

are applied and called by such names as " Bonus," "Gain-sharing,"

" Merit," " Standard Operation Plan," etc. IMost manufacturers

use the 50 per cent, gain-sharing basis in all cases. It has been

objected that under the 50 per cent, scheme the workman gets an

inordinately high increase if he reduces the time very largely. For

instance, if a man does a ten-hour job in five hours he receives

two and a half hours' extra pay, or 50 per cent, increase in wages.

If he does the ten-hour job in four hours, he receives one-half of

the six-hours' saving, or three hours extra pay or 75 per cent,

increase in wages. Conditions in operating of machinery are

such that if time standards have been intelligently fixed by

observations made by a specialist so as to represent the possible

accomplishment of an average workman, the reduction of the

time standard by one-half on the part of the average workman is

not likely to be possible. Such observational data are not always

at hand, however. The term "time standard" or "standard

time" is generally used to designate the time in which work
should actually be done by a skilled man working as he ought

regularly to work, with the correct frequency and length of rest

periods so as to avoid fatigue. The term "time limit" is gene-

rally used to designate the time allowed in which work must be

performed in order to earn premiiun. It is equal to the

"standard time" plus an additional amoxmt called an

"incentive."

382. Modifications of Premium System.—^Modifications of

the premium sjstem have been devised which provide for a higher
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percentage of bonus or premium wage for small time reductions

and a smaller increase of wages for large time reductions. One
of these systems pays 10 per cent, increase of wages for a 10 per

cent, reduction in time, 15 per cent, increase of wages for 20 per

cent, reduction in time, 20 per cent, increase of wages for 30 per

cent, reduction in time, etc. The objection to this kind of system

is the complication involved in the figuring of the premium pay-

roll. It is easy to find clerks who can figure intelligently on a

50 per cent, basis, but it is hard to get either clerks or workmen
to understand more complicated schemes. On the other hand, if

the management feels that it is best to introduce as a starter some
kind of a premium wage system without the certain knowledge of

shortest attainable times which the author recommends as a

prerequisite, and which can only be attained by careful observa-

tional time-study, then it will be advisable to use some sliding-

scale system rather than the so-called straight 50 per cent,

gain-sharing method known as the Towne-Halsey system.

Where a sliding scale is decided on, it is advisable to tabulate a

schedule covering examples of work taking from ten minutes to

ten hours with various degrees of time savings and the corre-

sponding premium and total earnings listed which would corre-

spond to various wage rates. This printed schedule should be

distributed to all workmen, clerks, and others involved in the

system.

The Rowan system is an example of this sliding-scale premium
plan. In this system the workman receives as a premium
addition to his regular rate the same percentage of his regular rate

as the time saved bears to the time allowed, until his hourly rate

is doubled, which is the maximum he can earn. To illustrate

the Rowan system let L represent the time limit and T the time

—
J
—j is the percentage of the time taken for

which the worker is given extra or premium pay.

383. Notices to Employees describing Premium Wage System.

—It is desirable to print on the reverse of the report which is to

accompany each employee's premium pay an outline of the

system. The following is an example of such description:

' In order to properly compensate those employees showing the

greatest proficiency in turning out good work at the least cost,

this Company will hereafter pay in this department, in addition

to the regular day rates, amounts as herein specified for all work
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done in a satisfactory manner within certain time limits. These

time limits have been obtained by making careful time and motion

studies as well as investigations of the average time in which the

work has been done in the past. The time limit in each case

is considerably higher than the shortest time in which the work

can be well done. As there have been numerous cases in the past

in which the work has been done in less time than the time limit,

it will not be difficult for proficient men to add to their earnings;

the amount of increase depending solely upon individual effort.

There is no risk of loss, but every opportunity for gain.

The standard time limit will not be reduced under any cir-

cumstances, excepting through the introduction of entirely dif-

ferent methods of doing work, hence there need be no fear of earn-

ing too much money. Those who earn the most will be worth the

most. The rates per hour at which gains will be figured vary

according to the hourly rates of each workman in accordance

with the schedule given below:

Hourly rate, cents per hour
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parts immediately, the Company reserves the right to deduct from
future pay such gain-sharing pay as may have been advanced on
any work that proves defective at final test.

384. Combined Bonus and Premium System.—The danger of

workmen's doing the work in too low a time is, however, not the

most prevalent difficulty in connection with merit wage systems.

The more frequent condition is one of general apathy or indiffer-

ence to avail themselves of the advantages offered, and to have
the time linger within the 10 and 20 per cent, reduction area.

In order to overcome this difficulty, some shops where the owners

were convinced that the output of certain machine tools could be

very much increased found it necessary to put their time limits

decidedly below the records of previous accomplishment. A
knowledge of the average time of doing work which is the custom
in any particular shop is far more prevalent among workingmen
than is generally supposed. In some shops, unless a very strong

inducement is made, it will be very hard to secure the decided time

reductions which are necessary to keep up with modern practice.

In such cases it has been found advisable to offer a liberal in-

crease in wages for all work done in less time than the time limit.

While engaged in a shop using a method of compensation which

paid 10 per cent, for reduction below past average and 20 per

cent, for turning work out in the time limit, I found that the

method was good only to a certain limit. It did result in a con-

siderable proportion of the men doing the work within the time

limits. However, there were no time reductions below these

limits even on jobs that covered a period of a number of weeks.

This was natural as no further inducemei^t was offered for re-

duction of time below the time limit, hence I combined with this

20 per cent, bonus scheme the 50 per cent, premium method,

offering the men not only a 20 per cent, increase in wages for

all jobs successfully completed within the time limit, but an

additional gain-sharing premium of 50 per cent, of the time

saved below the time limit. For instance, if a man employed at

20 cents an hour brings out successfully in ten hours a job on

which the standard time was fixed at 12 hours, he receives 50

per cent, of the saving or 20 cents extra pay, in addition to

receiving an increased wage rate of 24 cents an hour for all work

successfully done. The offering of this extra inducement could

not possibly lead to "fatigue or nervous strain by over-ambi-

tious workers," since the time limits were from 40 to 60 per
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cent, higher than standard times which in themselves included

due additions for correct frequency and length of rest periods.

385. Notices to Employees, Describing Combined Bonus and

Premium System.—In order that all employees might fully

understand the foregoing plan, a folder containing the following

information was printed and distributed:

In order that all employees may
be thoroughly familiar with the con-

ditions and rulings in connection

with the Standard Operation Plan,

the foUowingout line has been pre-

pared:

1. The 20 Per Cent. Increase for

Success

For all jobs successfully completed

within the time limit, the Com-
pany will pay in addition to the

regular hourly wages at which a man
is employed, an increase of 20 per

cent, over his regular hourly rate.

For instance, a man employed at

20 cents an hour will be paid 24

cents an hour for all work success-

fully done under Standard Operation

Plan.

2. The so Per Cent. Bonus for Gain

For all jobs successfully com-
pleted within less than the time

limit, the Company will pay in ad-

dition to the 20 per cent, increase as

explained in Section 1, a ga!n-sharing

bonus of 50 per cent, of the man's

base rate for all time gained. F.or

instance, if a man employed at 20

cents an hour brings out success-

fully in 10 hours a job on which the

time hmit is fixed at 12 hours, he

receives 50 per cent, of the saving

or 20 cents extra pay in addition to

receiving 24 cents an hour for all

work successfully done under Stand-

ard Operation Plan. All those that

desire to take advantage of the 50

per cent, or gain-sharing feature of

the plan can do so by notification to

their foreman.

3. Quality of Work

Work must be completed to entire

satisfaction of foreman and inspector.

Time is counted for good work only.

For instance, if a man has 10 pieces

to do and spoils one, the time is

counted as applying on 9 pieces

finished.

4. Extra Work on Account of Bad
Castings

In case a casting shows flaws after

machine work is begun, foreman's

attention must be called to same at

once. If casting is then thrown out,

foreman will determine allowance for

time spent on same, and will enter

allowance on a credit slip, which he

gives workman who will hand credit

slip to timetaker at his next round.

Timetaker will enter credit in "Re-

marks" column of time sheet. The
above applies to any defective

material.

5. Extra Time on Account of Break-

downs or Other Unavoidable

Causes

Foreman's attention must be

called to such time at once and he

wiU determine allowance if any, and

hand workman credit slip. Work-

man will hand timetaker credit slip

at his next round, and timetaker will
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enter credit if any, same to be

verified by foreman. Workmen are

not permitted to work on machinery

repairs excepting those regularly

engaged on this work.

6. Several Men Working on Same
Standard Operation

Where Standard time work is of

such nature that it requires to be par-

ticipated in by a group of several

men, each man's share of the bonus,

if any, will be in proportion to the

number of hours he has put in on

the job.

7. Time Within Which Work Must
be Done

Time hmita as fixed constitute

the limits allowed and work must be

done within these time Umits if

credit is desired for the bonus for

workman starting the job forfeits

his bonus, and workman finishing

the"job will be paid a bonus on same
only if job is finished within a reason-

able time Umit. It will be left to

the foreman to determine if this has

been done.

9. DifSculties Preventing. Success

It is the Company's desire to

take every step possible to remove
any obstacles standing in the way of

accompUshing any job in the time

limit. They wish and expect the

men to make money out of the

Standard Operation Plan. They
also wish men and foremen to feel

free to make suggestions for improve-

ments which may remove any diffi-

culties in the way of making the

stints regularly. Suggestions will

be acted upon as promptly as condi-

tions will permit.

8. Unfinished Work

Any man working on a Standard

Operation job and not finishing

same, will be paid bonus if any, on

only the actual number of pieces in

the lot on which complete operation

has been performed. If operation

has been partly completed and the

work is finished by some one else,

10. Permanence of Time Limit

Time Limits once fixed will not

be changed excepting on account of

changes in design, introduction of

new tools, or entirely different

methods of doing the work.

11. Payment of Bonus

The payment of bonus is made
every week.

386. Bonus System or "Task Work with a Bonus."—Another

merit scheme is one known as the daily task bonus system, T^hose

object is to secure the performance of all tasks in any one day

within the standards prescribed. It sometimes happens that

conditions are such that men will do one job in very good time,

and then lose out more on the next job than they gained on the

first. This bonus scheme, which was devised to overcome this

difiiculty, is to pay a fixed amount of money, say 25 or 50 cents

every day, as an incentive to a man to do all of his tasks within

the standard times set.

22
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387. Individual Job Bonus System.—Some shops have pre-

,
ferred to fix a money price for the accomplishment of certain work
rather than a time value. Their reason for this is to prevent cer-

tain classes of work costing them too much money, when this work
is undertaken by a high-priced man. For instance, if under the

premium system a time limit of ten hours were put on a job, and-

a 30-ceht man did the job in six hours, the cost of the work to the

company would be six hours at 30 cents plus four hours at 15

cents, or $2.40. On the other hand, if a 25 cents an hour man had

accomplished the work in the same time, the cost of the job would

have been six hours at 25 cents plus four hours at 12 1/2 cents, or

$2. Now the company might find that it could not afford to have

this piece of work cost in flat labor more than $2.25. The gain-

sharing would be one of money saved the company. This is

really a more equitable basis than the hourly plan, inasmuch as

the high-priced man has his higher hourly going rate which guar-

antees his day pay, and he should necessarily have to exert him-

self more by the use of either his ingenuity or muscles if he expects

to get a higher bonus or premium than his fellow craftsman

working at a lower hourly rate.

The following tabulation as used by Frederick Parkhurst is

an example of a sliding bonus scale.

PRESS 243. ERECT COMPLETE PER MATERIAL LIST L3284. THIS CHART
INCLUDES ALL HAND WORK ON ALL THE INDIVIDUAL PIECES

Time each
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est collective success by the men in certain departments. Prizes

to foremen should be based not only on time reduction, but on
ratio of non-productive operating expense to productive, percent-

age of time and of department pay-roll lost on account of defec-

tive workmanship and similar considerations.

Fig. 172 shows a form for Workman's Efl&ciency and Premium
Record under the combined Premium and Bonus system de-

scribed in paragraphs 384 and 385. This record affords the

basis for calculating each man's percentage of success as well

WORKWAN'S EFFICIENCY ANO PREMIUM RECORD

CMPLore ciuPLore
NAMC G.I.Stevens NUMBER CS6 DEPT. Murs RATE IS
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The ten employees showing the highest averages through a
period of six months receive an increase of wages of 2 1/2 cents

per hour. In addition the highest three men receive cash prizes.

389. Figuring Premium or Bonus Pay Rolls,—The system and
statistical methods for a premium or gain-sharing wage scheme
involve the same methods as for the day rate, namely, clock

record of attendance, time-keeping covering time taken and
amount of work done on every operation unit on which a time or

money standard is fixed. In addition to the regular pay-roll,

there will have to be a system of postings for the premium or

bonus pay-roll. The cost-accounting system must also be modi-
fied to permit of proper allotment of the bonus money so as to

show true cost.
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With either of the above forms a separate slip, as shown
in Fig. 174, is used. This slip serves as a notification and record

to the workman which he uses in checking his pay. One or more
carbon copies can be made out at the same writing, and can be.

used as a comparative time record when filed under guides repre-

senting parts. This form also serves a useful purpose in filing

with regular cost-posting cards, in which time has been figured on
the straight wage basis, to show the amount that must be added
to individual part costs on account of premium pay. The

NOTIFICATION TO WORKMAN
OF OAINS.ON STANDARD OPERATION WORK

Employe No. Date

Employe's Name Dept.

Shop Order No. of Pieces Finished

Name of Part

Operation S.O.Time

Actual Time on Job Hrs. Min.

Time Gained Hrs. Mins.

NOTICE; "We are always glad to have our men make suggestiona for changes in

flxtnres, appliances or tools to facilitate the work.

If an idea occurs to you, write it out and put it in suggestion box.

Frizes are offered for best suggestions.

Fig. 174.—Workman's notice of gains under premium wage system.
Pink bond paper, 6 inches wide, 4 inches high. For failure a similar blue

slip is used with the words "Time Lost" instead of "Time Gained."

carbon copies filed by parts are looked over by the time-study

and rate-fixing department. If there is a tendency to fail to

do the work in the time limit, the workman is helped by dem-
onstration and instruction to do the work in accordance with

the instruction card built up from the time study on which the

time limit was based.
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CHAPTER XXVII

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING GOOD MANAGEMENT

391. Clear-cut Organization.—The advantages of clear-cut

departmental organization have already been set forth. Where
each department head and each individual knows his exact

duties and the limits of his authority, there will be no trouble due

to misunderstanding of these matters. Purely mechanical con-

trol through charts and written rules and regulations does

not constitute good management. Strength of character, high

ethical standards, human sympathy and sound psychologic

insight are essential qualities of successful officials.

392. MutualConfidence and Co-operation.—Mutual confidence

is absolutely essential to good management. This requires that

officers and department heads must be honest with each other

and with their men. One of the results of many years of industrial

mismanagement is the attitude of suspicion of many workingmen

toward employers and their representatives, whenever there is

any change in department heads, methods of manufacture, or

system, suspecting that something is going to happen that is

detrimental to their interests, and ready to oppose in every con-

cealed manner possible the new official, method, or system. There

is only one way to get rid of these difficulties, and that is by actu-

ally making the best interests of the workingmen identical with

the best interests of the company. To men and managements

embittered by long years of hostility engendered by mismanage-

ment such a statement will seem puerile. It needs but a little

investigation of the discussions and publications of employers'

organisations as carried on to-day, and a comparison of these

with similar discussions some ten or fifteen years ago, however,

to prove that co-operation is taking the place of warfare to a won-

derful extent.

The co-operation must be honest. There must be no wishy-

washy namby-pambyism. A lot of rah-rahing at a company

baseball game is no sign that employees don't laugh up their

sleeves at insincere patronizing.

343
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Frequent changes tend to break down mutual confidence,

hence the problem of employment should be handled in a most
deliberate and capable manner so as to lessen the need of dis-

charge to a minimum. On the other hand, while the establish-

ment of a permanent force of employees will carry with itself

some of the spirit which results in the establishment of mutual

confidence, it is necessary, where there is a working force in which

there are many old employees, constantly to guard against accept-

ing as correct and unchangeable any long-existing conditions of

affairs. Records of what was the best performance in the past

must not serve as a guide to what future performances will be,

since materials and processes are always changing.

393. Officials to be Relieved of Petty Duties.—There should be

some officer in every manufacturing establishment who is free

enough from routine duties to permit of his keeping constantly

on the alert in the matter of improving the manufactured product,

so that the company may always be prepared to make changes at

the proper time and keep the product up to date. Manifestly

the proper time is not when the shop is crowded with a heavy de-

mand for a current design which is serving its purpose without

any complaints from customers and without serious competition.

It is always good policy to adhere to established standards as

long as the market will permit, unless new standards mean a

most decided advantage to the manufacturer. This officer should

have charge of the record of all criticisms of product, and should

arrange such matters for discussion by salesmen and factory

officials who would be affected by changes in design.

In most manufacturing establishments this matter of changes

is not handled systematically. On the one hand, slight alterations

of no decided selling advantage may mean loss of stock on hand,

delays in manufacture, and increased costs. On the other hand,

a lack of foresight in anticipating needed changes may result

in heavy business losses.

394. Internal Harmony Essential.—In the matter of dealing

with men, managing officers should assume always that the

best interests of all of the men are identical with those of

the management. There should be no attention paid to talks

of intrigue or inter-departmental knocking. At the same time

the managing officials can easily locate jealousies and unwar-

ranted ambitions on their own initiative if they are capable

managers. It may be necessary to have plain talks with de-
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partment heads who are over-ambitious, and to explain to them

wherein their course is in error, or why their ambitions can-

not be realized. In some cases it may be best for all concerned

if the management can find a better position elsewhere for some

department head who is deserving of promotion, but for whom the

management can find no promotion in its own organization.

395. A Successful Business the Accumulation of Many Men's
Ideas.—It must always be remembered that any successful busi-

ness represents an accumulation of the ideas of many men.

Hence, the endeavor should be to encourage the expressing of

ideas for betterment of product, of methods, and of systems, by
the rank and file and by the line and staff as well. There is no

question but that the committee method tends toward bringing

out good ideas. The same is true of good suggestion system with

prizes or promotions for men making the best suggestions.

396. Suggestion Systems.—In operating a suggestion system,

care should be taken that the committee on awards are thoroughly

capable of judging of the merits and demerits of the suggestions

they consider. Suggestion systems are usually operated on the

basis of an award each month consisting of three or five cash prizes,

and mention of the names of others making good suggestions which

did not win prizes. Much of the force of a suggestion system is

lost if the suggestions for which prizes are given are not put into

practice. Annual awards for those suggestions which have re-

sulted in the greatest good during the year, in addition to the

monthly awards, will tend to round out the suggestion system to

still greater eflBciency.

397. Committee Meetings.—The committee method and

anything else connected with the shop management should be

free of anything savoring of patronizing, hence it is well to avoid

calling the committees by fancy names, such as "Council,"

"Junior Council," etc. A condition of mutual confidence must

be established, otherwise the committee meetings will contain

men who are silent, being afraid to make criticisms, fearing to

incur ill-will or displeasure, or unwilling to make suggestions for

improvement for fear of their suggestions being ignored or having

their ideas claimed by others.

398. Systematic and Scientific Selection and Placing of Men.

—Managing officers and heads of departments should be endeav-

oring to ascertain the natural aptitude of each individual, and

put him into such a department and at such work as he is best
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fitted for. The most efficient fine officers are declared by many-

successful managers to be men whose characteristics are unswerv-

ing devotion to duty and dogged tenacity, rather than men of

bright intellect, technical ability, and attractive personality.

The last-named qualities are by no means disadvantageous,

but they cannot take the place of the first-mentioned ones.

In the matter of appointing department heads and foremen, it

should be borne in mind that while a good spirit is engendered

by promoting men from the ranks, it is necessary to appoint a

certain proportion of men from the outside who have had wider

experience than that which can be obtained in any one shop.

At the same time, whenever a department head or foreman is

taken into the company from outside it must be borne in mind

that there is apt to be some one disappointed, whose good-will

may be lost, hence an outsider appointed as a department head

or foreman needs especially to possess abiUty to get along with

men, and if there is any doubt on this score he should not be

appointed, no matter what his technical ability may be. The

foreman or department head is always looked upon as the com-

pany's direct representative among the men, and the opinion of

the men as to the company is based upon their opinion of the fore-

man or department heads.

399. Justice in Wage Systems.—All systems of piece work,

bonus or premium wage, must be just and reasonable. There is

hardly any shop where the same system of compensation can be

made to apply to all work, and to be able to say that all of the

company's work is on piece work or on the bonus system is likely

to be nothing at all to brag of. It would be far better to be able to

say that all of the work which can be advantageously done on a

piece-work or bonus basis is placed on that basis.

In the matter of wage systems, much trouble can be forestalled

by making it a rule that a certain piece rate, premium, or bonus

time is established for each separate machine and process, and

have this most.distinctly understood and specified. By distinctly

specifying that a certain premium, bonus or piece rate applies

to machine No. so and so and only to machines of the same type,

style and condition, and driven in the same manner, there can be

possible complaint if the rate is changed, as it should be, if a

different type of machine is installed or machinery is driven in a

different way. There can be only one rational basis for piece,

premium, or bonus times, and that is an absolutely certain knowl-
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edge of conditions currently existing and applying to each separ-

ate machine or method. Men experienced at rate-fixing can

establish many such time standards from the records of observa-

tions on similar work. However, the utmost caution should

be observed in establishing standards without demonstrations,

since nothing estabUshes confidence in the abihty and justice

of the management in a more satisfactory way than time stand-

ards, which are neither too low nor too high, but are eminently

correct at their first announcement. An expert machine operator

usually makes a poorer job of establishing time standards than a

technically educated man used to taking and recording observa-

tional data. On the other hand, if the expert machine operator or

expert mechanic in other lines be used as demonstrator, and a

man skilled at accurate observational records be assigned to do

the timing, the results are far more likely to be satisfactory. It

is impossible to secure a man who is an expert operator on all

kinds of machinery, and it is utter folly to hire as a speed boss, or

rate fixer, a man who claims to be such a prodigy. A man
experienced at time-study work, using such mechanics for demon-

strators as each department can furnish, these mechanics receiv-

ing extra pay while on demonstration work, will secure correct

time standards. If the time-study man claims to be a universal

expert on all kinds of machinery, he may at once be set down as a

quack and a man who will cause more friction than good.

400. Sufficient Clerical Force.—Sufficient clerical force to

get out all of the needed records and departmental reports does

not necessarily mean many non-producers. The only use of

records and departmental reports is as an incentive to action.

There is absolutely no use of a transfer clerk or good tracing

records if the shop superintendent or general foremen do not make

use of these records. The same is true of all reports having to do

with cost-analysis and comparative inventories. Certain defi-

nite times should be set aside for meetings to discuss all such

reports, and it should always be borne in mind that the object of

such meetings is to find out what" conditions are revealed by the

reports based upon records, and what actions should be taken as a

result of the revealing of these conditions.

401. Apprenticeship Systems,—I come now to the most impor-

tant as well as the most neglected of all opportunities in connection

with good management, namely, the apprenticeship system.

There is no gainsaying' the fact that the manufacturing trades
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do not get their fair percentage of bright, ambitious, and serious-

minded boys. The reason for this is that the boys are neglected,

and far too often have to work in unsanitary and unnecessarily

dirty surroundings, so that the most self-respecting are attracted

by opportunities to enter mercantile pursuits whose managers

seem to give more attention to the selection and developing of

boys they hire than is the case with manufacturers.

Each apprentice should have a certain course laid out, at

least tentatively, when he starts in. This course need not and

cannot be the same for each apprentice. In fact, it will probably

have to be varied from time to time during his apprenticeship as

close attention to him and his work reveals what are his best

aptitudes. The old catch phrase, "We aren't running an edu-

cational institution," which is told the apprentice boy all too often,

will have to be retired if manufacturers want good apprentices,

for that is exactly what they will have to make of their appren-

ticeship system—an "educational institution." The boy cannot

be taught too much about the business during his apprenticeship

years, and the teachers cannot be any too good. Talks during

working hours by the very best men in each department, with

demonstrations, as well as individual instruction, will result in

advantage to the employer who uses such systems.

402. Industrial and Vocational Education-Continuation

Schools.—There is much talk nowadays of extension work in the

way of the higher technical state institutions reaching out into

the industries and teaching the employees, and of continuation

schools in which the students who have had only six or seven

years of public school life are given the benefits of further training

as part of the regular public common-school system. The sooner

this talk materializes into actual accomplishment the better,

since such work will result not only, in better intelligence among
the workers, but in better habits and cleaner manhood. An
employer can well afford to allow his apprentices to have an hour

a day on pay to attend continuation school for the sake of making

them better citizens, and he can afford to add to this hour another

hour of technical instruction during the daytime. Whether this

technical instruction is a sort that can be given in extension work
by a state technical iiistitution, or whether it must be so special-

ized that it will require a teacher from the staff of the company
itself, will depend wholly on the nature of the industry. Natu-
rally it would be cheaper, where the number of apprentices are
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limited, and the technical branches are such as can be taught in

general classes, to allow the students to attend extension classes,

supported by either state, municipal, or employers' association

funds, than to attempt to run a private school.

The day schools have been found to accomplish definite results

in a far better manner than night schools. When the school

session is in the day, the boy can prepare his work at night, whereas

with night school he has no time for such preparation.

To a lesser extent the neglect of the apprentice boy has its

parallel in the neglect of the technical school and college graduate

in special apprenticeship courses. A few of the larger electrical

corporations are doing excellent work in giving systematic instruc-

tion to this class of apprentices, with excellent results in their

own favor, and their example could well be followed quite

generally.

403. Bureaus of Vocational Guidance.—A number of our large

cities have begun to establish bureaus of vocational guidance

whose purpose is to gather scientific data on the qualifications of

individuals best fitted for certain occupations, and of the occupa-

tions best fitted to individuals showing certain physical and

psychological combinations. Such bureaus should be under

the leadership of men with industrial experience, liberal education,

and broad human interests. In the large cities the directors of

such bureaus should be provided with capable specialists as

assistants to conduct the psychologic and medical examinations,

prepare the economic and statistical records, and conduct the

clerical work. In the smaller industrial centers, the superintend-

ent of schools should be aided by specialists from the state col-

leges and universities assigned to such extension work, in starting

proper systems of vocational guidance.

404. Educational Activities must not be Hampered by Fac-

tional Influence brought to bear by Organized Business or Organ-

ized Labor.—H. L. Gantt states that "Our difficulty has been

mainly with the commercial man, who often seems incapable of

considering anybody's interest except his own, and has not yet

recognized that the prosperity of all is directly helped by the pros-

perity of each. As yet he has no idea of what real co-operation

means. His idea of co-operation is that of the pack or the herd,

whose co-operation is for attack or defense. Certain well-known

leaders of manufacturing and labor organizations respectively are

prominent public advocates of this kind of co-operation, which
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aims to despoil the outsiders for the benefit of those in the ring."

Those leaders in industrial education who are earnestly striving

for the benefit of all, are seriously handicapped by the activities

of the representatives of labor and employers' organizations on

the one hand and the old-school advocates of education for cul-

ture only on the other. The employer frequently wishes indus-

trial and vocational education to be an immediate tool for break-

ing up trades unionism, and will lobby strongly for men who are in

sympathy with this attitude. The labor union leader frequently

will oppose in educational work any man who has been identi-

fied with scientific management or efficiency movements, and

will oppose any system of industrial education which in his opin-

ion aims to give training which should be given by members of the

trade to a limited number of apprentices. The classicist demands

cultural subjects first and will not recognize culture in most

modern practical industrial and vocational training. Between

these three mutually opposing influences the educator who is

timid and under-paid and afraid of arousing hostile influences,

is frequently in a dilemma in which he needs the support of civic

organizations which are thoroughly non-partisan.

405. Some Examples of Good Apprenticeship Systems.

—

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have conducted three dis-

tinct classes of apprentices for a number of years, and as their

system has been eminently successful an outline of it is appended

:

Baldwin Locomotive Works

buenham, williams & co.

philadelphia

Apprenticeship System

In recent years manufacturing has tended so largely toward

specialization that young men apprenticed to mechanical trades

have been able in most cases only to learn single processes, and,

as a result, the general mechanic has threatened to become prac-

tically extinct, to the detriment of manufacturing interests gener-

ally. In view of this fact the Baldwin Locomotive Works have

established a system of apprenticeship on a basis adapted to

existing social and business conditions.

Apprentices are taken in three classes, as follows:
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Apprentices of the First Class

The first class will include boys seventeen years of age, who
have had a good common-school education, and who will bind
themselves by indentures (with the consent of a parent or guar-

dian in each case) to serve for four years; to be regular at their

work; to obey all orders given them by the foreman or others in

authority; to recognize the supervision of the firm OTer-fcheir

conduct out of the shop as well as in it; and to attend such night

schools during the first three years of their apprenticeship as will

teach them, in the first year, elementary algebra and geometry;
and in the remaining two years, the rudiments of mechanical
drawing.

Apprentices of the Second Class

The second-class indenture is similar to that of the first class,

except that the apprentice must have had an advanced grammar-
school or high-school training, including the mathematical courses

usual in such schools. He must bind himself to serve for three

years, and to attend night schools for the study of mechanical

drawing at least two' years, unless he has already suflBciently

acquired the art.

Apprentices of the Third Class

The third-class indenture is in the form of an agreement made
with persons twenty-one years of age or over, who are graduates

of colleges, technical schools, or scientific institutions, having

taken courses covering the higher mathematics and the natural

sciences, and who desire to secure instruction in practical shop

work.

The indentures, or agreement in each case place upon the

firm the obligation to teach the apprentice his art thoroughly and

to furnish him abundant opportunity to acquire a practical

knowledge of mechanical business. The firm is also bound to

retain the apprentice in service until he has completed the term

provided for in the indenture or agreement, provided his services

and conduct are satisfactory. In all cases the firm reserves the

right to dismiss the apprentice for cause.
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The rates of pay in the different classes are as follows:

-First year Second year Third year Fourth year
per hour per hour per hour per hour

Apprentices of the First Class 5 cents 7 cents 9 cents 11 cents
Apprentices of the Second Class. . . .7 cents 9 cents 11 cents
Apprentices of the Third Class, first 6 months of first year, 13 cents per hour.
Apprentices of the Third Class, second 6 months of first year, 16 cents per hour.
Apprentices of the Third Class, first 6 months of second year, 18 cents per hour.
Apprentices of the Third Class, second 6 months of second year, 20 cents per hour.

In addition to the rates mentioned above, apprentices of the

first class each receive an additional sum of ^125, and apprentices

of the second class an additional sum of 1 100, at the expiration

of their full term of apprenticeship respectively.

By the course of training provided for in this system it is

believed that a great benefit will accrue to the mechanic as well

as to the employer. To young men who have received a thor-

ough technical education, the two years' course in shop work

is especially recommended.

Further particulars will be given on application.

The Westinghouse industries in the vicinity of East Pitts-

burg have carried on extension and continuation work to a con-

siderable extent. Following is an outline of their work which

was given by Mr. C. R. Dooley (who is in charge of the educational

division of the apprenticeship department of the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company), in a paper read before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers in June, 1909

:

,
The educational activities in the vicinity of the Westinghouse

interests at East Pittsburg divide themselves into two general

classes: 1. The training of the graduates of engineering schools.

2. The training of non-technical men. The training of non-

technical men is further divided into two distinct lines: 1. The

apprenticeship system, which includes a certain amount of sys-

tematic class instruction given during working hours. 2. The

night school, where ^attendance is purely voluntary. Both of

these have a place in the training of non-technical men.

The Apprenticeship System.—In the shop a certain section

is devoted to the apprentices. This section is fitted with a com-

plete equipment to fm-nigh shop practice in all branches of the

machinists' trade. The boys are under the guidance of all-

around mechanics taken from the shop organization and chosen

for their interest in young men as well as for their skill as workmen.

The boys remain in this section approximately two years. The

latter half of their course is spent in the various sections of the

shop.
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The class-room instruction is provided on the company's

time, and is conducted, throughout the four years of the course.

Special rooms inside the works have been fitted up with suitable

tables, desks, blackboards, etc., much the same as in an ordinary

schoolroom. The atmosphere is hardly that of a school, but
rather that of a class where the boys are given problems and
explanations concerning the things with which they work every

day, instead of problems in abstract mathematics. In connec-

tion with the character of the class work, there are three vital

points: 1. The scientific principles underlying the subjects must
be taught. 2. The scientific principles can best be presented

through the working of practical problems dealing with the

things of the boy's every-day life. 3. The same problem must
teach him certain facts and specific knowledge concerning the

things with which he is working, such as weights, costs, and
strength of materials, gear speeds, pulley and belt speeds, etc.

In fact, a knowledge of the things with which the problems deal

and the facility afforded for thinking about these very ordinary

things may be the most valuable feature of this instruction.

There is another phase of the work without which all else will

fail. For want of a better name, we call it spirit. It includes

loyalty and enthusiasm, not only in the work and the future it

holds for the boys, but also in all their daily relations with their

fellows—a spirit of service and willingness, confidence in all

things and all people, and eternal optimism. •

The Technical Night School.—Some years ago a technical night

school was started in the vicinity of the manufacturing interests

at East Pittsburg. Its management is independent of any com-

mercial industry, though its activity is encouraged and fostered

by the local organizations, including the public school board,

the latter furnishing the building. In the beginning there were

half a dozen teachers and a few dozen students who attended

classes in drawing, elementary mathematics, and shop practice.

At present there is offered an opportunity for systematic study

in such fundamentals as mathematics, mechanical drawing, me-

chanics, physics, theoretical and applied electricity, chemistry,

shop practice in both wood and metal, theoretical and applied

steam engineering, etc. There is a faculty of twenty-five instruct-

ors and an enrolment of about three hundred students. The

instructors are not only versed in the theory of their respective

subjects, but each is also actively engaged during the day with

23
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his subject within the organization of a commercial factory. The
opportunities for obtaining exceptionally trained teachers are

therefore ideal.

Attendance is voluntary, and a small tuition fee is charged.

Admission is extended to all, regardless of occupation or previous

education. The low educational entrance qualifications are cared

for by a preparatory department. Practically all of the students

are employed in the various shops in this vicinity. Of the forty-

five men who have been graduated during the past three years,

practically all have been steadily advanced in position and re-

ponsibility, and forty are still with their original employers.

Some of the students are doing high-grade engineering work in the

engineering department and in the drafting ofiice of the nearby

electrical manufacturing company. Others are successful sales-

men and many are doing responsible work in the erection depart-

ment and in the shop organization.

The engineering night school has a large field of activity.

At the start its students have a clear idea of commercial practice

such as is seldom possessed by the newly graduated college stu-

dent. This early experience instils an appreciation of the value

of time and of scientific training that tends to produce the most

efficient student. They have learned several years earlier in

life than the college student that scientific study and commercial

practice not only go hand in hand, but that they should continue

hand in hand throughout life, if the highest achievements are to

be attained; that there never comes a time when the one can be

laid aside and the other taken up. They also know the impor-

tance of the routine of life, that from the office boy to the presi-

dent, it is the fellow who gets the job done that gets the bigger

job to do.

406. Co-operative Schools.—An account of educational

activities engaged in by manufacturers would be incomplete with-

out mention being made of the co-operative work first initiated by

the University of Cincinnati under the direction of Dean Her-

mann Schneider. In this plan students prepared to enter the

university are taken into the machine shops by the owners of the

shops. The students spend alternate weeks in the shops and

alternate weeks in the university. While in the shops they are

visited by university instructors designated as co-ordinators, who
note what they are working on, how they are doing it, and any

other points of educational value in their surroundings, and dis-
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cuss them in a class devoted to this purpose during the week that

they are attending the university. The course covers five years,

eleven months of each year being put in during alternate weeks
at the university, the remainder of the time being in the shops as

regular workmen. The employers are thoroughly satisfied with

the plan and state that it develops men who do not have the

handicap of inability to conform to shop discipline, and ignorance

of shop methods, which characterized a considerable percentage of

their university graduate apprentices formerly. The plan has

also been adopted at the Fitchburg, Mass., and York, Pa. high

schools and at the Lewis Institute of Technology in Chicago in

co-operation with members of the National Metal Trades

Association.

407. Employment of Industrial Engineers in an Advisory

Capacity.—^It must be quite apparent to the progressive manu-
facturer who has followed the development of industrial engi-

neering and scientific management, that most of the work of

factory planning, equipping and organizing requires exceptional

experience and training. Most ability of this sort is one-man

ability and cannot be syndicated. As soon as we have expert

service of this sort take the corporate form with a large force of

assistants, it means that the service is of the mimeographed,

ready-made, correspondence-school standard. The personal

services of a well-educated well-trained mature expert at $100 a

day and upward plus traveling expenses are frequently cheaper in

the long run than syndicated expert services at lower prices.
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CHAPTER XXVIII

A BIBLIOGRAPHY CIF WORKS MANAGEMENT

408. Reading and Study Necessary for the Man Who Aspires

to Success in Business Administration and Industrial Man-
agement.—The appUcation of scientific methods to the in-

vestigation of problems of factory management has resulted in

the accumulation of a bibliography of considerable extent having

to do wholly with these questions. Fundamental prerequisites

or accompaniments to the study of such a bibliography are the

three branches of learning in which he who would train himself

for the profession of works management should be thoroughly

grounded, namely, engineering, industrial economics and in-

dustrial psychology. It is noteworthy that the authors of the

works hereafter referred to have been, almost without exception,

engineers, who have added to their technical training and

experience the essential knowledge of accounting, psychology,

and economics, requisite to a comprehensive grasp of the problems

of factory management.

The ambitious engine tender has at hand several works of

more or less merit on the steam-engine. He is a subscriber to

some technical or trade paper from which he gains advice and

inspiration. The same is true of the first-class pattern-maker

and draftsman, and of any high-grade craftsman. The chief

engineer and the master mechanic of a large industrial establish-

ment usually have at hand a supply of high-class works of refer-

ence. It seems singular that the same should not be true of

commercial managers, or of engineers who have been drawn into

positions of works management. To be sure, the literature of

factory economics is not abundant. Yet there have been some

very good works published. A reading knowledge of some of

these works would be of great value to managers and their assist-

ants in charge of departments. Such a knowledge might often

result in the anticipation of plans and methods which would other-

wise require years to mature. That this is true is evidenced by the

frequent reproduction, in the most elementary form, of methods
356
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thought new and original by those introducing them, when in

fact the same methods have been far more completely worked out

by others. A similar ignorance of current practice and of best

methods on the part of the mechanical and engineering depart-

ment heads would be considered unpardonable.

409. A Business or Shop Library for Managers and Employees.

—A certain evidence of the lack of reading along these lines

by those who might profit therefrom is the ease with which an

unscrupulous man who has made himself familiar with the litera-

ture of works management is able to palm off, as originated by
himself, charts, tables, and forms, and sometimes pages of dis-

cussion, copied verbatim from standard works. It certainly

would be a profitable investment for many a manufacturing

corporation to provide a reference library of such standard works

as would be of particular application to and bear upon the busi-

ness concerned, and to encourage the employees to make use of

this reference library in working hours for reference, and out of

working hours for education.

A. S. M. E. Papers.—There are certain papers presented before

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers which may
justly be termed classics in industrial management. Most of

these have been reprinted by the society and can be purchased in

pamphlet form. The entire series should be bound together

into a single volume for convenience in handling and to prevent

wear and tear. These papers are as follows:

Vol. X, Paper No. CCCXLI.—"Gain Sharing," a paper by

Henry R. Towne, presented at the May, 1889, meeting of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

This paper, and several others, will be listed among the books

reviewed, since these papers well deserve the name of classics.

"Webster defines profit as excess of value over cost, and gain

as that which is obtained as an advantage. I have availed of

this well-expressed though delicate distinction between the two

terms, to coin a name for the system herein described, whereby

to differentiate it from profit-sharing as ordinarily understood

and practised. The right solution of this problem will manifestly

consist in allotting to each member of the organization an interest

in that portion of the profit fund which is or may be affected by

his individual efforts or skill, and in protecting this interest against

diminution resulting from the errors of others or other extraneous

causes not under his control. Such a solution, while not simple.
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is attainable under many circumstances, and attainable by
methods which experience has shown to be both practical and

successful."

The plan advocated by Mr. Towne is the differentiating of

all items affecting cost of production over which the operatives

have any control whatever, and offering the operatives a share,

say one-half, of any reduction per unit of product that they

may be able to bring about in these items in the course of a year.

Foremen and other responsible heads are to receive a larger pro-

rata share of the saving effected than the rank and file.

Mr. Towne presents tables showing the operation of the system

for two years at the Yale and Towne Works. It is interesting to

note that the company has discontinued the plan.

The discussion by Mr. E. F. C. Davis is the first record pub-

lished of the so-called premium plan. He cites an instance of a

friend of his who announced to his workmen that he would allow

a definite number of hours to do a certain machine-shop job,

and that of any time the workman saved over that he would

get one-half the benefit. Mr. Davis stated that after the work-

men found that the offer was really made in good faith, the plan

worked very well.

Vol. XVI, Paper No. DCXLVII.—"A Piece-rate System," by

Fred W. Taylor, a paper presented at the June, 1895, meeting of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

In this paper, Mr. Taylor presents the first recorded recom-

mendations in favor of a careful or scientific study of the subject

of rate-fixing, and of the differential piece rate. Piece-work

prices based on elementary rate-fixing differ from such prices as

usually made, in that a careful study is made of the elemental

times required to do each of the constituent steps into which the

manufacturing operations of an establishment may be analyzed.

These elementary operations are then classified, recorded, and

indexed, and when a piece-work price is wanted for work, the

job is first divided into its elementary operations, and the total

time for the job is summed up from these elementary data.

The differential-rate system of piece work consists of the offer-

ing of two different rates for the same job—a high price per piece

in case the work is finished in the shortest possible time and in

perfect condition, and a lower price per piece if it takes a longer

time to do the job, or if there are any imperfections in the work.

Mr. Taylor expresses it as his opinion, based on extensive
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experience, that the workmen in nearly every trade can and will

materially increase their present output per day, providing they

are assured of a permanent larger return for their time than they

have been receiving, and that employers can well afford to pay
higher wages per piece, even permanently, provided each man
and machine in the establishment turns out a proportionately

larger amount of work.

The most formidable obstacle to the solution of the piece-

work problem, Mr. Taylor states, is the lack of knowledge of the

quickest time in which each piece of work can be done, the remedy

for this lying in the establishment in every factory of a proper

rate-fixing department.

In closing the discussion of his paper, Mr. Taylor expressed

regret that the elementary rate-fixing features of the system he

described did not receive more attention by the members dis-

cussing his paper, and stated it as his firm conviction that this

question must occupy more and more of the attention of manu-

facturers in the future.

This paper of Mr. Taylor's, together with his later and exhaust-

ive one delivered at the June, 1903, meeting (an abstract of which

is given in this bibliography), deserve the most careful perusal of

every manufacturer.

Vol. XXIII, Paper No. 928.

—

"A Bonus System of Rewarding

Labor," a paper by H. L. Gantt, presented at the December,

1901, meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The paper is a description of a system introduced by the author

into the machine shop of the Bethlehem Steel Company. An
instruction card is made out, showing in detail the best method

(so far as knowledge and experience available can give it) of

performing each of the elementary operations on any piece of

work, specifying the tools to be used, and setting the time needed

for each of these operations as determined by experiments. The

sum of these times is the total time needed to complete the piece

of work. If the workman accomplishes all the work assigned

in any one day within the total time limits specified, he is paid a

definite fixed bonus, in addition to the day rate which he always

gets. If he fails, he gets simply his day rate. As the time for

each detail operation is specified on the instruction card, the work-

man can see continually whether he is going to earn his bonus or

not. If he finds any operation which carmot be done in the time

specified, he must at once report it to his foreman. If, on care-
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ful investigation by the man making out the card, the work-

man's statement is found to be correct, a new instruction card

is made out, explaining the proper method of working, and allow-

ing the proper time

The foremen also receive, in addition to their day wages, com-

pensation proportional to the number of. their men who earn a

bonus, and an extra compensation if all of their men earn bonuses.

"As the instruction cards are made out by a skilful man, with the

records at hand, they invariably prescribe a better method for doing

the work than the ordinary workman or foreman could devise on the

spur of the moment. . . .

"The system has many of the advantages of the differential piece-

work method, by which the compensation is quite large for the maximum
amount of work obtainable. Since it is impossible for men to earn

bonuses when their machines are out of order, an automatic punishment

is provided for breakdowns. ...
"Considerable training is necessary to teach the men, who, as a rule,

are ordinary laborers, to follow the instruction cards. Having once

given them this training, however, the advantage of having a first-class

machinist to do the thinking, and to use for them the best results already

obtained, produces an efficiency which would be absolutely impossible

if the workmen were left to themselves."

Samples of the forms used are given, as filled out in actual use.

The author states:

"If we have a thorough knowledge of all the conditions, and are

able to introduce piece work, it is undoubtedly to be preferred. But

we must remember that aside from the great injustice of it, there is

nothing so demoralizing as cutting piece rates."

The bonus system garries with it th« advantage that if the

time allowance is too easily reached, a limit is nevertheless set

to any workman's daily gain, which can never be more than the

fixed daily bonus.

Vol. XXIV, Paper No. 1003.—"Shop Management," by
Fred W. Taylor, a paper presented at the June, 1903, meeting of

the American Society of Mechanical J^ngineers.

This exhaustive paper, which covers 150 pages of the society's

transactions, is a record of some twenty years of genuine research

work by. the author. The compiler of this bibliography emphat-

ically agrees with Mr. Henry R. Towne in his characterization of

this paper as the most valuable contribution to this subject which
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has yet been made. As stated by Mr. Towne, it includes so

complete a review as to constitute almost a history. It is clear-

cut and comprehensive, written in a characteristic, vigorous,

clear style.

Mr. Taylor brings out again, and in greater detail than in his

former paper of 1895, the importance of scientific time study
as the foundation of the best management. In addition to the

more detailed description of scientific rate-fixing, the other new
features not brought out in his previous paper referred to are

the use of the "Instruction Card" to accompany any system of

compensation, whether it be Mr. Gantt's bonus, Mr. Taylor's

differential piece rate, the premium method, or ordinary piece

rate; also the system of functional foremanship.

Functional management consists in so dividing the work of

management that each man, from the assistant superintendent

down, shall have as few functions as possible to perform. If

practicable, the work of each man in the management should

be confined to the performance of a single leading function. As

example of this fuctional management, there are suggested in

the factory office, the man in charge of order of work and routing

department, the one in charge of instruction-card department,

the time and cost clerk, and the shop disciplinarian, these four

divisions making up what Mr. Taylor calls the "planning depart-

ment." In the shop itself the functional foremanships are those

of "gang boss," who has charge of the preparation of all work

up to the time the piece is set in the machine, including the selec-

tion and providing of jigs, templates, drawings, etc.; the "speed

boss," who must see that the proper cutting tools are used, that

the cuts are started right, and that the best speeds and feeds are

employed; the "inspector," who is responsible for the quality of

the work; and the "repair boss," who sees that each machine is

kept clean by its operator and free from rust and scratches, and

that it is oiled and otherwise properly treated.

Vol. XXV, Paper No. 1010.

—

"Slide Rules for the Machine

Shop," by Carl G. Barth, a paper presented at the Dec. 1903

meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. In

this paper Mr. Barth describes the methods to be undertaken in

securing correct feeds and speeds and other matters connected

with the machine tool equipment of a metal-working industry.

He also outlines the mathematical theory on which he bases the

construction of his slide rules by the use of which an experienced
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machine-tool operator with mental capacity to understand the

slide rule, or a technically trained man preparing instruction cards,

can determine the correct gear and pulley combination to use in

machining a given piece.

Vol. XXVII Index.—At the close of the 1906 volume there is

an index of all papers on Works Management and discussions in

the transactions of the society up to that date] This index in-

cludes reference to several discussions not here mentioned.

Vol, XXVill, Paper No. 1119.—" The Art of Cutting Metals,

"

by Fred W. Taylor. This paper should be read and reread by

every foreman, manager, or proprietor of an industry using

machine tools, as well as by any person proposing to undertake

the fixing of time standards or wage rates on machine tool

work. It is a monumental piece of research work that has seldom

been equalled even in the field of pure science. The paper is

illustrated by a large number of charts, tables and photographs

illustrating proper cutting angles, feeds and speeds, lubrica-

tion, etc.

Vol. XXXIV, Paper No. 1378.

—

Report of Sub-committee on

Administration on the Present Status of the Art of Industrial

Management, presented at the December, 1912, meeting of the

Society. The report of the committee itself is excellent and in-

dicates marked progress toward the formulating of definite prin-

ciples of the Science of Management. Unfortunately a good deal

of the discussion does not directly bear on the report of the com-

mittee but is a repetition of matter already presented to the

public by the speakers.

410. A Bibliography of the Classical or Pioneer Literature of

Works Management or Industrial Engineering prior to 1904.—
In the Engineering Magazine, Vol. XXVII, No. 4, July, 1904, the

author of, this text reviewed the bound volumes and A. S. M. E.

papers published up to that time. This bibliography included a

number of volumes not mentioned in the present edition of this

work, as they are not representative of present-day practice.

However to the man interested in the historical development of

the subject the list given will be of interest. In the same number
of the Engineering Magazine immediately following the paper

just referred to, is a complete bibliography of the periodical lit-

erature of Iridustrial Engineering up to and including May, 1904.

411. A Standard Reference Library of Industrial Management
and Industrial Engineering.—The following list is intended to
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include such works as the progressive industrial corporation should

possess and encourage its employees to read:

Alexander Hamilton Institute: "Organization and Management,"
by Lee Galloway.

Bentley: "Corporate Finance and Accounting."

Bkisco: "Economics of Business."

Bunnell: "Cost Keeping for Manufacturing Plants."

Carlton: "Education and Industrial Evolution."

Carpenter: "Profit-making Management."
Church: " Expense Burden."

Church: "Production Factors in Cost Accounting and Works Manage-
ment."

Cook: "Factory Management."
Conyngton: "The Modern Corporation."

Day: "Industrial Plants."

Day: "Accounting Practice."

Diemer: "Factory Organization and Administration."

Emerson: "Efficiency."

Emerson: "Twelve Principles of Efficiency."

Ennis: "Works Managenient."

Evans: "Cost Keeping and Scientific Management."

Gantt: "Work, Wages and Profit."

Gilbreth: "Primer of Scientific Management."

Gilbreth: " Motion Study."

Goddard: "The Binet^Simon Measuring Scale for Intelligence."

Going: "Principles of Industrial Engineering."

Going: "Methods of the Santa Fe."

Hartness: "The Human Factor in Works Management."

Humphreys: "Lecture Notes on Business Engineering."

Jacobs: "Betterment Briefs."

Knoeppbl: " Maximum Production."

LaSalle Extension University: "Business Organization."

Lodge: "Shop Rules."

Lough: "Corporation Finance."

Muensterberg: "Psychology and Industrial Efficiency."

Nicholson: "Factory Organization and Costs."

Parkhurst: "Applied Methods of Scientific Management."

Perriqo: "Modern Machine-shop Construction, Equipment and Man-

agement."

Redfield: "The New Industrial Day."

Ruger: "The Psychology of Efficiency."

Schloss: "Methods of Industrial Remuneration."

Schneider: "Specifications for Buildings."

Scott: "Increasing Human Efficiency in Business."

Sullivan; "American Corporations.

Taylor: "Shop Management."

Taylor: "The Art of Cutting Metals."

Tolman: "Social Engineering."
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Ttjck School: "Conference on Scientific Management."
Tyrrell: "Engineering of Shops and Factories."

Webnbr: "Factory Costs."

The above list includes most of the works mentioned as supple-

mentary reading to the various chapters of this work and rep-

resent an up-to-date private or company library.

421. A Comprehensive Library of Supplementary Reading

for a School of Engineering or School of Business Administration

or Public Library .^—The following list is in addition to the afore-

mentioned works:

Accounting and Cost-keeping.

Cole: "Accounts."

Hatfield: " Modern Accounting."

Ridqway: "Cost Accounts."

Arnold: "The Complete Cost Keeper."

Arnold: "The Factory Manager and Accountant." ,

Bentlby: "The Science of Accounts."

Best: "The Cost Accounts of an Engineer and Iron Founder."

Gabcke and Fells: "Factory Accounts."

Millener: " Cost Accounts."

Peabn :
" Workshop Costs for Engineers and Manufacturers."

Spbaque: "The Philosophy of Accounts."

Lisle: "Accounting in Theory and Practice."

Dicksee: "Advanced Accounting."

Keister: "Corporation Accounting and Auditing."

MooRE and Miner: "Accounting and Business Practice."

Soule: "New Science and Practice of Accounts."

Mackenzie St. Clair: "The Modern Balance Sheet."

Tipson: "The Theory of Accounts."

"The Accountant's Library." Published by Gee & Sons, London.
" Cyclopedia of Accounting." 8 Volumes. Published by W^ Green &

Sons, London.

Brown: "History of Accounting and Accountants."

"The Accountant's Manual." Published by Gee & Sons, London.

Dawson: "The Accountant's Compendium."

Rbnn: "Practical Auditing."

J. H. Goodwin: "Bookkeeping and Business Manual."
,

Business and Engineering Law.

Burdick: "Essentials of Business Law."

Parsons: "Laws of Business."

Wait: "Law of Operations Preliminary to Construction."

Ball: "The Law Affecting Engineers."

Haring: "Engineering Law."

Johnson: "Contracts and Specifications."

Brennan: "Handbook of Commercial Law."

Spencer: " Commercial Law."
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Sullivan: "American Business Law."
Tucker: "Contracts in Engineering."

Commercial Geography.

Adams: "Commercial Geography."
Chbsholm: "Commercial Geography."
Gregory: "Physical and Commercial Geography."
Macparlanb: "Commercial and- Industrial Geography."
Morris: "Industrial and Commercial Geography."
Trotter: "The Geography of Commerce."

Economics of Workingmert.

Gunton: " Wealth and Progress."

Union: "Labor Legislation, Labor Movements and Labor Leaders."
Marx: "Wage Labor and Capital."

Peters: "Labor and Capital."

Riis: "How the Other Half Lives."

Robertson: "The Eight Hours Question."

Schoenhop: "The Economy of High Wages."
Shadwell: "Industrial EfiBciency."

Spahr: "America's Working People."

Hobson: "Evolution of Modern CapitaUsm."

Mallock: "Classes and Masses."

Commons: "Selected Readings on Labor Problems."

Webb: "Industrial Democracy."
British Royal Commission on Labor. Foreign Reports. (For histor-

ical account of social efforts at amehoration of wage-earners' condition

in different countries.)

British Statutes (such as Friendly Societies Acts, Trade-Union Acts,

and Workmen's Compensation and Trades Disputes Acts of 1906).

Monographs on Labor Legislation in several States. (Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania.)

Toynbee: "Industrial Revolution.''

Ashley: "Adjustment of Wages."

Booth: "In Darkest England and the Way Out."

Chapman: "Work and Wages."

Bhetano: "The Relation of Labor to the Law of To-day."

Drage: "The Unemployed, and the Problem of Aged Poor."

Oilman: "A Dividend to Labor."

ScHULZE, Gaevernitz: "Social Peace."

Mitchell: " Organized Labor."

United States Bureau of Labor Bulletins, No. 18 (Sept., 1898)-, pp. 665-

570; No. 30 (Sept., 1900), pp. 913-915; No. 53 (July, 1904), pp. 703-

728.

Adams and Sumner: "Labor Problems," pp. 3-16, 502-547.

Levasseur: "American Workman," pp. 436-509.

Mitchell: "Organfzed Labor," pp. 391-411.

"Twelfth Census." Special Report on Employees and Wages, p. xcix.

"National Civic Federation, Industrial ConciUation," pp. 40-48, 141-

154, 238-243, 264-266.

Gladden: "Working People and Their Employers."
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" Workmen's Compensation," U. S. Dept. Commerce and Labor.

"Workmen's Insurance and Compensation Systems," U. S. Bureau of

Labor.

Finance, Banking, and Currency.

Aldrich: "Money and Credit," Chapters, I, II, V.

Beyan: "Credit, Its Meaning and Moment."
Walker: "Money."
Zimmerman: "Credits and Collections."

Hepburn: "Contest for Sound Money."
Kinley: "Money."
Johnson: "Money and Currency."

Lewis: "The Credit Man and His Work."
Preston: "Credits, Collections, and Their Management."
Watson: "History of American Coinage."

Dewey: "Financial History of the United States," pp. 34-59, 76-117,

224-246, 252-262.

Catteball: "The Second Bank of the United States," pp. 1-24,

63-119, 376 map, 402-403, 464-477.

Bullock: "Essays on the Monetary History of the United States,"

pp. 60-93.

Hamilton: "Reports on Public Credit." Amer. State Papers, Finance,

Vol. I, pp. 15-37, 64-76.

Kinley: "History of the Independent Treasury," pp. 16-39.

Summer: "Andrew Jackson" (ed. 1886), pp. 224-249, 257-276,

291-342.

Ross: "Sinking Funds," pp. 21-35.

Scott: "Repudiation of State Debts," pp. 33-196.

Bourne: "History of the Surplus Revenue of 1837," pp. 1-42, 125-135.

Conant: "History of Modern Banks of Issue," pp. 3103-47.

Mitchell: "History of the Greenbacks," pp. 3-43, 403-420.

NoYEs: "Thirty Years of American Finance," pp. 1-72, 234-254

(73-233).

Taussig: "Silver Situation in the United States," pp. 1-157.

Dunbar: "National Banking System," Q. J. E., Vol. XII, pp. 1-26;

printed also in Dunbar's "Economic Essays," pp. 227-247.

Howe: "Taxation and Taxes in the United States under the Internal

Revenue System," pp. 136-262.

"Tenth United States Census" (1880), Vol. VII; Bayley, "History of the

National Loans," pp. 369-392, 444-486.

White: "Money and Banking."

Taylor: "Chapters on Money."
Dunbar: "Theory and History of Banking."

Industrial History of the Ur.ited States.

Coman: "Industrial History of the United States."

Taussig: "Tariff History."

Dewey: "Financial History."

Hart: "American History as told by Contemporaries," Vols. Ill and IV.

Semple: "American History and its Geographic Conditions."

Bullock: "Selected Readings in Economics."
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Caienes: "The Slave Power.''

Callendeb: "Early Transportation and Banking Enterprises in rela-

tion to the Growth of Corporation," in Quarterly Journal of Eco-
nomics, Vol. XVII.

NoYEs: "Recent Economic History of the United States," in Quarterly

Journal of Economics, Vol. XIX.
Day: "History of Commerce."
Hamilton: "Report on Manufacturers," in Taussig's State Papers and

Speeches on the Tariff, pp. 1-79, 103-107 (79-103).

BoLLEs: "Industrial History of the United States," Book II, pp. 403-

426.

Bishop: "History of American Manufacturers," Vol. II, pp. 256-505.

Babbeno: "American Commercial Policy," pp. 146-183.

Ringwalt: "Development of Transportation Systems in the United

States," pp. 41-54, 64^166.

Chittenden: "Steamboat Navigation on the Missouri River," Vol. II,

pp. 417-424.

Semple :
" American History and its Geographic Conditions," pp. 52-74.

Donaldson: "Public Domain," pp. 1-29, 196-239, 332-356.

Sanborn: "Congressional Grants of Land in Aid of Railways," Bulletin

of University of Wisconsin Econ., Pol. Sci. and Hist. Series, Vol. II,

No. 3, pp. 269-254.

Hart: "History as Told by Contemporaries," Vol. Ill, pp. 459-478.

Quaintance: "Influence of Farm Machinery," pp. 1-103.

Bemis: "Discontent of the Farmer," J. Pol., Ec, Vol. I, pp. 193-213.

Johnson: "American Railway Transportation," pp. 24-68, 307-321,

367-385.

Organization of Business Enterprises.

Bentley: "Corporation Finance and Accounting.''

Sullivan: "American Corporations."

Veblbn: "The Theory of Business Enterprise."

Wood: "Modern Business Corporations."

Conyngton: "Corporate Organization."

Frank: "Science of Organization and Business Development."

Kirschbaum: "Business Organization and Administration."

Sparling: "Business Organization."

Meade: "Corporation Finance."

Duncan: "Principles of Industrial Management."

Hendrick: "The Power to Regulate Corporations and Commerce."

Ripley: "Trusts, Pools, and Corporations."

Floy: "Valuation of Public Utility Properties."

Burton: "Corporations and the State."

Whitten: "Valuation of Public Service Corporations."

Green: "Corporation Finance."

Meade: "Trust Finances."

Common: "Trade Unions and Labor Problems."

Webb: "Industrial Democracy."

Hobson: "Evolution of Modern Capitalism."

Ely: "MonopoUes and Trusts."
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Industrial Commission Report.,

Commissioner of Corporations: Report on the Beef Industry; Report

on the Transportation of Petroleum; Report on the Petroleum Indus-

try.

Montague : "The Ethics of Trust Competition, in Atlantic," Vol. XCV.
Montague: "The Transportation Phase of the Oil Industry," in

Journal of PoUtical Economy, V6l. XV.
Adams: "The Relation of the State to Industrial Action," in American

Economic Association PubUcation, Vol. I.

Willoughbt: "Integration of Industry in the United States," Vol.

XVI, pp. 94-115.

NovEs: "Recent Economic History of the United States," Vol. XIX,

pp. 188-209.

Twelfth Census, Vol. VII, pp. 110-214.

Industrial Commission, Vol. XIII, pp. 5-18. %

Bullock: "Trust Literature," Vol. XV, pp.. 167-217. '

Transportation.

Cooley: "The Theory of Transportation."

Johnson: "American Railway Transportation."

Johnson: "Ocean and Inland Water Transportation."

Hadley: "Railroad Transportation."

Meyer: "Government Regulation of Railway Rates."

Riplbt: "Railway Problems."

Nbwcomb: "Railway Economics."

Noyes: "American Railroad Rates."

Meyer: "Railway Legislation."

"Industrial Commission," Vol. XIX, pp. 466-481.

Adams: "Chapters of Erie," pp. 1-99, 333-429.

Davis: "The Union Pacific Railway, Annals of the Amer. Acad.," Vol.

VIII, pp. 259-303.

Villard: "Memoirs," Vol. II, pp. 284-312.

Dixon: "Interstate Commerce Acts as Amended," Vol. XXI, pp.

22-51.

Chisholm: "Inland Waterways."

Selling and Advertising.

Atkinson: "Psychology of Salesmanship."

Bridgewater: "Advertising."

Balmer: "The Science of Advertising."

Bellamy: "Effective Magazine Advertising."

Bunting: "Specialty Advertising."

Bowker: "Copyright, Its History and Its Law."

Shryer: "Analytical Advertising."

Starch: "Principles of Advertising."

System Co., "How to Write Letters That Win."

Singer: "Patent and Trade Marks Laws of the World."

Swan: "Patents, Designs and Trade Marks."

Thompson: "Things to Know about Trade Marks."

Vardaman: "The Master Salesman."

Corbion: "Principles of Salesmanship."
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Collins: "Human Nature in Selling Goods."
Casson: "Ads and Sales."

Calkins and Holden: " Modern Advertising."

Coleman: "Advertising Development."

Cherington: "Advertising as a Business Force."

Copyright Office Bulletins.

Davenport: "Value and Distribution."

DbWeese: "Principles of Practical Publicity."

Fowler: "Practical Salesmanship."

Farrington: "Store Management."
Hirschler: "Art of Retail Selling."

Hbsseltine: "Law of Trade Marks and Unfair Trade,"

Johnson: "Library of Advertising."

Knox: "Salesmanship and Business Efficiency."

Lenington: "Seven Principles of Successful Salesmanship."

Lindgren: "The New Salesmanship."

Lawrence: "Making Him Buy."

Macbain: "Selling."

Moody: "Men Who Sell Things" Moran, "The Business of Adver-

tising."

MacDonald: "Successful Advertising."

Parson: "Principles of Advertising Arrangement."

Page: "Advertising."

Newell: "Patents, Copyrights and Trade Marks."

Pierce: "Scientific Salesmanship."

Powell: "Practical Advertiser."

Statistics.

Davenport: "Statistical Methods."

Mtilhall: "The Dictionary of Statistics."

Bowley: "Elements of Statistics."

Meitzen: "History, Theory, and Technique of Statistics."

Newsholme: "Vital Statistics."

Bertillon: "Cours Elementair."

Levasseur: "La population francaise."

Block: " Traitd de statistique."

Mayo-Smith: "Statistics and Economics."

Dewey: " Discussion of Wage Statistics in volume on Wages, 12th U. S.

Census."

Consular Reports (British and American).

Publications of Census Bureau (and of other Departments on Labor,

Trade, and Finance).

British Board of Trade Publications.

Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.

Journal of the American Statistical Society (Articles by Mitchell, James,

Bullock, etc.).

Publications of the State Labor and Statistical Bureaus.

Trade Unions.

Kirk: "National Labor Federations in the United States."

Webb: "Industrial Democracy."
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Commons: "Trade Unions and Labor Problems."

HoLLANDBH AND Bahnett: " Studies in Trade Unionism."

Cogley: "The Law of Strikes, Lockouts, and Labor Organizations."

Eddy :
" The Law of Combinations."

Ely :
" The Labor Movement in America."

Howell: "Trade Unionisin, New and Old."

Mitchell: "Organized Labor."
,

Peters: "Labor and Capital."

' Speddbn: "The Trade Union Label."

U. S. Industrial Commission Reports.

Webb: "History of Trade Unionism."



INDEX

Accounting, 5, 51, 364.

Accounting system, merging costs

into, 272.

Addressing machine, use of in con-

nection with pay-roll, 266.

Advisory board method of factory

control, 46, 60, 345.

Aids in taking inventory, 292.

Air-spraying, 91.

Air washer, 89.

Alterations in bills .of material, 146.

Alterations in orders, 141.

Alterations in patterns, 161.

Alterations to machinery, 227.

Analysis of pay-roll, 66, 267.

Application for employment, 107.

Appraisals, 20, 301.

Apprenticeship systems, 109, 119,

350.

Arc lamps, 94.

Authorization of piece-work rates,

316.

Babbage, Chas., "Economy of Ma-
chinery and Manufactures,"

8.

Balances in stock-room recorded on

shop tags, 210.

Baldwin Locomotive Works appren-

ticeship system, 350.

Banking, syllabus of works on, 366.

Bearing bracket data, 161.

Betterment work, 33, 120, 343.

Bibliography of works management,

356.

Billing machine, 133.

Bills of material, 142.

Bill of material used for posting cost

records, 288.

Bins in packing room, 242.

Bins, numbering in storerooms, 183.

Bin-ticket, 181.

Blake & Johnson factory, 91-93.

Blue-print machines, 157.

Blue-print record, 157.

Blue-print storage, 153, 226.

Blue-prints, mounting, filing, and
issuing, 154, 157, 226.

"Bonus System of Rewarding
Labor," by H. L. Gantt, re-

viewed, 359.

Bonus system, time sheet for, 259.

Bonus wage system, 335, 337, 338.

Buildings, factory, 77.

Burden rates, 53, 274r-277.

Bushing data, 150.

Business and Engineering Law, sylla-

bus of works on, 364.

Call-bell system, 226.

Carbon copies of correspondence,

129.

Card's machine tool recorder, 319.

Car-load shipments, 246.

Car record, 247.

Castings, perpetual inventory of,

176.

Castings received, report of, 250.

Castings, record of foundry, 221.

record of stock of, 176.

requisitions and purchase or-

der for, 169.

requisitipn in foundry, 212.

scrapped, 217.

warehouse, 178.

Centrahzed control in the factory,

23.

Changes in bills of material, 146.

Changes in design, 344.

Changes in drawings, 153.

Changes in employees, 344.

Changes in orders, 141.

Changes in patterns, 161.

Changes in piece-rates, 323, 330.

Charts, graphical, 63.

Charts organization, 38-50.
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Check numbers, assigning, 256.

Checking drawings, 157.

Cipher code for employees' charac-

teristics, 117.

City site for factory, 69, 73.

Classification of shop orders, 133.

Clean air, 88.

Clerical force, need of sufficient, 347.

Clock-card used as work-card, 256.

Coke air washer, 89.

Commercial Geography, syllabus of

works on, 365.

Comparative individual operation

costs, 287.

Comparative time record for refer-

ence in rate fixing, 323.

Comparative total costs, 289.

Competitors' prices, 290.

Completion of orders, notice of, 286.

Component part costs, 274.

Concrete floors, 101.

Concrete, reinforced, 103.

Continuation schools, 348.

Country site for factory, 69.

Cooperation between accoxmting and

cost departments, 283.

Cooperation between employers and
* employees, 343.

Cooperative engineering schools, 354.

Core-maker's order copy, 213.

Correspondence, 126.

fiUng of, 127.

interdepartmental, 127.

Costs, comparative, 287-289.

Cost department, 269.

qualifications of head of, 270.

reports, 62, 63.

Costs, material, 273.

Costs merged into accounting sys-

tem, 272.

Cost postings checked against pay-

roll, 275.

Cost record on bill of material, 146,

288.

Cost system, adapting to premium
or bonus wage systems, 340.

Cost system, development of, 271.

Credit for material returned to

storeroom, 167.

Cupola charge sheet, 219, 221.

Cupola report, 221.

Currency, syllabus of works on, 366.

Day-rate of pay, field for, 327.

Defects and errors, 308, 314.

Defective castings, 218.

Delays due to time-posting, 258

Delays in purchase orders, 170, 205.

Demonstrators in rate fixing, 346.

Departmental bills of material, 144.

Departmental reports, 58.

Departments, arrangements of, 82.

Depreciation, 20, 298-301.

Designing factory buildings, 82.

Designing department, 149.

Desks, flat-top or roll-top, 130.

Detached lots of stock orders, 208.

Detail drawings, 154.

Dimensional inspection, 306.

Direct labor defined, 276.

Direct shipments, 245.

Distribution of labor, 267.

Dooley, C. R., discussion of factory

schools, 523.

Double entry system, merging costs

into, 51, 272.

Drafting department, 149.

Drafting department report, 61.

Draftsman's time cards, 158.

Drawing list, 152.

Drayage, 173, 274.

Duplicate work in tool department,

229.

Economics of workingmen, syllabus

of works on, 365.

Educational extension work, 348.

Education for factory management,
2.

Efficiency records of workmen, 117,

225, 339.

Electrical inspection, 307.

Employment of labor, 106.

Employment record, 108.

Equipment, inventorying, 297.

Erection inspection, 306.

Errors and defects, 308-314.

Executive control in the factory, 40.
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Expense account, 53, 277.

Expenses, hourly rate method, 280.

localizing, 267, 282.

manufacturing, items consti-

tuting, 277.

percentage method of adding
to costs, 279.

Express charges, 173, 251, 278.

Extension work in educating work-
men, 348.

Factor of safety, 278.

Feeds and speeds of machine tools,

records of, 317.

Files, records of, 229.

Filing catalogues, 172.

Filing correspondence, 127.

Filing orders in shipping office,

241.

Filing purchase orders, 170.

Filing tracings and blue-prints, 152.

Final inspection, 307.

Finance, banking and currency,

syllabus of works on, 366.

"Finding lists" in storerooms and
warehouses, 183.

Finished parts record, 178.

Finished product, 175, 272.

.Fireproof vaults, 152.

Fixing piece-work rates, 315.

Fixtures, orders for, 138.

Flaming arc lamps, 94.

Floors, factory, 101.

Floor inspection, 306.

Foremen, selecting, 106, 345.

Foremen's meetings, 60, 206.

Foundry, consecutive job list, 217.

Foundry's daily record of work done,

215.

Foundry delivery record, 216.

Foundry record of work in process,

217.

Foundry systems, 212.

Foundry time ticket, 221.

Freight charges, 274.

Freight claims, 248.

Freight payments, 247.

Freight receipts, 243.

Functional control, 25.

"Gain Sharing," by Henry R.
Towne, reviewed, 357.

Gain-sharing wage systems, 331.

Gantt, H. L., "A Bonus System of

Rewarding Labor," reviewed,

359.

Gear data, 150.

General office, 126.

General office report, 60.

Glass, 91.

Glass, prismatic, 91.

Good management, principles under-
lying, 343.

Graphical charts, 63.

Group arrangement of bill of mate-
rial, 144.

Groups of parts, inspection of, 306.

Health as affected by heating sys-

tems, 87.

Heating systems for factories, 86.

Hiring labor, 106.

Hot blast heating system, 89.

Hourly expense rates, 280.

Hourly machine rate, 282.

Human element in manufacturing, 6.

Humidifying air, 89.

Ideals to be attained in manufactur-

ing, 120.

Illumination, 91.

Incandescent lamps, 94.

Indexing in drafting department,

149.

Indirect heating pressure system,

89.

Indirect labor, 53, 138, 276.

Industrial agents of railroads, 72.

Industrial engineer employment of,

105, 355.

Industrial History of the United

States, syllabus of works on,

366.

Inspection, dimensional, 305.

electrical, 307.

erection, 306.

final, 307.

floor, 306.

Inspection methods, 304.
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Inspection of groups of parts, 306.

Inspectors, qualification of, 308.

Inspectors' report, 311.

Instructions to time-takers, 260.

Interdepartmental movement of

work in process, 201.

Interest, as part of cost, 27?.

Inventory, aids in taking, 292.

classifying materials, 293.

precautions in taking, 301.

Inventory tags, 294.

Invoices, checking, 174.

Job-card, 263.

Labor account, 52, 274.

Labor conditions as affecting fac-

tory site, 69.

Land, cost of, as affecting type of

building, 71.

Labor cost, posting of, 274.

Labor distribution, report of, 267.

Labor efficiency records, 117, 328,

339.

Labor problems, 106.

Labor, productive, defined, 276.

Lamps, arc, 94.

incandescent, 95.

mercury vapor, 95.

Laws of Business, syllabus of works

on, 364.

Laying out factory buildings, 77.

Letters, filing, 127.

Light in shops, 93.

List of parts, 142, 288.

Literature pertaining to works man-
agement, 356.

Localizing expenses, 267, 282.

Locating a factory, 68.

Location of lockers, 84.

Location of power plant, 99.

Location of wash-rooms, 84.

Lockers, location of, 84.

Loyalty of employees, 34, 343.

Machine rate, hourly, 282.

Machine shop and tool department,

224.

Machine tools classified, 237.

Machines, arrangement of, 80.

Machinery, proposition for new, 239.

Mail, opening of, 126.

Management of factories, educa-

tion for, 2.

Management of factories, bibliog-

raphy of works relating to,

356.

Management, principles underlying,

343.

Manifold copies of orders, 133.

Manufactured parts, record of, 178.

Manufacturing department report,

61.

Market as affecting factory site,

70.

Material account, 52.

Material costs, 273.

Materials, inspecting, 304.

Materials received report, 249.

Mechanical engineering, 6.

Meetings of department heads, 27,

194.

Merging costs into accounting sys-

tem, 51, 272.

Mercury vapor lamps, 95.

Messenger system, 127.
'

' Minimum " stock of standard parts,

181, 184.

Monitor roof, 91, 94.

Monthly stock balances, 187.

Moulders' order copy, 212.

Moulders' time card, 331.

Mounting blue-prints, 153.

Moving work in process, 201, 225.

National Motor Vehicle Co., organi-

zation, 43.

Night-schools for workmen, 353.

Non-productive labor, orders cov-

ering, 53, 138, 267, 276.

Non-productive travel, avoidance

of, 77, 82.

Notification to workmen of gains-

under premium or bonus wage

systems, 333, 336.

Numbering bins, 183.

Numbering parts and patterns, 149.
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Observational data as basis for rate

fixing, 321.

Obsolete parts, 296.

Office employees, record of, 109.

Office, general, 126.

Officials, selection of, 6, 106, 344.

Opening mail, 126.

Order department, 132.

Order on storeroom, 168, 189.

Order on tool-room, 228, 233.

Orders, classification of, 133.

delivery to foremen, 193.

manifold copies of, 133.

Orders to repair machinery, 227.

tracing, 61.

Organization charts, 27-49.

Organization of business enterprises,

syllabus of works on, 367.

Packing card, 242.

Packing list, 243.

Partial dehvery of parts on stock

orders, 208.

Partial shipments, 136, 245.

Parts, lists of, 142.

numbering, 149.

record of, 176-181.

tracing of, 199.

Passage ways, 80, 96-99.

Pattern department, 159.

Pattern makers' time-card, 160.

Pattern material, 159.

Patterns, numbering, 149.

Pattern orders, 159.

Patterns received, report covering,

254.

Pattern record, 149, 161.

Pattern storage, 159.

Pattern-tag, 164.

Pay-roll analysis, 66, 267.

Pay-roll checked with cost post-

mgs, 261, 275.

Pay-roll systems for various wage
systems, 328, 331, 340.

Perpetual inventory, 176, 181.

"Piece Rate System," by F. W.
Taylor, reviewed, 358.

Piece-work, field for, 329.

Piece-work rates, changes in, 324, 330.

Piece-work rates, the fixing of, 315-

325.

Pittsburg district, welfare work in,

353.

Planning work ahead, 191-211.

Potter & Johnson factory, 102.

Power plant, location of, 99.

Premium systems described, 331-

341.

Premium system, efficiency record

under, 339.

Premium system, time-sheet for, 340.

Press working of metals, 238.

Price list of purchases, 172.

Prismatic glass, 94.

Production department, functions

of, 191-211.

quaUfications of head of, 193.

report, 61.

Production engineering, 7.

Productive labor defined, 276.

Promise dates of completion of shop

orders, 205, 210.

Promises to fill purchase orders, 170.

Pulley data, 150.

Purchase order, 169.

Purchase record, 172.

Purchased finished parts, 175.

Purchases, delivery of, 170, 205.

reports of, 67.

Purchasing agent, qualifications of,

165.

Purchasing department, functions of,

165.

Purchasing important parts before

completion of bill of material,

147.

Railway industrial agents, as judges

of factory sites, 72.

Railway transportation, syllabus of

works on, 368.

Rate-fixing department, 315.

Raw material as affecting factory

site, 68.

Raw material costs, record of, 273.

Raw materials, inspecting, 304.

Raw material records, 176.

Recalling bills of material, 146.
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Receipts of castings report, 250.

Receipts of material report, 249.

Receiving, 249.

Reception room, 130.

Reinforced concrete, 103.

Release card, 116.

Remington Typewriter Co. organiza-

tion, 40.

Repair orders, 138.

Repairs to machinery, 227.

Replenishment of storeroom sup-

ply, 184.

Reports, cost department, 62, 65.

departmental, 58.

drafting department, 61.

general office, 60.

inspectors', 311.

manufacturing department, 61.

Reports of labor distribution, 195.

Reports of purchases, 67.

production department, 61.

summarizing, 63.

tracing department, 206.

weekly, 60.

Request for production order, 184.

Requisition on foundry for castings,

212.

Requisitions on purchasing depart-

ment, 116.

Requisitions on storekeeper, 184.

Returned goods, disposition of,

252, 309.

Returned purchases, 172.

Roof, factory, 91-102.

monitor, 91-102.

saw-tooth, 91-102.

Rowan sliding scale wage • system,

. 333.

Rules, booklet of, 123.

Rush orders, 202.

Sanitation, 96.

Saw-tooth roof, 91-102.

Scheduling machine-shop work, 199.

Schneider's plan for cooperation be-

tween engineering school and
industries, 354.

School-work in factories, 348.

Scrapped castings, 218.

Scrapping defective parts, 309.

SelUng prices based on shop costs,

269.

Shape of factory buildings, 82-85.

Shipping, 241.

Shipping and Receiving Depart-

ments, 241.

Shipping record, 243.

Shipments, carload, 246.

direct from other factories,

245.

Shipments direct from shop floor,

307.

partial, 136.

Shop drawings, 153.

"Shop Management," by Fred W.
Taylor, reviewed, 360.

Shop orders, classification of, 134.

Shop tag, 207.

Single-floored factory buildings, 84.

Sites, factory, 68.

Skylights, 91.

Slow burning construction, 103.

Social betterment work, 120.

Speeds and feeds of machine tools,

records of, 317.

Special manufacturing order, 140.

Specifications covering inspection,

304.

SpUtting orders of work in process,

208.

Spraying air, 89.

Standardizing drawings, 149.

"Standard Operation," time sheet

for, 259.

"Standard Operation," wage plan,

336.

Standing orders, 138, 267, 276.

Statistics, syllabus of works on, 369.

Stock balances, monthly, 187.

Stock defined, 175.

Stock-moving, 201, 225.

Stock-room methods and systems,

175.

Stock-taking, 292.

Stop-watch, use of in rate fixing, 318.

Storage of work in process, 80.

Stores and stock departments, 175.

Suburban site for factory, 76.
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Suggestion system, 120, 345.

Summarizing reports, 63.

Summary of cost, 286.

Superintendent as related to produc-

tion department, 195.

Supplies defined, 176.

Supply department, 138.

Tabulating machine used in time-

taking, 265.

Tagging materials for inventorying,

294.

Tags for tracing work in process,

207.

Taylor, Fred W., 1.

"A Piece-rate System," reviewed,

358.

"Shop Management,'' reviewed,

360.

Telephone operator, 130.

Templets of machinery, use of, 77,

_ 80.

Temporary bin-ticket, 185.

Testing assembled machines, 306.

Testing department report, 61, 314.

Test record, 314.

Tests of tool-steel, 229.

Test tag, 308.

Time-card for calculagraph, 263.

Time-card for each job, 263.

Time-card for tabulating machine,

265.

Time-card of pattern-makers, 160.

Time-cards for draftsmen, 158.

Time-cards of foundry employees,

221.

Time-clock, 256.

Time-estimates of completing orders,

202.

Time-posting, delays due to, 259.

Time-sheet, weekly, 259.

Time-stamps, 126, 258.

Time-study data, recording, 321.

Time-taker, 259.

Time-takers, instructions to, 260.

Time-takingj- 256.

Tipless incandescent lamps, 95.

Titles of drawings, 154.

Tool department, 226.

Tool orders, 138, 228.

Tool room fixtures and storage de-

vices, 233, 321.

Tool room orders, 228.

Tool steel, identifying different

brands, 232.

Tool steel tests, 229.

Tools, records of those required to

make any part, 231.

Tote boxes, 99.

Towne, Henry R., 1.

"Gain Sharing," reviewed, 357.

Tracing assembled groups, 203.

Tracing department report, 206.

Tracing function of production de-

partment, 199.

Tracing individual part orders,

199.

Tracing interdepartmental move-

ment of work in process, 201.

Tracing orders, 132.

Tracing parts and groups to make up
complete machines, 203.

Tracing patterns, 164.

Tracing progress of orders in foun-

dry, 217.

Tracing purchased items, 205.

Tracing record on bill of material,

204.

Tracing tag, 207.

Tracings, filing and storing, 152.

Trade unions, syllabus of works on,

369.

Transportational facilities as affect-

ing factory site, 72.

Transportation in shop, 96.

Unsatisfactory purchased goods,

172.

Valuing for inventory, 299.

Vault for tracings, 152.

Wage systems, 326.

Washing air, 89.

Wash-rooms, location of, 84.

Weekly meetings, 194, 206.

Weekly reports, 58.

Weekly time-sheet, 269.
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Welfare work, 120. Wood, use of in factory construc-

Western Gas Construction Co., tion, 103.

organization, 45. "Work in Process" Account, 63, 272.

Westinghouse industries, educational Work in process, room for, 80.

activities in vicinity of, 352. Works manager, duties of, 40.
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